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Le Conseil de l ’Europe et
les pays de l ’Europe de l ’Est

par

CATHERINE LALUMIERE
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Biographie
Catherine Lalumière est née le 3 août 1935 à Rennes (Ille-et-Vilaine) dans
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C’est là, dans sa ville natale, qu’elle devient Docteur en Droit public,
diplômée d’études supérieures de Sciences politiques et d’Histoire du droit,
avant d’être nommée, en 1960, assistante à l’université de Bordeaux I et à
l’Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Bordeaux.
Elle se marie le 4 avril 1960 avec Pierre Lalumière, Professeur agrégé de
Droit public, qui appartient à une famille girondine. Désormais, elle ne quit
tera plus Bordeaux, même lorsqu’elle sera nommée, en 1971, Maître de
conférence à l’université de Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne.
C’est aux côtés de son mari et de François Mitterrand qu’elle fera ses
premières armes en politique. Entrée au Parti socialiste en 1973, elle fait par
ties des experts qui, autour du premier secrétaire François Mitterrand, partici
pent à l’élaboration des dossiers du candidat aux élections présidentielles de
1974 et 1981.
En 1975, elle devient Délégué national à la Fonction publique du Parti
socialiste.
Après la victoire de François Mitterand, le 10 mai 1981, elle entre dans le
premier gouvernement de Pierre Mauroy comme secrétaire d’Etat chargé de la
Fonction publique.
Elue député de la 3e circonscription de la Gironde en juin 1981, elle de
vient ministre de la Consommation.
Chef de file de l’opposition à Jacques Chaban-Delmas, elle est la candidate
de la majorité présidentielle à Bordeaux aux élections municipales de mars
1983.
Elle est nommée secrétaire d’Etat auprès du ministre des Relations ex
térieures chargé des Affaires européennes en décembre 1984, en remplacement
de Roland Dumas. C’est dans ces nouvelles fonctions qu’elle négocie pour la
France l’entrée de l’Espagne et du Portugal dans la Communauté économique
européenne et participe à l’élaboration de l’Acte unique.
En mars 1986, elle conduit la liste départementale du Parti socialiste pour
les élections législatives et redevient parlementaire. C’est ainsi qu’elle par
ticipe à l’Assemblée parlementaire du Conseil de l’Europe à partir de janvier
1987. Elle est réélue député de la 3e circonscription de la Gironde lors des
élections législatives de juin 1988.
Désignée par ses collègues vice-président de la Commission des Affaires
étrangères de l’Assemblée nationale française aux côtés de Valéry Giscard-
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D’Estaing, elle devient également vice-président de la délégation pour les
Communautés européennes.
Le 10 mai 1989, elle est élue par l’Assemblée parlementaire du Conseil
de l’Europe secrétaire général de l’Organisation des 23, succédant ainsi à
Marcelino Oreja, ancien ministre des Affaires étrangères de l’Espagne, qui oc
cupait cette fonction depuis octobre 1984. A l’issue du vote, elle recueille
104 voix sur 121 votants (17 bulletins blancs).
Elle prend officiellement ses fonctions le 1er juin 1989 après avoir
abandonné son mandat de parlementaire français.
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Introduction
Nous allons consacrer une partie de cette matinée à examiner ensemble le
paysage européen aujourd’hui, tel qu’il se présente à la suite notamment des
bouleversements intervenus l’année dernière et peu avant. Ils vont incon
testablement modifier l’Europe future, et les organisations qui existent depuis
quarante ans vont devoir s’adapter. Leur rôle et place seront probablement
modifiés, et je reste prudente en disant simplement que se dessinent au
jourd’hui les grands traits de l’architecture européenne de demain. Voici, dans
ce cadre, quelques mots de l’organisation à laquelle j ’appartiens, le Conseil de
l’Europe.
Voici un survol des activités du Conseil de l’Europe rendu possible grâce
à l’initiative de l’Académie de droit européen.
Vous connaissez les événements qui se sont produits en Europe ces
dernières années et dans les mois récents. Vous connaissez aussi le long et
patient travail effectué par les opposants au régime polonais, j ’ai nommé
Solidarité, en Hongrie depuis fort longtemps, en Tchécoslovaquie, en Union
soviétique, etc. Leur travail a finalement porté ses fruits grâce, il est impor
tant de le mentionner, à la force de Mickaël Gorbatchev et de la Perestroïka
qui ont permis de desserrer l’étreinte de l’Union soviétique sur les pays satel
lisés. L’année 1989 a été particulièrement importante et riche en événements:
la chute du Mur de Berlin et les révolutions en RDA, en Tchécoslovaquie, en
Roumanie; auparavant la Hongrie, la Pologne et même la Bulgarie, ainsi que
l’Union soviétique à sa façon.
Que furent les réactions en Europe de l’Ouest, au Conseil de l’Europe no
tamment? Le Conseil de l’Europe apparaît souvent comme une institution
conservatrice, peu dynamique, vieillotte même. Elle a en l’occurrence réagi
avec rapidité et je crois, clairvoyance. Très tôt, en effet, nous avons pressenti
que la situation de l’Europe de l’Est changeait Qu’il nous fallait être prêts à
coopérer avec ces Etats «ex-soviétiques». Mon prédécesseur a noué des con
tacts dès 1987. Des rapports rédigés au sein de l’Assemblée parlementaire du
Conseil de l’Europe traitaient de la situation des pays de l’Est. Ils concluaient
à une prochaine évolution de la situation à laquelle le Conseil de l’Europe de
vait être prêt, comme il le fut dans les cas de l’Espagne, du Portugal et de la
Grèce lorsque ces Etats passèrent à des régimes démocratiques. En juillet
1989 le Conseil de l’Europe reçut l’importante visite officielle de Mickaël
Gorbatchev. L ’Assemblée parlementaire du Conseil de l’Europe fut la pre
mière organisation européenne qu’il visita. A cette occasion, il exposa ses
vues sur ce qu’est et doit être la politique européenne de l’Union soviétique.
L’Assemblée parlementaire réagit de façon rapide et imaginative. Elle créa, à
cet effet, un statut d’invité spécial qui permet à des délégations parlementaires
de certains pays d’Europe de l’Est et du Centre, de participer sans droit de vote
aux sessions de l’Assemblée du Conseil de l’Europe. Dès l’été 1989, des
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délégations hongroises, polonaises, yougoslaves (que je mentionne, bien que
la Yougoslavie n’appartienne pas à l’Europe de l’Est ni centrale), et sovié
tiques ont pu bénéficier de ce nouveau statut. Il fut accordé en 1990, à des
délégations tchèques, bulgares et d’Allemagne de l’Est. Seul le cas de la
Roumanie est encore en suspens. Le Conseil de l’Europe a profité de la
présence active de ces parlementaires d’Europe centrale et de l’Est. Des con
tacts et des amitiés se sont noués qui ont permis des échanges de vues et
d ’informations. Je crois que la pédagogie de la démocratie passe par ces con
tacts. Les membres des délégations invitées sont actifs et cherchent à
s’informer.
En somme, le fonctionnement de ce statut d ’invité spécial est largement
positif. Petit à petit, au-delà d’une participation aux travaux parlementaires,
ces pays s’intégrent dans le cadre de la «coopération intergouvemementale»,
entre gouvernements et administrations.
Ces pays manifestent en outre un intérêt prononcé pour différentes con
ventions rédigées au sein du Conseil de l’Europe - 135 conventions eu
ropéennes qui composent une véritable toile d’araignée juridique, européenne,
et concernent des domaines divers. La Pologne, la Hongrie, l’Union sovié
tique et d ’autres négocient actuellement leur adhésion à plusieurs de ces
instruments.
Je voudrais souligner ici l’intérêt suscité par la Convention européenne de
la Culture, domaine qui possède une importance particulière dans la construc
tion de l’Europe. Je trouve remarquable que les représentants de ces pays af
fichent d’emblée leur identité européenne et se montrent aussi attachés à notre
culture européenne. La Hongrie, la Pologne, la Yougoslavie sont depuis peu
parties à cette convention.
Au mois de mai dernier, et Monsieur Havel était président, la Tchécoslo
vaquie a décidé d’adhérer à cette convention. La décision du Président Havel
est à mes yeux, deux fois symbolique:
parce qu’il est président de la République fédérative Tchèque et Slovaque,
et
parce que grand écrivain, homme de culture.
Les mots qu’il prononça à cette occasion sont de large portée, notamment
ceux concernant l’importance pour la Tchécoslovaquie de faire partie inté
grante de la culture européenne. Cette déclaration est lourde de symboles et de
conséquences pratiques.
Enfin, nous entamons ces jours-ci les négociations avec l’Union sovié
tique qui a manifesté son désir d ’adhérer à la Convention européenne de la
Culture. Nos interlocuteurs soviétiques optent pour un ancrage européen: ils
reconnaissent l’existence des liens historiques et culturels entre l’Europe et
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l’Union soviétique. Décision de valeur qui illustre la dimension politique,
incontestable de la culture.
Je n’entrerai pas plus avant dans le détail de nos actions avec les pays
d’Europe centrale et de l’E st Les documents que je laisse à votre disposition
vous donneront une idée de la diversité des secteurs dans lesquels une poli
tique active de coopération est mise en œuvre. Le degré de démocratisation de
chaque Etat détermine la rapidité et l’ampleur de notre coopération. Nous res
pectons la spécificité de chaque Etat, les étapes de son cheminement vers la
démocratie; nous nous efforçons de nous adapter au processus de chacun, avec
le souci d’aider à la mise en place et à la construction de la démocratie. Nous
devançons toujours un peu l’événement afin de l’encourager. C ’est avec la
Roumanie que nous avançons le plus lentement. Les contacts sont main
tenus. Nous savons que si la Roumanie retourne à l’isolement, il en sera pra
tiquement fini des espoirs de démocratie dans ce pays. Je présentais ce dis
cours aux membres du gouvernement roumain que j ’ai récemment rencontrés:
nous maintenons des contacts techniques et nous ferons ce qui est en notre
pouvoir pour les conseiller dans leur réforme vers la démocratie, mais nous
refusons de cautionner aveuglément n’importe quel type d’évolution.
D’emblée j ’ai parlé de l’action du Conseil de l’Europe. Peut-être n’est-il
pas inutile de s’arrêter un instant sur la nature de cette institution. En effet,
même les meilleurs spécialistes européens ne connaissent souvent que la
Communauté économique européenne (CEE). Je vais donc rappeler, mezza
voce, ce qu’est le Conseil de l’Europe: il fut la première organisation créée
après la guerre, dans l’Europe de 1949. L ’objectif prioritaire des survivants du
conflit était qu’une guerre ne déchire jamais plus l’Europe. Dans ce but, ils
créèrent une organisation réunissant les anciens ennemis, organisation cons
truite sur des bases fortes: les principes de démocratie pluraliste et de respect
des droits de l’homme: construire une Europe forte requérait un ciment de
valeurs. En 1949, sur cette idée solide et juste, les pionniers de la construc
tion européenne fondèrent cette organisation, rassemblant ainsi les frères
ennemis sur des idées. Ainsi naquit le Conseil de l’Europe ... qui fêtait ses
quarante ans l’année dernière:
- il comporte le Comité des ministres des Affaires étrangères des pays
membres et une Assemblée parlementaire constituée par émanation des
Parlements nationaux;
- il abrite des Conférences ministérielles diverses qui se réunissent sur des
thèmes de la compétence du Conseil:
ministres de la Justice, ministres chargés de la Protection de l’environ
nement, ministres de la Santé, ministres de l ’Education nationale,
ministres de la Culture, etc.;
- et un Secrétariat général dont j ’ai la charge.
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Les compétences du Conseil de l’Europe sont variées, les plus importantes
sont:
- la défense des droits de l’homme, domaine prioritaire, avec son prolonge
ment: la lutte contre la torture - Comité de contrôle contre les traitements
inhumains et dégradants qui mène une vaste tâche;
- le domaine culturel: Le Conseil a aussi développé de nombreuses activités
en matière de culture, de culture européenne. Activités dont la philosophie
de base me paraît forte et juste. Ceci comprend les cultures, les identités
culturelles, le pluralisme culturel en Europe qu’il convient de préserver;
- les grands problèmes de société, questions de santé, de protection de la na
ture, etc.
Je ne peux énumérer toutes les compétences du Conseil de l’Europe qui,
depuis quarante ans a beaucoup travaillé, bien qu’il ait un peu perdu de son
importance et soit demeuré dans l’ombre. On en parlait peu, car à ses côtés
une organisation plus jeune attirait les regards - j ’ai nommé la Communauté
économique européenne. Le Conseil de l’Europe un peu routinier a continué
ses activités. Les événements récents ont toutefois démontré son importance
et sa potentielle utilité réelle.
Je voudrais maintenant examiner avec vous le rôle et la place des dif
férentes organisations qui existent et travaillent sur la scène européenne. On
les mentionne souvent, j ’en retiendrai trois, respectivement
- la Communauté économique européenne;
- la Conférence sur la Sécurité et la Coopération en Europe (CSCE) ou pro
cessus d’Helsinki;
- le Conseil de l’Europe.
Nous aurions pu mentionner d’autres organisations, mais elles ont un carac
tère plus spécialisé, tels l’OTAN, le pacte de Varsovie, la Commission
économique de l’ONU. Les trois organisations retenues disposent de compé
tences, larges, générales éventuellement, polyvalentes en tout cas. Elles cons
tituent sans doute les éléments centraux de l’architecture de l’Europe future,
mais une grande prudence est de rigueur en ce domaine. Le dessin se précise,
pas plus.
Il me semble rationnel de partir des besoins: de quoi l’Europe, les
Européens ont-ils besoin?
Premier besoin: la paix. Nécessité au lendemain de la seconde guerre mon
diale, elle demeure un besoin fondamental d’où l’importance des questions de
désarmement, d’équilibre Est-Ouest, etc. La paix.
Second besoin: la stabilité. La stabilité rejoint la paix, je fais ici allusion aux
conflits qui ne constituent pas des guerres mais rendent néanmoins la coexis-
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tence difficile. Il existe en Europe plusieurs de ces conflits graves qu’il y a
lieu de résoudre. Je pense par exemple au problème des minorités qui existe
dans plusieurs Etats d’Europe occidentale, en Espagne, en Belgique, en
France, en Irlande. En Belgique, le problème s’énonce davantage en terme de
coexistence interne. Les Etats d’Europe centrale et orientale doivent faire face
à de gros problèmes de minorité. Ils en ont conscience. Les représentants de
ces pays sont prompts à faire état de leurs préoccupations à ce sujet. Ces
problèmes existent depuis fort longtemps, la domination soviétique leur avait
mis un couvercle, les membres de ces minorités ne pouvaient s’exprimer.
Maintenant que la domination soviétique a disparu, les problèmes de mi
norités ressurgissent avec une nouvelle vigueur. Ces problèmes existent en
Hongrie, en Roumanie, en Tchécoslovaquie, presque partout. Ils dégénèrent
éventuellement en problèmes de nationalités, le cas des pays Baltes en Union
soviétique est parlant, de même en Yougoslavie où nous assistons à une dés
agrégation de la Fédération. Ces éléments contribuent à un paysage conflic
tuel, instable et dangereux alors que l’Europe et les Européens ont besoin de
stabilité. Ces questions réclament réponse.
Le troisième besoin fondamental est, me semble-t-il, la prospérité
économique. Il est globalement satisfait en Europe occidentale, bien que des
progrès restent à faire. Mais c’est un besoin évident pour les Etats d’Europe
centrale et orientale.
Voici pour les besoins principaux que je perçois parmi les aspirations des
peuples d’Europe. Ils mettent en évidence la nécessité d’y répondre par des
institutions et des règles du jeu adaptées, notamment juridiques. Vous êtes ici
des juristes rassemblés pour parler de droit; je crois que l’Europe a besoin de
droit, de règles du jeu. Quelles sont les solutions institutionnelles, juridiques
et politiques dont nous disposons aujourd’hui? J’envisagerai successivement
le cas de la CEE, de la CSCE et du Conseil de l’Europe.

La Communauté économique européenne
La Communauté est l’institution européenne la plus connue, de vous aussi
j ’imagine. C ’est aussi la plus importante par les moyens financiers, mais
surtout juridiques et politiques dont elle dispose. Elle est devenue une vérita
ble puissance, et est aussi un modèle de réussite économique, réel îlot de
prospérité dans le monde. Elle est aussi un modèle de réussite politique. Ce
que j ’entends par là est que l’objectif initial au lendemain de la seconde guerre
mondiale était de réunir les frères ennemis. Il a été parfaitement rempli dans
la Communauté puisque le pilier communautaire est composé de la
République fédérale d’Allemagne et de la France, alors que ces deux peuples
se sont combattus, de part et d’autre du Rhin, tout au long des XIXème et
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XXème siècles. La Communauté a donc réussi sur de nombreux plans. La
question qui se pose maintenant est de savoir vers quoi se dirige la
Communauté. Je souhaite personnellement son renforcement notamment
politique, jusqu’à devenir une fédération. Cette idée, chère au président de la
Commission, Jacques Delors, a été reprise récemment lors du Sommet de
Dublin. Si cette ligne est celle que doit suivre la Communauté, elle entraîne
deux commentaires:
D’une part, si la Communauté doit se renforcer, elle ne peut s’élargir
immédiatement. Elle compte actuellement douze membres, et la difficulté des
décisions à prendre est proportionnelle au nombre de membres. On voit mal
aujourd’hui comment la Communauté pourrait en même temps se renforcer et
accueillir de nouveaux membres. Certes la RDA rentre dans la CEE, mais
son cas est tout à fait particulier. L’entrée d’autres pays serait certainement
difficile et affaiblirait son degré d’intégration. Je crois qu’il faut quelques an
nées pour renforcer la Communauté, avant de procéder à son élargissement.
Que faire vis-à-vis des pays de la périphérie, qu’ils soient occidentaux comme
la Suisse et l’Autriche, ou d’Europe centrale comme la Pologne, la Hongrie,
la Tchécoslovaquie, voire d’Europe orientale? Que peut faire la Communauté
dans l’état actuel des choses? Elle peut passer avec ces Etats des contrats
d’association qui permettent de leur fournir de l’argent, une aide économique,
une aide à la formation de leurs dirigeants, de leurs élites, de leurs cadres
d’entreprises, e tc .... mais on voit mal ce que la Communauté pourrait faire
de plus. L’Europe leur a offert une espérance: sa réussite économique et poli
tique. Elle est un phare, une espérance pour les peuples de ces pays. Dans
l’immédiat, la Communauté aurait je crois du mal à accueillir en son sein des
pays qui le souhaitent certes, mais ne sont pas encore mûrs pour cela.
Second constat, qui est peut être plus discutable mais que je me risque à
énoncer: la Communauté a des forces mais aussi parfois la faiblesse de sa
force. Elle est fondée sur l’intégration, elle vise à rapprocher et mettre en
place des règles qui soient identiques dans les différents Etats qui la com
posent, notamment en matière économique. Cette logique intégratrice est
nécessaire pour bâtir un grand marché, pour la prospérité et le développement
des entreprises sur une grande échelle. Mais cette logique pose un problème
lorsqu’on sort du champ économique, pour l’appliquer par exemple au do
maine culturel. J ’ai mentionné l’importance pour l’Europe de sa diversité de
culture, d’identités culturelles. On peut craindre que logique et méthode com
munautaires ne soient réductrices, car appliquées à la pluralité des cultures
elles risquent d’aboutir, au contraire, à un nivellement des cultures négatif
pour l’avenir de l’Europe. Je touche là un domaine sensible, objet de discus
sions, mais je maintiens mes réserves quant à appliquer la méthode commu
nautaire hors du champ économique. Rapidement, voici à mes yeux, ce que
peut être l’avenir de la Communauté en Europe, qui ne peut pas tout faire.
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La CSCE
Conférence sur la Sécurité et la Coopération en
Europe
Le processus d’Helsinki entamé il y a une quinzaine d’années, a pour objet de
rapprocher l’Est et l’Ouest II comprend ce qu’on a appelé les trois corbeilles
de la Conférence d’Helsinki:
- la première concerne les questions de sécurité, elle a amorcé le mouvement
de désarmement à l’Est comme à l’Ouest;
- la deuxième corbeille s’occupe de la coopération économique;
- la troisième examine la dimension humaine, qui vous intéresse directe
ment, les droits de l’homme, les problèmes de culture, d’information, de
jeunesse, etc.
La CSCE a effectué un excellent travail qui a directement contribué aux
événements de 1989. La CSCE se trouve aujourd’hui dans la situation
agréable et désagréable d’avoir réussi, en partie, la tâche qu’elle s’était as
signée. Elle s’interroge maintenant sur son avenir. Quel est cet avenir? La
CSCE n’est pas une institution, elle n’a pas de structure. Elle consiste en
conférences à un niveau politique élevé qui se réunissent tous les deux ans
environ, et sont précédées de conférences d’experts qui débroussaillent le ter
rain. Il s’agit donc d’un processus politique dénué d’infrastructure, de secré
tariat permanent, d’organisation et de règles fixes. C’est un «machin» aurait
dit le Général de Gaulle. C’est un «machin» certes, et efficace, d’où cette
question d ’actualité: l’heure n’est-elle pas venue d’institutionnaliser la
CSCE? Certains plaident pour, d’autres contre:
- l’argument des partisans de l’institutionnalisation est simple, il consiste
en un constat de succès qui milite par lui-même pour la prorogation de
l’institution, telle quelle;
- les autres considèrent la formule du processus de la CSCE insuffisante et
proposent une solution durable et permanente.
Que peuvent faire aujourd’hui les trois corbeilles de la CSCE?
- La première a certainement encore fort à faire pour promouvoir le
désarmement et va très probablement être maintenue.
- Le sort de la seconde corbeille est moins net parce que de nombreux orga
nismes s’occupent d’économie, dont:
l’Association européenne de libre échange (AELE), la Communauté
économique européenne, le projet d’espace économique européen qui
réunirait la CEE et l’AELE, des organismes d’analyse qui, bien
qu’ils n’interviennent pas dans la gestion économique sont concer
nés, la Commission économique des Nations unies pour l’Europe,
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l’OCDE. A l’Est, le COMECON se porte mal, mais il en reste
encore quelque chose.
Nous avons donc beaucoup d’organisations qui s’intéressent à
l’économie. A cet égard, l’avenir de la seconde corbeille d’Helsinki
est incertain car ses compétences et celles d ’autres organisations
risquent d’interférer.
- La corbeille de dimension humaine, la troisième corbeille, recoupe très
exactement les compétences du Conseil de l’Europe.
La question est de combiner au mieux la CSCE et ses quinze ans
d’expérience, avec la structure du Conseil de l’Europe, qui est
institution permanente et organisée,
dotée de textes juridiquement obligatoires telle la Convention eu
ropéenne des droits de l’homme que vous connaissez bien,
et de mécanismes de contrôle, de juridictions, la Commission et la
Cour européenne des droits de l’homme.
Curieusement, pendant quinze ans, la CSCE et le Conseil de l’Europe se sont
ignorés. Cette ignorance devient une absurdité aujourd’hui où la troisième
corbeille de la CSCE est à la croisée des chemins:
- soit elle continue à énoncer des principes - ce qui est possible, mais non
ce que ses partisans souhaitent;
- soit elle s’institutionnalise: dans ce cas, elle devra créer différents organes
pour la mise en œuvre des principes relatifs aux droits de l’homme, à la
culture, l’information, etc. qu’elle a patiemment élaborés pendant 15 ans.
A l’évidence, institutionnaliser la CSCE reviendrait à créer un second Conseil
de l’Europe ce qui n’est pas enthousiasmant et risque d’entraîner une baisse de
qualité des standards relatifs aux droits de l’homme, ce qui est grave. En droit,
les standards énoncés par le Conseil de l’Europe en particulier par la
Convention contre la torture et les traitements inhumains et dégradants sont
les plus exigeants au monde. Nous y sommes parvenus, miracle de la poli
tique et de la conjoncture. Les standards énoncés par la CSCE sont plus
faibles, et resteront plus faibles. Notre crainte est que l’institutionnalisation
de la CSCE permette aux Etats les moins enthousiastes en matière de
démocratie et de droits de l’homme, une formidable porte de sortie pour
abaisser/diminuer les exigences des règles relatives aux droits de l’homme, à
la démocratie, et à l’état de droit Ce qu’il ne faut pas. L ’Europe ne peut, en
ce domaine, accepter de réduire les standards adoptés. C ’est pourquoi l’idée se
répand que la CSCE devrait passer le relais de la troisième corbeille au
Conseil de l’Europe:
«Mandaté» par la CSCE, le Conseil de l’Europe devra imposer aux pays
d’Europe les standards auxquels il est parvenu.
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Ce n ’est pas une utopie: les pays d’Europe centrale et de l’Est se tournent
vers le Conseil de l’Europe, souhaitent y entrer, pénétrer ses mécanismes de
contrôle des droits de l’homme. C’est un enjeu juridique. C ’est aussi un enjeu
politique de très grande importance pour l’avenir de l’Europe.

Le Conseil de l’Europe
Le Conseil de l’Europe à l’évidence détient un rôle et une grande responsabi
lité dans l’architecture européenne. Peut-être est-ce l’embryon, la première
étape de la Confédération européenne dont François Mitterrand lança l’idée.
Quelle confédération? le président le tait, mais certainement Conseil et
Confédération ont des points communs. Le Conseil de l’Europe peut en effet
être cette première étape. Pourquoi?
D’abord parce qu’il existe et peut apporter immédiatement des réponses
aux pays d ’Europe centrale et de l’Est qui cherchent actuellement une main
tendue, qui ne peuvent attendre et doivent rentrer dans le concert des nations
européennes.
Deuxièmement, parce que le Conseil rassemble largement, sans éclater. Il
ne cherche pas l’intégration. Il s’accommode très bien d’un grand nombre de
membres - actuellement 23, soit toutes les démocraties d’Europe occidentale.
Il peut sans difficulté absorber 1, 2, 3 ... 30 membres, faire le plein de tous
les pays d ’Europe. Nous n’éclatons pas et nous ne sommes pas paralysés.
Nous sommes construits pour rassembler. La seule condition de membre est
d’accepter les principes démocratiques, l’état de droit, le respect des droits de
l’homme. A cette condition tout le monde est à égalité. Nous n’avons pas de
contrats d’association qui mettraient des pays dans une position seconde. Une
fois qu’ils entrent au Conseil de l’Europe, ils sont à égalité avec les membres
fondateurs. C ’est un forum politique et un espace juridique. Il peut permettre
à tous les Etats membres de l’Europe de coopérer et construire petit à petit
l’espace juridique européen. Peut-être avez-vous parlé ici de cet espace
juridique européen? Les 135 conventions du Conseil de l’Europe constituent
déjà un filet juridique entre les vingt-trois pays membres. Et cette toile
d’araignée peut aisément s’étendre à la Hongrie, la Tchécoslovaquie, la
Pologne ... à tous les pays d’Europe centrale et orientale dans des domaines
divers: culture, sports, protection de l’environnement, questions sociales.
Finalement, et j ’insiste, le Conseil de l’Europe possède les fondements de
démocratie et de droits de l’homme sans lesquels l’Europe ne peut être solide,
ni stable. Je ne crois pas en la possibilité de construire l’Europe seulement
sur des intérêts économiques, même convergents. L ’Europe ne se construit
pas seulement sur des proximités géographiques, ni des histoires communes,
l’Europe se construit sur les valeurs fondamentales que partagent les Euro-
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péens - ciment indispensable sans lequel l’Europe est une addition d’intérêts
égoïstes... La réalité moderne et d’avenir implique que les Européens aient ces
valeurs en commun, sinon l’Europe sera bancale, instable et fragile. Nous
avons un travail considérable!
Je reviens à la question des grandes lignes de l’Europe future. Je les
évoque simplement. N’êtes-vous pas frappés par la pluralité des organismes
qui existent en Europe? De plus en plus se dessine une carte de l’Europe à
géométrie variable:
La Communauté, le Conseil de l’Europe, la beaucoup plus vaste CSCE,
le Conseil Nordique, puis maintenant la Pentagonale autour de l’Italie, la
Yougoslavie, la Tchécoslovaquie, l’Autriche, la Hongrie, etc.
Il y a des regroupements un peu partout (qui donnent le tournis), et surtout
beaucoup d’organisations régionales. Les solidarités sont multiples. Je crois
que la carte de l’Europe sera à géométrie variable. Autres réflexions, autres
remarques, l’Europe abrite des mouvements contradictoires, vraiment contra
dictoires. D’un côté, le mouvement est centripète - il pousse les Européens à
se regrouper et à confier le pouvoir à un centre de plus en plus élevé, unique.
La Communauté est un bel exemple de ce mouvement centripète - d’aucuns
penseront méchamment à la bureaucratie des Communautés (N’est-ce-pas M.
le Secrétaire Général Honoraire de la Commission?) - de l’autre, il est cen
trifuge. Des pays sont en train d’éclater, la Yougoslavie, l’Union soviétique,
un des derniers grands empires coloniaux du monde éclate à son tour. Et
chaque nationalité a soif de son indépendance. L ’identité nationale n’est pas
en cause, mais les minorités, auxquelles je faisais référence plus haut,
cherchent une autonomie, une liberté plus grandes que par le passé. Même
dans un Etat unifié tel la France, le mouvement de décentralisation est fort, il
devient alors centrifuge: les gens souhaitent que le pouvoir revienne vers le
bas, le plus près possible d’eux. Comment ces deux mouvements contra
dictoires vont-ils s’articuler? L’un va-t-il l’emporter? Quelle est la meilleure
formule: faut-il encourager les mouvements d’intégration (centripètes), ou les
mouvements de descente du pouvoir vers le bas (centrifuges)? Je n’ai pas la
réponse. Je constate que les gens, européens ou non, sont tantôt pour un
mouvement vers le haut, tantôt pour un mouvement vers le bas. La sagesse
est probablement entre les deux. La formule communautaire «intégrante» vers
le haut est utile dans certains domaines. Pas dans tous. Car les forces centri
fuges cherchent à s’épanouir, elles ont besoin d’espace et de liberté. Les deux
sont sans doute nécessaires dans l’architecture de l’Europe. Quel est votre
avis?
Question - Je voudrais exprimer une opinion dissidente sur la CSCE. Vous
en faites un succès, pour moi l’idée était fausse et a échoué. C’est la raison
pour laquelle elle n’est pas une «institution». Jean Monnet disait avec raison
des Communautés, qu’une bonne idée pour survivre doit avoir une institu-
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tion. Les idées qui fondent les Communautés sont institutionnalisées parce
qu'elles sont bonnes. Or la Conférence d’Helsinki a essayé de maintenir un
statu quo injuste qui a éclaté en une nuit et que personne n’a voulu sauvé.
Statu quo qui reposait sur l’idée de marier ces trois corbeilles, leurs questions.
Mais le système n’a jamais fonctionné, les trois corbeilles ne se sont pas
mélangées. Vous le dites bien. Maintenir l’idée de la Conférence est main
tenant impossible. Les pourparlers entre les pactes de l’OTAN et de Varsovie
sont engagés au niveau de la sécurité (première corbeille), mais pas sur la
coopération économique (deuxième corbeille). Quant à la troisième corbeille,
vous avez parlé du Conseil de l’Europe. Pouvons-nous faire un Helsinki 2,
c’est-à-dire maintenir une tradition...? vous suggérez que la CSCE a induit les
changements des pays d’Europe de l’Est. Non. Les changements sont dûs au
fait que les dictatures sont contraires à la dignité de l’homme. L’éclatement du
système communiste, du régime de Franco, au Chili et partout se produira de
toute façon. Je viens de Bulgarie, de l’Europe de l’Est où nous voyons que
vos organisations fonctionnent bien, car elles reposent sur des idées qui sont
bonnes. Ces institutions sont bonnes. Comment avez-vous pu accueillir dans
ces institutions, des parlementaires qui ne sont pas élus dans des élections li
bres, et leur donner une place pour s’exprimer? Quelle volonté expriment-ils
dans votre institution? Merci.
Catherine Lalumière - Belles questions. Prenons la CSCE. Vous portez un
jugement sévère sur ces Accords. J’ai rendu hommage à une organisation dont
je ne suis pas membre, où je n’ai pas de responsabilité. Selon vous, les
mouvements, les révolutions en Europe centrale et orientale ne sont pas dûs à
la CSCE. Bien sûr, il y eut beaucoup d’autres facteurs. Je crois néanmoins
que ces rencontres au sein de la CSCE et la contestation des régimes dictato
riaux, ont contribué à culpabiliser les dirigeants et encourager les opposants.
La CSCE n’a pas «fait la révolution», mais elle a participé au mouvement
des choses.
Vous reprochez à la troisième corbeille son peu d’utilité. Je pense que la
page de cette troisième corbeille doit se tourner. Les principes qu’elle pose
restent prudents, alors qu’il est maintenant possible d’aller au-delà des
principes, de formuler des règles obligatoires et des mécanismes. Le rôle de la
troisième corbeille est désormais d’intégrer le plus grand nombre d’Etats dans
les mécanismes efficaces du Conseil de l’Europe.
En outre, la CSCE risquait de devenir «alibi». Certes, il n’est cependant
pas inutile que les gens se réunissent périodiquement pour faire le point sur la
situation dans différents pays. Je ne souhaite pas la disparition de la CSCE.
Mais je ne désire pas non plus qu’elle serve d’alibi aux moins bons élèves.
Droits de l’homme et règles juridiques méritent mieux. Quant au reste, il
reste du travail!
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La première corbeille est utile, il reste des quantités de choses à discuter.
La deuxième corbeille, nous en parlions, d’autres organisations sont mieux
outillées pour faire avancer les convergences économiques. Toutefois, je ne
vais pas aussi loin que vous lorsque vous condamnez sans recours le proces
sus d’Helsinki. En ce moment où se tient la Conférence de Copenhague, la
Roumanie doit s’expliquer tout le temps. La prise de conscience est impor
tante, pression politique.
Votre seconde question reprochait au Parlement «d’ouvrir trop facilement
sa porte». L ’Assemblée parlementaire n’a accordé le statut d’invité spécial
qu’après des élections peut-être pas libres vraiment, mais qui manifestaient
une bonne volonté dans cette direction. Il y a toujours dans notre attitude une
volonté pédagogique. Nous ne voulons pas être la statue du commandeur, in
carnant les droits de l’homme de façon quasiment parfaite et disant: «Vous
viendrez chez nous, lorsque vous serez parfaits.»
D’abord, on ne peut parler de perfection dans les vingt-trois pays mem
bres. Et ensuite, nous croyons à la vertu de l’exemple, et à l’encouragement.
Nous voulons être pédagogues en matière démocratique. Il nous faut des con
tacts, une présence physique. Nous pensons que l’exemple parle de lui-même
lorsque les personnes viennent à Strasbourg, parlent à leurs collègues de
Grande-Bretagne, de France, etc. Nous ne prétendons pas à la perfection, mais
essayons d’intervenir aux premiers signes encourageants. Tous ceux qui vien
nent n’appartiennent pas à la même famille de pensée. Mais il y a un mou
vement dialectique. J’ai cité le cas de la Roumanie dont le statut d’invité spé
cial est pendant, volontairement.
Question - Vous avez dit, Madame, que la Communauté européenne devait
s’intégrer et surtout ne pas s’élargir. J’avoue que cette opinion exprimée par
la personne en charge du bon déroulement des travaux du Conseil de l’Europe,
m’étonne. L’expérience de certaines négociations de conventions au sein du
Conseil de l’Europe a montré qu’une Communauté unie s’exprimant d’une
voix et collant à ses décisions, a pu rendre les travaux du Conseil de l’Europe
difficiles parfois.
Catherine Lalumière - Votre remarque est très habile. Je m’irrite aussi par
fois, du fossé qui se crée entre les Douze et les non-Douze. Cette expression
des «non-Douze», pourtant usuelle, est désagréable. Elle met les Douze d’un
côté - les non-Douze de l’autre. Une de mes tâches est de travailler à ce que ce
fossé se réduise, au lieu de s’élargir. D’où l’importance des programmes que
nous pourrions avoir au niveau des vingt-trois pays membres du Conseil de
l’Europe, afin que tous, membres et non-membres de la CEE puissent béné
ficier de traitements ou de règles identiques. Vous touchez un point sensible.
Je vis désagréablement le fossé entre les Douze et les non-Douze.
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Mais je me plaçais au côté de la Communauté dans le point de vue que
j ’exprimais plus tôt. Je pense qu’elle a intérêt à se renforcer, ce que j ’observe
dans les choix qui sont faits aujourd’hui. Telle que conçue au départ, elle doit
passer à une union politique, processus d’intégration encore plus fort. Je ne
sais si la Communauté ira vers une fédération, ce qui découle pourtant de la
logique de sa création, de son mouvement et qui passe par ses liens avec les
pays extérieurs, et en s’abstenant de créer des différences de niveau. Cette or
ganisation géographiquement réduite qui fait figure de référence, de phare, de
modèle centripète, a un rôle essentiel à jouer. Mais à condition qu’il y ait des
organisations plus vastes qui permettent de rassembler. Je ne vois pas com
ment la Communauté rassemblerait tout le monde. On peut y rêver, mais je
ne le crois pas possible.
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Introduction
Cet enseignement sur la télévision européenne se situe à la jonction du droit
communautaire et du droit du Conseil de l’Europe. La convention sur la
télévision transfrontière du Conseil de l’Europe, ouverte à la signature et à la
ratification des Etats depuis le 5 mai 1989, et la directive communautaire
«Télévision sans frontières» du 3 octobre 1989 (dont l’entrée en vigueur sera
parfaite le 3 octobre 1991) en sont les deux instruments spécifiques. Ils par
ticipent à égalité à la construction d’un espace audiovisuel européen dont la
réalisation exigera encore bien d’autres actions complémentaires: sur le plan
financier avec une aide accrue à la production européenne; sur le plan juridique
avec une réglementation adaptée sur les droits d’auteur et les droits voisins
ainsi que sur les concentrations, notamment multimédias. Il faudra ensuite se
préoccuper de la radio sonore. Ainsi les deux grandes organisations eu
ropéennes concurremment - et quelquefois en coordination et de façon com
plémentaire - ont une tâche délicate à accomplir.
Néanmoins, s’agissant de la télévision transfrontière, le mouvement est
déjà lancé au terme de laborieuses négociations. L’élaboration du texte revint,
au Conseil de l’Europe, au Comité directeur sur les moyens de communica
tion de masse (CDMM) sur la base d’une série de recommandations adoptées
par le Comité des ministres.1 Il faut noter que l’entreprise du Conseil de
l’Europe était en quelque sorte naturelle puisque la coopération culturelle, les
problèmes relatifs aux médias, notamment ceux ayant pour but de faciliter la
radiodiffusion transfrontière en vue d’accroître la liberté d’information, entrent
dans les compétences constitutives de l’organisation. De plus ces travaux
avaient pour but de créer un cadre juridique élargi à l’Europe des 23, mais
étaient également provoqués par le désir de certains pays membres d’échapper
à l’approche communautaire moins souple et de la rendre inutile. En raison de
certaines divergences, le texte sur la télévision transfrontière (et non sur la ra
diodiffusion dans son ensemble comme il était prévu initialement) ne fut fi
nalement adopté par le Comité des ministres que quelques mois avant celui de
la Communauté européenne, le 15 mars 1989.
L ’histoire de la directive est beaucoup plus mouvementée.2 Dans un
premier temps elle résulte d’un travail considérable de la Commission
présenté en 1984 dans le Livre vert sur rétablissement du Marché commun de
la radiodiffusion, notamment par satellite et par câbles, appelé plus com
munément le Livre vert sur la télévision sans frontières.3 Mais les proposi1
2
3

Rapport explicatif à la convention européenne sur la télévision transfrontière,
DHMM (89) 2, 28 avril 1989, 2 à 7 notamment.
Tizzano«La direttiva CEE sulla televisione senza frontière», Il foro Italiano (1990)
111; Rodenas, «La télévision européenne sans frontières», Mémoire doctorat Paris II
(1990).
Document COM(84) final, 14 juin 1984.
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dons formulées par la Commission furent vivement discutées par les Etats et
les professionnels, à telle enseigne qu’une directive ne sera adoptée que le 3
octobre 1989. Moins contraignant et moins complet que celui des proposi
tions initiales de la Commission, le texte de cette directive est le fruit d’un
certain nombre de compromis pas toujours décisifs. Ainsi le Danemark et la
Belgique ont maintenu leur opposition au moment du vote: le premier Etat
membre a toujours estimé que le domaine culturel ne relevait pas de la com
pétence de la Communauté;4 quant à la Belgique, elle trouve insuffisant le
soutien à la production.
Le Parlement européen a obtenu plusieurs modifications du texte et, dans
un premier temps, il a soutenu la position de la France qui désirait subordon
ner la libre circulation des émissions télévisées à l’obligation de diffuser
60 % «d’œuvres européennes»; cette attitude répondait au souhait vivement
exprimé par les producteurs et les artistes européens; malheureusement la
France apparut - parmi les Etats membres - assez isolée dans cette «guerre
des quotas». Finalement les dispositions retenues sur ce point résultent d’un
compromis politique dont l’ambiguïté sera soulignée dans la suite de ce
cours.5 Jusqu’au dernier moment, l’adoption de la directive - déjà remaniée à
plusieurs reprises - a provoqué des controverses et suscité des «déclarations»
dont il faudra examiner l’importance.
Notons cependant que les rédacteurs des deux textes européens se sont ef
forcés d’écarter la perspective d’un imbroglio juridique tenant à la coexistence
d’instruments par trop différents sur un espace en grande partie commun.
Ainsi les douze Etats membres de la Communauté se sont mis d’accord lors
de leur réunion en Conseil européen à Rhodes en décembre 1988, pour que les
termes de la directive soient plus en harmonie, sur un certain nombre de ques
tions, avec ceux de la convention du Conseil de l’Europe. Par ailleurs, cette
dernière prévoit une clause dite de «déconnexion» (article 27(1)) de façon à
établir sa compatibilité avec la directive.
Ainsi la constitution d’un espace européen pour la télévision sans fron
tières a connu et connaîtra encore des difficultés. D faudra les résoudre, car les
enjeux d’une politique européenne de l’audiovisuel sont fondamentaux sous
différents aspects, liés les uns aux autres.
L’aspect économique est le plus connu, il concerne le sous-développement
de la production en Europe; plus de 70 % des émissions de fiction sont im
portés dont la moitié en provenance des Etats-Unis d’Amérique; 60 % de tous
4

5

Se basant sur la jurisprudence européenne, la Commission a en revanche relevé que les
émissions de télévision envisagées constituaient des échanges de «services» de carac
tère économique et transfrontalier, ce qui fondait sa compétence à agir sur la base des
articles 59 à 66 du Traité.
Voir la déclaration jointe de la Commission et du Conseil faite à la demande de la
Grande-Bretagne précisant que l ’obligation de diffuser une «proportion majoritaire»
d’œuvres européennes constitue une obligation politique. Agence Europe (4 octobre
1989) 7.
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les films distribués au sein de la CEE sont américains. Au regard des
développements technologiques, en particulier de la multiplication des canaux
par satellite ou par réseau câblé, cette situation risque de s’aggraver. On es
time que le besoin total de temps de diffusion de programmes pourrait être de
300.000 heures par an en 1995 alors que la capacité de production actuelle de
l’Europe (télévision et cinéma confondus) est inférieure à 20.000 heures.6 Il
est donc urgent d’encourager la production et de lui donner un cadre juridique
approprié.
L ’enjeu actuel est naturellement essentiel car une meilleure connaissance
mutuelle entre les nations, les régions et les individus est une condition pro
fonde de l’unité européenne. Or la diffusion de ces cultures au-delà des fron
tières se heurte souvent à des divergences législatives (publicité, droits
d’auteur, protection de l’enfance...) susceptibles de constituer des entraves, en
dépit des règles du Traité. Il fallait donc améliorer ce libre échange, le faciliter
et même le protéger.
Sur le plan politique au sens large, dans le cadre communautaire, une
télévision sans frontières va de pair avec la nécessité d’un grand marché et la
suppression de certains obstacles à la libre prestation de services auxquels se
rattachent les services télévisés.
Mais matériellement cet objectif vient conforter une liberté fondamentale,
celle de la libre circulation internationale de l’information et plus générale
ment de la liberté d’expression: en tant que moyen de «recevoir et de commu
niquer des informations sans considération de frontières» (article 10(1) de la
Convention européenne des droits de l’homme), les émissions radiodiffusées
constituent un support de la liberté d’expression. C’est dire que dans ce do
maine, plus que dans d’autres encore, les règles communautaires - et le com
portement des institutions et des Etats membres qui les exécutent - doivent
être appréciées en fonction des droits de l’homme.7 Ainsi la directive a pour
objet de favoriser la libre circulation, mais elle doit parallèlement se concilier
avec toutes les libertés que garantit la Convention européenne des droits de
l’homme: celles des radiodiffuseurs, des producteurs, des publicitaires, mais
aussi celles des téléspectateurs, des consommateurs et plus largement celle du
public à recevoir une information pluraliste. C’est pourquoi, en cette matière,
la directive reconnaît expressément que l’article 10 de la Convention euro
péenne des droits de l ’homme doit être un principe interprétatif pour la
Communauté comme pour les Etats membres agissant dans la sphère com
munautaire. Ce lien est souligné dès le préambule en ces termes:

6
7

Schwartz, «Réflexions sur les problèmes de l ’audiovisuel en Europe», 329 RMC
(juillet-août 1989) 389 et s.
Voir Cohen-Jonathan, «Communautés européennes et Convention européenne des
droits de l’homme», Jurisclasseur Europe (1990) fascicule 6500, n° 68.
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Considérant que ce droit appliqué à la diffusion et à la distribution de services
de télévision est aussi une manifestation spécifique, en droit communautaire,
d’un principe plus général, à savoir la liberté d’expression telle qu’elle est
consacrée par l’article 10 paragraphe 1 de la Convention de sauvegarde des
droits de l’homme et des libertés fondamentales, ratifiée par tous les Etats
membres; que, pour cette raison, l’adoption de directives concernant l’activité
de diffusion et de distribution de programmes de télévision doit assurer le libre
exercice de cette activité à la lumière dudit article, sous réserve des seules limi
tes prévues au paragraphe 2 du même article et à l’article 56 paragraphe 1 du
Traité.

On comprendra dès lors qu’il convenait de rappeler en tout premier lieu les
enseignements issus de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme;
nous pourrons mieux situer ensuite l’apport spécifique de la convention du
Conseil de l’Europe sur la télévision transfrontière, traité auquel la Commu
nauté ainsi que les Etats membres peuvent adhérer. Enfin, l’état du droit com
munautaire retiendra notre attention dans la perspective des droits de l’homme
et en relation en particulier avec le droit du Conseil de l’Europe.

I. Les enseignements de la Convention européenne
des droits de l’homme
A l’instar de la Déclaration universelle des droits de l’homme et du Pacte des
Nations Unies sur les droits civils et politiques, l’article 10 de la Convention
européenne proclame et garantit la liberté d’information qui est l’une des
composantes de la liberté d’opinion et de la liberté d’expression, et marque
bien en particulier le principe de libre circulation des informations sans con
sidération de frontières.
A. La liberté d’expression et d’information
Au cœur même de notre problématique, ce droit fondamental, traditionnelle
ment consacré dans les constitutions des pays européens,8 mérite quelques
précisions en ce qui concerne sa portée ainsi que l’accent qui est désormais
mis sur la nécessité de sauvegarder le pluralisme.
1. La portée de la liberté
La portée de la liberté est déjà assez clairement déterminée par le texte même
de l’article 10 qui, au surplus, a été au centre d’une jurisprudence très riche de
8

Voir Cohen-Jonathan, rapport sur «La déclaration des droits de l ’homme de 1789 et le
droit de la communication» (13 décembre 1989), in La déclaration française des droits
de V homme et du citoyen (1991) 51 et s.
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la Commission et de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme.9 Le para
graphe 1 spécifie:
Toute personne a droit à la liberté d’expression. Ce droit comprend la liberté
d ’opinion et la liberté de recevoir ou de communiquer des informations ou des
idées sans qu’il puisse y avoir ingérence d’autorités publiques et sans considé
ration de frontière. Le présent article n’empêche pas les Etats de soumettre les
entreprises de radiodiffusion, de cinéma ou de télévision à un régime
d ’autorisation. 10

(a) Les éléments constitutifs
Arrêtons-nous quelques instants sur les deux premières phrases de cette dispo
sition. Elles indiquent bien quels sont les éléments constitutifs de cette liber
té et d’abord leur autonomie par rapport à l’Etat qui exclut toute forme de
contrôle a priori. D’autre part, elles mettent en valeur les deux aspects princi
paux de la liberté d’information: sans doute la libre diffusion (pour la presse
comme pour la communication audiovisuelle), aspect classique dans les
démocraties libérales sur lequel pendant longtemps on s’est contenté de mettre
l’accent en se plaçant dans l’optique de celui qui émet; mais la seule raison
d’être de l’émission au sens large, c’est d'être reçue. La Commission eu
ropéenne a montré cette relation de bons sens en rappelant par exemple:
Il faut entendre le droit de radiodiffusion prévu par l’article 10 comme compor
tant le droit à ce que la réception des émissions ne soit pas entravée. 11

De fait en droit comparé, français notamment,12 comme en droit européen, la
tendance est aujourd’hui d’insister sur le droit du public (lecteurs, auditeurs,
téléspectateurs...) à recevoir tout message qui lui plaît en bénéficiant d’une
liberté de choix réelle. Ce droit à i information est le second volet de la li
berté de communication et conforte le droit de libre diffusion: envisagé déjà
par la Commission, il a été pleinement consacré par la Cour européenne dans
son arrêt du 22 mai 1990;13 pour sa part, la convention sur la télévision
transfrontière en tire, comme on le verra, plusieurs conséquences:
- Cette liberté d’expression et d’information s’applique non seulement
aux différents médias, mais à tous les individus et notamment à tous les créa
teurs scientifiques, littéraires ou artistiques. Elle vaut pour «toute personne
physique ou morale». Dans son arrêt Autronic précité, la Cour européenne a

9
10
11
12
13

Cassese, Clapham, colloque de Florence sur «La télévision transfrontière en Europe
dans la perspective des droits de l ’homme» (1990). Voir notamment les rapports de
Eissen, de Krüger et de Buquicchio-De Boer, 113 et 97.
Souligné par nous.
Décision du 17 mai 1984, W. & A. c. Suisse , DR 37, 236.
L. Favoreu, L. Philip, Les grandes décisions du Conseil constitutionnel (1989) 607.
et s.
Autronic c. Suisse, Publications de la Cour, Série A, n° 178.
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été amenée à le préciser pour répondre à une objection du gouvernement
suisse:
Selon la cour, ni le statut juridique de société anonyme, ni le caractère com
mercial de ses activités, ni la nature même de la liberté d ’expression,14 ne
saurait priver Autronic AG du bénéfice de l’article 10. Ce dernier vaut pour
toute personne physique ou morale.

- Il faut ajouter que la liberté protégée par l’article 10 couvre toutes les
formes d’expression16 et toutes les variétés de message quel qu’en soit le
contenu: politique, philosophique, culturel, artistique, économique ou com
mercial au sens large. Dans l’affaire Markt Intern Verlag le gouvernement
allemand avait énoncé une thèse assez restrictive selon laquelle le champ
d ’application de l’article 10 se limiterait aux déclarations de caractère artis
tique, religieux, scientifique, politique ou politico-économique qui s’insèrent
dans un débat intellectuel en cours; il ne saurait appréhender des déclarations
ou attitudes commerciales en vue de promouvoir des intérêts économiques.
Pareille activité relèverait de la liberté d ’entreprise non garantie par la
Convention. Ce point de vue a été vivement combattu par la Commission17
et écarté sur le principe par la Cour européenne dans son arrêt du 20 novem
bre 1989.18
Dans l’affaire Autronic la Cour a dû à nouveau réaffirmer cette position en
la complétant au moins sur un point. En effet, la société Autronic s’était vu
refuser le droit par le gouvernement suisse de capter des messages destinés au
grand public émis par un satellite de télécommunication soviétique. Sans
vouloir pour l’instant aborder le fond du problème, on notera qu’en ce qui
concerne l’applicabilité de l’article 10 et l’existence d ’une ingérence, le gou
vernement incriminé formulait plusieurs objections:
Tout d’abord, la société requérante n ’aurait attaché aucune importance au con
tenu du message transmis - des programmes en russe - car elle ne visait qu’à
effectuer une démonstration techniques par ailleurs, personne morale aux acti
vités de caractère commercial, elle ne poursuivait qu’un but lucratif. Or, une li
berté d’expression exercée à des fins purement commerciales relèverait de la
liberté économique qui n ’est pas consacrée par la Convention.

14
15

16

17
18

Contrairement à certaines libertés qui par «nature» ne concernent que les personnes
physiques: droit à la vie, interdiction de la torure, etc.
Arrêt, §47. Notons que dans le cadre du pacte international sur les droits civils et
politiques, le Comité de New York ne reconnaît qualité pour présenter une réclamation
qu’aux seules personnes physiques, voir communication n° 361-1989 Société d ’é d i
tions c. Trinité et Tabago (CCPR/C36/D361/1988).
L’arrêt Muller et autres c. Suisse du 24 mai 1988 concerne une exposition de peinture.
Voir G. Cohen-Jonathan, La Convention européenne des droits de l ’homme (1989)
576.
Rapport du 18 décembre 1987; voir Cohen-Jonathan et Jacqué, «Chronique de la
Commission», AF D I (1988) 404.
Série A, n° 165, Revue universelle des droits de l’homme (1989) 244.
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Sur le second point, on a déjà fait état de la réponse de la Cour qui relève
avoir déjà par trois fois appliqué l’article 10 à des personnes morales à but lu
cratif.19
Sur le premier point, la Commission avait déjà répondu que le recours à
des moyens techniques pouvait parfaitement être inclus dans le processus de
communication protégé par l’article 10.20 La Cour partage également ce
point de vue et ajoute:
L’article 10 concerne non seulement le contenu des informations mais aussi
les moyens de transmission ou de captage, car toute restriction à ceux-ci
touche le droit de recevoir et communiquer des informations.

Précisons également que la Commission européenne avait antérieurement af
firmé de la manière la plus nette que la protection découlant de l’article 10
s’étendait également à la publicité commerciale (par opposition au message
éditorial) même si l’on devait reconnaître en ce domaine à l’Etat un pouvoir
de réglementation plus large que pour d’autres messages.21
- On observera enfin que certains Etats ont parfois pris prétexte de la
troisième phrase de l’article 10(1) pour tenter de restreindre la liberté dans la
communication audiovisuelle. On en rappelle les termes:
Le présent article n ’empêche pas les Etats de soumettre les entreprises de ra
diodiffusion ou de télévision à un régime d’autorisation.

Il faut bien situer la portée de cette clause pour éviter toute ambiguïté.
Dans un passé pas très lointain, cette clause traduisait sans doute un souci
politique dans plusieurs Etats, à savoir réserver à la puissance publique
l’activité de radiodiffusion. Néanmoins, l’abandon du monopole, la création
de stations de radio et de télévisions privées correspond à une tendance
générale qui semble irréversible. Le procédé de l’autorisation subsiste cepen
dant non pas pour contrôler l’information mais surtout pour des raisons tech
niques et notamment pour éviter une utilisation anarchique des fréquences. En
aucun cas ce système ne doit être utilisé d’une manière contraire à l’article 10
et en particulier, comme nous le vérifierons dans un instant, au paragraphe 2
de l’article 10 qui définit à quelles conditions restrictives des limitations
légitimes peuvent être apportées à la liberté d’expression, d ’opinion et
d’information.22
19

Notamment dans l’affaire Sunday Times du 26 avril 1979, Série A, n° 30 et Groppera
Radio AG du 28 mars 1990, Série A, n° 173.

20

Voir Frowein, compte rendu de l ’audience publique tenue le 21 novembre 1989,
cours/misc. (89) 345, 4.
X et E glise de S cientologie c. S u ède , DR 16, 68. Cohen-Jonathan «Liberté
d’expression et publicité», Revue de droit des affaires internationales (1986), numéro
spécial sur «La publicité et l’Europe».
Comme nous l ’avions précisé dans notre ouvrage La Convention européenne des
droits de /’homme , supra note 16, 457-458.
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La «banalisation» de cette clause a été clairement explicitée par la Cour
européenne dans son arrêt du 28 mars 1990, Groppera Radio contre Suisse.
C’est, selon nous, l’apport essentiel de cet arrêt qui est exposé au paragraphe
61:
La troisième phrase de Tarticle 10(1) de la Convention tend à préciser que les
Etats peuvent réglementer par un système de licence, l’organisation de la ra
diodiffusion sur leur territoire, en particulier ses aspects techniques. Elle ne
soustrait cependant pas les mesures d’autorisation aux exigences du para
graphe 2, sans quoi on aboutirait à un résultat contraire à l’objet et au but de
l’article 10 considéré dans son ensemble.23

C’est que la liberté d’expression, de «communication» est un des droits les
plus précieux de l’homme comme le stipulait déjà l’article 11 de la
Déclaration française de 1789. Et, en écho, dans l’arrêt Handyside de 1976, la
Cour européenne énonçait*
La liberté d ’expression ... constitue l’un des fondements essentiels d’une so
ciété démocratique; sous réserve du paragraphe 2 elle vaut non seulement pour
les idées considérées comme inoffensives mais aussi pour celles qui choquent
ou inquiètent. Ainsi le veulent le pluralisme, la tolérance et l ’esprit
d’ouverture sans lesquels il n’est pas de société démocratique.24

Ainsi se trouvent caractérisés la valeur accordée à la liberté d’expression et
l’esprit dans lequel seront appréciées les restrictions qualitatives qui lui
seraient apportées en vertu du paragraphe 2 de l’article 10.
(b) Le contrôle des limitations
Pour comprendre le contrôle des limitations à la liberté d’expression, il faut
partir du texte du paragraphe 2:
L’exercice de ces libertés comportant des devoirs et des responsabilités peut
être soumis à certaines formalités, conditions, restrictions ou sanctions,
prévues par la loi, qui constituent des mesures nécessaires, dans une société
démocratique, à la sécurité nationale, à l’intégrité territoriale ou à la sûreté
publique, à la défense de l’ordre et à la prévention du crime, à la protection de
la santé ou de la morale, à la protection de la réputation ou des droits d’autrui,
pour empêcher la divulgation d ’informations confidentielles ou pour garantir
l’autorité et l’impartialité du pouvoir judiciaire.

Aussi pour être admissible, une restriction ou sanction doit répondre à trois
conditions:
- Elle doit être prévue par la loi. La Cour analyse ce terme dans son ac
ception matérielle et non formelle. Elle y inclut des textes de rang infra-légis23
24

Série A, n° \13\R U D H (1990) 144.
7 décembre 1976, Série A, n° 24, §49.
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latif et le «droit non écrit» y compris la jurisprudence, non seulement dans
les pays de Common law (arrêt Sunday Times du 26 avril, Série A, n° 30,
paragraphe 47), mais aussi dans les pays «continentaux» (arrêt Kruslin du 24
avril 1990, Série A, n° 176, paragraphe 29). De même la Cour accepte de
considérer des normes internationales comme équivalentes à la «loi» dès lors
que le droit interne y renvoie expressément et les intègre dans le bloc de la lé
galité (arrêt Groppera Radio).
Encore faut-il que ces normes, écrites ou non écrites, internes ou interna
tionales puissent satisfaire à une double exigence d’accessibilité et de prévisi
bilité, c’est-à-dire qu’elles soient suffisamment précises, détaillées et claires.
C’est à l’aune de ces critères que sera appréciée la «qualité de la loi» sans
laquelle toute limitation serait jugée d’emblée non fondée.
- La limitation considérée doit ensuite correspondre à l’un des motifs
énoncés dans la clause, sans discrimination arbitraire et sans détournement de
pouvoir. La liste de ces motifs «légitimes» est assez longue, mais elle ne
comporte pas, par exemple, de justification de caractère économique.25
- Enfin toute limitation doit être «nécessaire dans une société démocra
tique», c’est-à-dire que l’Etat doit prouver l’existence d’un besoin social im
périeux de recourir à l’ingérence considérée.
Il appartient aux autorités nationales de juger les premières dans chaque
cas de la réalité de pareil besoin; les Etats gardent donc une marge d'appré
ciation. Cette marge n’est cependant pas illimitée et elle est soumise à un
contrôle européen sur la nécessité de la restriction. Cela signifie que toute in
gérence doit être «proportionnée» au but légitime poursuivi et se trouver jus
tifiée par des motifs non pas simplement «raisonnables», mais pertinents et
suffisants.
Cependant, comme l’a montré l’arrêt Sunday Times, la marge d’apprécia
tion n’a pas une ampleur identique pour chacun des buts autorisés à limiter
un droit Aussi elle est sans doute plus large quand la protection de la morale
est en jeu, car il est difficile de dégager une notion européenne uniforme de la
morale.26 En d’autres hypothèses la Cour a exercé un contrôle très strict en
vue de protéger la presse (Sunday Times) notamment dans le débat politique
(arrêt Lingens du 8 juillet 1986)27
La marge d’appréciation est sans doute plus large en matière de publicité
commerciale selon la jurisprudence de la Commission.28 Encore faut-il que le
25

26
27
28

De même la notion d’ordre public susceptible de fonder une restriction à la libre
prestation de services télévisés selon l’art. 56 du traité CEE exclut les considérations
de caractère économique (voir CJCE, 26 avril 1988, affaire 352/85 Kabelregeling ,
infra p. 50).
A cet égard le contrôle sera d’autant plus étroit que le but poursuivi par l’Etat est sus ceptible d’une définition objective à l’échelle européenne.
Série A, n° 103.
Décision de la Commission du 5 mai 1979, DR 16, 79.
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discours économique ou commercial soit assimilable à de la publicité. Tel
n’était pas le cas dans l’affaire Markt Intern Verlag et Klaus Beermann contre
RFA où certains bulletins d’information s’adressant principalement aux dé
taillants spécialisés avaient été jugés contraires, en Allemagne, à l’article 1 de
la concurrence déloyale. La Commission n’avait pas assimilé de telles infor
mations à des annonces purement publicitaires. Elle avait au contraire pré
cisé:
Le fait qu’une publication épouse des intérêts particuliers, y compris des in
térêts économiques, n’est pas une raison suffisante pour l’écarter du champ
d’application de la liberté d’expression. Le processus démocratique se récla
mant de l’interaction d’une vaste gamme d ’intérêts catégoriels, la défense des
intérêts économiques est d’une grande importance dans ce contexte. Les publi
cations des syndicats, des associations professionnelles et de divers groupes
d’intérêts plus ou moins officiels sont ainsi protégés tout autant que la presse
indépendante par le droit à la liberté d’expression.^^

Sur le principe, en termes plus mesurés, la Cour, comme nous l’avons vu un
peu plus haut, partage cette vue, mais en réalité - contrairement à la
Commission et à sa méthodologie habituelle - elle devait accorder à l’Etat en
cette matière une marge d’appréciation excessive qui rendait inopérant tout
contrôle européen. Obtenu grâce à la voix prépondérante du président, cet arrêt
est fortement contestable comme l’ont montré les différentes opinions dissi
dentes.30 Il ne fera pas date.
Il reste alors toute la méthodologie classique de la Cour de Strasbourg
dans le contrôle des limitations à la liberté d’expression et d’information. Si
nous avons tenu à la rappeler - même brièvement - c ’est que la Cour de
Luxembourg doit s’en inspirer étroitement lorsqu’elle a à apprécier des restric
tions à la libre prestation de services télévisés. De même le droit communau
taire aura à tenir compte d’un autre enseignement qui est inhérent à l’article
10 de la Convention, à savoir le respect et la sauvegarde du pluralisme.
2. La sauvegarde du pluralisme
Dans l’esprit des juges de Strasbourg les droits de l’homme ne sont pas
conçus comme théoriques mais comme concrets et effectifs. Ceci signifie
qu’en plus de son devoir de non-ingérence, l’Etat a à sa charge des obligations
positives afin de protéger les droits de l’homme y compris contre l’action des
tiers. En particulier la conception moderne de la liberté d’information met
l’accent sur le droit de l’individu à une information pluraliste.
29
30

Rapport de la Commission du 18 décembre 1987, cité dans l'Annuaire français de droit
international (1988) 406.
Arrêt du 20 novembre 1989, Série A, n° 165. En ce qui concerne le problème de la
marge d’appréciation, voir notre ouvrage La Convention européenne des droits de
l ’homme , supra note 16, 189 et s. et 473.
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(a) Les obligations «actives» de l'Etat pour lutter contre les concentrations
excessives
C’est pourquoi en premier lieu l’Etat doit lutter contre les concentrations ex
cessives des moyens d’information qui réduisent la liberté de choix du lecteur,
de l’auditeur ou du téléspectateur.
Dès 1976 la Commission européenne avait relevé cette obligation à pro
pos de la presse écrite31 et le Comité des ministres avait attiré l’attention sur
ce même phénomène.32 Mais aujourd’hui la préoccupation est plus vaste et
concerne tous les médias et a fortiori la concentration multimédia. Cette ten
dance est confortée par l’attitude de plusieurs juridictions constitutionnelles,
en France, en Allemagne ou en Italie, mettant l’accent sur la garantie du plu
ralisme. Ces considérations militent contre le maintien strict d’un monopole
d’Etat;33 elles ont sans doute influencé les convictions de la Commission et
de la Cour s’agissant du système d’autorisation en matière audiovisuelle.
(b) Les limites du régime d'autorisation
Les limites du régime d autorisation résultent au moins de deux facteurs:
- D’abord, nous l’avons dit, la troisième phrase de l’article 10(1) de la
Convention autorise les Etats à réglementer par un système de licences
l’organisation de la radiodiffusion sur leur territoire. Toutefois la Commis
sion a récemment précisé que l’Etat ne disposait pas d’un pouvoir totalement
discrétionnaire de refuser une autorisation:
La marge d’appréciation réservée aux Etats dans le cadre d’un régime d’autori
sation n ’est pas illimitée. S’il est vrai que la Convention ne garantit aux
entreprises aucun droit à l’obtention d’une autorisation, il n ’en demeure pas
moins que le rejet par l’Etat d’une demande d’autorisation ne doit pas présenter
un caractère manifestement arbitraire, voire discriminatoire, contraire aux
droits qui y sont reconnus.
C’est pourquoi un régime d’autorisation qui ne respecterait pas en tant que tel
les exigences de pluralisme, de tolérance et d’esprit d’ouverture, sans lesquels
31
32
33

De Geillustreerde pers., rapport du 6 juillet 1976, DR 8, 4.

Résolution (74) 43 du 16 décembre 1974.
La Commission a d’abord constaté que l’article 10 n’excluait pas un monopole d’Etat
de la télévision. Mais en 1976 dans l ’affaire Telebiella (Sachi), elle note qu’elle ne
serait pas disposée à maintenir ce point de vue sans nouvel examen, DR 5, 43 ( supra
note 16, 456-459).
Dans le cadre communautaire, la Cour de Luxembourg a estimé que l’existence d’un tel
monopole n’était pas en soi incompatible avec l ’article 86 du Traité. Encore faudraitil établir des nuances: voir les conclusions de l’avocat général Cari Otto Lenz dans
l ’affaire C-260/89 Elliniki Radiophonia , arrêt du 18 juin 1991, pas encore publié (en
supposant que les programmes provenant d’autres Etats membres fassent une certaine
concurrence aux programmes nationaux, la Commission estime que le cumul en Grèce,
dans le même chef, du monopole de la diffusion d’émissions propres et du monopole
de la retransmission de programmes étrangers est contraire au droit communautaire.
Cela paraît également douteux au regard de l’article 10 de la CEDH).
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il n ’est pas de société démocratique, porterait alors atteinte à l’article 10,
paragraphe 1 de la Convention.34

- D’autre part, la Cour européenne a confirmé que les conditions mises à
l’autorisation constituent une ingérence dans la liberté d’expression et doivent
de ce fait être conformes aux exigences de l’article 10(2).35 Voilà qui sauve
garde la liberté d’information et la garantie du pluralisme des opinions, condi
tions indispensables d’une société démocratique comme la Cour et la
Commission l ’ont énoncé à plusieurs reprises.
Ainsi le pouvoir de l’Etat est limité par l’article 10(2) et par le respect du
pluralisme. Si tant est qu’il puisse subsister sous certaines conditions, un
monopole doit être organisé pour ne pas faire obstacle à l’expression du plu
ralisme36 et les régimes d’autorisation doivent répondre aux contraintes de
l’article 10(2).

B. La libre circulation des informations «sans considération
de frontières»
Ce principe a été réaffirmé avec force dans la déclaration du Comité des mini
stres du Conseil de l’Europe du 29 avril 1982. Il trouve sa source dans tous
les instruments internationaux sur les droits de l’homme37 et notamment
dans la Convention européenne dont l’article 10 précise que la liberté
d’expression et d’information s’appliquent sans considération de frontières.
Deux arrêts récents de la Cour sont venus l’illustrer.
1. Le droit de radiodiffusion transfrontière
C’est à ce sujet que la Cour devait rendre son arrêt le 28 mars 1990, dans
l’affaire Groppera Radio AG contre Suisse?* La requérante est propriétaire
d’une station de radio émettrice située en Italie à 4 km de la frontière suisse.
Depuis 1983 la station émettait à partir du territoire italien des émissions de
radiodiffusion - composées principalement de musique et de publicité - des
tinées spécifiquement au public suisse. Ces émissions étaient reçues d ’une
part par voie hertzienne et d’autre part (étant donné le relief montagneux de la
région) redistribuées sur le territoire suisse par des sociétés suisses
d’exploitation de réseaux câblés. Or en 1984 entrait en vigueur une ordon
nance suisse interdisant la retransmission par câbles sur le territoire helvé34
35
36
37

Décision du 16 octobre 1986, requête n° 10746/84, Verein Alternatives Lokalradio
Bern et Verein Radio Dreyeckland Basel c. Suisse (c*est nous qui soulignons).
Arrêt Groppera , §61.
R. Pinto, La liberté d'expression et d'opinion en droit international (1984) 222.
Voir notre rapport général, in La circulation des informations en droit international
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Série A, n° 173.
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tique d’émetteurs qui ne disposaient pas dans le pays d’émission d’une licence
régulièrement délivrée en conformité avec le droit international des télécom
munications. Or la société italienne visée ne disposait pas d’une telle licence
ne serait-ce que parce que la loi italienne sur ce sujet avait été déclarée incons
titutionnelle par la Cour constitutionnelle italienne dans son arrêt du 6 mai
1987. L’attitude du gouvernement suisse causait à la société un préjudice im
portant qu’elle estimait contraire à l’article 10 de la Convention. Sur un point
important la Commission et la Cour européenne seront d’accord: elles esti
ment toutes deux que la diffusion transfrontière de programmes par voie
hertzienne comme leur retransmission par câbles (seul objet du litige)
relèvent du droit consacré par les deux premières phrases de l’article 10(1),
sans qu’il faille distinguer selon le contenu des programmes. Or la décision
suisse a assurément entravé la rediffusion par câbles; elle s’analyse donc
comme une «ingérence d’autorité publique» dans l’exercice de ladite liberté.39
L’article 10 protège bien les émissions transfrontières.
Comme nous l’avons déjà relevé, pour qu’une telle ingérence soit justifiée
il fallait qu’elle soit compatible avec les exigences de l’article 10(2) de la
Convention. Sur ce point les avis se séparent: la Commission a estimé que
l’ingérence du gouvernement n’était pas «prévue par la loi» parce que la seule
référence au droit international des télécommunications ne satisfaisait pas aux
exigences de précision et d’accessibilité qui s’imposent à la loi lorsqu’elle
vient restreindre les libertés; par contre la Cour n’est pas sensible à cet argu
ment40 mais pour l’essentiel considère que l’entrave est justifiée par la néces
sité de déjouer une fraude à la loi, car au fond, la station concernée était
«suisse» et n’émettait en Italie que dans le but de se soustraire à la législation
suisse.41
Mais nous devons plus profondément tirer les leçons de ce dernier litige.
La Suisse a, selon nous, interdit à tort toute retransmission par câbles au
nom du droit international des télécommunications. Le problème a été à notre
sens mal posé. En fait, la Suisse ne tenait pas à ce que la station italienne installée à 4 km de ses frontières - puisse contourner sa réglementation en
matière de publicité. En effet, cette dernière est organisée de telle sorte qu’elle
garantit la survie du pluralisme des médias et des traditions culturelles. Or
garantir la diversité des expressions et opinions c’est assurer la survie d’une
démocratie pluri-ethnique comme la Suisse. Un tel motif n’est pas en soi in
compatible avec l’essence de l’article 10, à condition que la réglementation
imposée au radiodiffuseur étranger soit proportionnée et non discriminatoire.
En l’espèce il n’aurait pas fallu interdire toute retransmission (et toute publi39
40
41

Arrêt, §55. Pour la Commission, voir AFDI (1988) 400.
Consulter avec attention sur ce point les observations du juge Bernhardt (opinion
dissidente).
Arrêt, §73. Opinion dissidente du juge Pettiti. La Cour rejoint ici l ’opinion dissidente
de plusieurs membres minoritaires de la Commission, AFDÎ (1988) 404.
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cité), mais assujettir la station aux règles nationales, s’agissant de publicité
s’adressant spécifiquement au seul public suisse.
C’est un peu la solution suggérée par la Cour de Luxembourg - avant
l’adoption de la directive - dans son arrêt du 26 avril 1988 concernant les in
terdictions de publicité contenues dans la Kabelregeling, arrêté interminis
tériel de 1984 pris au Pays-Bas en vue de réglementer la diffusion par câbles
de programmes de radio et de télévision (CJCE, affaire 352/85, Rec. 2136).
Cette solution a été en tout cas consacrée par l’article 16 de la convention
du Conseil de l’Europe qui déroge au régime général, s’agissant de «Publicité
s’adressant spécifiquement à une seule partie».42
2. Le droit de recevoir librement des émissions de radio et de télévision «sans
considération de frontières»
L’arrêt Autronic AG contre Suisse du 22 mai 1990 concerne pour la première
fois les «nouveaux médias». Il met l’accent sur le principe de la libre circula
tion internationale des informations et en particulier sur le droit du public à
recevoir des émissions télévisées provenant d’un satellite - fût-il de télécom
munications - sans ingérence injustifiée, conformément à l’article 10(1) de la
Convention européenne des droits de l’homme.43
Cet arrêt est également intéressant dans la mesure où il situe les rapports
entre la Convention européenne et la réglementation internationale établie par
l’Union internationale des télécommunications (UIT). Enfin, en constatant
l’évolution du droit international de l’information, il conforte les principes
qui sont à la base de la convention européenne sur la télévision transfrontière
(5 avril 1989) et de la directive communautaire sur la télévision sans fron
tières (3 octobre 1989).
Les faits peuvent être ainsi résumés: la requérante est une société qui
s’occupe principalement de la fabrication et de la commercialisation
d’antennes paraboliques permettant la réception d’émissions diffusées par
satellite.

42

Article 16: Publicité s ’adressant spécifiquement à une seule partie

43

1. Afin d’éviter des distorsions de concurrence et la mise en péril du système télévisuel
d’une partie, les messages publicitaires dirigés spécifiquement et fréquemment vers
l ’audience d’une seule partie autre que la partie de transmission ne doivent pas con
tourner les règles relatives à la publicité télévisée dans cette partie.
2. Les dispositions du paragraphe précédent ne s’appliquent pas lorsque:
a) les règles concernées établissent une discrimination entre les messages publici
taires transmis par des organismes ou à l ’aide de moyens techniques relevant de la
juridiction de cette partie et les messages publicitaires transmis par des organismes ou
à l’aide de moyens techniques relevant de la juridiction d’une autre partie;
b) les parties concernées ont conclu des accords bi- ou multilatéraux en ce domaine.
9 Revue universelle des droits de l’homme (22 octobre 1990) 313.
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Elle sollicita des autorités suisses l’autorisation de présenter, lors d’une
foire à Zurich, les émissions de télévision diffusées par le satellite soviétique
G. Horizont, grâce à une antenne parabolique privée. Les autorités suisses lui
refusèrent cette autorisation au motif que les signaux d’un satellite de télé
communications - contrairement à ceux émis par un satellite de radiodiffu
sion directe - ne pouvaient être captés sans l’accord des autorités d’émission,
demeurées silencieuses en l’espèce.
Or, comme la société avait prévu d’autres démonstrations similaires, elle
demanda que soit rendue une ordonnance déclaratoire qui confirmerait son droit
de recevoir à usage privé des programmes non codés, destinés au public en
général, transmis par des satellites de télécommunications, sans agrément de
l’Etat émetteur.
N’obtenant pas satisfaction auprès des juridictions suisses, la société a
donc introduit un recours devant la Commission européenne des droits de
l’homme. Cette dernière devait établir que le refus des autorités helvétiques
constituait une ingérence dans l’exercice du droit de recevoir des informations
au sens de l’article 10(1) de la Convention, avant de conclure qu’un tel refus
ne pouvait être justifié au regard de l’article 10(1).44
La Cour allait suivre une démarche comparable: elle développe surtout
pourquoi une telle ingérence n’était pas «nécessaire dans une société démocra
tique».
Le gouvernement inlassablement mettait l’accent sur la discrimination en
tre satellites de radiodiffusion directe et satellites de télécommunications.
Selon lui, la réglementation de l’UIT entend donner à toutes les émissions
diffusées par les seconds la même protection qu’aux communications télé
phoniques.
La Cour a noté tout d’abord que le droit international des télécommunica
tions n’entraîne pas les conséquences rigoureuses que le gouvernement entend
en tirer. Pour le vérifier, elle aurait dû sans doute se placer normalement à
l’époque des faits de la cause (1982); mais elle a relevé que la Suisse avait
déclaré expressément qu’elle adopterait aujourd’hui la même attitude que celle
qu’elle avait prise en 1982, à l’égard de demandes semblables. Peut-être cet
élément l’a-t-elle incitée à faire état de l’évolution juridique et technique
postérieure «pour autant qu’elle aide à comprendre et interpréter correctement
les règles en question»? En dépit de cette formule prudente, on pourra re
procher à la Cour de ne pas avoir limité son examen à la situation existant au
moment des faits litigieux; néanmoins l’évolution qu’elle a constatée permet
d’éclairer une réglementation internationale qui n’était pas si claire à cette
époque aussi.

44

Rapport de la Commission du 8 mars 1989, AFDÎ (1989) 529.
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La Cour constate en premier lieu que la distinction entre les différentes
catégories de satellites est devenue assez floue à partir du moment où les
satellites de télécommunications ont diffusé des programmes destinés au
grand public. Il est vrai qu’aucun problème de la sorte ne s’était présenté tant
que les particuliers ne pouvaient capter techniquement de tels programmes;
cette possibilité n’était offerte qu’à des stations terrestres spécialement
équipées. Le progrès technique, l’utilisation d’antennes de faible dimension
mettaient alors au premier plan le droit de l’individu de recevoir les émissions
grand public. Dès lors, le critère essentiel de la mise en œuvre de cette liberté
ne réside plus dans le type de satellite de transmission mais dans le type
d’émission destinée à être reçue directement (ou indirectement) par le public
en général. Telle est d’ailleurs la conception adoptée par la convention eu
ropéenne sur la télévision transfrontière, après de longues années de prépara
tion (ce qui montre que cette conception était déjà en germe bien avant 1989).
D’autre part, au niveau national, plusieurs Etats européens (France,
Grande-Bretagne, Etats Scandinaves...) autorisent le captage des émissions
télévisées non codées émanant de satellites de télécommunications sans exiger
le consentement du pays où est située la station alimentant le satellite. Or un
tel comportement n’a provoqué aucune protestation de la part des Etats mem
bres de FUIT ou des autorités internationales elles-mêmes. Ceci laisse pré
sumer qu’une telle attitude n’est pas contraire au droit international en cause,
et permet de réfuter l’interprétation restrictive donnée par la Suisse (ce que
semble confirmer l’avis donné par l’UIT et reporté au paragraphe 37 de
l’arrêt).
Sans doute la Suisse a-t-elle l’obligation de protéger le secret des
«correspondances»; c’est une obligation de «résultat» qui laisse aux Etats le
choix des moyens. Mais à cela on peut répondre qu’un Etat membre de la
Convention des droits de l’homme ne saurait utiliser, sans nécessité im
périeuse, un moyen prohibé par l’article 10.
Finalement, la Cour conclut à l’absence de nécessité de l’interdiction
litigieuse: d’une part, la nature seule des émissions en cause, à savoir des
émissions non codées, destinées aux téléspectateurs d’Union soviétique, em
pêche de les qualifier de non destinées à l’usage général du public; d’autre
part, le gouvernement a reconnu l’absence de risque de se procurer des infor
mations secrètes à l’aide d’antennes paraboliques recevant des émissions de
satellites de télécommunications. Il y a donc eu violation de l’article 10.
En conclusion, si l’on peut regretter que le cas soumis à la Cour n’ait pas
été le plus symptomatique et que les explications données par cette dernière
aient été quelquefois lapidaires, on doit reconnaître à cet arrêt un effet signifi
catif. Il a su éviter un conflit entre la réglementation de FUIT et la
Convention européenne des droits de l’homme. Il a surtout le mérite de con
firmer la liberté de réception «sans considération de frontières» telle qu’elle
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est énoncée dans la Convention européenne ou dans le Pacte des Nations
Unies.
Voici donc quelques enseignements généraux issus de la Convention eu
ropéenne des droits de l’homme et qui, s’agissant des émissions transfron
tières, doivent demeurer à l’esprit lorsqu’on se penche sur les instruments
plus spécifiques du Conseil de l’Europe ou des Communautés européennes.
La vérification en est sans doute plus aisée s’agissant de la convention du 5
mai 1989.

II. L’apport de la convention du Conseil de l’Europe
sur la télévision transfrontière
La convention sur la télévision transfrontière est un prolongement et une
concrétisation, dans un domaine donné, de l’article 10 de la CEDH (auquel se
réfère également la directive communautaire Télévision sans frontières). En
effet, l’objectif de la convention est de faciliter entre les Etats contractants la
circulation transfrontière des émissions télévisées. Cette dernière risque d’être
entravée par des législations nationales divergentes, en matière de publicité ou
de parrainage par exemple et aussi parce que, sur la base de l’article 10(2),
l’Etat de réception peut apporter des restrictions à certains types d’émis
sions.45 Une convention spécifique était nécessaire, car la jurisprudence euro
péenne - si elle contient les grands principes - n’est pas encore assez déve
loppée. De plus il n’appartient pas au juge européen de se substituer aux
Etats pour établir des réglementations détaillées sur la publicité ou sur
d’autres points déterminés. Enfin, il ne fallait pas que la libre circulation
aboutisse à une «jungle déréglementée».
C’est pourquoi, reprenant en substance une série de recommandations an
térieures, la convention du Conseil de l’Europe veut assurer, autant que faire
se peut, la fluidité de la circulation en déterminant un cadre comportant un
certain nombre de «règles minimales» pour les besoins de la seule télévision
transfrontière. Car la convention ne vise pas à une harmonisation des sys
tèmes médiatiques: chaque pays peut conserver les caractéristiques qui lui sont
propres, comme il peut appliquer des règles plus strictes ou plus détaillées à
des services relevant de sa juridiction.

45

Comme le dit très bien Jane Dinsdale, chef de la section Média au Conseil de l ’Europe:
«Le point de départ était de donner une expression concrète des garanties consacrées à
l'article 10 de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme, et de renforcer davan
tage encore ces garanties en limitant les motifs pour lesquels la liberté de communi
quer des informations et des idées sans considération de frontières peut faire l ’objet
d’ingérences légitimes.» Communication au colloque de Paris des 26 et 27 mai 1989,
(Polyc.) 4.
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Mais il ne pourra plus s’appuyer sur ces règles pour empêcher la retrans
mission de programmes qui sont par ailleurs conformes à la convention, étant
entendu que l’Etat contractant qui doit veiller à cette conformité est celui dont
dépend les organismes ou les moyens techniques de transmission.
Par son contenu, la convention conforte et accroît même parfois les liber
tés fondamentales en matière d’information. Nous apprécierons cet apport à
travers les engagements généraux ou majeurs des Etats, et aussi en examinant
les obligations des radiodiffuseurs. Formellement la convention est un acte
purement interétatique et toutes les obligations incombent à l’Etat; mais
matériellement certaines dispositions traduisent des obligations à la charge
des radiodiffuseurs que le droit national de chaque Etat devra concrétiser pour
les besoins de la télévision transfrontière.
Cette convention - qui n’est pas encore en vigueur46 - ne règle pas tous
les problèmes. Ses dispositions sont parfois un peu vagues et laissent à
l’Etat une assez grande marge d’appréciation. Néanmoins, elle constitue une
base précieuse pour faciliter la liberté de circulation et un mécanisme pour as
surer le développement progressif d’un système qui doit être complété et pré
cisé. Il faudra en conclusion revenir sur ces différents traits.

A. Les engagements généraux des Etats
Ces engagements majeurs figurent avant tout à l’article 4 de la convention.
La première phrase exprime l’obligation fondamentale:
Les parties contractantes assurent la liberté d ’expression et d’information,
conformément à l ’article 10 de la Convention européenne des droits de
l ’homme...

Cette référence indique bien la filiation entre les deux textes. Elle signifie
également que les règles de la convention seront interprétées à la lumière de
l’article 10 qui constitue un standard minimum en deçà duquel les parties ne
doivent en aucune circonstance se trouver.
C’est dire et confirmer que les Etats ne doivent pas porter atteinte à la li
berté d’expression du radiodiffuseur notamment à travers les conditions posées
dans les actes d’autorisation ou les contrats de concession. C’est un en
seignement général qui a bien été mis en valeur par la Commission dans sa
décision du 1er mars 1982:

46

La convention est ouverte à l ’adhésion des Etats membres du Conseil de l ’Europe et
des autres Etats parties à la convention culturelle européenne (la Pologne et la Yougo
slavie l’ont déjà signée), ainsi qu’à celle de la Communauté européenne (art. 29).
Après son entrée en vigueur, eUe pourra être étendue à d’autres Etats non membres
(art. 30).
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Il faut noter qu’un Etat qui instaure un tel système (d’autorisations) a une obli
gation particulière de veiller à ce que les droits garantis par l’article 10 soient
toujours protégés .47

De cette manière si, selon l’article 5, chaque Etat de transmission doit veiller
«par des moyens appropriés et par ses instances compétentes» à ce que les
services relevant de sa juridiction soient conformes aux dispositions de la
convention, il est précisé dans le rapport explicatif qu’une telle responsabilité
n’implique en aucune façon l’établissement d’une ingérence dans l’indé
pendance du radiodiffuseur vis-à-vis du contenu de la programmation. Elle
n’implique pas non plus l’introduction d’un système de contrôles a priori
même à l’égard de la publicité.
On notera que cette indépendance doit être sauvegardée aussi contre
l’influence des annonceurs (articles 11 et 13, alinéa 4 de la convention) et du
parrainage (articles 17 et 18, alinéa 2).48
En second lieu - c’est la deuxième phrase de l’article 4 - il faut tout parti
culièrement relever la garantie absolue de la liberté de réception s’agissant de
services qui font l’objet de réception directe. Pas d’accord préalable, pas
d’ingérence d’aucune sorte, pas de contre-mesures ou mesures de suspension
provisoire de la part de l’Etat de réception (alors que cela risque de se produire,
comme la convention le prévoit d’ailleurs, pour les retransmissions).
Ce point constitue un progrès important même par rapport à la
Convention européenne des droits de l’homme.
Donc si un différend survient à l’égard des émissions transmises directe
ment, la seule méthode consistera a posteriori à engager la procédure de con
ciliation prévue par la convention avec l’Etat d’émission.49
Enfin l’article 4 prévoit:
Les parties ne s’opposent pas à la retransmission sur leur territoire de services
de programmes qui sont conformes aux dispositions de la présente conven
tion.

Techniquement, s’agissant de retransmission (par câbles par exemple), il est
possible à un Etat de réception d’intervenir et d’empêcher la retransmission.
47

48

49

DR 28, 209. Voir aussi G. Cohen-Jonathan, supra note 16, 457-458; R. Pinto, La
liberté d information et dopin ion en droit international (1984) 222. (Dans l ’arrêt
Groppera ( op. cit ., §61), la Cour européenne précise clairement que la «clause d’autori
sation» figurant à l ’article 10(1) n’était pas soustraite aux exigences du paragraphe 2
de l’article 10).
Ainsi est-il spécifié: «Le contenu et la programmation d’une émission parrainée ne
peuvent en aucun cas être influencés par le parrain de manière à porter atteinte à la res ponsabilité et à l ’indépendance éditoriale du radiodiffuseur à l’égard des émission... Le
parrainage des journaux télévisés et des magazines d’actualités est interdit».
Avec Madame Dinsdale, on conviendra sur un plan pratique qu’il est de toutes façons
difficile d’interférer techniquement avec la réception directe à moins de brouiller le
signal ou d’empêcher la vente d’antennes adaptées (ce qui était le cas cependant dans
l’affaire Autronic).
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C’est précisément en vue d’éviter ce genre d’action que, comme contrepartie
de la garantie fournie par la partie de transmission, l’Etat de réception accepte
le principe de libre retransmission.
En cas de différend, de violation alléguée de la convention, il est prévu
une procédure de négociation et de conciliation entre Etats sous l’égide no
tamment d’un comité permanent de représentants des parties contractantes
(article 25). Il est également prévu en dernier lieu de recourir à un arbitrage
qui reste toutefois facultatif (article 26).
Telle est la procédure normale en cas de contestation, mais les rédacteurs
de la convention n’ont pu éliminer la possibilité d’une «suspension provi
soire». Ils l’ont interdite dans certaines hypothèses (en cas de violation al
léguée de l’article 7Î3)50 ou de l’article 10 (objectifs culturels)); ils ont tenté
pour le reste de la réglementer strictement Néanmoins, il subsiste des hy
pothèses où un Etat de réception peut provisoirement suspendre la retrans
mission après un court laps de temps (deux semaines après la notification de
la violation alléguée), à condition cependant que cette violation continue et
présente un caractère grave et manifeste tel qu’elle soulève d’importants pro
blèmes d’intérêt public (article 24, alinéa 2). Cette exigence montre que cela
doit constituer une contre-mesure exceptionnelle. On notera aussi qu’en au
cune circonstance une seule violation isolée ne peut autoriser une suspension.
Le risque d’une telle mesure énergique et unilatérale constitue sans doute une
faiblesse de la convention. Il est à souhaiter que les mécanismes de concilia
tion de la convention soient assez efficaces pour tenter de la pallier.51
Mais s’agissant des libertés fondamentales, en dehors des engagements
généraux que nous venons de mentionner, les Etats ont prévu des règles qui
matériellement visent les obligations qu’ils doivent s’efforcer de faire res
pecter en particulier par les radiodiffuseurs. (Nous n’évoquerons pas ici les
dispositions relatives à la publicité et au parrainage qui, avec le temps, sont
devenues très proches de celles que l’on examinera à propos de la directive).

B. Les responsabilités du radiodiffuseur
Sous ce titre, il n’est pas envisagé des domaines qui ne sont pas régis par la
convention - qui ne concernent donc pas les engagements des Etats - en lais
sant entière la responsabilité formelle et classique du radiodiffuseur, dans des
matières telles que les droits d’auteur (et droits voisins), la responsabilité
civile ou pénale ou encore le respect des règles en matière de concurrence
déloyale.
50
51

«Le radiodiffuseur veille à ce que les journaux télévisés présentent loyalement les faits
et les événements et favorisent la libre formation des opinions».
Rien n’empêche par ailleurs le radiodiffuseur d’intenter une action devant les juridic
tions nationales, puis devant la Commission européenne des droits de l’homme.
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Par contre, à l’article 7 de la convention notamment, les auteurs du texte
ont établi des règles qui s’appliquent à tous les éléments des services de pro
grammes y compris la publicité.
Certaines obligations ont un caractère qualitatif et concernent surtout le
respect des droits d’autrui et du public en général. Pour partie, tout au moins,
elles tendent à satisfaire par avance aux exigences du paragraphe 2 de l’article
10 .

La seconde catégorie d’obligations correspond davantage à des restrictions
ou des seuils quantitatif,s52 qu’il faut observer pour satisfaire à une liberté ef
fective de tous les moyens d’expression; elles ont trait à la publicité et à la
diffusion d’œuvres européennes. Sans entrer dans les détails, il faut souligner
ce second aspect dont l’incidence sur les libertés fondamentales est évidente.
1. Les obligations de caractère qualitatif
On peut ici, d’une manière un peu schématique, distinguer les obligations
tenant au respect des droits fondamentaux traditionnels et celles qui visent
spécifiquement le droit du public à l’information.
(a) Le respect des droitsfondamentaux traditionnels
1) L’article 7(1) prescrit d’abord le respect de la dignité de la personne hu
maine et des droits fondamentaux d’autrui. L’intitulé est assez vaste; il vise le
droit à l’honneur et à la réputation, le droit au respect de la vie privée, à la
présomption d’innocence et les droits des consommateurs en tant que tels. A
ce dernier point de vue figurent également des dispositions précises aux arti
cles 11 et 13 sur la publicité.53
2) Mais l’article 7(1) relève «en particulier» que les éléments de services de
programmes ne doivent pas «être contraires aux bonnes mœurs et notamment
contenir de pornographie, mettre en valeur la violence ni être susceptibles
d’inciter à la haine raciale».
Le premier interdit est classique et rejoint la défense de la morale. Ceci dit
il ne sera pas toujours facile de circonscrire le contenu d’une telle limitation.
Il existe certes une jurisprudence indicative de la Cour européenne des droits
de l’homme, mais cette dernière a toujours relevé l’absence d’une «notion eu
ropéenne uniforme de la morale».54 Or quand un motif légitime de limitation
ne peut correspondre à un standard européen suffisamment uniforme, la marge
52
53
54

En ce qui concerne ces distinctions terminologiques, voir G. Cohen-Jonathan, supra
note 16, 458-459.
On peut considérer également que l ’article 15 (réglementation de la publicité pour
certains produits) concerne la protection de la santé publique.
Voir affaire Handyside, arrêt précité du 7 décembre 1976, §48; arrêt Muller c. Suisse du
24 mai 1988.
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d'appréciation des Etats est assez large. C’est dire que les avis des différents
Etats risquent d’être quelquefois divergents.55
Quant au second interdit il est moins susceptible d’appréciations subjec
tives. D’une manière générale la jurisprudence européenne a condamné la dis
crimination raciale comme étant un traitement «dégradant» en soi56 et a
même considéré que la propagation d ’idées racistes justifiait non seulement
une limitation de la liberté d ’expression mais constituait une cause de
«déchéance» du droit de se prévaloir de la protection accordée par l’article 10
de la Convention.57 D’ailleurs, en application de la convention internationale
de 1965 sur l’élimination de toutes les formes de discrimination raciale, les
législations nationales des différents Etats européens condamnent l’incitation
à la haine raciale.
Notons cependant que le rapport explicatif de la convention sur la télévi
sion transfrontière précise:
Le paragraphe ... relatif à la violence et à la haine raciale n ’implique pas que de
tels phénomènes qui existent dans la société ne puissent être montrés dans les
services de programmes de télévision, mais vise à assurer que la violence ne
tienne pas une place proéminente dans les services de programmes.58

3) Le paragraphe 2 de l’article 7 vise spécifiquement la protection des «en
fants et adolescents» en indiquant que les émissions susceptibles de nuire à
leur épanouissement physique, psychique, moral ne soient pas programmées
à des heures d’écoute où ils sont susceptibles de les regarder.
Cette protection des enfants est reprise à propos de la publicité (article 11,
alinéa 3) et correspond à une préoccupation assez générale dans les Etats. On
notera aussi que c’est la seule disposition d’ordre éthique (en dehors de la pu
blicité) que contient la directive communautaire sous le titre «Protection des
mineurs». L ’article 22 de ce texte, dont la rédaction semble plus complète que
celle de la convention59 constitue d’ailleurs le seul cas dont la transgression
autorise une suspension provisoire des émissions sous certaines conditions
55

56
57
58
59

A la lumière de la jurisprudence européenne, le comité permanent chargé de suivre
l’application de la convention aura sans doute à affiner certaines notions ou défini
tions telles que la difficile ligne de démarcation entre érotisme et pornographie. H est
évident que les principales difficultés devront être résolues «in concreto» plutôt que
sur la base de concepts abstraits.
Affaire des Asiatiques dAfrique orientale. Voir G. Cohen-Jonathan, supra note 16,
291.
Décision de la Commission du 11 octobre 1979, Glimmerveen et Hagenbeek, DR 18,
187.
DHMM (89) 2, 28 avril 1989, 121.
La directive voudrait éviter la diffusion (à quelque heure que ce soit) des émissions qui
sont susceptibles de nuire «gravement» à l’épanouissement des mineurs, du fait no
tamment de leur contenu pornographique ou parce qu’elles inciteraient, par exemple, à
la haine raciale. En fait, cette hypothèse se trouve tacitement incluse dans l’article
7(1) de la convention et on rappelera aussi que la Cour européenne a toujours été vigi
lante pour protéger spécialement la «morale des jeunes» (voir affaire Handyside).
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assez strictes et sous le contrôle de la Commission des Communautés (qui
peut demander à mettre fin d’urgence à cette entrave). Mais le respect des
droits d ’autrui, c’est aussi d’assurer le droit du public à l’information.
(b) Le droit du public à l'information
Le droit moderne de la communication met en évidence le droit du public à
recevoir une information complète et pluraliste. Plusieurs dispositions de la
convention tendent, peu ou prou, à satisfaire à cette exigence.
1) Il faut d ’abord citer en ce sens l’article 7(3) dont l’interprétation risque
d’être fort controversée. Il prévoit:
Le radiodiffuseur veille à ce que les journaux télévisés présentent loyalement
les faits et les événements et favorisent la libre formation des opinions.

Une telle mention figure sans doute dans de nombreux codes de déontologie
mais rarement, en tant que telle et sous cette forme, dans des textes législatifs
ou réglementaires.60
On remarquera que la directive ne comporte pas de disposition analogue et
certains auteurs ont vigoureusement critiqué une telle mention qui risque
d’être abusivement utilisée et de dégénérer en une forme de censure.61
Les rédacteurs de la convention ont été conscients de ce danger et c ’est
pourquoi ils ont formellement interdit à l’Etat de réception de décider uni
latéralement une mesure de suspension provisoire pour violation alléguée de
ce paragraphe. Et d’ailleurs, dans d’autres enceintes internationales, les Etats
européens ont en général été hostiles à l’insertion dans un texte juridique d’un
devoir de la sorte à la charge des agents de l’information, craignant qu’il ne
procure à un Etat mal intentionné un moyen de pression sinon de contrôle a
priori.
Le cadre européen plus homogène a peut-être dissipé ce genre d ’appréhen
sion au profit de l’utilité que cette disposition est susceptible de présenter
pour le public en général. En vérité, la notion de présentation loyale des faits
suppose que le radiodiffuseur fasse preuve de
... la diligence normale pour s’assurer de l ’exactitude des faits énoncés et pour
permettre au public de distinguer ce qui est présentation des faits de ce qui
60
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Notons cependant que le projet de déclaration de TONU de 1960 sur la liberté de
l ’information stipulait: «Quiconque diffuse des informations est tenu de veiller de
bonne foi à 1*exactitude des faits relatés...». Cette disposition a été largement dis cutée. Pour la plupart des Etats occidentaux, il était clair que si l ’information devait
être honnête et complète, elle devait demeurer libre. Voir notre rapport «Liberté de
circulation des informations et souveraineté des Etats», colloque SFDI de Strasbourg
(1978) supra note 37, 42-43.
Voir Schwartz, communication au colloque de Florence sur «La télévision transfron
tière en Europe...», supra note 9, 165 et s.
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relève du commentaire, de telle sorte que le téléspectateur soit en mesure de se
forger une opinion.62

Si l’on se réfère au rapport explicatif la teneur de cette obligation devient à la
fois moins contraignante formellement mais aussi plus ambiguë. Il est noté:
Les agents de l ’information ont une obligation morale envers le public, non
seulement à l ’égard de la transmission des informations factuelles mais aussi
pour leurs commentaires sur ces événements et leurs développements
(paragraphe 127).

On aura relevé le terme d’«obligation morale» envers le public. Cependant la
convention s’adresse aux Etats qui ont la responsabilité de veiller au respect
par le radiodiffuseur de ses obligations...
Au total cette disposition méritera d’être éclaircie, mais son esprit de
meure de garantir le pluralisme des sources d’information dans l’intérêt du
public sans mettre en cause l’indépendance des journaux télévisés. En ce sens
la convention veut concrétiser les exigences de l’article 10 de la CEDH: faire
respecter les droits d’autrui à une information pluraliste, garantir la liberté
d’opinion, sans mettre en cause la liberté d’expression. Peut-être maladroite
ment, elle «ajoute» ou précise un élément qui lui paraît important au niveau
des droits de l’homme, alors que la directive communautaire est encore muette
sur ce point.
Un dernier point mérite attention: l’obligation inscrite à l’article 7(3) est
particulièrement sensible en matière de campagne électorale ou politique.
En effet chaque Etat dispose pour ces périodes particulières de réglementa
tions tendant à assurer un équilibre entre les différents partis ou candidats. Il
ne faudrait pas que cet équilibre national soit bouleversé par le contenu
d ’émissions transfrontières. Il y avait déjà eu à ce sujet une crise assez
sérieuse provoquée par Malte en 1985 qui avait protesté du fait de l’intrusion
abusive d ’émissions provenant d’Italie pendant la campagne législative à
Malte. Il s’agissait, semble-t-il en l’espèce, d’émissions «spécifiques» des
tinées à Malte.63 Le cas est extrême mais le problème demeure de manière
générale.
Sollicité sur ce sujet, le Comité des ministres du Conseil de l’Europe a
refusé finalement d ’apporter des précisions sur ce point; au nom de la liberté
d’expression, il lui paraissait difficile d’adopter des mesures spécifiques rela62
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Jacqué et Knaub, «Liberté d’information et protection des données», rapport à
l ’Institut universitaire européen de Florence (octobre 1989) 31. Comme le notent les
auteurs: «loyauté se distingue d’exactitude intégrale (difficile parfois à atteindre...); ce
n’est que dans des hypothèses exceptionnelles, au cas où il mettrait en cause l ’honneur
d’une personne par exemple, que le journaliste serait appelé à apporter la preuve de
l ’exactitude des faits.»
Voir résolution 841 (1985) de l’Assemblée parlementaire. Voir aussi les documents
5389 et 5392.
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tives à l’accès des formations politiques aux moyens de communication au
diovisuels à caractère transfrontière pendant les campagnes électorales. Il
relève en particulier la garantie que procure l’article 7(3) et le fait que d’après
le rapport explicatif la référence qu’il contient sur la libre formation des opi
nions «se rapporte entre autres, au respect des dispositions des Parties en
matière de campagne électorale ou politique, sans porter atteinte à la liberté
d’opinion».64 Il n’est pas douteux, cependant, que les Etats contractants
seront amenés à s’entendre sur des recommandations convergentes à ce sujet
Il reste une ultime question: celle de la publicité politique. Contrairement
semble-t-il à la directive, il n’est pas exclu qu’elle soit admise dans le cadre de
la convention transfrontière.65 Là encore il n’est pas inutile que les Etats
contractants procèdent à des échanges de vues, sur son organisation et ses im
plications, au-delà du respect nécessaire des dispositions de la convention sur
la publicité.
Au souci de favoriser le droit du public à une information complète et
pluraliste, se rattache dans une certaine mesure l’article 8 de la convention sur
le droit de réponse.
2) Le droit de réponse est la contrepartie normale de la liberté d’information.
En obligeant chaque Etat contractant - pour les besoins de la télévision trans
frontière - à en organiser l’exercice effectif, la convention ajoute un élément
supplémentaire à l’article 10 de la CEDH.66
Tel qu’il est présenté dans le rapport explicatif le droit de réponse est un
droit, assez largement conçu, exercé par une personne physique ou morale
pour, par exemple, corriger des faits ou des informations inexacts ou en vue
de faire connaître son point de vue sur des faits ou des informations, particu
lièrement lorsqu’ils la concernent ou constituent une atteinte à sa dignité, à
son honneur ou une intrusion dans sa vie privée.
La portée précise de ce droit sera déterminée par l’Etat de transmission. Si
la solution retenue n’est pas trop restreinte,67 elle permettrait à l’individu non
seulement de faire respecter ses droits (en dehors de toute action civile ou
pénale), mais elle lui accorderait dans une certaine mesure pour des motifs
plus larges, sinon un droit à l’antenne, du moins un droit «actif» à la com64
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Réponse du Comité des ministres à la recommandation 1077 de l ’Assemblée relative à
l ’accès aux moyens de communication audiovisuels à caractère transfrontière pendant
les campagnes électorales, 26 avril 1989, CDMM (89) 38. Rapport précité, §128.
La définition de la publicité donnée par la convention comprend non seulement la
publicité commerciale, mais aussi la promotion d’une «cause ou idée».
La convention interaméricaine des droits de l ’homme est le seul instrument interna
tional prévoyant un droit de réponse au bénéfice de l ’individu (art. 14).
En droit français, à la radiotélévision, contrairement à ce qui se passe dans la presse
écrite, il ne suffit pas à une personne d’avoir été mise en cause pour bénéficier du droit
de réponse. Ce dernier n’est ouvert qu’en cas d’imputations susceptibles de porter at
teinte à l ’honneur ou à la réputation d’une personne. De même, dans la directive, le
droit de réponse n’est ouvert à une personne que si ses «droits légitimes» ont été lésés
(art 23).
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munication.68 Situation nouvelle puisque la Commission européenne des
droits de l’homme a toujours considéré que, sauf circonstances très spéciales,
l’individu n’a pas - directement ou indirectement - droit à un temps d’antenne
pour exprimer ses opinions à la radio ou à la télévision.69 C’est pourquoi, en
compensation, on insiste encore davantage sur le droit du public à une infor
mation complète et pluraliste.
3) L'accès du public à des événements majeurs quelle qu’en soit la nature
(politique, culturelle, sportive...) est un élément important du droit du public
à l’information. L ’article 9 de la convention répond concrètement à cette
préoccupation en montrant les limites des droits d’exclusivité obtenus par cer
tains réseaux de radiodiffusion pour certaines manifestations importantes. Des
dispositions juridiques doivent être prises pour que les autres radiodiffuseurs
aient au moins la faculté d’en diffuser des extraits suffisants, voire même
qu’ils aient le droit d’acquérir l’autorisation de rediffuser l’événement en
différé.
Cet article 9 conforte et prolonge les enseignements de la jurisprudence de
la Cour européenne sur le droit du public à recevoir toute l’information sur
des sujets d’intérêt général de toute nature, qu’ils concernent la santé (arrêt
Sunday Times du 26 avril 1986) ou le débat politique (arrêt Lingens du 8
juillet 1986).
4) Enfin le droit à l’information postule la transparence en ce qui concerne les
informations relatives au radiodiffuseur, comme l’organise l’article 6(2) de la
convention.
Rappelons qu’une telle obligation, loin de s’opposer à la liberté
d’information tend à en renforcer l’exercice effectif. En effet, en exigeant que
soient connus du public les dirigeants réels et les détenteurs de capitaux, la
convention met les téléspectateurs à même d’exercer leur choix de façon libre
et éclairée sur les moyens d’information qui leur sont offerts. Voilà un élé
ment qui complète la Convention des droits de l’homme et qui a été claire
ment justifié par le Conseil constitutionnel français, par exemple, dans sa dé
cision des 10 et 11 octobre 1984.70
Cette effectivité que doit présenter la liberté d’information entraîne
d’autres conséquences et permet, peut-être, de justifier des réglementations
quantitatives qui, quoi qu’on dise, ne doivent pas être analysées comme des
restrictions à la liberté d’expression.
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Tout dépendra des moyens que les Etats mettront en œuvre pour appliquer l*article 8,
dans le cadre d’une assez large marge d’appréciation.
X et association de Z c. Royaume-Uni, décision du 12 juillet 1971, annuaire, vol. 14,
539; voir G. Cohen-Jonathan, supra note 16, 456.
Entreprises de presse, voir L. Favoreu, L. Philip, Les grandes décisions du conseil
constitutionnel (1989) 607 et s.
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2. Les obligations de caractère quantitatif
De telles obligations concernent aussi bien les plafonds ou les seuils
maximums fixés en matière de publicité71 que les seuils minimums fixés
d’ailleurs avec beaucoup de souplesse en matière de diffusion d’œuvres eu
ropéennes (article 10)72
De telles dispositions ne portent pas atteinte à la liberté d’expression;
elles concernent les modalités de l’expression. Elles n’empêchent pas en tant
que telles aux messages publicitaires ou aux œuvres non européennes d’être
exprimés, mais elles sont le reflet d’un objectif «constitutionnel» qui domine
désormais l’article 10 de la CEDH, à savoir garantir un pluralisme effectif de
tous les moyens d’expression.
Ecrivant sur ce sujet en 1986, à propos des restrictions quantitatives en
matière de publicité (que nous distinguons des restrictions de caractère quali
tatif),73 nous avons déjà insisté sur le fait que de telles limitations pouvaient
être justifiées par l’exigence de la qualité des programmes et surtout par la
sauvegarde de la diversité des médias, y compris de la presse écrite. Cela
commande de ne pas priver les autres médias, et la presse écrite notamment,
des ressources de la publicité; cela commande aussi de ne pas aggraver la crise
du cinéma74 et surtout de la création cinématographique et audiovisuelle.
En d’autres termes, des mesures positives sont nécessaires pour préserver
le pluralisme des médias ainsi que pour offrir aux créateurs les conditions
minimales d’accès aux médias.
Finalement, aussi bien le pluralisme des médias par la réglementation de
la publicité que le pluralisme culturel par les «préférences d’œuvres eu
ropéennes» font appel à l’obligation positive des Etats d’assurer l’exercice ef
fectif de la liberté d’expression pour tous les moyens d’expression.75
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Les seuils des spots publicitaires sont voisins de ceux retenus dans la directive com
munautaire: 15 % du temps de transmission quotidien et 20 % par heure d’émission; un
pourcentage plus fort est réservé en cas d'émission de télé-achat (art. 12); aucune
coupure avant 45 minutes de diffusion d’une œuvre audiovisueUe.
«Les parties veillent, chaque fois que cela est réalisable et par des moyens appropriés,
à ce que les radiodiffuseurs réservent à des œuvres européennes une proportion majori
taire de leurs temps de diffusion... Cette proportion compte tenu des responsabilités
du radiodiffuseur à l’égard de son public en matière d’information, d’éducation, de cul
ture et de divertissement, devra être obtenue progressivement sur la base de critères
appropriés» (souligné par nous).
Contrairement à la directive, la convention ne comporte aucune disposition relative à
la protection des producteurs indépendants ni aucune clause de «non-recul».
Cohen-Jonathan, «Liberté d’expression et publicité», Revue de droit des affaires inter
nationales (1986), numéro spécial sur «La publicité et l ’Europe». Voir l’excellente
communication de Schwartz au colloque de Florence du 19 mai 1989, 175 et s.
Préoccupation exprimée par les rédacteurs de la convention à l ’article 10, §4. Cela
justifie également, comme il est précisé, la règle dite de la «chronologie des médias».
Voir l ’opinion individuelle de M. Batliner dans l ’affaire Groppera (rapport de la
commission du 13 octobre 1986); voir notre commentaire dans la première partie.
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Sans doute de telles contraintes ne doivent-elles pas être disproportion
nées, mais les règles fixées par la convention du Conseil de l’Europe n’appa
raissent pas déraisonnables surtout en matière culturelle...
Dans cette même optique de défense d’un pluralisme réel des moyens
d’expression et d’information, il serait souhaitable que, d’une manière ou
d’une autre, les Etats du Conseil de l’Europe se préoccupent maintenant de
limiter les risques de concentrations abusives d’entreprises de communication
audiovisuelle en Europe et de groupes multimédias transnationaux. C’est là
encore un enseignement de la jurisprudence européenne puisque dès 1976 - à
l’époque, à propos de la presse écrite - la Commission européenne des droits
de l’homme avait relevé que l’article 10 pouvait être transgressé si un Etat
manquait à son obligation d’empêcher les concentrations excessives.76 La
convention doit être complétée par des dispositions relatives à la concurrence
économique. La promotion d’une réelle liberté passe désormais par une telle
réglementation.
Mais au terme de toutes ces explications, il est temps désormais de tenter
de dresser quelques conclusions même provisoires sur la convention du
Conseil de l’Europe sous l’angle des libertés fondamentales, avant d’apprécier
comparativement les problèmes posés par la directive communautaire.

C. Appréciation générale
La convention du Conseil de l’Europe méritera donc d’être complétée.
Comme la directive communautaire, elle laisse à l’écart la radio sonore et le
délicat problème des droits d’auteur et droits voisins.77 Mais, même dans les
domaines qu’elle appréhende, elle comporte un certain nombre de dispositions
floues (la notion d’œuvre européenne par exemple,78 l’article 7(3)); d’autre
part, la convention accorde aux Etats contractants une assez grande marge
d’appréciation pour donner corps aux règles minimales qui sont énoncées et
veiller à leur application. On pressent déjà les difficultés qu’il faudra surmon
ter.
En dehors même du contenu très souple de l’article 10(1) sur les objectifs
culturels79 (qui en cas de différend n’est pas susceptible d’être soumis à
76

De Geillustreerde c. Pays-Bas , 6 juillet 1976, DR 8, 5. Ce souci doit également
dominer 1*action de la Commission des Communautés européennes (voir infra).
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Des instruments sont en voie d’élaboration sur ces deux points mais soulèvent encore
des difficultés.
Dans la convention la notion d’œuvre européenne met plus nettement l ’accent sur le
caractère culturel que sur le financement. Cela ne dissipe pas pour autant toutes les in terrogations.
A certains professionnels qui seraient déçus par cette disposition, il faut tout de même
rappeler que des préférences quantitatives de ce genre doivent justement être
«proportionnées» pour se concilier avec les exigences de la liberté d’expression; que
dans le cadre du Conseil de l ’Europe il était difficile d’aller beaucoup plus loin dans
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l’arbitrage), comment seront interprétées les obligations qualitatives pesant
sur les radiodiffuseurs ou les annonceurs? Que signifie une information «non
loyale» ou une émission «contraire aux bonnes mœurs»? Quelle attitude
exacte adopter à propos de la publicité politique, par exemple, ou des droits
d’exclusivité détenus par certains radiodiffuseurs pour la transmission d’événe
ments majeurs.
On compte surtout sur le mécanisme de coopération interétatique sous
l’égide du comité permanent et éventuellement sur l’arbitrage, pour réduire les
mesures de suspension provisoire, résoudre les différends et progressivement
interpréter les dispositions encore vagues de la convention, les affiner, les
développer et peut-être même, proposer leur amendement.
Dans la mesure, toutefois, où les Etats auront à apprécier certaines obliga
tions qualitatives qui sont, pour partie au moins,80 le reflet en termes positifs
des types de responsabilités et de limitations contenues au paragraphe 2 de
l’article 10, ils devront se souvenir qu’elles doivent être interprétées d’une
manière restrictive, conformément aux techniques utilisées par les organes de
Strasbourg dans le cadre de l’article 10(2).
Si ce n’est pas le cas, rien n’empêchera un radiodiffuseur par exemple (ou
un annonceur) d’attaquer une décision étatique, et même une sentence arbi
trale, devant la Commission européenne des droits de l’homme.
Car une autre faiblesse de la convention, c’est qu’elle ne prévoit qu’un rè
glement entre Etats en court-circuitant l’individu. De plus ce règlement non
judiciaire, obtenu le plus souvent à l’amiable, ne sera pas forcément compa
tible avec l’article 10. D’ailleurs - en dehors d’un différend déterminé - il
serait nécessaire en général d’associer, d’une manière ou d’une autre, les indi
vidus (associations de radiodiffuseurs, d’annonceurs, de téléspectateurs, de
consommateurs...) au processus d’interprétation et de développement de la
convention.81 Le Conseil de l’Europe semble désormais l’avoir bien compris.
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Timmédiat. H est symptomatique d’ailleurs de constater que le dispositif communau taire sur les «quotas» s’est considérablement assoupli par rapport aux premiers pro
jets. (Au surplus il s’agirait de clauses non susceptibles d’être sanctionnées par la
Cour de Luxembourg). Rappelons enfin que le fait de ne pas ratifier la convention parce qu’un seul article ne donne pas totale satisfaction - ne dispense pas un Eut de
respecter ses obligations actuelles au titre de l ’article 10 de la Convention européenne
des droits de l’homme, lequel éublit le droit à la libre communication et à la libre ré ception des émissions sans considération de frontières, sous la seule réserve des limi
tations prévues par l’article 10(2), sous le contrôle des organes de Strasbourg (les
données culturelles en tant que telles ne constituent pas un motif légitime de limitation qualiutive).
Certains motifs de limitation énoncés au paragraphe 2 de l’article 10 (défense de
l’ordre, sécurité nationale, sauvegarde de l’autorité du pouvoir judiciaire...) ne font pas
l ’objet d’une «traduction» spécifique dans la convention.
Sur tous ces points, voir les observations de Melle Boisson de Chazoumes, «La
télévision transfrontière dans le cadre du Conseil de l’Europe», AFDf (1988) 803.
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Au total cependant la convention du Conseil de l’Europe reste un instru
ment utile qui, sur la base de règles minimales, devrait favoriser la libre cir
culation. Il est notable en particulier que la convention n’ait pas considéré la
circulation des informations télévisées comme un phénomène purement
économique mais comme l’expression d’une liberté fondamentale.

III. L’évolution du droit communautaire sur la
télévision sans frontières
L’information est un élément déterminant de l’unification européenne relevait
le Parlement européen dès 1982, et la Commission devait élaborer en ce sens,
le 14 juin 1984, le Livre vert sur /' établissement du marché commun de la
radiodiffusion, notamment par satellite et par câbles*2 La plus importante
des priorités consistait à créer un cadre juridique commun qui garantirait la li
bre circulation des programmes dans la Communauté. En effet, les disposi
tions du Traité sur la libre prestation de services assurait une base importante
à la libre circulation des informations télévisées (articles 59 et 62). Néan
moins il s’agit de dispositions de caractère économique, pouvant comporter
des dérogations, notamment en fonction de la disparité des législations natio
nales. Or, en matière d’information télévisée, l’article 59 coïncide matérielle
ment avec une liberté fondamentale qui, comme l’ont montré les arrêts
Groppera zlAutronic, ne peut être limitée qu’à des conditions restrictives.
C’est pourquoi la Commission a très tôt voulu mettre en valeur que l’article
10 de la CEDH était un principe interprétatif de la libre prestation de services
télévisés dans le cadre communautaire. D’autre part, son but immédiat a été
de coordonner et d’harmoniser les législations des Etats membres d’une
manière suffisante pour assurer la libre circulation des émissions de télévision
dans la Communauté. Enfin, à la demande du Parlement européen, la
Commission devait tenir compte des desiderata des professionnels tendant à
l’instauration d’un quota minimum de diffusion d’œuvres «européennes» par
les organismes de radiodiffusion, afin de sauvegarder le pluralisme culturel.
Sur ces bases, la Commission présenta le 30 avril 1986 une proposition de
directive qui fut approuvée par le Parlement européen le 20 janvier 1988
moyennant trois changements: extension de la notion d’œuvre communau
taire, renforcement de la position des titulaires des droits d’auteur, institution
d’un droit de réponse.
Néanmoins les Etats restent divisés et, trop isolée, la France (ardent
défenseur des professionnels) est obligée de renoncer à une réglementation
trop contraignante des quotas au profit d’une formule assez proche de celle
contenue à l’article 10 de la convention du Conseil de l’Europe, assortie il est
82
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vrai, d’une clause de non-recul. Finalement aussi, aucun consensus ne se fera
sur les droits d’auteur dont le règlement est reporté à plus tard. Dès lors, après
un itinéraire encore mouvementé, le projet de directive sera enfin adopté le 3
octobre 1989 à la majorité, la Belgique et le Danemark ayant voté contre.
Ce texte important vient partiellement compléter les principes généraux
issus du Traité. Mais bien des questions se posent encore pour que les
Communautés et ses Etats membres construisent un espace audiovisuel
garantissant plus pleinement toutes les libertés fondamentales.
A. Les principes généraux issus du traité CEE
De caractère économique principalement, ces principes - tels qu’ils ont été in
terprétés par la Cour de Luxembourg - doivent faire l’objet d’un bref rappel
puisqu’ils définissent le contexte dans lequel évolue la télévision européenne
transfrontière, et montrent l’utilité de la directive et des autres prolongements
aptes à satisfaire les besoins d’une communauté démocratique respectueuse
des libertés.
1. Le principe de libre circulation
Qu’il s’agisse de la libre circulation des travailleurs ou des marchandises, de
la liberté d ’établissement ou de la libre prestation de services, toutes les dis
positions du Traité convergent vers la reconnaissance d’un principe général de
libre circulation dont la structure essentielle est identique (car correspondant
aux mêmes nécessités) et accroît sensiblement la sphère des droits indivi
duels.83
En l ’occurrence ce principe joue un rôle essentiel en matière
d’information, non seulement en matière de presse écrite (libre circulation des
livres, journaux, etc.), mais en ce qui concerne les entreprises de radiodiffu
sion télévisuelle. Ainsi les auteurs du Livre vert de la Commission ont sou
ligné, par exemple, que:
Le traité CEE assure la libre circulation à l’intérieur de la Communauté aux
salariés de ces organismes par référence à l’article 48 du Traité. A leur nonsalariés, il garantit la liberté d’établissement (article 52) et la libre prestation
de services transfrontaliers (article 59). Le traité CEE étend ainsi à l’ensemble
du territoire de la Communauté la liberté d’information, d ’expression
d ’opinions et de manifestation culturelle. Toutes les professions sont con
cernées, y compris les activités journalistiques et artistiques...

La liberté d’établissement, comme la libre prestation de services, bénéficie
non seulement aux ressortissants des Etats membres en tant que personnes
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physiques mais aussi aux entreprises, aux organismes de radiodiffusion
télévisuelle.84
Quant aux émissions télévisées, elles bénéficient de la libre circulation en
tant que prestations de services. L ’arrêt de principe est bien connu: dans
l’affaire Sacchi la Cour de justice déclare:
... En l’absence de dispositions expresses contraires du Traité, un message
télévisé doit être considéré, en raison de sa nature, comme une prestation de
service.

Après avoir confirmé qu’elle peut donner lieu à rémunération, la Cour dit
pour droit:
L’émission de messages télévisés, y compris ceux ayant un caractère publici
taire, relève en tant que telle des règles du Traité relatives aux prestations de
services. Cependant, les échanges concernant tout matériel, support de son,
films, appareils et autres produits utilisés pour la diffusion de messages
télévisés sont soumis aux règles relatives à la libre circulation des marchan
dises.8^

Dans sa jurisprudence ultérieure, la Cour allait confirmer cette conclusion et
adopter une position libérale tendant à étendre le champ d’application de la
liberté.
D’abord ne sont normalement couverts par cette règle que les services
ayant un caractère transfrontalier au sens de l’article 59 du Traité et s’ils sont
fournis contre rémunération au sens de l’article 60. Dans son arrêt du 26 avril
1988, la Cour allait être amenée à donner un certain nombre de précisions ap
préciant notamment de manière très souple la notion de rémunération.86
D’autre part la Cour allait réaffirmer le principe de libre circulation quel que
soit le mode de transmission du message. L ’arrêt Sacchi concernait l’émis
sion de messages télévisés par voie hertzienne. Dans l’arrêt Debauve87 la
Cour précisa qu’il n’y avait aucune raison de réserver un traitement différent à
la télédistribution; en 1988,88 elle adopta une attitude similaire s’agissant de
la transmission par satellite d’émissions télévisées relayées par un réseau de
télédistribution. En définitive peu importe le vecteur qui permet à l’émission
en cause d’atteindre son destinataire.
Dans des circonstances définies par le Traité et par la Cour de justice, le
principe de libre circulation supporte cependant des exceptions qui doivent
être restrictivement conçues.
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2. Les restrictions à la libre circulation
Elles se présentent sous deux formes assez bien connues.
(a) Les dérogations non discriminatoires provenant d une réglementation
d intérêt général ou relative à la protection des droits d auteur
La Cour de justice a appliqué aux émissions télévisées une réserve non écrite
du droit communautaire, qu’elle avait déjà établie antérieurement, en faveur de
restrictions nationales à la libre prestation de services justifiées par l’intérêt
général.89 L’opposabilité d’une telle réglementation nationale d intérêt
général (la Cour doit normalement en apprécier le bien-fondé et la nécessité)
est qu’elle soit indistinctement applicable aux émissions intérieures et
étrangères.
De la sorte, la Cour a fait application de cette doctrine s’agissant de mes
sages publicitaires télévisés et télédistribués: il a été jugé que les articles 59
et 60 n’interdisaient pas une réglementation nationale (en l’occurrence belge)
s’opposant à la transmission de tels messages si cette législation est ap
pliquée sans distinction en ce qui concerne l’origine, nationale ou étrangère,
de ces messages, ou la nationalité du prestataire, ou le lieu de son établisse
ment.
En l’absence d’une harmonisation des règles, une interdiction de ce genre ren
tre dans le cadre de la compétence laissée à chaque Etat membre de réglementer,
de restreindre ou même d’interdire totalement sur son territoire, pour des
raisons d’intérêt général, la publicité télévisée.90

Qu’il s’agisse de publicité, de parrainage ou d’autres sujets, des réglementa
tions d’intérêt général peuvent donc mettre en échec le principe de libre circu
lation. On conçoit dans ces conditions qu’une harmonisation des législations
nationales s’avère nécessaire.
Elle serait également très utile en matière de propriété intellectuelle
comme l’atteste l’affaire Coditel qui a donné lieu à deux arrêts significatifs.
En l’espèce la société belge Coditel ayant distribué sur son réseau câblé en
Belgique le film «Le Boucher» capté à la frontière à partir d’une émission de
la télévision allemande, la société Ciné Vog, propriétaire des droits
d’exploitation exclusifs du film pour la Belgique (pour l’exploitation en salle
puis à la télévision), engagea des poursuites contre Coditel.
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La Cour de justice saisie à deux reprises, d’abord par la Cour d’appel de
Bruxelles en 1979, puis par la Cour de cassation de Belgique en 1981, a rendu
donc deux arrêts.91 Elle avait à trancher si:
Les articles 59 et 60 du Traité s’opposent à une cession, limitée au territoire
d’un Etat membre, d’un droit d’auteur sur un film, étant donné qu’une série de
cessions pareilles pourrait avoir comme résultat de cloisonner le Marché
commun du point de vue de l’exercice des activités économiques en matière
cinématographique.

La Commission avait répondu par l’affirmative, mais la Cour de justice n’a
pas suivi ce point de vue. Elle a reconnu le droit des titulaires des droits
d’auteur d’interdire la diffusion de films protégés par le droit national lorsque
des stations de télédistribution captent des émissions provenant d’un pays mi
toyen.
La Cour a en effet déclaré:
Si l’article 59 du Traité interdit les restrictions à la libre prestation de ser
vices, il ne vise pas les limites à l’exercice de certaines activités économiques
qui proviennent de l’application des législations nationales sur la protection
de la propriété intellectuelle, sauf si une telle application constitue un moyen
de discrimination arbitraire ou une restriction déguisée dans les relations
économiques entre les Etats membres^ ... le cessionnaire exclusif des droits
de représentation d’un film pour tout le territoire d ’un Etat membre peut donc
invoquer son droit à l’égard des sociétés de télédistribution qui ont transmis ce
film sur leur réseau de télédistribution après l’avoir capté d’une station émettrice de télévision établie dans un autre Etat membre, sans que le droit commu
nautaire y fasse obstacle.

Plus généralement, la distinction sous-jacente à l’article 36 du Traité entre
l’existence d’un droit reconnu par une législation nationale en matière de pro
priété intellectuelle, lequel ne peut être affecté par les dispositions du Traité,
et son exercice qui pourrait constituer une restriction déguisée dans le com
merce intracommunautaire vaut également lorsque ce droit s’exerce dans le
cadre des prestations de services.93 Les juridictions nationales doivent vérifier
que les modalités d’exercice du droit de propriété exclusif ne favorisent pas les
distorsions de concurrence sur le marché cinématographique.
Le résultat de cette jurisprudence est que les restrictions peuvent être
maintenues malgré les dispositions des articles 59 et 62 du traité de Rome.
Or le développement du câble et des satellites risque de multiplier ce type
d’affaire. De plus il existe une seconde catégorie de dérogations possibles au
principe de libre circulation.
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(b) Les dérogations justifiées par des raisons d ordre public, de sécurité
publique ou de santé publique
Comme le précise la jurisprudence de la Cour, la réserve formulée à l’article
56(1) doit être comprise:
Comme ouvrant la possibilité d’apporter, dans des cas individuels et en
présence d’une justification appropriée, des restrictions à l’exercice d’un droit
directement dérivé du Traité.94

Cette clause, que l’on retrouve à propos d’autres domaines régis par le prin
cipe de libre circulation, doit être interprétée de manière restrictive en utilisant
notamment les enseignements tirés des arrêts RutilP5 ou Bouchereau?6 tant
en ce qui concerne la détermination des motifs de limitation que le caractère
nécessaire de la dérogation. En particulier
Le recours par une autorité nationale à la notion d ’ordre public suppose ...
l’existence d’une menace réelle et suffisamment grave affectant un intérêt fon
damental de la société.9^

Ici encore le principe de proportionnalité remplit une fonction très utile.
Une affaire récente permet de vérifier ces considérations; elle a donné lieu
à l’arrêt déjà cité du 26 avril 1988.98 La Cour a été interrogée à propos de la
réglementation néerlandaise de la publicité et du sous-titrage (Kabelregeling)
concernant la diffusion par câbles de programmes de radio et de télévision. Si
l’on s’attache particulièrement à la publicité (objet principal du litige), le
texte néerlandais interdit la diffusion de programmes émis à partir d’autres
Etats membres quand ces programmes comportent des messages publicitaires
destinés spécialement au public néerlandais. Etait-ce compatible avec l’article
59?
La Cour remarque tout d’abord que la réglementation était discriminatoire
dans la mesure où il existait une possibilité (étroite) de diffusion de messages
publicitaires pour les chaînes néerlandaises prises dans leur ensemble (ce droit
était réservé à une fondation nationale), alors qu’elle était totalement exclue
pour les émetteurs étrangers.
Dès lors la réglementation litigieuse ne pouvait trouver de justifications
que dans les exceptions expresses du Traité. Mais la Cour refusa d’admettre
que les dispositions restrictives de la réglementation néerlandaise se justi
fieraient pour des raisons tenant à la protection de l’ordre public. En effet:
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Il convient de souligner que des objectifs de nature économique tels que celui
d’assurer à une fondation publique nationale l’intégralité des recettes
provenant de messages publicitaires destinés spécialement au public de l’Etat
en cause ne peuvent constituer des raisons d’ordre public au sens de l’article 56
du Traité (considérant 34).

Cette conclusion était prévisible et avait déjà été bien mise en lumière par la
Commission."
Toutefois le gouvernement néerlandais exposait également un objectif non
économique: ces recettes de publicité servaient à alimenter le système de ra
diodiffusion nationale; ce qui lui permettait de conserver un caractère plura
liste. Autrement dit, l’Etat utilisait les recettes pour verser des subsides aux
différents organismes de radiodiffusion bénéficiant d’un temps d’antenne
(comme représentatifs d’un courant important de la société)100 et dont le ca
ractère non-commercial apparaissait à l’Etat comme indispensable à la sauve
garde du pluralisme.
Comme le note fort judicieusement Ivo Schwartz,101 la Cour a été
quelque peu embarrassée par le caractère «culturel» de la justification avancée
par le gouvernement et l’accent mis sur la nécessité d’assurer le pluralisme.
Elle ne se prononce pas nettement sur ce point mais, se fondant sur le prin
cipe de proportionnalité, elle indiquera que les mesures prises ne doivent pas
être disproportionnées par rapport à l’objectif poursuivi.
Or, le gouvernement lui-même reconnaissait qu’il existe des moyens
moins restrictifs et non discriminatoires pour réaliser ce but. Ainsi les émet
teurs de programmes commerciaux établis dans d’autres Etats membres pou
vaient se voir donner le choix de se conformer aux restrictions objectives à
l’émission de messages publicitaires, telles que l’interdiction de publicité cer
tains jours ou pour certains produits, la limitation de la durée ou de la fré
quence des messages ou, s’ils ne souhaitent pas s’y conformer, l’obligation
de s’abstenir d’émissions de publicité destinée spécialement au public néer
landais.
Finalement la Cour esquisse une pratique possible de l’Etat qui se rap
proche du contenu de l’article 16 de la convention du Conseil de l’Europe sur
la télévision transfrontière, à savoir l’obligation pour l’émetteur étranger de
se soumettre à la législation nationale de l’Etat de réception lorsqu’il diffuse
de la publicité s’adressant spécifiquement à son public. En l’espèce la Kabel-
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regeling était contraire à cet état de droit, car elle posait des règles discrimi
natoires et conduisait à refuser l’accès au câble.
La réglementation néerlandaise a été modifiée sur certains points mais pas
suffisamment, semble-t-il, au gré de la Commission, la Mediawet posant en
core quelques problèmes de compatibilité avec le droit communautaire.102
Deux observations méritent encore d’être faites.
D’abord la Cour estime inutile d’examiner si la législation néerlandaise
était conforme à la liberté d’expression telle qu’elle est garantie par l’article
10 de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme. D lui suffit d’affirmer
que les interdictions incriminées ne sont pas susceptibles d’être justifiées par
des raisons d’ordre public au sens de l’article 56 du traité CEE. Il se trouve
que cette conclusion semble être compatible avec l’article 10(2) qui n’admet
pas non plus qu’un objectif économique soit un motif légitime de limitation
de la liberté d’expression. Mais une telle coïncidence entre l’article 56(1) (et
plus largement les dérogations générales et non discriminatoires dans l’intérêt
public) et le paragraphe 2 de l’article 10 risque parfois d’être plus hasardeuse;
nous reviendrons sur ce point
Enfin pour maladroite qu’elle soit, la réglementation néerlandaise met
l’accent sur un vrai problème: le contournement des législations nationales.
La question qui se pose est de savoir si l’on doit reconnaître le caractère trans
frontière (et donc la protection du droit communautaire) à des émissions origi
naires d’un Etat membre et exclusivement tournées vers le territoire d’un
autre Etat membre. Une réponse positive et sans nuances conduirait dans cer
tains cas à cautionner des localisations dont le seul but serait de permettre à
l’entrepreneur de se soustraire au droit national tout en poursuivant une acti
vité de même nature que celle de ses concurrents installés sur le territoire de
l’Etat vers lequel sont tournées ses émissions. Une telle situation aurait pour
conséquence de vider de son sens la législation nationale, là où les Etats con
servent une compétence.103
A cette question, la Cour des Communautés apporte une réponse si l’on
accepte d’appliquer la doctrine fixée dans l’arrêt Van Binsbergen.104 Cette
dernière permet à un Etat membre de prendre des mesures pour éviter que la
libre prestation de services soit utilisée par un prestataire dont l’activité serait
entièrement tournée vers un Etat, afin de se soustraire aux règles profession
nelles qui lui seraient applicables s’il était établi sur le territoire de cet Etat.
Symptomatique d’ailleurs est la déclaration de la Commission au moment
de l’adoption de la directive de 1989, selon laquelle:
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Dans l ’exercice du rôle qui lui incombe et dans l’interprétation du droit, la
Commission veillera au respect de la jurisprudence de la Cour de justice des
Communautés européennes en matière de contournement des règles nationales.

Cette déclaration a été ajoutée à le demande de la France et des Pays-Bas.

B. La directive du 3 octobre 1989: Télévision sans frontières
L’objet de la directive est de définir un cadre juridique général afin de favoriser
le développement et l’intégration du marché européen de la télévision. Elle a
été adoptée par le Conseil à la majorité qualifiée après plusieurs consultations
du Parlement et de nombreux compromis avec les Etats membres, dont cer
tains figurent dans la déclaration conjointe Commission-Conseil du même
jour.
Elle tend à assurer le principe de la libre réception et retransmission des
émissions télévisées provenant d’un autre Etat membre. Aucune dérogation
ne sera autorisée pour des «raisons qui relèvent des domaines coordonnés par
la présente directive».105 En ce sens la directive tend donc à réduire les obsta
cles provenant de réglementations nationales disparates sans toutes les ap
préhender (elle ne couvre pas les droits d’auteur par exemple). Enfin la direc
tive ne rend pas inutiles les législations nationales: elle ne concerne que la
télévision transfrontière et permet aux Etats de conserver des règles nationales
plus strictes ou plus précises qui ne s’appliqueront naturellement qu’aux radiodiffuseurs nationaux.
En bref, la directive harmonise les législations dans plusieurs domaines
sensibles; elle établit le principe de la responsabilité de l’Etat émetteur et elle
comporte des dispositions très débattues relatives à la promotion de la distri
bution et de la production européennes.
1. Harmonisation des législations dans les domaines coordonnés
(a) Publicité et parrainage
1) Pour son champ d’application la directive concerne uniquement la publicité
commerciale, à l’exception de la publicité politique. Tout le chapitre IV lui
est consacré (articles 10 à 16). C’est aussi le domaine qui fait l’objet des dis
positions les plus précises.
- Certaines de ces dispositions visent à faire respecter des règles qualita
tives (ou «éthiques»), une déontologie dans l’intérêt général ou pour ne pas
enfreindre les droits d’autrui.
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La règle première est que la publicité télévisée doit être aisément identifia
ble en tant que telle, ne pas être déguisée ou clandestine afin de ne pas induire
le public en erreur (article 10).106
En second lieu, le contenu de la publicité ne doit pas heurter des droits
fondamentaux: c’est l’article 12 qui énumère ainsi une série d’interdictions
d’ordre général, visant surtout à ce qu’il ne soit pas porté atteinte à la dignité
humaine, aux convictions religieuses ou politiques, et à ce que la publicité ne
comporte pas des discriminations raciales, sexuelles ou nationales (la conven
tion ne le précise pas, car il s’agit de normes à respecter pour toutes sortes
d’émissions (article 7) et pas seulement en matière de publicité).
La directive ajoute que la publicité ne doit pas encourager des comporte
ments préjudiciables à la santé, à la sécurité et à la protection de Venvironne
ment. Cette dernière préoccupation est due à l’intervention du Parlement
européen qui veut croire à l’émergence d’un droit de l’homme à un environne
ment sain et de qualité.
La directive insiste sur les règles visant à préserver la santé, d’où l’inter
diction de publicité pour le tabac (article 13) et les médicaments ou traite
ments médicaux disponibles uniquement sur ordonnance médicale (article 14).
Quant à la publicité sur les boissons alcoolisées, elle n’est pas totalement
interdite mais sévèrement encadrée (article 15).
Enfin, des règles particulières concernent les mineurs (article 16).
En dehors de cela, il n’y a aucun autre secteur interdit; or certaines législa
tions nationales vont plus loin. Par exemple, en France, le décret du 26 jan
vier 1987 étend l’interdiction de publicité aux secteurs économiques suivants:
édition littéraire, presse, cinéma, distribution. Mais, selon la directive, l’Etat
français ne pourrait invoquer son décret pour interdire la retransmission de tels
spots publicitaires en provenance d’un autre Etat membre. Il pourra en re
vanche, en vertu de l’article 3(1) de la directive, maintenir et faire respecter
l’interdiction à un niveau strictement national (ce qui peut entraîner une dis
torsion de concurrence au détriment des radiodiffuseurs français...).
- Une deuxième série de dispositions présente un caractère technique
(modalités de diffusion, coupures, durée) et vise un objectif culturel et
économique.
Ainsi l’article 18 détermine les modalités quantitatives de diffusion de la
publicité: globalement le maximum de publicité autorisé est 15 % du temps
quotidien de diffusion (pourcentage qui peut s’élever à 20 % si l’on inclut le
télé-achat) et 20 % au maximum par heure (12 minutes).
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A ce litre la convention du Conseil de l’Europe précise (art. 13(4)) que la publicité ne
doit pas faire appel à des personnes présentant «régulièrement» les journaux télévisés
ou les magazines d’actualités, ce qui protège à la fois les journalistes dans leur
indépendance et les consommateurs.
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Ces chiffres sont les mêmes dans la convention du Conseil de l’Europe
(article 12); c’est encore un élément de rapprochement, car à l’origine, les
seuils maximums étaient moins élevés dans les travaux communautaires.
Néanmoins l’Allemagne avait estimé ces seuils trop sévères, alors que la
Grèce et les Pays-Bas les jugeaient déjà trop élevés. Finalement, sous la pres
sion des publicitaires et des diffuseurs, le volume autorisé de publicité a été
augmenté.
Ces plafonds quantitatifs, comme nous l’avons déjà dit, visent un objectif
économique: préserver une répartition équitable des revenus de la publicité en
tre les différents types de médias en vue de sauvegarder le pluralisme.
L ’objectif est également culturel, car une télévision doit sans doute tenir
compte dans sa programmation de la demande en publicité, mais doit égale
ment respecter les intérêts du public et donc, comme le lui rappelle la direc
tive, sa «fonction première d’information, d’éducation, de culture et de diver
tissement (article 19)».
Cette préoccupation culturelle, à laquelle s’ajoute la prise en considération
du droit moral des auteurs sur leur œuvre, explique également les principes
posés par la directive en ce qui concerne Vinsertion de la publicité dans les
programmes. Ce problème des coupures publicitaires a été l’un des plus con
troversés: d’une façon générale la publicité doit être insérée entre les émis
sions (article 11(1)) de façon à respecter leur intégrité et leur valeur, ou dans
les intervalles «internes» des émissions (article 11(2)) lorsqu’elles sont struc
turées ainsi (entractes pour les spectacles, mi-temps dans les matches de
football, etc.).
Les films et téléfilms ne peuvent être interrompus qu’une seule fois
toutes les 45 minutes (si leur durée est supérieure à 45 minutes) et une secon
de fois si leur durée est de 1 h 1/2 ou plus. Les services religieux ne peuvent
être interrompus (article 11(5)).
La convention du Conseil de l’Europe comporte une réglementation voi
sine (quoique parfois plus vague). La réglementation française est plus stricte
(loi du 17 janvier 1989, article 73): une seule coupure pour toutes les œuvres
audiovisuelles au sens large (films, téléfilms, ainsi que séries et feuilletons).
2) Quant au parrainage, il est également sérieusement réglementé (article
17). On relèvera notamment l’exclusion du parrainage (article 17(2)) par cer
taines personnes (celles qui vendent du tabac par exemple) de façon à éviter
les publicités déguisées. D’autre part, on doit noter l’exclusion de certaines
émissions du parrainage: journaux télévisés et émissions d’information poli
tique afin de sauvegarder l’indépendance de l’information. De façon générale,
la directive met l’accent sur la réserve obligatoire du parrain: il ne doit pas in
fluencer le programme parrainé (indépendance éditoriale); il doit être claire
ment identifiable en tant que tel et ne pas inciter à l’acquisition de ses pro
duits et services.
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(b) Protection des mineurs
En dehors de dispositions particulières relatives à la protection des mineurs
dans la publicité (articles 15 et 16), l’article 22 comporte des règles générales:
la protection des mineurs doit être assurée par une surveillance des pro
grammes susceptibles de nuire gravement à l’épanouissement physique, men
tal ou moral des mineurs, notamment des programmes comprenant des scènes
de pornographie ou de violence gratuite. Les Etats membres doivent prendre
des «mesures appropriées» à cet égard.
Ces dispositions s’étendent aux autres programmes qui, bien que causant
un trouble moins grave, nuisent cependant à l’épanouissement des mineurs à
moins que des mesures techniques (programme nocturne, en dehors des heures
de grande écoute) ne les empêchent de les voir.
Les Etats membres veillent de même à ce que les émissions ne contien
nent aucune incitation à la haine pour des raisons de race, de sexe, de religion
ou de nationalité.
C’est le seul point, avons-nous dit, où la directive laisse subsister un con
trôle de l’Etat de réception qui se superpose à celui de l’Etat d’émission et au
torise une «contre-mesure» qui, nous le rappellerons, est sérieusement en
cadrée (voir l’article 2(2) point a à point d inclus). Un tel encadrement était
nécessaire, car la notion de morale des jeunes est assez subjective (comme la
Cour de Strasbourg l’a montré dans l’affaire Handyside), et des pouvoirs trop
importants laissés à l’Etat de réception présentaient le risque d’abus en dehors
même des émissions pornographiques ou violentes.
(c) Le droit de réponse
C’est le troisième domaine dans lequel il était nécessaire d’harmoniser les
législations (article 23).
A l’initiative du Parlement européen, un tel droit a été reconnu à toute
personne «physique ou morale» dont les droits légitimes, notamment son
honneur et sa réputation, ont été lésés.
Ce droit est conçu plus restrictivement qu’en matière de presse écrite (où
il suffît qu’un individu ait été mis en cause). Ici il faut qu’il y ait lésion d’un
droit. La convention du Conseil de l’Europe semble accréditer une conception
plus large.
Quoi qu’il en soit, la directive tient compte de la position la plus répan
due dans les Etats membres. Ces derniers doivent donc prendre les mesures
pour rendre ce droit effectif à l’égard de tous les organismes de télévision rele
vant de leur compétence.
Bien entendu le rejet d’une demande de droit de réponse est possible
lorsqu’elle n’est pas fondée ou que la diffusion de la réponse est contraire aux
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bonnes mœurs ou susceptible d’engager la responsabilité du radiodiffuseur.
Ce rejet doit pouvoir être contesté par la voie juridictionnelle.107
L ’objet de l’harmonisation proprement dite se limite aux trois domaines
que nous venons d’exposer. Cet élément se combine avec le principe de la
responsabilité de l’Etat émetteur.
2. Principe de la responsabilité de l’Etat émetteur
Si donc des obligations incombent aux diffuseurs, c’est sous le contrôle des
Etats d’émission qui ont à leur charge deux obligations essentielles.
D’abord chaque Etat membre doit veiller à ce que les émissions des orga
nismes relevant de sa compétence respectent le droit applicable aux émissions
destinées au public de cet Etat membre (article 2(1)).
Ce principe est important: le droit applicable aux émissions transfron
tières est celui de l’Etat membre d’émission. Un droit qui, normalement, doit
être respectueux des principes directeurs de la Convention européenne des
droits de l’homme, mais surtout un droit qui doit incorporer les normes con
tenues dans la directive. Ainsi la législation de chaque Etat membre est
réputée conforme à la législation de la Communauté: si une émission res
pecte le droit de celui-ci, elle respecte forcément le droit de la Communauté, y
compris, en priorité, la directive.
De là découle le second principe.
Les Etats membres assurent la liberté de réception sur leur territoire des
émissions en provenance des autres Etats membres (article 2(2)). Une œuvre
respectant la législation d’un Etat membre et donc le droit communautaire
respecte ispo jure la législation du pays de réception et est donc susceptible de
circuler d’un pays membre à l’autre sans entraves.
La directive pose donc le principe de la responsabilité de l’Etat émetteur
qui doit veiller au respect du droit communautaire. De la sorte est évité un
double contrôle: le principe général (qui se retrouve dans la convention du
Conseil de l’Europe) est la libre réception et retransmission d’une émission
en provenance d’un autre Etat membre; l’Etat de réception ne pourra plus in
voquer ses propres normes, dans la mesure où les normes minimales com
munautaires sont respectées.
Un tel principe favorise la libre circulation des informations dans le do
maine couvert par la directive.108 Dans ce cadre, l’Etat de réception n’a pas le
pouvoir de suspendre unilatéralement la retransmission. On sait au contraire
107
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Sur le droit de réponse, et sur d’autres points spécifiques de la législation française, on
consultera avec profit l’ouvrage d’E. Derieux, Droit de la Communication (1991).
Ceci posé, le domaine couvert par la directive n’est pas aussi compréhensif que la
Commission l’aurait souhaité et, au surplus, des dérogations au titre de l ’article 56(1)
du Traité ne sont pas à exclure.
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que l’article 24 laisse subsister une telle prérogative au profit des Etats parties
à la convention du Conseil de l’Europe sur la télévision transfrontière, sous
certaines conditions cependant. Sur le plan communautaire, une telle réaction
n’est tolérée que dans un seul cas: la protection des mineurs. Encore la direc
tive s’est-elle efforcée d’éviter tout abus.109
3. Dispositions relatives à la promotion de la distribution et de la production
Nous sommes là au cœur du problème qui a failli empêcher l’adoption de la
directive et dont la presse s’est fait largement l’écho s’agissant particulière
ment des «quotas de diffusion d’œuvres européennes». Après avoir rappelé ce
que l’on entend par les obligations relatives aux «préférences» européennes,
respectivement dans les domaines de la diffusion puis de la production, on
dira un mot sur la question dite de la chronologie des médias (chapitre III, ar
ticles 4 à 9).
(a) La notion d'œuvre européenne
C’est l’article 6, paragraphes 1, 2 et 3, qui définit cette notion qui, par rap
port aux propositions premières, a été élargie notamment sous l’action du
Parlement européen.
En bref, ce qu’il est important de retenir c’est qu’une œuvre est eu
ropéenne si elle est réalisée essentiellement (le terme est à définir) avec le
concours des auteurs et travailleurs résidant soit dans un Etat membre de la
CEE, soit dans un Etat membre du Conseil de l’Europe ayant ratifié la con
vention de 1989 (soit dans un autre Etat européen ayant passé un accord avec
la CEE) et si les producteurs sont établis dans un de ces Etats.
Trois éléments sont pris en considération:
- les auteurs et travailleurs;
- les producteurs;
- leur localisation géographique: lieu de résidence ou d’établissement.
Cette définition peut être ponctuée par les remarques suivantes:
- Les auteurs et travailleurs n’avaient pas été pris en compte par la propo
sition initiale de la Commission. Mais le Parlement européen a estimé
qu’une définition en fonction des seuls producteurs relevait d’une approche par
trop économique et qu’il convenait de tenir compte de l’apport des auteurs, in
terprètes et autres travailleurs à l’œuvre réalisée.
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On observera que ce moyen exceptionnel ne peut être mis en cause que si la violation
est grave et répétée; la Commission doit en être avertie pour tenter de trouver une solu
tion. Elle peut demander à l’Etat membre concerné de mettre fin d’urgence à une sus
pension contraire au droit communautaire (art. 2).
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- Il faut que la production de l’œuvre soit supervisée et effectivement con
trôlée par un producteur établi dans un Etat européen. Là encore le Parlement
a voulu marquer que l’apport créateur est au moins aussi important que
l’apport de capitaux. Il a voulu souligner que, en plus de la dimension finan
cière, une œuvre audiovisuelle revêt également et surtout une dimension cul
turelle (c’est peut-être pourquoi le niveau de la part apportée par un producteur
européen est passée de 70 % à 51 %).110
- La notion d’œuvre communautaire a été également étendue géo
graphiquement par le Parlement, en ce sens qu’elle a été élargie, dans un
souci de ne pas trop fermer le marché, au cercle des pays parties à la con
vention du Conseil de l’Europe sur la télévision transfrontière (donc à la
Hongrie, la Pologne et la Yougoslavie qui ont confirmé leur signature), ainsi
qu’aux pays ayant conclu des accords prévus par le traité de Rome. L’œuvre
communautaire est ainsi devenue l’œuvre européenne.111
(b) La «préférence européenne» dans la diffusion
L’idée de base a toujours été d’instaurer un système visant à garantir une
place substantielle aux œuvres européennes dans le temps d’antenne des radiodiffuseurs. Elle traduit un objectif à la fois économique et culturel. La
France, on le sait, était partisane de quotas rigides. En première lecture, le
Parlement européen devait fixer ce pourcentage à 60 % tout en ménageant une
certaine progressivité pour la réalisation de ce pourcentage.
Cette première formulation devait susciter une âpre controverse où
s’affrontaient schématiquement deux conceptions:
- Une optique ultra-libérale visant à démanteler le système des quotas
pour faciliter le lancement des nouvelles télévisions européennes alimentées
largement par des programmes américains (moins coûteux). L ’argument
juridique invoqué est la liberté d’expression qui serait atteinte par ces restric
tions quantitatives rigides et élevées. Nous avons déjà montré en quoi une
telle restriction quantitative qui poursuit un objectif culturel peut être justi
fiée au nom de la sauvegarde du pluralisme effectif des différents moyens
d’expression, à condition d’être proportionnée au but poursuivi.
- A l’opposé on trouve une optique culturelle et militante pour favoriser
la production audiovisuelle européenne; c’est celle de la France et de l’en
semble des organisations de créateurs qui souhaitaient imposer des quotas
110

Les liens particuliers entre la France et le Québec font qu’en vertu d’un accord de 1963
les coproductions ont la double nationalité franco-canadienne.
111 Dans la convention, la définition d’œuvre européenne est peut-être moins précise mais
plus large. D s’agit d’œuvres de création dont la production ou la coproduction est
contrôlée par des personnes physiques ou morales européennes; le lien économique et
juridique est moins précis, plus distendu. La convention met l’accent sur le caractère
culturel plus nettement: ce qui est essentiel c’est le contrôle, même si le financement
est extérieur à l ’Europe.
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contraignants pour susciter automatiquement une demande importante de pro
duction au sein de la Communauté et pour lutter contre l’invasion des pro
grammes d’outre-Atlantique.
Cette controverse allait retarder l’adoption de la directive. En fait, parmi
les Etats, le gouvernement français semblait isolé, et en avril 1989, le Con
seil des ministres entérinait une position commune qui abandonnait le sys
tème rigide des quotas: ce texte prévoyait la réduction obligatoire de diffusion
d’œuvres audiovisuelles européennes de 60 à 51 % et «chaque fois que cela est
réalisable». Aucun délai n’est fixé pour atteindre un tel objectif.
Ceci provoque un véritable tollé de protestations chez les réalisateurs et
les producteurs, hormis une association,112 celle présidée par Silvio
Berlusconi. En France, on parle de «Munich de l’audiovisuel» et le gou
vernement est accusé de «trahison». Le Train nommé Culture composé de
nombreux professionnels se déplace à Strasbourg où le Parlement européen
doit à nouveau examiner le texte. Effectivement, sur la préférence européenne,
le Parlement allait proposer un amendement rendant la formule plus contrai
gnante, à l’initiative du député Barzanti.
Mais juridiquement la Commission n’a pas retenu cet amendement. Le
débat politique et dans la presse s’est poursuivi pendant l’été 1989 jusqu’à
l’adoption de la directive le 3 octobre.
La formule retenue est Finalement très souple et très proche de celle figu
rant à l’article 10 de la convention sur la télévision transfrontière. Elle corres
pond à l’article 4 qui énonce:
Les Etats membres veillent chaque fois que cela est réalisable et par des
moyens appropriés à ce que les organismes de radiodiffusion télévisuelle
réservent à des œuvres européennes, une proportion majoritaire de leur temps
de diffusion... Cette proportion devra être obtenue progressivement sur la base
de critères appropriés», (c’est nous qui soulignons)

On ne relève aucune condition de délai, et le terme même de préférence n’est
pas utilisé. Cette disposition souple a été cependant assortie au paragraphe 2,
à la demande de la France, d’une clause dite de non-recul selon laquelle si la
proportion majoritaire ne peut être atteinte, elle doit en tout cas ne pas être
inférieure à celle qui est constatée en moyenne en 1988 dans l’Etat membre
concerné113 (en fait comme le gouvernement français a tenté de le faire com
prendre aux professionnels, cette clause de non-recul est importante, car dans
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Association des télévisions commerciales européennes. Les membres de cette associa
tion ne désirent pas une réglementation contraignante qui, selon eux, serait une en
trave au développement d’une télévision de qualité. «Les quotas entraîneront le
développement de productions bas de gamme destinées à respecter les chiffres».
Cette année de référence devient 1990 pour la Grèce et le Portugal (ce sont des pays à
faible capacité productive et qui partant importent beaucoup d’œuvres bon marché et
notamment non européennes).
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l’ensemble, l’Europe pratique déjà naturellement une préférence communau
taire dans la diffusion de ses programmes).
Pour assurer le respect de cette obligation de diffusion, la directive prescrit
aux Etats membres (article 4(3)) d’adresser, tous les deux ans à partir du 3 oc
tobre 1991, un rapport sur l’application de l’obligation. Ce rapport des Etats
est rendu public auprès des autres Etats membres et du Parlement européen
par la Commission qui peut y adjoindre un avis. La Commission ensuite
rédige et transmet au Conseil des ministres un rapport sur l’application de
l’article 4 assorti d’éventuelles propositions de révision.
Mais le dernier point relatif à l’article 4 concerne la nature de l’obligation
qu’il contient. Obligation juridique, même souple (obligation de comporte
ment sinon de résultat) ou obligation simplement politique?
Comme on le sait, avant le vote de la directive, la Grande-Bretagne et la
RFA notamment obtenaient que dans une déclaration conjointe CommissionConseil il soit spécifié que l’article 4 (ainsi d’ailleurs que l’article 5) ne pré
sentait pas un caractère juridiquement contraignant et qu’il correspondait à une
«obligation politique» ,114
Dernièrement au Parlement européen, répondant à une question écrite, M.
Bangemann, vice-président de la Commission, apportait une précision capi
tale que nous préférons reproduire in extenso:115
Le texte de la directive 89/552/CEE lie juridiquement les Etats membres dans
tous ses éléments. Les Etats membres sont, par conséquent, soumis au
contrôle de la Commission dans le respect de leurs obligations; ce contrôle est
en principe toujours susceptible d’aboutir devant la Cour de justice.
S’agissant des articles 4 et 5, il faut toutefois constater que leur rédaction, qui
est le résultat d’un compromis difficile, contrairement à ce que la Commission
avait initialement proposé ainsi qu’aux demandes du Parlement européen,
laisse aux Etats membres une grande discrétion quant aux moyens à mettre en
œuvre pour réaliser l’objectif recherché «par des moyens appropriés»; en
outre, et surtout, elle introduit un élément de flexibilité: «chaque fois que cela
est réalisable», qui indique que le respect des objectifs ne peut pas aller à l’en
contre des contraintes techniques ou des exigences d’équilibre économique.
La flexibilité de la rédaction, si elle rend l’appréciation plus difficile, n ’ôte
toutefois rien au caractère juridique de l’obligation qui s’analyse comme une
obligation de comportement. Toutefois, il faut admettre qu’il est difficile d’en
visager les cas concrets d’application de ces articles qui seraient susceptibles
d’être tranchés d’une façon claire par la Cour de justice.
Le Conseil n ’ayant pu se mettre d’accord sur un texte plus contraignant, a
néanmoins voulu que la faiblesse du dispositif juridique soit compensée par le
rôle de contrôle politique qui est explicitement attribué par l’article 4, para114
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Cette attitude n’est peut-être pas étrangère aux protestations des Etats-Unis qui esti
ment que cette «préférence» est contraire aux règles du GATT imposant la non-discri mination (mais ici il ne s’agit pas de produits seulement économiques mais présentant
un caractère culturel !).
Question de M. Kenneth Collins, réponse du 4 janvier 1990, JOCE C 97/22 du 17
avril 1990.
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graphe 3, à la Commission, garantie du caractère réel de l’engagement sous
crit.
C’est d’ailleurs le sens de deux déclarations inscrites au procès-verbal du
Conseil qui mettent en exergue le caractère politique de l’engagement et du
contexte dans lequel sera assurée sa mise en œuvre.

Ainsi la valeur juridique d’une telle déclaration est limitée. Seul le texte de la
directive fait foi. Il est vrai que certaines formules sont rédigées de telle sorte
qu’elles permettent d’échapper à des obligations strictes. Cela arrive même
dans les textes juridiques...
(c) La «préférence européenne» dans la production
Selon l’article 5, obligation est faite aux radiodiffuseurs de diffuser des
œuvres européennes émanant de producteurs indépendants (des organismes de
télévision) pour une proportion de 10 % au moins de leur temps de diffusion
(ou bien de consacrer 10 % au moins de leur budget de programmation à ces
œuvres).
Ces mesures - qui n’ont pas d’équivalent dans la convention - sont des
tinées à encourager la production audiovisuelle en favorisant l’apparition de
nouvelles sources de production télévisuelle (de petites et moyennes en
treprises notamment), mais elles correspondent aussi à une obligation souple
d’application progressive.
(d) La chronologie des médias
L’article 7 vise a préserver le pluralisme entre les différents types de médias.
En effet, la télévision nourrit le cinéma en même temps qu’elle en est le fos
soyeur. Paradoxalement, en diffusant de plus en plus de films et dans un court
délai après la date de sortie d’un film, elle concurrence le cinéma en le privant
de ses spectateurs et ce faisant, elle affaiblit la production. Un film doit pou
voir tirer le meilleur parti de ses différents marchés d’exploitation (salles,
vidéo, télévision, exportation). C’est pourquoi le principe de la chronologie
de la diffusion d’un film fait partie des dispositions de la directive.
La Cour de justice a déjà affirmé dans son arrêt Cinéthèque du 11 juillet
1985 (Rec. 2618) qu’un Etat (la France en l’espèce) pouvait imposer un délai
entre la date de mise en exploitation d’un film en salles et le début de son ex
ploitation sous forme de vidéocassettes.
Selon la directive, pour la télévision, le délai de diffusion doit être en
principe de 2 ans.
Ce délai est cependant assez court si on le compare à ceux prévus par la
réglementation française (respectivement 3 ans et 2 ans pour Canal +) et ce
décalage pourrait risquer de poser des problèmes en défaveur des organismes de
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télévision nationaux tenus de respecter des délais plus longs que ceux prévus
dans la directive.
N’oublions pas non plus que des règles plus strictes peuvent être im
posées par les Etats à l’usage national, notamment si des objectifs de poli
tique linguistique sont poursuivis (article 8). Le décret français sur les quotas
(18 janvier 1990) fixant le seuil de diffusion à 60 % est-il a priori incompa
tible avec la directive?
Voici les traits principaux de la directive. En dehors des difficultés
d’application que nous avons déjà signalées, dues aux réticences de certains
Etats, il faut d’une manière générale en faire le bilan et tenter de montrer
comment elle peut être appliquée et complétée.
C. Les perspectives d’évolution
Trois points principaux méritent, selon nous, d’être évoqués: d’abord les rap
ports entre la directive des Douze et la convention des 24 et le fait que la CEE
peut adhérer à ce dernier instrument; ensuite, revenant encore plus au cœur de
notre problématique, il nous semble qu’une télévision européenne sans fron
tières pose des problèmes qui ne peuvent être résolus qu’à la lumière des li
bertés fondamentales et en particulier des enseignements de la Convention eu
ropéenne des droits de l’homme; enfin d’un mot, nous montrerons la néces
sité d’un approfondissement du cadre normatif communautaire, ce qui n’exclut
pas une action concrète en faveur de la production audiovisuelle européenne,
en étroite liaison - là encore - avec le Conseil de l’Europe qui, s’agissant de
culture, de médias et de droits de l’homme, possède une compétence naturelle
et bien établie.
1. Les rapports entre la directive et la convention du Conseil de l’Europe sur
la télévision transfrontière
Par rapport à la convention, la directive comporte des dispositions plus pré
cises sur plusieurs points: définition de l’œuvre européenne, de la protection
des mineurs, du droit de réponse; elle prévoit, comme nous l’avons dit, une
clause de non-recul (article 4) et une clause relative à la protection des produc
teurs indépendants - absentes dans la convention - mais dans le cadre, il est
vrai, d’obligations dont la nature est parfois discutée.
Sa définition de la publicité appréhende la seule publicité commerciale
mais non la publicité politique. Néanmoins il y a là un problème qui devra
être réglé, car les Etats sont très sensibles à cette question surtout en période
de campagne électorale. Dans le cadre de son comité permanent, les parties à
la convention du Conseil de l’Europe auront également à s’en soucier.
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Ceci dit la directive ne comporte pas de normes comparables aux articles 6
(transparence) et 7 (obligations de caractère qualitatif) de la convention, à
l’exception des dispositions relatives à la protection des mineurs et des règles
déontologiques sur la publicité; rien non plus sur l’accès du public à des
événements majeurs. Ceci se comprend: les rédacteurs de la convention du
Conseil de l’Europe n’ont pas considéré la circulation des informations
télévisées comme un phénomène principalement économique, mais comme
l’expression d’une liberté fondamentale. C’est pourquoi les rédacteurs de ce
texte, assurés des compétences naturelles du Conseil de l’Europe en matière
des droits de l’homme, ne se sont pas seulement efforcés de supprimer les
disparités entre législations nationales qui auraient pu entraver la libre circula
tion, mais ils ont également voulu permettre une réalisation concrète de la
liberté d’expression et d’opinion.116 C’est pourquoi la convention comporte
aussi des dispositions comme celles figurant aux articles 6, 7 ou 9 notam
ment.
Quant à la directive, pour l’essentiel, elle vise à supprimer les obstacles à
la libre circulation des œuvres audiovisuelles provenant de la disparité des lé
gislations nationales dites d'intérêt général, indistinctement applicables aux
émissions intérieures et étrangères, dans les mêmes domaines que ceux ap
préhendés par la convention et avec les mêmes lacunes à cet égard (droits
d’auteur par exemple). La directive est peut-être plus précise sur quelques
points et elle accorde a priori une liberté de circulation plus ample dans la
mesure où - sauf dans un cas - elle n admet pas de suspension provisoire. De
plus, et surtout, son application sera forcément plus immédiate117 et plus di
recte grâce à l’autorité de la Commission et sous le contrôle, d’une manière
ou d’une autre, d’un organe judiciaire: la Cour de Luxembourg (sous réserve
des articles 4 et 5 éventuellement).
A l’origine la directive poursuivait un but plus complexe qui postulait
davantage l’harmonisation. En fait, surtout depuis le conseil de Rhodes, son
contenu s’est considérablement rapproché de celui de la convention du
Conseil de l’Europe avec laquelle elle ne présente plus d’incompatibilité ma
jeure. En fait en dehors de l’article 24, c’est l’article 16 de la convention qui
poserait problème en droit communautaire (voir supra). Notons cependant que
cet article suppose que l’Etat qui s’en prévaut doit prouver notamment que
son système télévisuel est mis en «péril». De plus, l’application de l’article
16 est limitée par deux exceptions dont la seconde surtout concerne la CEE.
116
117

Voir J.P. Jacqué, communication précitée, supra note 62, 32.
La convention, ouverte à la signature des Etats membres du Conseil de l'Europe et des
autres parties à la convention culturelle n'entrera en vigueur qu'après avoir été ratifiée
par 7 Etats (dont au moins 5 du Conseil de l'Europe). Avant l’entrée en vigueur un Etat
peut déclarer qu'il appliquera la convention à titre provisoire (c’est le cas de la Suisse).
Actuellement (juin 1991) 17 Etats ont signé la convention et 2 (San Marin et la
Pologne) l’ont ratifiée. Ces chiffres augmenteront vraisemblablement après la confé
rence de Chypre (octobre 1991).
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Dès lors, notre foi dans les instruments de l’organisation de Strasbourg
nous conduit à penser qu’il serait souhaitable que la Communauté adhère à la
convention sur la télévision transfrontière du Conseil de l’Europe. Elle n’a
rien à y perdre, mais la liberté en ce domaine serait élargie.
En effet, le système communautaire ne renoncerait pas pour autant à sa
spécificité;118 l’article 27, alinéa 1 de la convention est sur ce point très ex
plicite:
Dans leurs relations mutuelles, les Etats membres de la CEE appliquent les rè
gles de la Communauté et n ’appliquent donc les règles découlant de la présente
convention que dans la mesure où il n’existe aucune règle communautaire
régissant le sujet concerné.119

Dans leurs relations avec les autres Etats contractants, les Etats membres de
la CEE se contenteront d’appliquer les normes plus souples de la convention,
des normes qu’ils contribueront efficacement à préciser et qui ne sont pas déjà
sans valeur pour la libre circulation des émissions de télévision dans une
Europe plus large à laquelle, peut-être demain, pourront se joindre quelques
autres pays de l’Est européen.120
2. Le respect des droits fondamentaux et de la Convention européenne des
droits de l’homme
Selon ses propres termes, la directive doit être interprétée à la lumière de
l’article 10 de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme.121 Il est vrai
que toute norme communautaire doit être interprétée et appliquée conformé
ment aux «droits fondamentaux» reconnus dans l’ordre communautaire, étant
entendu que la CEDH constitue à cet effet une source d’inspiration privi
légiée.122 Mais ici le renvoi est encore plus explicite.
Ce principe posé, il reste une difficulté concrète à résoudre: si la Cour de
Luxembourg contrôle au nom des droits fondamentaux les actes émanant des
118

Comme d’ailleurs chaque Etat contractant peut conserver son système national à usage
interne.
119 Nous pensons par exemple à certaines dispositions des articles 6, 7 et 9 de la conven
tion qui compléteraient utilement la directive.
120 La convention est déjà signée par la Hongrie (devenue membre du Conseil de l’Europe
le 6 novembre 1990), ainsi que par la Pologne et la Yougoslavie.
121 «Considérant que ce droit appliqué à la diffusion et à la distribution de services de
télévision est aussi une manifestation spécifique, en droit communautaire, d’un
principe plus général, à savoir la liberté d’expression telle qu’elle est consacrée par
l’article 10 paragraphe 1 de la convention de sauvegarde des droits de l’homme et des
libertés fondamentales, ratifiée par tous les Etats membres; que, pour cette raison,
l’adoption de directives concernant l ’activité de diffusion et de distribution de pro
grammes de télévision doit assurer le libre exercice de cette activité à la lumière dudit
article, sous réserve des seules limites prévues au paragraphe 2 du même article et à
l ’article 56 paragraphe 1 du Traité»; préambule (c’est nous qui soulignons).
122 Cohen-Jonathan, supra note 83, 90 et s.
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institutions communautaires, acceptera-t-elle d’opérer un contrôle de ce genre
à l’égard des mesures nationales adoptées dans le cadre du droit communau
taire et en particulier à l’égard des mesures nationales de dérogation? Plus
précisément, on sait que les Etats membres de la CEE ont la possibilité, en
vertu de l’article 56 du Traité, d’apporter des dérogations à la libre circulation
des informations télévisées pour des raisons d’ordre public, de sécurité pu
blique et de santé publique. Sans doute la Cour de Luxembourg vérifie-t-elle
le bien-fondé de telles dérogations,123 mais ne serait-il pas utile que dans son
appréciation elle tienne dûment compte des «droits fondamentaux» relatifs à
la liberté d’information, et plus précisément du droit de la Convention euro
péenne des droits de l’homme, au moins en tant que standard minimum?124
La Commission des Communautés y est pour sa part très favorable. Dans
le Livre vert, elle a explicité en quoi l’article 10(1) de la CEDH était un prin
cipe «interprétatif» de l’article 59; logiquement elle a souligné que les restric
tions discriminatoires (sur la base de la nationalité) et les restrictions indis
tinctement applicables, admises par le Traité (à l’article 56(1)), pour les pre
mières et par la jurisprudence de la Cour sur la réserve d’intérêt général pour
les secondes, se présentent, elles aussi, comme la manifestation spécifique
d’un principe plus général consacré par l’article 10(2). C ’est pourquoi les
Etats ne pourraient:
... sans enfreindre la CEDH, élargir les réserves formulées au paragraphe 2 de
l’article 10 par les dérogations de l’article 56 paragraphe 1 ou par la réserve de
l’intérêt général (implicite aux articles 59 et 62). L’application par les Etats
des dérogations à l’article 59 ne peut donc aller au-delà des limites fixées par
l’article 10 paragraphe 2.125

La difficulté réside en ce que, depuis les formules utilisées dans l’affaire
Rutili, la Cour des Communautés, en dépit des sollicitations de la Commis
sion et de certains avocats généraux, s’abstient de se prononcer sur la confor
mité aux droits fondamentaux (et à la CEDH) des diverses mesures de déroga
tion apportées par les Etats.126 Un facteur indirect d’évolution provient ce
pendant d’une jurisprudence récente dans laquelle la Cour met l’accent claire
ment sur le fait que les exigences relatives au respect des droits fondamentaux
ne s’imposent pas seulement aux institutions communautaires, mais égale
ment aux Etats membres dans la mise en œuvre ou l’exécution d’une norme
communautaire conventionnelle, ou issue du droit dérivé (directive ou règle
ment). Symptomatique nous paraît à cet égard l’arrêt du 13 juillet 1989,
123
124
125
126

Voir par exemple arrêt précité du 26 avril 1988 (supra note 86).
De plus, la directive ne comporte pas de dispositions comparables à l ’article 7(1) et
(3) de la convention sur la télévision transfrontière.
Schwartz, communication précitée au colloque de Florence du 19 mai 1989, supra note
61, 178 et s.
Voir en général Cohen-Jonathan, supra note 83, 93-94; voir précisément arrêt précité
du 26 avril 1988, §40.
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éclairé par les conclusions de l’avocat général F.G. Jacobs.127 De même il
n’est pas indifférent que la Cour de justice ait rappelé que «le respect des prin
cipes généraux du droit communautaire s’impose à toute autorité nationale
chargée d’appliquer le droit communautaire» qu’il s’agisse du principe de pro
portionnalité ou du principe de la protection de la confiance légitime des opé
rateurs économiques.128 Les mesures nationales de dérogation aux règles du
droit communautaire ne se situent pas en dehors du droit communautaire,129
elles concernent étroitement l’application de normes communautaires écrites
et jurisprudentielles. Il ne serait donc pas mal venu que la Cour de Luxem
bourg apprécie leur bien-fondé à la lumière des droits fondamentaux qui in
cluent les enseignements issus de la Convention européenne des droits de
l’homme.130
En tout cas, si la Cour de Luxembourg ne s’engageait pas sur cette voie,
rien n’empêcherait d’attaquer une mesure nationale de dérogation devant la
Commission européenne des droits de l’homme pour infraction alléguée à
l’article 10(2) de la Convention.131 Si au contraire, la Cour de Luxembourg
acceptait de se livrer à un tel contrôle, elle limiterait les interférences éven
tuelles entre le droit communautaire et le droit de la Convention européenne
des droits de l’homme, à condition toutefois de tenir dûment compte - au
moins en tant que standard minimum - de la jurisprudence de la Cour de
Strasbourg, juge de droit commun des droits de l’homme en Europe.132
Un arrêt très récent de la Cour des Communautés, en date du 18 juin
1991, apporte une réponse précieuse à cette dernière préoccupation.133 Après
avoir rappelé que si elle ne peut apprécier, au regard de la Convention eu
ropéenne des droits de l’homme, une réglementation qui ne se situe pas dans

127
128
129

130
131
132

133

CJCE, 13 juillet 1989, 12 août 1989, affaire 5/88 W achaufc . RFA, arrêt, §19, conclu
sions, §22.
CJCE, 26 avril 1988, affaire 316/86 Krücken , §22.
Comme cela peut être le cas de réglementations qui relèvent de l ’appréciation du seul
législateur national, CJCE, 11 juillet 1985, affaire 60 et 61/84 Cinéthèque,Rec. 2605
(considérant 26); voir surtout CJCE, 30 septembre 1987, affaire 12/86 Demirel , Rec.
3719 (considérant 28).
Pour des observations plus détaillées, voir Cohen-Jonathan, supra note 7.
Après avoir soulevé ce grief devant les juridictions nationales de ceux des Etats qui re
connaissent l’application directe de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme.
A défaut d’une «coordination» réelle avec cette jurisprudence, le risque de recours indi
viduel devant la Commission de Strasbourg n’est nullement illusoire. Voir nos obser
vations dans les Mélanges Teitgen (Paris 1984) 101-102 et la décision de la Commis
sion du 19 janvier 1989, AFDI (1988) 382-383. Voir aussi les cas où la Cour de
Luxembourg n’accorde pas une protection «équivalente» à celle de Strasbourg, au sens
de la décision de la Commission du 9 février 1990, 83 et 86 Jurisclasseur, précité.
CJCE, 18 juin 1991, affaire C-260/89 Elliniki Radiophonia. Demande adressée à la
Cour, en application de l’article 177 du traité CEE, par le tribunal de grande instance
de Thessalonique en vue d’apprécier la compatibilité avec le droit communautaire et
l ’article 10 de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme d’un régime national
de droits exclusifs en matière de télévision.
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le cadre du droit communautaire (arrêts Cinéthèque ctDemirel cités note 129),
la Haute juridiction précise:
En revanche dès lors qu’une telle réglementation entre dans le champ
d’application du droit communautaire, la Cour, saisie à titre préjudiciel, doit
fournir tous les éléments d’interprétation nécessaires à l’appréciation, par la
juridiction nationale, de la conformité de cette réglementation avec les droits
fondamentaux dont la Cour assure le respect, tels qu’ils résultent, en parti
culier, de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme (point 42).

C’est pourquoi lorsqu’un Etat membre invoque les dispositions combinées
des articles 56 et 66 pour justifier une réglementation qui est de nature à en
traver l’exercice de la libre prestation de services télévisés, cette justification,
prévue par le droit communautaire, doit être interprétée à la lumière des
principes généraux du droit et notamment des droits fondamentaux:
Ainsi, la réglementation nationale en cause ne pourra bénéficier des excep
tions prévues par les dispositions combinées des articles 56 et 66 que si elle
est conforme aux droits fondamentaux dont la Cour assure le respect.
Il s’ensuit que dans un tel cas, il incombe au juge national et, le cas échéant, à
la Cour d’apprécier l’application de ces dispositions, eu égard à toutes les rè
gles du droit communautaire, y inclus la liberté d’expression, consacrée par
l’article 10 de la Convention européenne des droits de l’homme, en tant que
principe général du droit dont la Cour assure le respect (point 44).

Le progrès jurisprudentiel est ainsi considérable; il concerne logiquement
aussi les réglementations nationales «restrictives» d’intérêt général et non
discriminatoires, au sens de l’arrêt REWE du 20 février 1979 (Cassis de
Dijon), dans la mesure où la Cour estime qu’elles entrent dans la sphère du
droit communautaire.
3. L’approfondissement du cadre normatif communautaire
Aussi bien la convention du Conseil de l’Europe que la directive ne règlent
pas plusieurs problèmes parmi lesquels la protection uniforme des droits
d’auteur et ceux relatifs à la sauvegarde du pluralisme sont les plus urgents.
(a) Les droits d'auteur et droits voisins
La radiodiffusion sans frontières doit s’accompagner d’une protection effective
des droits d’auteur afin que leurs détenteurs puissent bénéficier pleinement de
la dimension européenne de la diffusion. Une approche européenne est néces
saire étant donné le caractère disparate des législations nationales et l’obstacle
qu’elles représentent pour la fluidité de la circulation transfrontière. Pour ré
soudre cette question, outre les travaux menés dans le cadre du Livre vert de
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1988134 sur les droits d’auteur, la Commission doit prendre des initiatives,
adopter une approche:
... animée par le souci de maintenir un équilibre entre les différents intérêts et
de faciliter, notamment pour la transmission par satellite et par câbles, la ges
tion des droits d’auteur et des droits voisins sur une base contractuelle, à titre
individuel ou collectif, ou sur la base d ’accords collectifs étendus, en tenant
compte du besoin croissant de ne plus acquitter les droits en termes de terri
toire national, mais en termes de zones d ’émission couvertes par la diffusion
et compte tenu de l’audience réelle.135

Des propositions de directives sont en préparation, mais l’attitude des Etats
est encore très contrastée.
Au Conseil de l’Europe un projet de protocole additionnel à la convention
sur la télévision transfrontière a été préparé. Néanmoins il ne concerne que la
transmission par satellite. Pour l’instant, faute d’un consensus au sein du
Comité directeur sur les moyens de communication de masse (CDMM), ce
projet risque de ne plus être adapté; plusieurs Etats sont par ailleurs favo
rables à l’élaboration d’un protocole spécifique pour régir la question des
droits voisins.
(b) Pluralisme et concentration des médias
La concentration des moyens de communication de masse, en particulier la
concentration multimédia peut atteindre un seuil au-delà duquel le pluralisme
de l’information peut être menacé. La Conseil de l’Europe a entrepris de
vastes études afin d’apprécier dans quelle mesure des politiques et des normes
européennes communes sont souhaitables, nécessaires et possibles. On espère
que l’évaluation des études conduira à l’adoption de mesures plus ou moins
contraignantes lors de la troisième conférence ministérielle européenne sur la
politique des communications de masse (Chypre, octobre 1991).
Mais le pluralisme est commandé aussi par d’autres facteurs. Nous avons
signalé déjà l’originalité de l’article 9 de la convention sur la télévision trans
frontière.
Le Comité des ministres du Conseil de l’Europe vient d’adopter en ce
sens, le 11 avril 1991, une recommandation (n° R(91)5) concrétisant la portée
du droit aux «extraits» d’événements majeurs faisant l’objet de droits
d’exclusivité pour la radiodiffusion télévisée dans un contexte transfrontière.

134
135

COM(88) 72 final.
Communication de la Commission au Conseil et au Parlement sur la politique audiovi
suelle du 21 février 1990, COM(90) 78 final, 15.
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Dans le cadre communautaire, sans doute le jeu des articles 85 et 86
s’applique-t-il déjà à certaines situations prohibées.136 Cela a paru insuffisant
puisque le Conseil a adopté le règlement du 21 décembre 1989 sur les
concentrations. Néanmoins l’article 21 de ce texte révèle clairement qu’il
n’est pas approprié aux médias et permet aux Etats membres de continuer à
appliquer leurs dispositions nationales en matière de pluralisme et de liberté
d’expression lorsque la Commission n’intervient pas à l’encontre d’une con
centration dans les médias.
En raison de l’importance qu’elle accorde à l’objectif du maintien du plu
ralisme, la Commission étudie actuellement ce problème en vue d’aboutir à
des «lignes directrices», voire à une proposition de directive dont l’objet serait
d’harmoniser certains aspects des législations nationales en ce domaine. Voilà
encore un secteur où les Communautés et le Conseil de l’Europe peuvent
utilement conjuguer leurs efforts.
Mais une liberté n’est appréciable que si elle est effective. Aussi paral
lèlement à l’effort normatif il est souhaitable que des mesures concrètes
soient prises pour stimuler la production audiovisuelle. Les institutions eu
ropéennes l’ont bien compris; plusieurs mécanismes ont été mis en place
sous l’égide du Conseil de l’Europe ou des Communautés européennes visant
à favoriser la production des œuvres européennes mais aussi leur circulation,
grâce à diverses mesures d’aide à la distribution, au financement et à la com
mercialisation de ces œuvres. Qu’il s’agisse du programme Média (CEE),137
d’Eurimages,138 ou d’Eureka audiovisuel, tous ces instruments récents con
vergent de manière complémentaire dans cette direction.
«L’Europe de l’audiovisuel vit désormais en état de droit» déclarait
récemment Simone Veil. En effet les premiers jalons sont déjà bien posés.
Puisse le cadre juridique correspondre à une réalité harmonieuse dans le res
pect des droits des radiodiffuseurs, des auteurs et des téléspectateurs.

136

Voir arrêt du 3 octobre 1985 concernant un abus de position dominante en matière de
radiodiffusion et de publicité, affaire 311/84 Télémarketing , Rec. 3270, conclusions
de l ’avocat général M. Cari Otto Lenz.
137 Pour le programme «Média 1991-1995», voir COM(90) du 4 mai 1990, 132 final.
13 8 Fonds de soutien à la coproduction des œuvres de création cinématographique et audio visuelle (Conseil de l’Europe).
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I. Introduction
The doctrine of margin of appreciation illustrates the general approach of the
European Court of Human Rights to the delicate task of balancing the
sovereignty of Contracting Parties with their obligations under the
Convention. The dilemma facing the Court, evident in recent cases on the
margin of appreciation, is how to remain true to its responsibility to develop
a reasonably comprehensive set of review principles appropriate for applica
tion across the entire Convention while at the same time recognizing the di
versity of political, economic, cultural, and social situations in the societies
of the Contracting Parties. The doctrine introduces an element of relativity
into the uniform interpretation of the Convention, resulting in differences in
scope and emphasis depending on the circumstances of the case.1
The methodology of the Court on the doctrine of margin of appreciation
has been, and continues to be, refined. The judgment in Handyside (1976)
remains the basis of the Court’s application of the margin of appreciation.2
However, it is apparent that the Court is endeavouring to develop a more rig
orous application of its guidelines, with the result that there has probably
been a narrowing of an originally expansive concept of the margin of appre
ciation, where such restriction has been deemed necessary. The fact is that
variations in the width of the margin of appreciation are inevitable: the Court
must deal with different rights, different claims in respect of the same right,
by applicants in different situations, and with different justifications advanced
by States at different times.3
The principles governing the width of the margin of appreciation are
linked to the notion of European standards. Although the margin of apprecia
tion is probably wider in the absence of applicable European standards, the
Court has not yet had an opportunity to fully develop its method of ascertain
ing, accepting, or rejecting a minimum European standard. References to sig
nificant comparative analyses are absent in the case-law. It is apparent that
the need for guidance as to the role of European standards and as to how they
are to be ascertained becomes increasingly important in light of recent devel
opments in Europe and the changing face of many European States.
To say that there are a variety of jurisprudential principles evolving under
the doctrine of margin of appreciation is an understatement. Nevertheless, it
may be possible to discern the broad parameters of the doctrine and the out1

2
3
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lines of how the Court envisages its function under the Convention from an
examination of a few of the leading cases that have recently come before the
Court. Since it is virtually impossible to understand the doctrine of margin
of appreciation apart from the specific contexts in which it has been applied
it will be necessary in the pages that follow to review the facts of the cases
referred to in some detail.

II. Article 10: Freedom of Expression
Article 10 protects the right to freedom of expression, including the freedom
to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without in
terference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. Paragraph 2 of
Article 10 expressly refers to the following formalities, conditions, restric
tions or penalties, prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society, to
which the exercise of the right to freedom of expression may be subject: na
tional security, prevention of disorder or crime, protection of health and
morals, protection of the reputation or rights of others, and, maintaining the
authority and impartiality of the judiciary.
Recent case-law on Article 10 reveals a trend, arguably one that runs
throughout the Court’s jurisprudence on the doctrine of margin of apprecia
tion, to highlight the context in which the interference in question occurs.
The decisions involved may be couched in the language of ‘prescribed by law’
and ‘necessary in a democratic society’, but in fact they often focus on the ex
tent of the interference and the nature of the right in question. A look at a few
of the cases that are representative of the Court’s approach to achieving a bal
ance between the various interests involved and a substantive right to freedom
of expression will serve to illustrate the point
A. M u l l e r
In Muller (1988), the Court upheld as justifiable an interference with the
right to the freedom of expression of an artist. The application of Article 204
of the Swiss Criminal Code, which dealt with obscenity, led to the convic
tion of the applicant artist and to the confiscation of the artwork in question.4
The Swiss artist, Muller, who had exhibited on his own and with other
artists on many occasions, both in private galleries and in museums, in
Switzerland and elsewhere, mounted an exhibition of contemporary art in
4
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Fribourg in 1981. The exhibition had been advertised in the press and on
posters and was open to all, no charge being made for admission. The cata
logue specifically printed for the preview contained a photographic reproduc
tion of the paintings. On the day of the opening, the public prosecutor of the
Canton of Fribourg, acting on information laid by a man whose daughter, a
minor, had reacted violently to the paintings on show, had the disputed paint
ings removed and seized. The European Court of Human Rights found that
the interference was prescribed by law and that the aim of limiting the exer
cise of the applicant’s right was the protection of morals, which the Court,
like the Commission, found to be linked naturally to the protection of the
rights of others.
The Court reached its decision by invoking the necessity test, which in
volved a determination of whether the application of the restriction was pro
portionate to the legitimate aim, and whether or not the national authority
had ‘relevant and sufficient’ reasons for applying a restriction on freedom of
artistic expression. It was in the context of the necessity test that the Court
referred to the margin of appreciation that remains with national authorities
to determine the existence of a pressing social need, as well as the means by
which that need is to be addressed, subject to European supervision.
In the applicant’s view, freedom of artistic expression was of such funda
mental importance that banning a work of art, or convicting the artist of an
offence, struck at the very essence of the right guaranteed in Article 10 and
had damaging consequences for a democratic society. ‘No doubt the impugned
paintings reflected a conception of sexuality that was at odds with the cur
rently prevailing social morality, b u t... their symbolic meaning had to be
considered, since these were works of art’.5 Freedom of artistic expression, he
argued, would become devoid of substance if paintings such as his could not
be shown to people interested in the arts as part of an exhibition of experi
mental contemporary art. In the Government’s submission, on the other
hand, the interference was necessary having regard in particular to the subject
matter of the art and the circumstances of the exhibition, both of which were
factors to be taken into account in determining whether or not the restrictions
imposed were reconcilable with the freedom of artistic expression protected
under Article 10.
The Court relied heavily on Handy side, where the applicants had chal
lenged the British Government’s censorship of a controversial alternative
lifestyle handbook. In Handy side, the European Court had placed particular
emphasis on the absence of a uniform European conception of morals and on
the fact that the requirements of morals vary from time to time and from
place to place, especially in an era of far reaching changes of opinion on the
subject The Court found that, by reason of their ‘direct and continuous con5
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tact with the vital forces of their countries’, the national authorities were in
principle in a better position than the Court to determine the exact content of
the requirements of morals as well as the ‘necessity’ for the implementation
of restrictions.
In rejecting the notion of a European standard of morals, and of the argu
ment of the applicants to the effect that similar artwork created by Mr.
Muller had been exhibited in public in other locations in Switzerland, in
other locations within Europe, and outside Europe, both before and after the
Fribourg ’81 exhibition, without prosecution for obscenity, the Court was
careful not to minimize the importance of the right to freedom of expression
embodied in Article 10. However, it appears to have taken account of the ar
gument of the Government, and of the Swiss courts which dealt with the
case, to the effect that, having regard to the social, religious, and cultural
composition of the population in the Fribourg area, materials found to be ac
ceptable in other parts of Switzerland, indeed in other parts of Europe, could
be regarded as obscene in a particular place, under particular circumstances, at
a particular time. The context in which the exhibition had been held - an un
restricted, open exhibition in a conservative town - and not just the paintings
alone, was a factor to be taken account of. It was relevant that the paintings
had been exhibited in public without any precautions. Had the paintings been
exhibited in other circumstances the result might have been otherwise.
Freedom of expression as secured in Article 10 was described by the Court
as of fundamental importance for the self-fulfilment of the individual and a
basic condition for the progress of democratic society; its recognition and
protection imposes a positive obligation on national authorities not to en
croach unduly on this freedom regardless of whether its expression is offen
sive, shocking or disturbing to the state or any section of the population.
The Court explained that the observance of this positive obligation was
essential to the respect for pluralism, tolerance and broad-mindedness, with
out which a society could not be democratic. Those who create, interpret, dic
tate or exhibit works of art contribute to the exchange of ideas and opinions
which is essential for a society. Nevertheless, artists and others who promote
their work are not immune from the possibility of limitations as provided for
in paragraph 2 of Article 10; they too are subject to duties and responsibili
ties.6
Despite this general statement in favour of a wide view of freedom of
artistic expression, the Court found that the national authorities had acted
within their margin of appreciation with respect to the convictions, fines, and
subsequent confiscations of the artist’s work. On the basis of an implicit
value-judgment made with respect to attitudes about morality, the Court held
that the necessity test had been met and that, contrary to the Commission,
6
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the measures adopted were proportional; those measures, including the con
fiscations, were designed to protect public morals by eliminating the oppor
tunity for the artist or the exhibitors to repeat the offences with which they
had been charged.
It is obvious that an approach to necessity that takes account of the moral
ethos of the society in question becomes more difficult to apply when that
society is a pluralistic society, in which legislation fulfills the dual role of
leading as well as reflecting the development of standards of morality; in such
circumstances, a value-judgment must be made in choosing between diver
gent views. In the case at hand, the Court chose to uphold the decisions of
the national authorities in the area of morality, despite the relatively narrow
margin of appreciation under Article 10.
In a sole dissenting opinion, Judge Spielmann, referring to the nineteenth
century experiences of Flaubert and Baudelaire, emphasized that the right to
freedom of expression represents the norm under Article 10 and that interfer
ences by the State, properly justified, are the exceptions. In his opinion, the
Contracting Parties should take greater account of the notion of the relativity
of values in the field of the expression of ideas, a notion that was stressed in
Handyside. In Muller, the measures taken (both fines and confiscations) were,
in Judge Spielmann’s opinion, in no respect necessary in a democratic soci
ety. More specifically, he felt that the State itself, as the right- and duty-bear
ing unit under the Convention, should not be permitted to leave the assess
ment of the appropriate application of Article 10 to one of its cantons or
municipalities. This, he suggested, could lead to an emptying of the protec
tion of freedom of expression envisaged by the Convention, because para
graph 2 of Article 10 would become applicable in virtually all cases of public
interference with freedom of expression. He stressed that there must be limits
to the concept of margin of appreciation if the practical efficacy of the
Convention is to be preserved.

B. L i n g e n s
The preference for a wide margin of appreciation in the context of the protec
tion of morals, the latter being an interest to be balanced against the right to
freedom of expression under Article 10, can be contrasted with the preference
for a more restrictive view of the doctrine of margin of appreciation in the
context of the protection of the reputation and rights of others, particularly
when the press and print media seek to override the protection. The Court ap
pears to consider that the right to freedom of expression is somewhat more
fundamental in this latter context, presumably because it involves the public
interest in access to information.
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The Court’s tendency to favour a comparatively wider right to freedom of
expression in the context of the press is apparent from its judgment in
Lingens (1986).7 That case involved a private prosecution under Article 111
of the Austrian Criminal Code and the conviction for defamation of a journal
ist who had published comments about a political candidate. In a complex
judgment in which care was taken to determine the nature of the allegedly
defamatory remarks, the Court finally found that there had been an Article 10
violation of the journalist’s freedom of expression.
The interference had been prescribed by law and it was in pursuance of a
legitimate aim, namely, the protection of the reputation and rights of others.
In applying the necessity test, the Court sought to identify a ‘pressing social
need’, at which point it invoked the doctrine of the margin of appreciation en
joyed by the State in assessing the existence of the need for interference. The
legislation and the Austrian Court decisions applying the relevant law, even
where issued by an independent court, were open to review.
The Court did not attempt to identify a common European standard be
cause, in its view, the legislation and practice of the Contracting Parties,
though undeniably similar, was seen to vary too much in their details, thus
rendering each State’s margin of appreciation all the more important in the
case at hand. Indeed, the Court, like the Commission, rejected an amicus cu
riae brief regarding the uniformity of national laws in favour of the protection
of value judgments. Interestingly, however, the judgment did not indicate
whether greater similarities in the details of legislation and practice would (or
should) incline the Court to find that a minimum European standard did in
fact exist. Following Handyside, the Court reasoned that it must consider the
impugned decision in light of the case as a whole, including the publications
used to reproach the applicant and the context within which they were writ
ten.
Within the context of a post-election controversy between political oppo
nents, the Court found that it must determine whether the interference was
proportionate to the legitimate aim and whether the reasons adduced by the
Austrian courts in justification of the interference were ‘relevant and suffi
cient’. The judgment concentrates on freedom of expression in the context of
the press, explaining that the media function of disseminating information
and ideas on political issues of public interest is complemented by the pub
lic’s right to receive them. The Court held that the limits on acceptable criti
cism are wider in the case of politicians than in the case of private individu
als; a greater degree of tolerance is required by those in active political life
who are criticized in the press in a political context The increased scope of
7
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freedom of expression in the political area was seen as affording the public
one of the best means of discovering and forming adequate opinions about the
ideas and attitudes of political leaders. In the result, the government was held
to have failed the proportionality test because, in this case, the interest of
keeping the public informed outweighed the interest of protecting the reputa
tion of others.
C.

B a rfo d

The importance of the specific factual situation and of the need to take into
account the wider social context from which the case arose was also high
lighted by the decision in Barfod (1988).8 There, the Danish applicant had
written an article about a judgment of the High Court of Greenland concern
ing a decision by the Greenland Local Government to tax Danish nationals
working on American bases in Greenland.
The case had been heard in the High Court sitting with one professional
judge and two lay judges. Both lay judges were employees of the Local Gov
ernment. The applicant stated that in his opinion the two lay judges partici
pating in the judgment were disqualified under Article 62 of the Danish
Constitution. Alleging that they had ‘done their duty’, and that it ‘did not re
quire much imagination to guess who voted how’, he questioned their ability
and power to decide impartially in a case brought against their employer, the
Local Government. The applicant was subsequently charged with defamation
of character under the Greenland Penal Code on the ground that his remarks
were of a kind which might be detrimental to the judges’ reputations in the
eyes of the public, thus undermining confidence in the legal system.
The Court held that there had been no violation of Article 10. The sole
issue was whether the interference was ‘necessary in a democratic society’ for
achieving the aims of protecting the reputation of others - the lay judges and, indirectly, maintaining the authority of the judiciary.
In applying the necessity test the Court found that, subject to the super
vision of the European Court, both as regards legislation and its application,
even by an independent court, the national authorities enjoyed a wide margin
of appreciation in assessing the existence and extent of a pressing social need
within national societies. Following the reasoning in Lingens, the Court
considered the impugned decision in light of the case as a whole, including
the relevant statements in the newspaper article and the context in which they
had been written, having particular regard to the proportionality of the inter
ference in light of the importance of freedom of expression in a democratic
society.
8
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The judgment explained that proportionality implies that the state’s inter
est in pursuing legitimate aims must be weighed against the value of open
discussion of topics of public concern. When striking a fair balance, the
Court could not overlook the importance of not discouraging members of the
public, for fear of criminal or other sanctions, from voicing their opinions on
issues of public concern. The article in question comprised two elements: a
criticism of the composition of the High Court and a statement that the two
lay judges ‘did their duty’, the latter statement implying that the lay judges
had cast their votes as employees of the local government rather than as inde
pendent and impartial judges.
The Court focused on the second branch of the criticism, which was al
leged to be an attack on the personal integrity of the lay judiciary, and it
reached the conclusion that the interference with the applicant’s freedom of
expression was not aimed at restricting his right under the Convention to
criticize publicly the composition of the High Court: the right to voice an
opinion on that issue had been expressly recognized by the High Court and
indeed had been stressed by the Government in argument
The European Court of Human Rights emphasized that no evidence had
been submitted to show that the applicant was justified in believing that the
two elements of criticism were so closely connected as to make the statement
relating to the reputation of the judges legitimate. The State’s legitimate in
terest in protecting the reputations of the lay judges from criticism was not,
in the circumstances, in conflict with the applicant’s interest in being able to
participate in free public debate on the question of the structural impartiality
of the High Court. The test of necessity was particularly strict in relation to
matters of public interest involving the functioning of public administration,
including the judiciary.
In contrast to Lingens, the Court did not accept the applicant’s argument
that the accusations were to be seen as part of a political debate, with the re
sult that wider limits were to be tolerated for legitimate criticism. The appli
cant had exceeded his right to freedom of expression by making unfounded
personal attacks on the lay judiciary. The two lay judges were ordinary citi
zens under a legal obligation to accept appointment and they could not be
said to have inevitably and knowingly laid themselves open to close scrutiny
of every word and deed by journalists and the public, as politicians are deemed
to do Barfod.9 It is thus apparent that the Court was cautious not to find a
violation of the right to freedom of expression but that it kept the strength of
the exception in relation to the impartiality of the judiciary intact, perhaps
through a narrow interpretation of the facts. In short, while the applicant had
a right to criticize the Court as regards its structural impartiality, he had gone
too far in the criticism that he levelled against the lay judges personally.
9
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Markt Intern (1989) reveals substantial disagreement on the scope and role of
the margin of appreciation with regard to freedom of expression in relation to
commercial undertakings. That case involved a prohibition under the Unfair
Competition Act in Germany on a Düsseldorf publishing firm and its editorin-chief from repeating statements in an information bulletin that they pub
lished for chemists and businesses in the beauty product retail trade.10
The bulletins were weekly news-sheets providing information on devel
opments in the market and, in particular, on the commercial practices of
large-scale firms. They were printed by offset, did not contain advertising, and
were sold on open subscription. The article in question reported the com
plaint of a customer who was dissatisfied with the services of a large mail
order firm. The Federal Court of Justice had ordered that the statement was
not to be repeated. The applicants then claimed that the prohibition imposed
on them by the German courts infringed their rights under Article 10. The
European Court of Human Rights split 9:9, with the President casting the
deciding vote in favour of finding no violation of Article 10 on the part of
the national authorities.
On the preliminary question of the applicability of Article 10 in the con
text of commercial publication, the Government argued that the case fell at
the extreme limit of the field of application of the Article. The wording and
aims of the information bulletin showed that it was not intended to influence
or mobilize public opinion but to promote the economic interests of a given
group of undertakings. The Government contended that this activity fell
within the scope of the freedom to conduct business and engage in competi
tion, which is not protected by the Convention. The applicants did not deny
that their publication defended the interests of a specialized retail trade, but
they asserted that it did not intervene directly in the process of supply and
demand. They argued that to restrict freedom of expression to news items of a
political or cultural nature would deprive a large part of the press of any pro
tection at all.
The applicants argued that the interference was not prescribed by law, be
cause it was not foreseeable; the relevant German legislation was, they said,
drafted in vague terms and failed to indicate a dividing line between freedom
of the press and unfair competition. However, the Court found that the re
striction was indeed prescribed by law; there was clear and abundant case-law
and extensive commentary on the matter, such as to enable commercial oper
ators and their advertisers to regulate their conduct in the relevant sphere. The
legitimate aim was found to be the protection of the reputation and rights of
others, since the contested article was highly critical of the commercial pol
io
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icy of the opposition. With regard to the necessity test, the Court reaffirmed
that Contracting Parties enjoy a margin of appreciation, subject to European
supervision, in assessing the need for and extent of an interference in the do
main of legislation and its application.
The Court found that a margin of appreciation was essential in commer
cial matters, particularly in an area as complex and fluctuating as that of un
fair competition; otherwise, said the Court, it would have to re-examine the
facts and all the circumstances of each case. Accordingly, the Court held that
its review was to be confined to the question of whether the measures taken
at the national level were justifiable in principle and proportionate. On pro
portionality, the Court weighed the requirements of the protection of the rep
utation and the rights of others against the public interest in the publication
of the information in question.
The applicants argued that the injunction in question could not be regarded
as necessary in a democratic society. Markt Intern did not intervene directly in
the process of supply and demand; its income was derived exclusively from
subscriptions; it met the needs of readers whose interests were neglected by
the mainstream press. The Government, however, alleged that the article did
not contribute to a debate of interest to the general public but was part of an
unlawful competitive strategy aimed at ridding the beauty products market of
an awkward competitor for specialist retailers.
In the end, the Court left the decision about which statements in the press
are permissible and which are not to the national courts. The decision stated
that in a market economy an undertaking to set up a business is inevitably
scrutinized by competitors. Commercial strategy and the manner of honour
ing commercial commitments may give rise to criticism on the part of con
sumers and the specialized press. In order to carry out this task, the special
ized press must be able to disclose facts of interest to its readers and con
tribute to the openness of business activities. Nevertheless, the freedom in
volved here was not unlimited: there must, for example, be an obligation on
the press to respect the privacy of others or a duty to respect the confidential
ity of certain commercial information, neither of which was in issue in the
case at hand.
After stressing the need to protect freedom of expression in the context of
commercial undertakings and the related press, the European Court of Human
Rights nevertheless decided that it would not substitute its own evaluation
for that of the national courts, where those courts, on reasonable grounds,
considered the restrictions to be necessary. The German Federal Court of
Justice, confirmed from the constitutional point of view by the Federal
Constitutional Court, was found to have remained within its margin of ap
preciation.
It is very important to observe that strong dissenting opinions were at
tached to this important judgment As indicated, the Court split 9:9. Seven
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of the dissenting judges emphasized that freedom of expression was just as
fundamental in relation to practices of a commercial undertaking as it was in
relation to the conduct of a head of government in a political context, which
was at issue in Lingens. They pointed out that freedom of expression serves,
above all, the general interest. The fact that a person defends a given interest,
whether it is an economic interest or any other interest, does n o t... deprive
him of the benefit of freedom of expression’.11 In their opinion, the majority
had used the doctrine of the margin of appreciation to unduly restrict freedom
of expression in commercial matters. The Court, they said, had failed to exer
cise its function of European supervision: In refusing to re-examine the facts
and circumstances of the case, it had reached an erroneous conclusion as to
the conformity of the contested measures with the requirements of the
Convention. Moreover, the interests of the applicants had not been taken into
account at all.12
One of the dissenting judges (Pettiti) took the view that in the field of
commercial matters and the press, States have only a slight margin of appre
ciation. Censorship or prohibition of publications is acceptable only in rare
cases. Judge Pettiti held this to be particularly true in relation to commercial
advertising and questions of commercial or economic policy, in respect of
which, as he pointed out, the state cannot claim to defend the general interest
because interests of consumers are conflicting. The protection of the interests
of users and consumers, in the face of dominant positions, depends on the
freedom to publish even the harshest criticism of competitors’ products. In
concluding that the freedom accorded the economic press serves to protect the
public at large, he held that freedom of expression must be total or almost to
tal, short of the commission of an offence or an action brought for unfair
competition, when it would be properly dealt with by civil or criminal ac
tion, not by censorship.
Judge Martens, also dissenting, stated that in the field of freedom of ex
pression the basic assumption is that the right to freedom of expression is
used to serve the general interest, and that, in this context, freedom to criti
cize is the norm. In his opinion, the essential question in Markt intern was
whether it was necessary in a democratic society to restrict the rights and fun
damental freedoms of an organ of the press solely because that organ had
espoused the cause of specific economic interests. He went on to point out
that a rule extending the scope of the law on unfair competition to the detri
ment of the freedom of the press was unknown in other Member States of the
Council of Europe, since all newspapers could be regarded as partisan. Judge
Martens concluded that the Court ought to have determined the necessity
question itself, disregarding the margin of appreciation, which, in his opin11
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ion, played no role in the circumstances because on its own it was unable to
justify assessments incompatible with the freedoms guaranteed under the
Convention.
Two other recent cases have examined freedom of expression in another
commercial context, namely, television and radio broadcasting. This is an in
teresting area because it does not fall exclusively within the scope of Article
10(2). Rather, the licensing of broadcasting enterprises is expressly referred to
in paragraph 1 of Article 10. This suggests that paragraph 1 represents a po
tentially wider limitation than paragraph 2, on the right to hold opinions and
to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public au
thority and regardless of frontiers, the nature of which remains to be revealed.

E. The

Croppera

and A u t r o n i c Cases

The two cases in question concerned the scope of Article 10 in a fundamental
way, namely, whether or not broadcasting is protected under the Convention,
and with the meaning of the phrase ‘regardless of frontiers’. Any discussion
of these cases must attempt to define the nature and extent of the limitation
found in paragraph 1 of Article 10, and to determine whether its scope differs
from the scope of the exceptions in paragraph 2, which are usually subject to
a rule of narrow interpretation.
In Groppera (1990), the broadcasts in question - mainly light music and
commercials - were radio transmissions originating in Italy and destined for
listeners in Switzerland. Measures taken under Swiss law prohibited cable
network companies from broadcasting programmes from stations not com
plying with international agreements on radio and telecommunications law.
The applicants alleged that these measures interfered with their right to im
part information and ideas regardless of frontiers, within the meaning of
Article 10, paragraph 1. The Commission found by a vote of 7:6 that there
had been a violation of Article 10 by the Swiss authorities, but the Court, by
16:3, held that there had been no violation.13
There were strong dissenting opinions in the Commission. For example,
Mr. Danelius thought that the evidence clearly indicated that Groppera was in
reality a Swiss station operating from the other side of the border; its sole
aim was to evade Swiss rules on broadcasting franchises. In his opinion,
Switzerland had the right, as part of its licensing system, to ban retransmis
sion in Switzerland of Groppera’s Italian programmes. There was no evidence
whatever that, on the pretext of combatting evasion, the impugned measures
had in fact adversely affected any basic features of freedom of expression, such
as pluralism in the dissemination of information and ideas. Mr. Batliner
13
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agreed, adding that the Groppera programmes were not at the core of the
rights recognized in Article 10, whose main purpose, as he saw it, was ulti
mately to protect cultural diversity and pluralism of opinion in a democracy.
While, in his view, Groppera’s programmes were in principle worthy of pro
tection, in fact they were marginal and their significance was to be seen in
light of the values in issue. The dissenting opinions in the Commission
may, then, signal an inclination to restrict the scope of the right to freedom
of expression itself in this kind of case; they make no reference to the margin
of appreciation.
The Court started by considering the case under the third sentence of the
first paragraph of Article 10, which refers to the right of states to require the
licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises. What had to be
determined was the scope of its application. The reason that this sentence was
included in paragraph 1 was attributed to technical and practical considera
tions, such as the limited availability of frequencies and the economic costs
of building transmitters, as well as the political concern of states to make
broadcasting the preserve of the state. The Court took account of technologi
cal changes that had subsequently resulted in the abolition of state monopo
lies in European countries and the establishment of private radio stations,
often local ones, in addition to the public services. Furthermore, national li
censing systems were seen to be required not only for the regulation of broad
casting enterprises nationally, but also to give effect to applicable interna
tional rules, including those contained in the Radio Regulations.
However, the object and scope of this third sentence was considered by the
Court in the context of Article 10 as a whole, particularly paragraph 2. Its
meaning, said the Court, is that states are permitted to control the organiza
tion of broadcasting within their territories through a licensing system, espe
cially as regards technical matters. In the case at hand, the interference in
question was found to come within this object, since the retransmission of
the programmes by Groppera fell under Swiss jurisdiction. Importantly,
however, the Court went on to consider the interference under paragraph 2 of
Article 10. Contrary to the views of two of the dissenting judges, the Court
found that the third sentence of paragraph 1, alone, provided an insufficient
basis.
In determining whether or not the measures taken by the Swiss authori
ties were ‘prescribed by law’, the Court explained that the criteria of foresee
ability and accessibility are, to a considerable degree, based on the content of
the instrument in issue, the field it is designed to cover, and the number and
status of its addressees.14 The applicable international telecommunications
laws were found to be complex and highly technical and intended primarily
for specialists who know how such laws can be obtained. A company such as
14
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Groppera, wishing to engage in broadcasting across frontiers, was expected to
inform itself of the applicable Swiss rules. The latter were not lacking in the
necessary clarity and precision; they were such as to enable the applicants and
their advisers to regulate their conduct in the matter.15
The interference was found to be based on the legitimate aims, first, of
protecting the international telecommunications order and, secondly, protect
ing the rights of others, because it was designed to ensure pluralism, in par
ticular of information, by allowing a fair allocation of frequencies interna
tionally and nationally. In considering whether the interference was ‘necessary
in a democratic society’, the Court invoked the doctrine of the margin of ap
preciation, pointing out that the exercise of the margin is subject to
European supervision of national legislation and any decisions applying it;
when carrying out that supervision, the Court must ascertain whether the
measures taken at the national level are justifiable in principle and propor
tionate.16
The need to protect the international telecommunications order and the
need to protect the rights of others were weighed against the interests of the
applicants and others in the cable retransmission of Groppera’s programmes.
Above all, the procedure chosen to ban retransmission could justifiably be
seen as necessary to prevent evasion of the law. Since the content of the pro
grammes was not in issue, the measure could in no way be characterized as a
form of censorship. The measure was taken against a station reasonably held
by the Swiss national authorities to be in reality a Swiss station that was
operating from Italy in order to circumvent the regulations of the telecom
munications order in force in Switzerland. In these circumstances, the Court
held that the national authorities had remained within their margin of appreci
ation and that no breach of Article 10 had occurred.17As a matter of interpre
tation, it will be observed that the margin of appreciation would have been
very wide indeed had the Court found that Article 10 paragraph 1, alone, was
a sufficient basis on which to evaluate the restrictions.
In a concurring opinion, Judge Valticos stated that Article 10 was simply
not applicable to the facts of the case. Emphasizing that the programmes in
issue consisted essentially of light music and entertainment, rather than dis
cussion and expression of ideas or cultural or artistic events, which, in his
opinion, were covered by Article 10, he also emphasized the station’s essen
tially commercial objective as accounting for its emphasis on mere enter
tainment. He concluded that Article 10 was not designed to protect either
commercial operations or mere entertainment. This opinion seems to diverge

15
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markedly from the opinions expressed in the Article 10 cases on the press and
commercial undertakings.
There appears to be agreement among some members of the Court that
freedom of expression in the commercial context is to be accorded a high de
gree of protection but that freedom of expression in relation to broadcasting
may fall slightly short of that to be afforded statements in the commercial
press. Judge de Meyer, dissenting, offered an interpretation, based on United
States’ law, of the appropriate scope of the power to license radio and televi
sion: Licensing is permissible, he said, to the extent that it is necessary to
ensure efficient and orderly communication and, as far as possible, freedom of
expression, enabling people to receive and impart what they want to receive
and impart, but it cannot include a right to interfere with the content of the
communication.
The partner case on broadcasting, Autronic AG (1990), concerned a refusal
by the Swiss Post and Telecommunications Authority, without the consent
of the broadcasting state, to authorize Autronic AG, specialising in home
electronics, to receive, by means of a private dish aerial, uncoded television
programmes from a Soviet telecommunications satellite intended for the gen
eral public of the USSR.18 The applicant company was incorporated under
Swiss law, with its head office in Zurich.
Autronic complained that its freedom under Article 10 of the Convention
to receive information and ideas regardless of frontiers had been violated be
cause the Post and Telecommunications Authority in Switzerland had made
reception of television programmes, under the circumstances found in this
case, subject to the consent of the broadcasting state.
The Government replied by stating that the right to freedom of expression
was just not relevant to the applicant’s complaint. It asserted that the com
pany had not attached any importance to the content of the transmission
(programmes in Russian) because it was pursuing purely economic and tech
nical interests; its activities were commercial and its sole object had been to
demonstrate the aerial capabilities of its product, a dish aerial, at a fair for
sales promotion. The Government’s argument continued by pointing out that
freedom of expression exercised exclusively for pecuniary gain was economic
freedom and outside the scope of the Convention. The ‘information’ involved
was not therefore protected by Article 10. The Government also emphasized
that the television programmes were not intended for, or accessible to, the
public when the applicant received them; as transmissions between two fixed
points of the distribution network on Soviet territory, by means of Soviet
satellite, they were subject to secrecy restrictions under international law,
namely, the International Telecommunication Convention (ITC) and the
Radio Regulations (RR).
18
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The applicant countered by alleging that Article 10 included the right to
receive information from accessible sources and, therefore, to receive televi
sion programmes intended for the general public and retransmitted by satel
lite. Article 10, it argued, protected both the substance and process of com
munication. The company also alleged that the fundamental rights enjoyed by
corporate bodies under Article 10 were not subject to restrictions merely be
cause such bodies were pursuing economic or technical objectives.
Pointing to three cases in which it had held that Article 10 is applicable
to profit-making corporate bodies,19 the Court said that neither Autronic’s
legal status nor the fact that its activities were commercial nor the intrinsic
nature of freedom of expression could deprive the applicant of Article 10 pro
tection. It agreed with the applicant that Article 10 applies not only to the
content of information but also to the means of transmission or reception be
cause any restriction imposed on the means necessarily interferes with the
right to receive and impart information. It was not necessary to ascertain the
reason and purpose for which the right to receive information was being exer
cised.
The Court then proceeded to consider whether or not there had been a vio
lation of Article 10. The Government had argued that international law im
posed a duty on states to ensure the secrecy of any transmission from a
telecommunications satellite. It argued further that the interference
(administrative and judicial decisions that prevented the applicant from law
fully receiving the satellite transmissions), was compatible with paragraph 1
as a licensing measure of television. In the alternative, the Government ar
gued satisfaction of paragraph 2.
Autronic responded to the first argument by maintaining that the ITC and
the RR did not make reception for private use of uncoded programmes broad
cast by satellite subject to the consent of broadcasting state authorities, thus
rendering the reference to the third sentence of paragraph 1 irrelevant. The
Commission had accepted this argument; in their view, the rights recognized
in paragraph 1 were applicable ‘regardless of frontiers’ and, therefore,
Contracting States could only ‘restrict information received from abroad’ on
the basis of paragraph 2.20 In addition, the licensing provision applied only
to broadcasting, television and the cinema, not to the use of receiving equip
ment However, in the Court’s view, Article 10 was to be viewed as a whole.
Under paragraph 2, the Court considered whether the interference was pre
scribed by law, in pursuit of one or more of the legitimate aims listed in
paragraph 2, and necessary in a democratic society to achieve those aims. The
applicant submitted that Swiss law contained no rule providing a legal basis
for the decision to forbid the reception in question or referring to a relevant
19
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provision of international telecommunications law. On the latter point, it is
relevant to note that the International Telecommunication Union had replied
to inquiries from the Swiss authorities to the effect that it was for each
Member State to take such measures as it considered necessary to achieve the
ITC objectives and honour its own corresponding commitments.
The Court found a legal basis for the interference in the Federal Act of
1922 and Ordinance No. 1, relating to that Act, taken together with Article
22 of the ITC and relevant provisions of the RR.21 Having regard to the
public for which these provisions were intended, they were found to be suffi
ciently accessible. However, doubt remained as to their status as ‘law’ within
the. meaning of Article 10, paragraph 2, because there was some question as
to their clarity and precision. The national enactments did not indicate what
criteria were to be used by the authorities in the determination of licence ap
plications under the ordinance, while the international enactments seemed to
leave a ‘substantial margin of appreciation to the national authorities’.22 In
the event, the Court found it unnecessary to decide this question because it
held that the interference could not be justified even if it had a legal basis.
The Government presented two aims as the bases of the interference in
question. The first aim was the ‘prevention of disorder’ in telecommunica
tions: It was important to have regard to the limited number of frequencies
available, the anarchy that might be caused by unlimited international circula
tion of information, and the need to ensure cultural and political pluralism.
The second aim was to prevent the disclosure of confidential information. As
might have been expected, the Court accepted the aims offered by the Govern
ment as legitimate and compatible with the Convention.
For its part, the applicant highlighted the fact that the broadcasts were in
tended for the general public and that other Contracting States had more lib
eral rules on the subject. And, of course, the applicant submitted that there
was no pressing social need: The interference was not necessary in order to
prevent the disclosure of confidential information, since broadcasters anxious
to restrict their broadcasts to a particular audience would encode them. The
Government replied that international telecommunications law obligated
them to act as they had in the absence of the consent of the authorities of the
country in which the station transmitting to the satellite was situated.
In resolving the issue, the Court emphasized that it had been consistent in
holding that Contracting States enjoy a margin of appreciation in assessing
the need for an interference, subject to European supervision, the extent of
which varies from case to case. Where the interference was in relation to
paragraph 1 of Article 10, as here, the supervision must be strict and, corre-
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spondingly, the margin of appreciation narrow, given the importance of the
rights in question.
The Court was willing to take account of later legal and technical devel
opments insofar as they contributed to a proper understanding and interpreta
tion of the relevant rules. Other telecommunications satellites broadcasting
television programmes had come into service by the time the complaints had
reached the Court. At the international level, the European Convention on
Transfrontier Television had been signed within the Council of Europe,
while, nationally, several Member States had allowed reception of uncoded
television broadcasts from telecommunications satellites without requiring
the consent of broadcasting state authorities. This acceptance coincided with
the fact that other states signatories to the ITC and the international authori
ties themselves, had not protested the interpretation of Article 22 of the
Convention and implied provisions of the RR advanced by the applicant. In
light of these considerations, the Court concluded by a vote of 16:2 that the
interference had not been necessary in a democratic society.
This decision is to be contrasted with Groppera. There is a hint in
Groppera that the right to freedom of expression in the area of commercial
undertakings may be accorded a slightly lesser degree of protection than that
recognized in relation to the press. In this regard, we need to recall the strong
dissenting opinions in the press cases in favour of an exceptionally wide
right to freedom of expression. It remains to be seen whether or not these
views will in the future be sanctioned by the Court in the radio and television
broadcast cases. Given the opinions in Groppera that favour a slight restric
tion on the right to freedom of expression in commercial contexts other than
the press, it would appear that Article 10 protection may be less extensive for
broadcasting concerns than for the press. However, the decision in Autronic
sanctions a high degree of protection where the right to receive information
and ideas by means of telecommunications satellites is concerned, even where
the reception is merely to facilitate a demonstration of equipment at a trade
fair.
In Autronic, the Court did not undertake a balancing of interests as it did
in Groppera, between protecting the interests of the telecommunications order
and the rights of others, on the one hand, and the interests of the applicant
and other cable retransmitters, on the other. Instead, it placed emphasis on the
practice of other Member States of the Council of Europe, including France
and the United Kingdom, with regard to the reception of uncoded television
broadcasts from telecommunications satellites. This will welcomed by those
who believe that a proper understanding and interpretation of the Convention
should rely on, as well as lead to, appropriate recognition and development of
European standards for the protection of human rights. While the judgment
reinforces the Court’s view that commercial undertakings enjoy protection
under Article 10, - that Article applies to ‘everyone’, whether natural or legal
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persons - it also reveals the Court’s commitment to the idea that new infor
mation technologies should be effectively used to broaden the scope of free
dom of expression and information.
In Autronic, two judges entered a strong joint dissenting opinion to the
effect that Article 10 was wholly inapplicable or if applicable had not been
violated. Their argument on inapplicability was based on the notion of a
connection between those receiving or imparting the information in issue and
the content of that information. They felt that there should be some signifi
cance of greater value than the desire to demonstrate satellite equipment at a
trade show to the right to freedom of expression protected under Article 10.
To afford that protection in the circumstances of this case amounted, in their
opinion, to an abuse of the Convention. Alternatively, the dissenting opin
ion found that the Swiss authorities were within their margin of appreciation
to regulate reception of the satellite transmissions in issue. Under the terms
of the ITC and the RR, it was the province of the Swiss Administration to
authorize and regulate reception of transmissions made by means of telecom
munications satellites, in fulfilment of the Administration’s obligations as a
signatory to those international instruments. Furthermore, in the context of
the ITC and the RR, signatory states enjoyed a margin of appreciation in de
ciding what measures were appropriate in pursuit of the aims set out by inter
national regulatory instruments. The measures taken in this case were reason
able, given the international obligations assumed by Switzerland in the realm
of telecommunications, and they respected the legal interests of the USSR as
the emitting State. For those concerned with the increasingly important ques
tion of improving the effectiveness of the relationship between international
and domestic law, these observations will be of particular interest.
F. W eb er
In Weber (1990), the Court was asked to consider alleged breaches of Article
10 in the context of defamation proceedings brought by the Swiss applicant,
a well-known environmentalist, against the author of a ‘reader’s letter’ that
was published in a local newspaper. The object of the Article 10 proceedings
was not, however, the letter but rather comments made by the applicant at a
press conference at which he divulged information about the investigation
into the alleged defamation. These comments led to an investigation for
unauthorized disclosure of confidential information. The applicant was found
guilty and fined.23
The interference in question was in the conviction and fine imposed on
the applicant for breach of confidentiality of the investigation on the occasion
of the press conference. The penalty had been imposed under Article 185 of
23
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the Vaud Code of Criminal Procedure. However, the applicant maintained
that the press conference had been held after the investigation was completed
and the matter committed for trial, the result being that Article 185 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure was inapplicable. This raised a question of inter
pretation of the code provision itself which, the Commission pointed out,
was the province of national authorities, especially the courts, even in fields
where the Convention had adopted the same standards. Under national law,
the investigation was only definitively closed once the author’s appeal
against the order committing him to trial had been dismissed, at a date after
the press conference had been held. Article 185 was, therefore, applicable and
the interference was found to be prescribed by law.
The Commission found that the interference had been undertaken in pur
suit of the aim of maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary,
which the Court had consistently held to be legitimate under paragraph 2 and
which gave rise to a wide margin of appreciation enjoyed by Contracting
States. The Commission rejected the applicant’s contention that the judicial
authorities had acted with the aim of responding to criticism in an authoritar
ian manner. Citing the Sunday Times case, the Commission recalled that the
expression ‘authority of the judiciary’ includes ‘the notion that the courts are
the proper forum for the ascertainment of legal rights and obligations,’ that
‘[they] are accepted by the public at large as being [the proper forum]’ and
that ‘the public at large have respect for and confidence in the courts’ capacity
to fulfil that function’.24 The penalty, therefore, pursued a legitimate aim, a
matter on which the Court later agreed.
Consistent with the Court’s case-law under Article 10, the necessity test
proved to be decisive in the finding of a violation. The Commission invoked
the existence of a ‘pressing social need’, implied from the adjective
‘necessary’ within the meaning of Article 10, paragraph 2. The Contracting
States enjoyed a margin of appreciation in assessing the existence of this ne
cessity, subject to European supervision of legislation and the decisions ap
plying it, even where the latter had been taken by an independent court25 In
determining the width of the margin, the organs of the Convention must
have regard to the facts and circumstances of the specific case before them.26
The Court of Criminal Cassation of the Canton of Vaud had admitted that
the facts revealed by the applicant at the press conference had already been
made public at an earlier press conference. However, it attached particular im
portance to the fact that the information in question was confidential: ‘the
communication of information of a confidential nature to someone who al
ready knows it as a result of previous indiscretion is (...) unlawful’.27
24
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Whether the measure could be said to be necessary within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of Article 10 depended on an evaluation of the conflicting inter
ests at stake. The applicant’s interest in expressing his views on the case in
public, when he had reasons for objecting to the proceedings taken against
him, which (individual) interest coincided with the public interest in being
informed, conflicted with the interest of ensuring that the judicial system
continued to work under ‘serene’ conditions.28 The necessity test, therefore,
involved an evaluation and fair balance of these conflicting interests in light
of the principles of the Court’s established case-law.
The Commission stated that it was impossible to neglect the importance
of the legitimate interest of the individual in expressing his views on judicial
proceedings taken against him. This was particularly true where, as here, the
individual interest coincided with the public interest in being informed.
Arguably, this forms the basis of the Commission’s finding of a violation in
the context of the legitimate aim of maintaining the authority of the judi
ciary. In other cases involving the authority of the judiciary, the individual
interest did not necessarily coincide with the public interest in being in
formed. The importance of the public interest in these circumstances should
not be underestimated. As the Court later observed, the applicant was wellknown for his commitment to nature conservation.
The energetic action he had taken both nationally and internationally had
given rise to lengthy public debate, which had been widely reported by the
press ... a trial concerning him the conduct of which had in some respects
proved to be ‘unorthodox* ... was bound to arouse the interest of all who had
taken a close interest in his activities.2^

The Commission looked to the decisions of the cantonal courts to determine
that the applicant had been punished for ‘revealing’ information described as
confidential even though the facts were already ‘universally known’, as stated
by the President of the Cantonal Court of Cassation in his decision entered
after the impugned press conference. The penalty imposed was not motivated
by a ‘pressing social need,’ and the application of Article 185 could not be
reconciled with the strict requirement of ‘necessity’ under Article 10(2). In a
unanimous decision, the Commission found a violation of Article 10.
Citing Barthold (1985), to the effect that the necessity for a restriction
pursuant to one of the aims listed in Article 10, paragraph 2 must be con
vincingly established, the Court also held unanimously that the interest in
maintaining confidentiality of the relevant facts no longer existed at the criti
cal date and that, therefore, the penalty imposed on the applicant was not nec
essary to achieve the legitimate aim pursued. In summary, it was not neces28
29
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sary in a democratic society to protect the confidentiality of what was already
public knowledge.
G. Conclusion for Article 10
As can be seen, several tendencies can be identified in the judgments on free
dom of expression and information and the limits thereon in a democratic so
ciety: freedom represents the general rule and restrictions and limitations the
exception, to be narrowly interpreted; the right to freedom of expression per
mits the inclusion in the scope of the Convention, through the case-law of
the Court and the Commission, of rights not fully recognized in the
Convention; the exercise of the right entails responsibilities and as such, is
subject to restrictions and conditions that must be prescribed by law, in pur
suit of legitimate aims, and necessary in a democratic society. The notion of
‘necessity’ is fundamental as a supervisory check on the duty of public au
thorities not to interfere with the exercise of the right to freedom of expres
sion and information and implies a positive obligation on States Parties to
ensure plurality and correct inequalities. In short, freedom of expression must
be treated as a special form of freedom that is vital to democracies as forming
the basis for the full development of the human personality and potential.30

III. Article 8
Article 8 enshrines the right to respect for private and family life, home, and
correspondence. It displays the same format as Article 10. Paragraph 2 pro
vides that there shall be no interference by a public authority with the exer
cise of the rights outlined in paragraph 1 except such as is ‘in accordance
with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of na
tional security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country’, a
phrase that differs from ‘territorial integrity or public safety’, its Article 10
counterpart.
A brief comparison of the Court’s interpretation of permissible limita
tions under Article 8, with the principles seen to be developing in relation to
interferences under Article 10, may assist us in our search for trends in the
reasoning of the Court on the doctrine of margin of appreciation.
30
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In interpreting Article 8 interferences, the Court has consistently held that
the right to respect for private and family life is of fundamental importance,
worthy of a high degree of protection. The extent to which this protection
varies, while maintaining a high threshold, is dependent upon the legitimate
aim found to be embodied in national legislation and other relevant legal en
actments and the characterization of the essential subject matter covered by
the impugned law. Once again, the analysis returns to the notion of contextspecificity, particularly apparent when the decisions on matrimonial status
are contrasted with those relating to sexual morality.
A.

Joh n ston

Johnston (1986) involved a constitutional prohibition on divorce in Ireland
and the legal consequences of that prohibition for the three applicants: a for
mally separated man, his live-in companion, and their child.31 The latter two,
that is, the woman and the child, relied on the man for support and
maintenance. In Ireland, persons living together in a stable relationship fol
lowing the breakdown of the marriage of one of them were not permitted to
marry: they were not recognized as a family for purposes of the Irish
Constitution, meaning that they were under no legal duty to support each
other and that they enjoyed no mutual statutory rights of succession.
The first and second applicants alleged a breach of their rights under
Articles 8 and 12 because of the impossibility under Irish law of Mr.
Johnston obtaining a divorce and, consequently, his inability to marry his
live-in companion. The applicants concentrated on the fact that they could
not marry each other, on the incompatibility of that fact with their right to
marry or re-marry under Article 12, and on the right to respect for family life
under Article 8. The right to divorce was not central to their case. The Court
found that the issues arising in the case could not be considered in isolation
and that, in a society espousing the principle of monogamy, the problem of
non-availability of divorce was related to the right of the applicants to marry.
Although Article 12 enshrines the right to marry ‘according to the na
tional laws governing the exercise of this right’, it could not be interpreted,
even in the light of social developments that had occurred since the Con
vention was drafted, notably an alleged substantial increase in marriage break
down, so as to derive from it a right to divorce, where such right had been de
liberately omitted from the Convention. The Court acknowledged that the
Convention and its Protocols must be interpreted in the light of present-day
conditions, but it recognized that it could not, by means of an evolutive in
terpretation, ‘derive from these instruments a right that was not included
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therein at the outset’. This was particularly so, where, as here ‘the omission
was deliberate’.32
Although Article 12 was inapplicable, the applicants clearly constituted a
‘family’ for purposes of Article 8 and, as such, were entitled to its protection
even though their relationship existed outside of marriage. However, the no
tion of ‘respect’ for family life, especially as far as positive obligations were
concerned, was not clear-cut; having regard to the diversity of the practices
followed and the situations obtaining in the Contracting States, the require
ments of ‘respect’ were said to vary considerably from case to case. This then
was an area in which the Contracting Parties enjoyed a wide margin of appre
ciation in determining what was required to ensure compliance with the
Convention under Article 8 with due regard to the needs and resources of the
community and of the individuals concerned.33 Emphasizing that the
Convention must be read as a whole, the Court held that a right to divorce
could not be derived from Article 8, given its exclusion from Article 12.
Ireland was under no positive obligation to introduce measures permitting the
divorce and re-marriage sought by the applicants.
The Court then considered whether the right to respect for family life im
posed on Ireland a positive obligation to improve the legal status of the
child. Referring with approval to trends in a great number of Member States
of the Council of Europe improving the status of illegitimate children, the
Court concluded that the applicant should be placed, legally and socially, in a
position akin to that of a legitimate child. Notwithstanding the wide margin
of appreciation enjoyed by Ireland in this area, the situation of the child war
ranted the recognition of a positive obligation to provide an appropriate legal
regime reflecting her natural family ties, the absence of which amounted to a
failure to respect her, and her parents’, family life. The Court held unani
mously that there had been a violation of Article 8 in this respect and that the
violation applied to all three applicants.

B.

F.

v.

Sw itzerland

In F. v. Switzerland (1987) the male applicant was seeking to marry for the
fourth time since 1963, but he was subject to a temporary prohibition on
remarriage imposed on him under Article 150 of the Swiss Civil Code.34
Although automatically applicable as a matter of public policy, Article 150
allowed the Swiss courts a degree of discretion in applying the temporary
prohibition, which could range from one to three years. The case was decided
on the basis of Article 12 of the Convention, which guarantees the right to
32
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marry ‘according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right’,
but it is relevant to the discussion of Article 8 because it deals with the same
general subject of the public interest in marital stability and the sensitive na
ture of matrimonial law.
The Court examined the manner of the application of the law, or its ef
fects, on the applicant in concreto. The exercise of an Article 12 right gives
rise, it said, to personal, social and legal consequences, subject to the na
tional laws of the Contracting State. However, limitations introduced by the
state must not restrict or reduce the right in such a way or to such an extent
that the very essence of the right is impaired.35 This ‘essence’ test appears to
be something of a new tool for determining justifiable limitations on the
right to marry under Article 12 and the right to respect for private life embod
ied in Article 8.
Interestingly - and usefully - the Court first took note of the practice of
other Contracting Parties, observing that a waiting period before remarriage,
which was in issue here, no longer existed under their laws. It then recalled
its case-law, according to which the Convention must be interpreted in the
light of present-day conditions. However, the fact that at the end of a gradual
evolution, a State found itself in an isolated position regarding one aspect of
its legislation was not held to necessarily imply that that aspect offended the
Convention. This was particularly true in the field of matrimony, which was
closely bound with the cultural and historical traditions of each society and
its deep-rooted ideas about the family unit. It was this aspect that represented
a significant link between Articles 8 and 12 of the Convention and displayed
an approach to European standards similar to that undertaken in relation to
the protection of morals.
The European Court of Human Rights characterized the aim of maintain
ing marital stability as legitimate and in the public interest, even in the ab
sence of express justifying interests under Article 12. Nevertheless, doubts
were expressed as to whether the particular means employed in Article 150 of
the Swiss Civil Code were appropriate for achieving that aim. The Court re
jected the argument that the temporary prohibition on remarriage was de
signed to protect the rights of others, namely those of the future spouse of
the divorced person; it also rejected the notion that compelling the applicant
to take time for reflection helped to protect him from himself. These reasons
were found to be of insufficient weight to justify the interference in the case
of a person of full age in possession of his mental faculties.
In the end, the Court, by only one vote (9:8), was of the opinion that the
disputed measure affected the very essence of the right to marry and was dis
proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. The national authorities were in
violation of Article 12. The narrow majority is significant and the joint dis35
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senting opinions which recognized that the state enjoys more extensive pow
ers in the field of marriage than in other fields is an indicator of the Judges’
approach to the sensitivity of the right to marry in Article 12 and of their
view of the margin of appreciation.
C.

E riksson

In Eriksson (1989), the Court was asked to consider the right to respect for
family life in the context of children taken into public care.36 Under the
Swedish Child Welfare Act 1960, the applicant’s daughter had been placed in
a foster home in 1978, one month after her birth, on the ground that the con
ditions in her mother’s home were unsatisfactory. In the time between the
child’s removal and the bringing of the complaint before the Court, the ap
plicant had divorced the child’s father, obtained custody of her daughter, and
remarried. She alleged that her right to respect for family life had been vio
lated by reason of a prohibition on removal of her daughter from the foster
home, the maintenance in force of this prohibition for a period of more than
six years, and restrictions on her access to the daughter. The Court was asked
to consider the compatibility of the Swedish child care laws with Article 8 of
the Convention. However, it was recognized from the outset that the Court’s
role was not to consider the legislation in abstractor but rather to evaluate the
manner of its application or its effect on the applicant and her daughter in
concreto.
The Court first explored the question of the existence of interferences with
the applicant’s right to respect for family life. It cited Olsson and explained
that the mutual enjoyment by parent and child of each other’s company con
stituted a fundamental element of family life and that the natural family rela
tionship was not terminated by reason of the fact that the child had been
taken into public care.37 The prohibition on removal and its maintenance in
force for an indeterminate period of time, were found to have constituted in
terferences with these components of family life. The existence of such an in
terference was not affected by the child’s relationship with her foster parents.
The restrictions on access were also found to have interfered with family life.
The Court went on to consider whether the interferences in question were
justified under paragraph 2 of Article 8 as having a legitimate aim or aims
and being necessary in a democratic society. The aims of the protection of
health and the rights and freedoms of the child were found by the Court to be
legitimate in relation to both the prohibition on removal and the restrictions
on access. In considering whether the measures taken were necessary in a
36
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democratic society, the Court referred to the margin of appreciation left to
Contracting States. The original prohibition on removal of the child from the
foster home was found to satisfy the necessity test, having regard to the mar
gin of appreciation left to Contracting States in this area of Convention
guarantees.
However, the restrictions on the applicant’s access to the child failed the
proportionality test. The mother had been effectively denied opportunities to
meet with her daughter to an extent and in circumstances likely to promote
the aim of reuniting them or even developing a positive relationship.38 In
light of the resulting strain on the relationship between mother and daughter
and the uncertainty about the child’s future, the Court concluded that severe
and lasting restrictions on access combined with the six year prohibition on
removal were disproportionate to the legitimate aims pursued, notwithstand
ing the margin of appreciation left to Sweden in the matter. Accordingly, the
Court found unanimously that the right to respect for family life had been
violated in respect of both the mother and her daughter.

D.

G illo w

The right to respect for the family home was also addressed in Gillow (1987),
which involved housing laws on occupation, licensing and residency on the
Island of Guernsey.39 These laws had been enforced against the applicants
upon their return to the island after a period of residence outside the country.
Since their residency status had not been lost in the interim, the applicants
challenged the legislation as ‘surrogate immigration legislation’ and therefore
ultra vires', they also challenged the procedure regarding appeals against re
fusals to grant occupancy licenses, and their prosecution for unlawful occupa
tion. The claim was brought under Article 8. The Court found no violation
of the Convention in relation to the terms of the legislation itself, but it did
find that interference in the form of the specific application of the laws was
in violation of the right to respect for the family home.
The margin of appreciation enjoyed by the national authorities was said to
depend upon the nature of the aim of the restriction and the nature of the right
involved. In the circumstances, the Court balanced the economic well-being
of Guernsey against the applicants’ rights to respect for their home, a right
which was pertinent to their own personal security and well-being. The
judgment in this case stresses that the importance of the right to the individ
ual must be taken into account in determining the scope of the margin of ap
preciation allowed the government40 Differences in the width of the margin
38
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of appreciation in the contexts of the control of the use of property (Article 1
of Protocol No. 1), interferences with the right to respect for private and fam
ily life (Article 8), and interferences with the right to respect for the home are
indicative of this approach.
The Court was of the view that the Guernsey legislature was better placed
than the international judge to assess the effects of the relaxation of housing
controls in the community. The statutory obligation imposed on the appli
cants to seek a licence to occupy their ‘own home’ was not disproportionate
to the legitimate aim, which was left unidentified by the Court. No breach
was found in relation to the terms of the contested legislation.
However, as regards the actual measures of implementation used, the
Court held that the decisions of the Housing Authority to refuse licenses to
the applicants, and the convictions and fines imposed on one of them, consti
tuted interferences with the exercise of their right to respect for their ‘home’,
interferences that were disproportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. The
proportionality test under Article 8 had not been met, with the result that a
violation was found.

E. D u d g e o n
The high degree of protection accorded the right to respect for private and
family life under Article 8 is strikingly revealed in the area of sexual moral
ity. Legislation in Northern Ireland rendered criminal certain homosexual acts
between consenting adult males (in Dudgeon (1981). The Court agreed with
the Commission in holding that the maintenance in force of the impugned
legislation constituted a continuing interference with the applicant’s right to
respect for his private life, which included his sexual life, within the meaning
of Article 8(1). The very existence of the legislation, even in the absence of a
common practice of prosecution, was said to continuously and directly affect
his private life: either the applicant respected the law and refrained from en
gaging in the prohibited acts or he committed such acts and thereby became
liable to criminal prosecution. The Court found a violation of Article 8 by a
vote of 15:4.41
While the Court had no difficulty in finding that interference with the
Article 8 right was in accordance with the law, its characterization of the aim
pursued by the legislation reveals, once again, the special place occupied by
the protection of morals, as we saw in the context of Article 10 in the Muller
case. The Court found that the general aim of the legislation was the protec
tion of morals, in the sense of protecting the moral standards of society in
Northern Ireland. It also recognized that, since one of the purposes of the leg
islation was to safeguard the young against the consequences of homosexual
41
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practices, it was aimed at the ‘protection of the rights and freedoms of
others’. However, the artificial drawing of a rigid distinction between ‘the
protection of the rights and freedoms of others’ and the ‘protection of morals’
was rejected. The Court reasoned that the ‘protection of morals’ may imply
safeguarding the moral ethos or standards of a society as a whole, and that it
may also cover the protection of the moral interests and welfare of a particu
lar section of society, for example, schoolchildren. Therefore, the ‘protection
of the rights and freedoms of others’ amounted to one aspect of the ‘protec
tion of morals’.42
The Court went on to apply the necessity test. Referring to the Wolfenden Report (1957),43 it accepted the fact that some form of legislation was
‘necessary’ to protect particular sections of society as well as the moral ethos
of society as a whole; the question was whether the contested provisions of
the law in Northern Ireland and their enforcement remained within the bounds
of what was necessary to accomplish those aims in a democratic society. In
this respect, the national authorities retained a margin of appreciation in mak
ing the initial assessment of necessity in each case.
Citing Sunday Times, the Court pointed out that the scope of the margin
of appreciation is not identical in respect to each of the aims justifying re
strictions of a right enshrined in the Convention.44 Following the reasoning
in Handy side, the margin of appreciation in respect to sexual morality was
said to be extensive, because the requirements of morals vary from time to
time and place to place, with the result that the national authorities are better
placed to give an opinion on the exact content of the requirements appropriate
in the circumstances. The nature of the aim of the restriction and the nature
of the activities involved will affect the scope of the margin of appreciation.
In the case of sexual morality, interferences by public authorities concerned
one of the most intimate aspects of private life and thus required the existence
of particularly serious reasons before they could be legitimate under Article 8
paragraph 2. This could explain the finding of no violation in Muller under
Article 10 where, perhaps, the meaning of morals and of the right to freely
express oneself were seen somewhat differently within the context of artistic
expression to the general public. In D udgeon, the Court appears to have
taken a more universal approach to standards of morality: it found a violation
of respect for private life despite the fact that strongly opposing views pre
vailed in the community in which Dudgeon lived.
The judgment of the Court is of particular importance for its articulation
of the meaning of the margin of appreciation and the application of the doc
trine in varying contexts corresponding to the various Articles embodied in
42
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the Convention. One can begin to discern broad areas of protection which
demand that a relatively narrow margin of appreciation be left to the national
authorities, areas in which a heavy burden is placed on the state to justify in
terferences with the rights of its citizens under the Convention. These areas
include the press in the political context, and certain aspects of morality.
The Dudgeon case is also interesting for its discussion of the need to iden
tify applicable European standards, especially as regards necessity. The fact
that measures on sexual morality similar to those in Northern Ireland were
not considered necessary in other parts of the United Kingdom or in the terri
tories of other Contracting Parties did not mean that they could not be neces
sary in Northern Ireland. The Court relied on the notion of the relativity of
morals, explaining that where there are disparate cultural communities resid
ing within the same state there may well be different requirements, both
moral and social, facing the governing authorities.
It was accepted by the Court that a strong body of opposition to the ap
plicant’s life style existed in Northern Ireland, stemming from a genuine and
sincere conviction, shared by a large part of the community, that a change in
the law would be seriously damaging to the moral fabric of society. This op
position was recognized by the Court as reflecting a view both of the re
quirements of morals in Northern Ireland and of the measures thought to be
necessary within the community to preserve prevailing moral standards.
Whether this point of view was right or wrong, and though it may have been
out of line with current attitudes in other communities, ‘its existence among
an important sector of Northern Irish society’ was certainly relevant. It repre
sented evidence for purposes of Article 8 paragraph 2, but it did not provide a
decisive answer to the question of necessity.
In asserting its review function, the Court stated that, notwithstanding the
margin of appreciation left to national authorities, it was for the Court to
make the final evaluation as to whether the reasons it found to be relevant
were sufficient in the circumstances, particularly as to whether the interfer
ence complained of was proportionate to the social need claimed for it
In an unusually detailed discussion of the right involved, the Court rea
soned that the Convention right affected by the impugned legislation protects
what is essentially a private manifestation of the human personality. As
compared with the era in which the legislation was first enacted, there was
now a better understanding and, consequently, increased tolerance of homo
sexual behaviour, to the extent that, in a great majority of Member States of
the Council of Europe, it was no longer considered necessary or appropriate
to treat homosexual practices of the kind in question as, in themselves, a
matter for the criminal law. The Court could not overlook the marked
changes that had occurred in this regard in the domestic law of Member
States. It pointed to the restraint exercised in the enforcement of the legisla
tion in Northern Ireland, to the lack of evidence that this restraint had been
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injurious to moral standards in Northern Ireland, and to the fact that there had
been no public demand for stricter enforcement of the law.
In the result, there was no ‘pressing social need’ to classify the acts in
question as criminal, because no sufficient justification was shown of the
risk of harm to vulnerable sections of society requiring protection or by the
effects on the public. This finding is indicative of the increasing difficulty of
applying the ‘pressing social need’ test in a pluralistic society, where legisla
tion both leads and reflects the development of change in prevailing standards
of morality.
On proportionality, the Court found that justifications for retaining the
law in force unamended were outweighed by the detrimental effects which the
very existence of the legislation could have on the life of a homosexual per
son. ‘In particular, the moral attitudes toward homosexuality in Northern
Ireland and the concern that any relaxation in the law would tend to erode ex
isting moral standards cannot, without more, warrant interfering with the ap
plicant’s private life to such an extent’.45 Decriminalization did not imply
approval of the practices in issue; the fear that some sectors of the population
might draw misguided conclusions from liberalization of the legislation did
not provide a sufficient ground for maintaining it in force, with all of its un
justifiable features. The restriction imposed on the applicant under Northern
Ireland law, by reason of its breadth and absolute character, was dispropor
tionate to the aims sought to be achieved, quite apart from the severity of the
possible penalties provided for.
Judge Walsh, partly dissenting, held that the applicant was not a victim
within the meaning of Article 25 of the Convention and therefore was not en
titled to the ruling he sought. He went on to say that, even if the applicant
was a victim, the question was whether the right to respect for private life
under Article 8 was absolute save for such interferences as are justifiable un
der paragraph 2. He emphasized that the rule of law itself depends on a moral
consensus in the community and that, in a democracy, law cannot afford to
ignore this moral consensus. In his opinion, the ultimate justification of the
law is that it serves moral ends. He felt that what could not be avoided in this
case was the question of whether sexual morality was ‘only private morality’
or whether it had an inseparable social dimension. The legal arrangements
that regulate sexual behaviour were seen by him to be important formative
factors in shaping cultural and social institutions. He suggested that in all
cultures matters of sexual immorality were not as susceptible of the same
precise, objective assessment that may be possible in matters such as torture
or degrading and inhuman treatment.
This dissenting opinion is a good example of the dilemma that is posed
by attempts to recognize European standards and at the same time apply the
45
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doctrine of margin of appreciation. The concept of the moral ethos, as form
ing part of the fabric of society, becomes difficult to apply in an increasingly
pluralistic society where individuals subscribe to a number of divergent views
about morality; the diffuse nature of the moral ethos makes it necessary to
choose between views. Concentrating on the language of paragraph 1 of
Article 8, the dissenting judge offered an interpretation to the effect that, gen
erally speaking, the right to pursue, without interference, activities akin to
those pursued in the privacy of family life and, as such, in the course of ordi
nary human and fundamental rights, did not include homosexual practices.
F.

N o rris

Norris (1988) involved identical legislation, this time in Ireland/Eire.46
However, in this case the applicant had not been subjected to police interfer
ence. In Norris, the Government relied on Judge Walsh’s dissenting opinion
in Dudgeon, asserting that the state indeed has a valid interest in the preven
tion of corruption and the preservation of the moral ethos of society. Its ar
gument was that no common standard could be derived from the legislation of
Contracting Parties on homosexual practices and that within a wide margin
of appreciation states are entitled to enact protective legislation in an area of
law where adults, though consenting, may be exploited by reason of their
own weaknesses. The Government was of the view that it was within the
state’s margin of appreciation to choose the appropriate moment to introduce
reforms that would meet with wide acceptance rather than a hostile backlash
of prejudice.
The Court found the applicant in Norris to be in the same position, as a
‘victim’, as the applicant in Dudgeon. Although the risk of prosecution was
minimal, there was no stated policy on the part of the prosecuting authorities
not to enforce the law. The applicant could therefore be said to run the risk of
being directly affected by the legislation in question. The interference - the
very existence of the impugned legislation - was ‘in accordance with the law’
and the protection of morals was the legitimate aim to be pursued.
On the question of necessity, the Government contended that although the
criteria of ‘pressing social need’ and proportionality were valid yardsticks for
testing restrictions imposed in the interests of national security, public order,
and the protection of public health, they were inapplicable to determine
whether a restriction was ‘necessary in a democratic society’ for the protec
tion of morals. They argued for a wider definition of necessity in an area in
which the Contracting States enjoyed a wide margin of appreciation.
Application of the same criteria to all the limitations of Article 8(2) would,
in the opinion of the Government, empty the ‘moral exception’ clause of
46
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meaning. In the Government’s view, the identification of ‘necessity’ with
‘pressing social need’ in the context of moral values was too restrictive and
produced a distorting result. According to the Government, the test of propor
tionality involved the evaluation of a moral issue, and this should be avoided.
The Government argued that within broad parameters the moral fibre of a
democratic nation was a matter for its own institutions; the Government
should be allowed a degree of tolerance in their compliance with Article 8,
that is to say, a margin of appreciation that would allow the democratic legis
lature to deal with this problem in the manner in which it deemed best.
The Court disagreed. Relying on Handy side, Dudgeon, and Muller, the
Court said that in the context of the protection of morals it continues to ap
ply its usual tests for determining what is ‘necessary in a democratic society’;
it could find no reason for applying different criteria in the context of Article
8. Moreover, in arguing that ‘necessity’ should be given a wider interpreta
tion, the Irish Government had not put forward viable tests of its own to re
place or to complement those mentioned by the Court. ‘The Government’s
contention would therefore appear to be that the State’s discretion in the field
of the protection of morals is unfettered’.47 Understandably, the Court refused
to accept such an interpretation. While it acknowledged that national
authorities do enjoy a wide margin of appreciation in matters of morals, ‘this
is not unlimited’. It was for the Court, ‘in this field also’, to give a ruling on
whether an interference was compatible with the Convention.
The judgment reiterated the rule that not only the nature of the aim of the
restriction but also the nature of the activities involved will affect the scope
of the margin of appreciation. Particularly serious reasons are required to jus
tify interference in this most intimate aspect of private life. A ‘pressing so
cial need’ was absent - it had not been shown that Irish society had a special
need to be protected from such activity - and the interference failed on propor
tionality for the same reasons as those set out in Dudgeon. A violation of
Article 8 was found by a majority of two votes, 8:6.
Interestingly, the dissenting opinion of six judges found a decisive differ
ence between Norris and Dudgeon. In Norris, the applicant had not been sub
jected to intrusions into his private life by the police; the criminal law in
Ireland had not been enforced against him, no prosecutions for homosexual
activities had been instituted for a number of years, and the applicant had not
been prevented from campaigning for gay rights. In these circumstances, the
dissenters felt that the notion of ‘victim’ had been interpreted too widely. In
their opinion, the interpretation preferred by the majority could lead to a re
view in abstracto of the compatibility of national laws with the Convention,
irrespective of whether the laws in fact had been applied to the applicant,
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whose status as a victim was no more than potential and contingent. Their
fear was that the actio popularis lurked just around the comer.

G. L e a n d e r
The narrow scope of the margin of appreciation in relation to sexual morality
and Article 8 is to be contrasted with the wider scope of the margin in rela
tion to respect for private life and interferences justified in the interests of
protecting national security. In Leander (1987), the Swedish authorities used
information kept in a secret police register in assessing the applicant’s suit
ability for employment in a post that was sensitive from the point of view of
national security. The Court held unanimously that there had been no viola
tion of Article 8 in the circumstances.48
The applicant contended that nothing in his personal or political back
ground could be regarded as of such a nature as to make it necessary in a
democratic society to register him as a ‘security risk’ and thus exclude him
from employment He also argued that the applicable Ordinance could not be
considered ‘law’ for purposes of paragraph 2 of Article 8. The Court found
that both the storing and the release of information, coupled with a refusal to
allow the applicant an opportunity to refute it, amounted to an interference
with his right to respect for private life within the meaning of Article 8.
However, the protection of national security, which, arguably, explains the
wide margin of appreciation recognized in this case, was a legitimate aim.
In its judgment, the Court undertook a detailed examination of the ‘in ac
cordance with the law’ test, explaining that mere compliance with domestic
law was not sufficient: the law must be accessible and foreseeable. As far as
foreseeability was concerned, the judgment considered this requirement in the
special context of secret controls of staff, in sectors affecting national secu
rity, and held that in the security context the foreseeability requirement dif
fered somewhat from the same requirement in other fields. Apparently an in
dividual is not entitled to foresee precisely what checks will be made by the
special police in efforts to protect national security. However, Swedish law
was found to provide citizens with an adequate indication of the scope and
manner of the exercise of the discretion conferred on responsible authorities
to collect, record, and release information under the personnel control system.
In terms of necessity, the Court recognized that national authorities enjoy
a margin of appreciation in relation to assessing pressing social need and in
choosing the means for addressing the need, the scope of the margin depend
ing on the nature of the legitimate aim pursued and the particular nature of
the interference. In the circumstances, the margin of appreciation was found
to be wide. The interest of the state in protecting national security was to be
48
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balanced against the seriousness of the interference with the applicant’s right
to respect for his private life. The right of access to the public service was
not enshrined in the Convention and the interference was held not to consti
tute an obstacle to leading a private life of one’s own choosing.49
Nevertheless, in view of the risk that a system of secret surveillance for
the protection of national security poses to democracy on the ground of de
fending it, the Court needed to be satisfied that adequate and effective guaran
tees against abuse were in existence. In this regard, the applicant had argued
that such guarantees were not provided to him under Swedish law, mainly be
cause he had been refused any possibility of challenging the correctness of the
information concerning him. The Court held that the Ordinance in question
contained provisions designed to reduce the effects of personnel control
procedure to an unavoidable minimum. Supervision of the proper implemen
tation of the system, leaving aside the controls exercised by the Government,
had been entrusted to Parliament and independent institutions. Direct and reg
ular control over the most important aspect of the register, the release of in
formation, provided a major safeguard against abuse.
It is notable that the President of the European Court entered a partly dis
senting opinion to the effect that, precisely because the inherent secrecy of
the control system rendered the citizen’s right to respect for private life espe
cially vulnerable, it was essential that any complaint alleging a violation of
that right be examined by a national authority ‘which is completely indepen
dent of the Executive and invested with effective powers of investigation’.50

H.

C ossey

In Cossey (1990), the applicant, a male-to-female transsexual, claimed that
the refusal to issue her with a birth certificate showing her sex as female and
her inability under English law to contract a valid marriage with a man gave
rise to violations of Articles 8 and 12 of the Convention. A majority of the
Commission expressed the opinion that there had been a violation of Article
12, but not of Article 8. The Court held by a vote of 10:8 that there had been
no violation of Article 8 and by a vote of 14:4 that there had been no viola
tion of Article 12.51
As regards Article 8, the applicant argued that the refusal to issue her a
birth certificate showing her sex as female constituted an interference with her
right to private life, in that she was requested to reveal intimate personal de
tails whenever she had to produce a birth certificate, for instance, to employ
ers and institutions. These situations were painful and distressing for her. She
49
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was obliged to choose between either hiding her new sexual identity or re
vealing her new sex and facing humilating and even hostile relations. In the
Court’s opinion, what the applicant was arguing was not that the State
should abstain from acting but rather that it should take steps to modify its
existing system for the registration of births, which was designed as a record
of historical facts, by substituting therefor a system of documentation for
recording current civil status. The question was, therefore, whether an effec
tive respect for Miss Cossey’s private life imposed a positive obligation on
the United Kingdom in this regard.
In deciding not to depart from its judgment in Rees (1986), and thus not
to accept the applicant’s submission that arrangements could be made to pro
vide her either with a copy birth certificate stating her present sex or, alterna
tively, a short-term certificate excluding any reference either to sex at all or to
sex at the date of birth, the Court made reference to developments in the law
of some of the Member States of the Council of Europe. However, the same
diversity of practice was found to exist as at the time of the Rees judgment.
Accordingly, this was, ‘having regard to the existence of little common
ground between the Contracting States, an area in which they enjoy a wide
margin of appreciation’.52 A departure from the Court’s earlier judgment was
not warranted ‘in order to ensure that the interpretation of Article 8 or the
point of issue remains in line with present-day conditions’.53
While the eight dissenting opinions on Article 8 are worthy of most care
ful consideration, the point to be stressed for present purposes is that all of
them identify as somewhat cursory the manner in which the Court purported
to take account of prevailing public opinion as reflected in modem legisla
tion, administrative practices and court cases. In the eyes of the minority, the
majority had failed to recognize that recent resolutions of representative
European institutions had already indicated that transsexuals should have the
right to have their new sexual identity fully recognized by law. In this sensi
tive area of ‘continuous and direct interference’ in the private life of the appli
cant, the Court, said the minority, had adhered to an inappropriately broad
concept of the margin of appreciation. It is also important to note that for the
minority in this case the Court had characterized the case erroneously as one
of positive obligations instead of the maintenance in force of an aspect of the
domestic legal system which constituted continuing interference with the ap
plicant’s private life.
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IV. Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 entitles every natural or legal person to the peace
ful enjoyment of his possessions; it prohibits deprivation of possessions ex
cept in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law
and by the general principles of international law. However, the Article does
not in any way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems
necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general inter
est or to secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.
To a large extent, the Court’s approach to interferences associated with
the holding, use, and deprivation of property is determined by its willingness
to find that the rights protected under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 are subject
to considerations of social policy as determined by the national authorities.
Necessity is assessed by application of a fair balance test which, in the ab
sence of express words in Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the Court has implied
from the admissiblity of interferences being ‘necessary in a democratic soci
ety’. The result has been the recognition of a wide margin of appreciation and
a willingness on the part of the Court to consider European standards where
they are deemed relevant to the case at hand. The nature of the subject matter
and the degree of public interferences are related to the scope of discretion left
to the state.
A.

Sporrong

and

Lônnroth

Sporrong and Lônnroth (1982), decided by a vote of 10:9, is a landmark case
on Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 of the Convention.54 In that case, the appli
cants complained that the length of the period during which expropriation
permits accompanied by prohibitions on construction affecting their proper
ties had been in force amounted to an unlawful infringement of their right to
the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions as guaranteed by Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1. The expropriation permits and prohibitions on construction
affecting the Sporrong property had remained in force for a total of 23 and 25
years, respectively. Mrs. Lônnroth’s property had been subject to an expro
priation permit and prohibition on construction for 8 and 12 years, respec
tively; as a result of her financial situation, she had been forced to make
seven unsuccessful attempts to sell her property between 1970 and 1975.
In order to follow the reasoning of the Court, it is necessary to understand
the town-planning policy of the City of Stockholm and the nature of the ap
plicable expropriation permits and prohibitions on construction.
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The district in which the applicant’s properties were located was an area
where most of the capital’s administrative and commercial activities used to
be concentrated. Around 1945 the view was taken that the district should be
restructured so that those activities could be carried on satisfactorily. Most of
the buildings were decrepit and in a poor state of repair and a proper network
of roads was needed. The key instrument for implementing the city’s redevel
opment plans was ‘zonal expropriation’, introduced under statute in 1947 and
amended in 1953, the aim of which was to carry out ‘a complete redevelop
ment’ of a densely-populated district. In less than ten years, more than one
hundred buildings were demolished.
The decision as to whether expropriation should be authorized rested with
the Government; an affirmative decision would result in the issue of a permit
and be based on various conditions in the Expropriation Act 1972. The per
mit did not automatically lead to expropriation but entitled a public authority
to effect the expropriation if necessary. The owner’s right to sell, let or
mortgage his property was left intact and subject to a time limit for the initi
ation of judicial proceedings for the fixing of compensation, failing which
the permit would lapse. It was common ground that the disadvantages which
the permits occasioned to property owners included uncertainty, restriction of
disposal of property and difficulty in deciding whether to incur improvement
expenditures, all of which were aggravated by the passage of time.
Expropriation permits could be issued even before detailed arrangements for
implementation of the relevant plans had been worked out. With one excep
tion, which we need not consider, the 1972 Act did not provide for any pos
sibility of compensation for prejudice resulting from the length of the valid
ity of, or failure to utilize, an expropriation permit.
The applicants did not challenge the lawfulness of the permits and prohi
bitions on constructions. Rather, they contended that the time limits granted
to the city for the institution of judicial proceedings for the fixing of com
pensation for expropriation, and the time periods for the maintenance in force
of these instruments, were excessive. They cited adverse effects on their right
of property as a result of the use of the impugned measures in combination
with each other. Their properties could not be sold at normal market prices;
mortgages would have been difficult to obtain had they been sought; and any
‘new construction’ on their own property was prohibited. In brief, the appli
cants alleged that the enjoyment and power to dispose of their properties had
been subjected to excessive limitations which did not give rise to compensa
tion. Their right of property had been deprived of its substance so long as the
measures in question remained in force. On the other hand, the Government
contended that the permits and prohibitions were an intrinsic feature of town
planning and did not impair the right of the owners to the peaceful enjoyment
of their possessions within the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
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The Court held that although the permits left intact the owners’ right to
use and dispose of their possessions, they significantly reduced the possibil
ity of its exercise in practice. The permits affected the very substance of own
ership because they recognized before the event that any expropriation would
be lawful and they authorized the City of Stockholm to expropriate whenever
it found it expedient to do so. The applicants’ right of property was thus ren
dered precarious and defeasible. The prohibitions on construction, for their
part, undoubtedly restricted the applicants’ right to use of their possessions.
Choosing to examine the measures together, the Court found that there had
clearly been an interference with the right of property and that the conse
quences of the interference were rendered more serious by the combined use,
over sustained periods of time, of the measures in question.
Was the interference justified in the circumstances?
At no time was expropriation undertaken by the Swedish authorities. The
applicants were never formally ‘deprived of their possessions’, in the sense
that no transfer of ownership ever took place. They were entitled to use, sell,
devise, donate or mortgage their properties. Nevertheless, adopting an in con
crete? approach based on the purpose of the Convention to guarantee rights
that are ‘practical and effective’, the Court quite properly looked behind ap
pearances to investigate the realities of the situation as shown by the actual
effects of the impugned measures on the applicants. This led the Court to fo
cus on whether the situation amounted to a de facto expropriation, as had
been argued by the applicants.
The reduction of the possibility of disposing of the properties gave rise to
all of the effects challenged by the applicants. Nevertheless, although the
right of property had certainly lost some of its substance, the Court found
that it had not disappeared and that the effects of the measures involved could
not be assimilated to a deprivation of possessions. The applicants could con
tinue to utilize their possessions, and, though it became more difficult to sell
the properties because of the measures, the possibility of sale still existed. In
the result, the second sentence of the first paragraph of Article 1 was inappli
cable. There had been no deprivation of possessions.
The prohibitions on construction were found to constitute measures of
control of the use of property, within the meaning of the second paragraph of
Article 1. On the other hand, the expropriation permits were found to fall un
der the general principle of peaceful enjoyment in the first sentence of the
first paragraph of Article 1. As regards the latter issue, that is, the principle
of entitlement to the peaceful enjoyment of possessions, the Court stated that
it had to determine whether a fair balance had been struck between the de
mands of the general interest of the community and the requirements of the
protection of the individual’s fundamental rights, a balance that was inherent
in the whole of the Convention and was also reflected in the structure of
Article 1.
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The Government argued that it had indeed recognized the need for such a
balance, pointing out that under the Expropriation Act a permit could not be
issued if the public purpose could be achieved in a different way; this assess
ment, the Government alleged, required that full weight be given to the inter
ests of the individual and the public interest The Court took account of the
legislature’s concern and found it ‘natural that, in an area as complex and dif
ficult as that of the development of large cities, the Contracting States should
enjoy a wide margin of appreciation in order to implement their town plan
ning policy’.55 However, the Court was required to determine whether the
requisite balance was maintained in a manner consonant with the applicants’
right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions within the meaning of
the first sentence of Article 1.
The Court found that the law in question was characterized by its inflexi
bility. No provision had been made by which the situation of the property
owners could be modified. Throughout the prolonged periods during which
the measures were in force, the applicants had been left ‘in complete uncer
tainty’ as to the fate of their properties and were not entitled to have the
Government take any of their difficulties into account The Court recognized
the interest of the city in expropriation for town planning but found it unrea
sonable that the Swedish legislation should have excluded the possibility of
periodic reassessments of the interests of the city and of the owners. The ab
sence of such a possibility was aggravated by the fact that the underlying
town planning affecting the applicants’ properties had been modified on sev
eral occasions. These prejudicial effects of the length of the validity of the
permits were accentuated by the existence throughout the same period of the
prohibitions on construction. The full enjoyment of the applicants’ right of
property had been interfered with for 25 years in the case of the Sporrong
claim and 12 years where Mrs. Lônnroth was concerned.
The Court came to the conclusion that the two series of measures in
combination created a situation that upset the fair balance which should have
been struck between the protection of the right of property and the require
ments of the general interest The applicants had borne ‘an individual and ex
cessive burden’ which could have been rendered legitimate only if the time
limits involved could have been reduced or compensation claimed. The conse
quences flowing from the permits, aggravated by the effects of the prohibi
tions, violated the applicants’ rights under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. The
Court did not consider it necessary to determine whether the prohibitions on
construction, taken alone, violated the Convention.
A strong dissenting opinion, entered by eight members of the Court, took
a very different approach to the interpretation of Protocol No. 1 and found
that there were justifications for the measures in question under the second
55
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paragraph of Article 1. The general interest giving rise to the Swedish laws
was said to be evident. Legislation to facilitate town planning, including
provisions for the control of use and development of property and expropria
tion for redevelopment, was found to be normal in big cities like Stockholm.
The words of the second paragraph were intended to leave a wide margin of
appreciation to States.
The duration of the impugned measures was not found by the dissenters to
exceed the periods which could reasonably be deemed by state authorities to
be in the general interest. Modem town planning involved difficult considera
tions and evaluations, the implementation of which often required consider
able time. Planning for urban development frequently changed in response to
changing convictions and expectations in the community. The Government
had advanced understandable reasons for the maintenance in force of the per
mits and prohibitions. It was also relevant that the applicants’ legal and fac
tual position during the restrictions included continued ownership and use of
the properties in their existing state. Taking all these aspects together, the
dissent concluded that the measures had not exceeded the legitimate aim per
mitted by the terms of the second paragraph of Article 1, even if their adverse
effects for the owners could hardly be denied. In their opinion, Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 had not been violated.56
The direction taken by this dissent, if not the argument supporting it, is
significant for its recognition of ‘anomalies’, as an inevitable aspect of the
consequences of measures taken in the general interest of the community, to
be borne by individual members of society. This posture favours a wide mar
gin of appreciation on the part of national authorities to decide how, when,
and for how long they will interfere with the rights of property owners, with
the aim of making changes on a grander scale of property ownership and use.
The case of James, to follow, explores in more detail some of the reasons for
this stance under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and provides support for the
view that a hierarchy of rights is developing as a result of the case-law which
interprets the European Convention on Human Rights.

B.

Jam es

The case of James (1986) concerned a system of long leaseholds which, in
the eyes of the British Government, had given rise to social injustices regard
ing housing, injustices that were to be eliminated through a process of en
franchisement under the Leasehold Reform Act, 1967, as amended.57 The
Act, as amended, provided tenants with the right to purchase compulsorily
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the premises they occupied on prescribed terms and subject to certain pre
scribed conditions. Two bases of valuation were provided, and for purposes of
assessing the price payable the house was valued as at the date of the tenant’s
notice and not as at the date when the valuation was carried out. The appli
cants claimed that the compulsory transfer of their property under the 1967
Act, as amended, was unjustifiable and gave rise to a breach of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1.
The Court, like the Commission, limited its review to the question of
whether the legislation was compatible with the Convention, finding it un
necessary to scrutinize each of the individual transactions concerned. The
terms and conditions of the legislation, not the manner of its execution by
the state authority, were examined. Significantly, the Court was quick to
emphasize that this approach did not mean that it would examine the legisla
tion in abstractor apart from its actual effects on the applicant. The Court
took the view that the individual enfranchisements were illustrative of the
impact of the legislation in practice, that is, as material to the issue of the
Act’s compatibility with the requirements of the Convention. Reasonably
foreseeable consequences of the application of the legislation, such as oc
curred in the eighty specific transactions before the Court, were to be taken
into account; generally, however, the Court’s focus remained on the substan
tive quality of the legislation.
Following Sporrong and Lônnroth, where Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
was said to comprise three distinct rules, the Court distinguished between the
control of use of property, on the one hand, and the deprivation of posses
sions, on the other, both being component aspects of the umbrella right to
peaceful enjoyment of possessions. Interference with a long leasehold system
of tenure was found to amount to a deprivation of possessions and, as such,
subject to the condition of being ‘in the public interest’. The question then
became one of determining the meaning of the phrase ‘in the public interest’.
On this point, the applicant had argued that the transfer of property from
Person A to Person B for Person B’s private benefit alone could never be ‘in
the public interest’. The public interest test was satisfied only if the property
had been taken for a public purpose of benefit to the community generally. In
the applicant’s submission, the contested legislation did not satisfy that con
dition.
Citing constitutional provisions in Europe and the Hawaii case in the
United States, the European Court of Human Rights stated that it was unable
to find that a common principle could be identified in the legal systems of
the Contracting States or of other democratic countries, even those whose
laws and constitutions used expressions such as ‘for the public use’, that
would warrant understanding the notion of public interest as outlawing the
compulsory transfer of property between private parties. In these circum
stances, the taking of property in pursuance of a social or economic policy
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calculated to enhance the welfare of the community could properly be de
scribed as being ‘in the public interest’. The situation was characterized as
one in which there had been a taking of property in pursuance of legitimate
social, economic, and other policies ‘in the public interest’, notwithstanding
that the community at large had no direct use or enjoyment of the property
taken. As will be recognized, this represents a very broad notion of the public
interest, justified by the characterization of the aim of the legislation as being
the realization of a fair distribution of society’s resources and the elimination
of injustices. The Act was not therefore an infringement of Article 1 on that
ground.
The aim of the legislation, namely, to reform existing law that was
deemed to be ‘inequitable to the leaseholder’ and to give effect to the ‘moral
entitlement’ of occupying tenants to ownership of the property in question,
was of direct relevance to the Court’s view that the notion of public interest
was necessarily extensive.58 A decision to expropriate privately held property
commonly involves consideration of political, economic, and social issues
on which opinions within democratic societies may genuinely and reasonably
differ widely. Not surprisingly, this reasoning led the Court to find a wide
margin of appreciation under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. What the national
authorities determined to be ‘in the public interest’ was, therefore, to be re
spected, unless that determination was manifestly without reasonable founda
tion.59
The judgment does not provide a definition of reasonableness, an omis
sion that runs throughout the related cases, but it does stipulate that although
the Court cannot substitute its own assessment for that of national authori
ties, it is bound to review the contested measures under Article 1 and in so
doing to make an inquiry into the facts with reference to which the national
authorities acted, that is, the factual basis of the justification pleaded by the
Government for the interference. In this case, the review was limited to de
termining whether the legislative assessment of the relevant social and eco
nomic conditions came within the margin of appreciation. As can be seen,
this approach recognizes a very wide discretion on the part of national author
ities to determine the meaning of the national public interest, bounded only
by an undefined standard of reasonableness. The Court recognized that there
was indeed room for a legitimate conflict of opinion on the justice, or lack of
justice, of the leasehold system in place.
In a useful explanation of the justification for the interference in question,
the judgment explains that the elimination of social injustices is one of the
classic functions of a democratic legislature. The margin of appreciation was
wide enough to cover legislation aimed at securing greater social justice in
58
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the provision of housing, even where the legislation abridged existing con
tractual relations between private parties and conferred no direct benefit on the
state or community at large. The aim of the legislation was a legitimate one.
The Court then found that the means chosen by the British Government
to achieve its aim were appropriate and not disproportionate. The measures
were held to be reasonable having regard to the need to strike a fair balance
between the demands of the general interest of the community and the re
quirements of the protection of the individual’s fundamental rights.
Significantly and properly, the Court rejected a test of strict necessity. The
fact that alternative solutions were available did not, in itself, render the
leasehold reform legislation unjustified. So long as the legislation remained
within those bounds, it was not for the Court to determine whether the legis
lation enacted represented the best solution to the problem at hand.
Finally, the Court considered the issue of entitlement to compensation on
the part of the applicants under the leasehold reform scheme. Here the Court
relied on European standards, finding that in the legal system of Contracting
Parties the taking of property in the public interest without payment of com
pensation was treated as justifiable only in exceptional circumstances, which
were not relevant in the case at hand. The power of review on this important
topic was limited to ascertaining whether the choice of compensation terms
fell outside the margin of appreciation in this domain. The presence of
‘anomalies’, in the form of windfall profits to the occupants upon subsequent
sale of the property was considered to be unavoidable, due to the broad sweep
and scale of the redistribution of interests achieved by the reforms. The policy
decision of Parliament was not so unreasonable as to be outside the margin
of appreciation, nor did the operation of the legislation in practice display a
scale of ‘anomalies’ such as to render the legislation unacceptable under the
Article. No violation was found.
C.

L ith g o w

Lithgow (1986) which concerned the nationalization of interests in the United
Kingdom, is also illustrative of the supervisory role exercised by the
European Court of Human Rights.60 In that case, the applicants claimed that
the nationalization of their interests under the Aircraft and Shipbuilding
Industries Act 1977 resulted in a violation of their rights under Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1. They did not challenge the principle of nationalization but
claimed that the compensation received under the Act was grossly inadequate
and discriminatory. In setting out their proposals for nationalization, the
60
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British Labour Government had explained their purpose as being to put the
industries concerned on a sounder organizational and economic footing
through a higher degree of public control and accountability.
The Court again began by referring to the Marckx case (1979), explaining
that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 substantively guarantees the right of
property. It went on to refer to the three rules set out in Sporrong and
Lonnroth, whereby the general rule relates to the peaceful enjoyment of
property and the second and third rules cover the deprivation of possessions
and the right of the State to control the use of property, respectively. James
was cited as emphasizing that these rules are not unconnected. Rather, the
second and third rules are concerned with particular instances of interferences
with the right to peaceful enjoyment of property and must therefore be
construed in light of the general principle embodied in the first rule.
The Court started with the requirements set out in the second sentence of
Article 1. On that point, the applicants had alleged a breach of the require
ment that the taking must be ‘in the public interest’, because the compensa
tion received represented only a fraction of the property’s value at the date of
taking and, as such, was unfair. They further contended that the compensation
was arbitrary: it was not reasonably related to the value of the property be
cause the taking could not be regarded as having been effected ‘subject to the
conditions provided for by law’, within the meaning of the second sentence.
The Court rejected the first argument, explaining that the obligation to
pay compensation derives from an implicit condition derived from Article 1
of Protocol No. 1 as a whole, rather than from the ‘public interest’ require
ment itself. The ‘public interest’ requirement concerned the justification and
motives for the taking in question, which was not contested by the appli
cants. The second requirement (‘subject to the conditions provided for by
law’) called for the existence of, and compliance with, sufficiently accessible
and precise domestic legal provisions. In addition, ‘law’ in this context re
ferred to more than domestic law, but the applicants’ contention in this vein
was considered to be so closely linked to the main issues in the case, to be
mentioned presently, that the Court found it unnecessary to examine the
question under that part of Article 1.
The applicants argued that the reference to the general principles of inter
national law in the second sentence of Article 1 meant that the requirement of
prompt, adequate and effective compensation for the deprivation of the prop
erty of foreigners under international law also applied to nationals. They re
lied on the text of Article 1 itself which says that ‘no one’ shall be deprived
of his possessions. The applicants further argued that where the authors of
the Convention intended to differentiate between nationals and non-nationals
they had done so expressly, as was exemplified by Article 16. However, the
Court was of the view that the reference to international law was better un
derstood as meaning that the principles of international law were incorporated
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into Article 1 but only as regards those acts to which they are normally ap
plicable, that is, state acts in relation to non-nationals. In other words, the
Court was unwilling to extend the general principles of international law be
yond their normal sphere of applicability.
On the question of compensation, the Court acknowledged that, under the
second sentence of the first paragraph of Article 1, expropriation in the public
interest without compensation was justifiable only in exceptional circum
stances not relevant in the case before them. The deprivation measure must
pursue a legitimate aim ‘in the public interest’ and be characterized by pro
portionality between the means employed and the aim pursued. A ‘fair bal
ance’ to be struck between the demands of the general interest of the commu
nity and the requirements of the protection of individual rights sets the pa
rameters of these tests. Clearly, compensation terms were material to the
assessment of whether a fair balance had been struck.
Nevertheless, said the Court, Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 does not guaran
tee a right to full compensation in all circumstances, since legitimate objec
tives of the ‘public interest’ pursued, for example, as measures connected
with economic reform or greater social justice may call for less than full
market value reimbursement61
The applicants did not dispute that the State enjoyed a margin of apprecia
tion in deciding whether to deprive a person of his or her property, but they
argued that it was wrong to conclude from this premise that the State also
had a wide discretion in laying down the terms and conditions on which the
property was to be taken. It is essential for present purposes to note that the
Court rejected this crucially important submission, explaining that decisions
to enact nationalization legislation commonly involve consideration of vari
ous issues on which opinions may reasonably differ widely within a demo
cratic society. Given their direct knowledge of the society concerned, its needs
and resources, the national authorities were in a better position than the in
ternational judge to determine what measures were appropriate in the circum
stances. The margin of appreciation was wide and the Court thought that it
would be artificial to divorce the decision as to the terms of compensation
from the initial determination to nationalize. The scope of review, therefore,
was limited to determining whether the compensation decisions taken by the
British Government were within the margin of appreciation; only if the legis
lature’s judgment was without reasonable foundation would the Court im
pugn its actions.
Adopting an in concreto approach, the Court stated, as usual, that it
would direct its attention in the first place to the contested legislation itself
and then to the effects of the legislation considered in the context of the terms
and conditions that had to be determined by Parliament in advance, and,
61
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which had to be of general application to the nationalized enterprises. It ac
cepted the view that compensation based on the value of the shares in the
companies, which themselves passed into public ownership, was in principle
consistent with the requirements of Article 1. The Act provided that the ‘base
value’ for compensation of stocks listed on the London Stock Exchange
would be their average weekly quotations during a specified reference period;
unquoted securities would be valued as if they had been so listed. The system
established under the Act for compensation of the applicants was found, in
substance, to comply with the terms of Article 1.
On the question of the effects of the legislation, which did not make al
lowance for intervening developments in the companies in question, which
failed to exclude allowance for inflation, and which also excluded from the
compensation calculation the special value of the applicants’ large or control
ling shareholdings, the Court found that all these matters fell within the
margin of appreciation enjoyed by the United Kingdom. Taken as a whole,
therefore, the effects of implementing the compensation system were not in
compatible with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Interestingly, the Court took
pains to point out the difficulties that would have been involved in any at
tempt to modify the system proposed under the Act. Individual complaints by
nationalized applicant companies had been considered at the national level.
By a vote of 13:5, the Court concluded that there had been no violation of
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 on the ground that the Act did not make al
lowance for developments during the reference period in the enterprises na
tionalized. It also concluded by a vote of 17:1, that no violation had been oc
casioned on any of the other grounds advanced by the applicants.
Five judges entered a partly dissenting opinion to the effect that a viola
tion of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 should have been found on the basis of
the inflexibility of the reference period established for valuation of the prop
erty taken and, particularly, the absence of an adjustment mechanism over the
years in question. Even accepting that the State enjoyed a wide margin of ap
preciation as regards the nationalization of property belonging to its own na
tionals, the dissenting opinion stated that the scope of the margin should
have been defined. The choice of the method of taking was not neutral and di
vorced from its direct financial consequences.62 It was felt that the parameters
of the margin could have been ascertained while taking appropriate account of
social effects, the economic situation, the importance of the relevant indus
tries, and the State’s financial contribution. The dissenting opinion stated
that the Court should have determined, with some specificity, where the
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scope of the margin lay between nationalization amounting to ‘spoliation*
and reasonable and proportionate compensation.63
D. H a k a n s s o n a n d S tu r e s s o n

Four years later, in the case of Hakansson and Sturesson (1990), the Court
dealt with the compulsory resale of a Swedish agricultural estate that had
been purchased at a compulsory auction.64 The legislation in question, the
Land Acquisition Act 1979, required the purchasers of such property to resell
within two years unless a permit to retain the property had been obtained
from the County Agricultural Board. The legislation had been enacted to im
plement agricultural guidelines and to meet policy goals on forestry and re
gional planning.
The applicants claimed that they had been assured by a county representa
tive before purchasing the property that the requisite permit would be granted
without delay. However, their request for a permit was subsequently refused
on the ground that, in view of its size, situation, and nature, the estate in
question constituted a ‘rationalization unit’, which was to be used for consol
idating other properties in the area capable of further development Following
a series of unsuccessful appeals, the estate was sold by compulsory resale at
auction below market value; the sum eventually received by the applicants
was considerably less than the purchase price they had paid. The applicants’
efforts to have the compulsory sale annulled, and their challenges to the im
partiality of the valuers of the estate, were also unsuccessful.
The matter came before the European Court of Human Rights under
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the applicants alleging that the refusal to grant
the permit required to retain the estate, the compulsory sale by auction, and
the conditions of the sale, all constituted a violation of their rights to peace
ful enjoyment of their possessions. Interference with the applicants’ rights to
peaceful enjoyment of their possessions amounting to a deprivation of prop
erty was conceded by the Government The Court, therefore, was left to con
sider the impugned measures under the second sentence of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1.
The Court first considered the lawfulness and purpose of the interference.
Its stated aim was to promote the rationalization of agriculture, which was
found to be a legitimate public interest for purposes of Article 1, even to the
extent that it involved an implication of the compulsory transfer of property
from one individual to another. The applicants had brought what amounted to
an in abstracto challenge of the legislation in question; they did not challenge
the aim of the interference but maintained that the legislation was defective
63
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because, in their opinion, the system of ‘bureaucratic price assessment’ was
unacceptable in terms of the rule of law. They also alleged that the impugned
measures did not pursue a genuine ‘public interest’ in their case but instead
represented abuses of power. They denied the characterization of the estate as
a ‘rationalization unit’ under the relevant law and the lawfulness of the com
pulsory resale and its terms.
The Court responded by pointing out that it was bound to confine itself,
as far as possible, to an examination of the case in concreto. The system of
the 1979 Act would not be reviewed in the abstract; only the manner of ap
plication of the system or its effect on the applicants would be examined to
determine if these gave rise to violations of the Convention.65 In terms of
the lawfulness of the measures, the Court reiterated that its power to review
compliance with domestic law was limited; it relied on decisions reached by
the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court accepting that the measures were
in accordance with Swedish law under the 1979 Act
The Court then went on to consider the proportionality between the
means employed and the aim sought to be realized by the interference. As in
Lithgow, the applicable test was whether the applicants had had to bear ‘an
individual and excessive burden’.66 The Court, however, would not review
the price-control system in abstracto. It noted that the applicants had bid
100,000 SEK over the property’s assessed market value at auction, that
prospective buyers had to bear in mind the risk that they might be required to
resell the property within two years, and that it was not possible to obtain a
binding declaration as to the likelihood of obtaining the requisite permit prior
to auction.67 Having regard to the margin of appreciation enjoyed by the
Swedish national authorities under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the Court
unanimously found that the price received by the applicants was reasonably
related to the value of the estate, (estimated market value on resale less the
costs of valuation and compulsory sale). Particularly in light of their deliber
ate assumption of the risk involved in the purchase of the estate, the appli
cants were not found to have carried an individual and excessive burden.
Two features of this judgment warrant discussion. First, the Court refers
to the margin of appreciation only in a cursory manner. It appears that the
margin of appreciation was relevant to the manner of application of the pricecontrol system in place under Swedish law. However, the Court was not pre
pared to question the details of that system, such as the method of assessment
of the property’s value on compulsory resale, as it might have done had it re
sorted to an in abstracto approach to Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Second, the
fair balance approach to alleged violations under the Article was clearly con65
66
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sistent with Court case-law on interferences with the right to peaceful en
joyment of possessions and deprivations thereof. The judgment is not ex
plicit in striking a fair balance between the rights of the applicants under the
Convention and the ‘public interest’ in agricultural rationalization, but it is
apparent that the Court reached its decision by accepting the toleration of
‘anomalies’, to be borne by individuals, in order to accommodate the prior
aim of benefitting the community as a whole. Once again, perhaps for obvi
ous reasons, the Court was hesitant to set aside the judgment of national au
thorities in the area of property use and control.68
E. M ellacher
This point was indeed evident in Mellacher (1989), where legislation enacted
by the Austrian Government sought to eliminate disparities between old and
new systems of regulating rents.69 The landlord applicants had opposed the
imposition of new regulations which, they said, resulted in excessive reduc
tions in rents to their tenants, amounting to a deprivation of possessions.
The Court found that the new provisions were entirely consistent with the
legislative policy of bringing existing leases into line with the new princi
ples laid down in the 1981 Rent Act, the object being to reduce the hiatus be
tween the old and new systems to a minimum. The action was not of an arbi
trary nature, nor, said the Court in an extraordinary statement, did it exceed
the powers of the legislature, which had remained within the bounds of the
freedom to form legislative policy.
The applicants complained that the measures interfered with their freedom
of contract and deprived them of a substantial proportion of their future rental
income. Their complaints were aimed essentially at the rules laid down by
the legislation, not at the manner of its application. In this case, the Court
started by saying that it did not have to assess the Austrian system of regulat
ing tenancies as such. It would confine its attention to the issues raised by
the specific cases; it would examine the 1981 Rent Act insofar as the rent re
ductions in question were in fact the result of the application of that statute.
It will be observed that this is in contrast to the approach taken in James, and
is arguably attributable to the characterization of the interference involved as
control of the use of property, as opposed to deprivation of possessions.
The Court found that the measures complained of did not amount to either
a formal or a de facto expropriation; no transfer of the applicants’ property
had occurred, nor had there been a deprivation of the right to use, rent or sell
the property. While admittedly depriving the applicants of part of their in-
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come from the property, the contested measures were said to amount to con
trol of use of the property, thus bringing into play paragraph 2 of Article 1.
The laws in question were seen to be necessary in the field of housing and
the Court recognized that housing is of essential concern in social and eco
nomic well-being. The Court reasoned that, in order to implement such poli
cies, a legislature must enjoy a wide margin of appreciation
both with regard to the existence of a problem of public concern warranting
measures of control and as to the choice of the detailed rules for the implemen
tation of such measures. The Court will respect the legislature’s judgment as to
what is in the general interest unless that judgment be manifestly without rea
sonable foundation.70

Interestingly, the applicants disputed the legitimacy of the aim of the 1981
Act, claiming that it was not intended to redress a social injustice but was in
tended to bring about a redistribution of property. They denied the existence
of any problem requiring the state intervention in question; they maintained
and produced statistics to support their view that in 1981 there had been no
shortage of accommodation, either in quantitative or in qualitative terms. In
their opinion, the 1981 Act was intended to satisfy a section of the electorate
of the Socialist Government in power at the time; it was not in the general
interest. However, in the eyes of the Court, the justifications given for the
new legislation were not such as could be characterized as manifestly unrea
sonable. The 1981 Rent Act was seen as having as its object the reduction of
excessive and unjustified disparities between rents for equivalent apartments
and the reduction of property speculation. This represented a legitimate aim
in the general interest
The Court went on to consider proportionality: the interference must
strike a fair balance between the demands of the general interest of the com
munity and the requirements of the protection of the fundamental rights of
the individual.71 The means used must be proportionate to the aim pursued.
Focusing again on the social aspect of the legislation, the Court held that in
relation to remedial social legislation, particularly in the field of rent control,
it must be open to the legislature ‘to take measures affecting the further exe
cution of previously concluded contracts in order to achieve the aim of the
policy adopted’.72 As to the applicants’ allegation that the rent control sys
tem was inflexible and arbitrary, the Court held that the possibility of alter
native solutions being available had not, in itself, rendered the contested leg
islation unjustified. Provided the legislature remained within the bounds of
its margin of appreciation, it was not for the Court to say whether the best
solution for dealing with the problem had been employed or whether legisla70
71
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tive discretion should have been exercised in another way. The measures em
ployed were found to be appropriate and proportionate, having regard to the
margin of appreciation.
On the question of ‘anomalies’, the Court held that its conclusions were
not affected by the consequences of the system in the particular cases before
them. To be sure, the size of the reductions in rent were striking in practice
but it did not follow that these reductions constituted a disproportionate bur
den to be borne by the lessors. The fact that the original rents had been agreed
upon and that they corresponded to the then prevailing market conditions, did
not mean that the legislature could not reasonably decide, as a matter of pol
icy, that they were unacceptable from the point of view of social justice. By
a vote of 12:5, the Court found that there had been no violation of Article 1
of Protocol No. 1. At the end of the day, the reasoning represents a type of
reconciliation with James where the Court examined the regulation as such.
It is not surprising to find that, in a joint dissenting opinion, five judges,
while agreeing that the interference was to be characterized as control of the
use of property, held that an interference with use required special justifica
tion where it concerned contracts already freely and lawfully entered into. It
appeared reasonable to them that the necessity test would become stricter in
such cases. Taking due account of the state’s margin of appreciation, they
were unable to conclude that the proportionality test had been satisfied. The
applicants bore an individual and excessive burden which was not legitimate
in the circumstances, upsetting the requisite fair balance to be struck between
the rights and interests involved.
F. T raktorer
Another recent case, Traktorer (1989), concerned the withdrawal of a licence
to sell alcoholic beverages on the ground that there had been incompetence as
regards both bookkeeping and internal control on the part of the restaurant
involved.73 The Court found that the withdrawal of the licence constituted a
measure of controlling the use of property in accordance with the general in
terest, which fell to be considered under the second paragraph of Article 1 of
the Protocol. Addressing the issue of proportionality, the Court cited James
and Sporrong and Lonnroth and explained that the search for a fair balance is
reflected in the structure of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 as a whole. The mar
gin of appreciation, as in other cases under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, was
found to be wide, because parliamentary judgment on the need for the legisla
tion in question, its aims and effects, is to be accepted by the Strasbourg bod-
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ies unless that judgment is manifestly unreasonable and imposes an ‘exces
sive burden’ on the applicant concerned.74
The Court agreed that revocation of a liquor licence was a severe measure:
it had adverse effects on the goodwill and value of the restaurant business run
by the applicant. However, the Court went on to qualify this evaluation by
weighing the heavy burden on the individual against the general interest of
the community. Although a less severe measure, such as an admonition or
special instructions or limiting the licence to certain alcoholic beverages,
could have been taken in the circumstances, the Court found that, having re
gard to the legitimate aim, and somewhat special nature, of Swedish social
policy regulating the consumption and sale of alcoholic beverages, the State
had not failed to strike a fair balance between the economic interests of the
applicant and the general interest of Swedish society. The applicant had not
satisfied the Court that the closing of the restaurant was a consequence of the
withdrawal of the licence. Given the facts of the case, it is arguable that the
Court stretched the notion of the general interest to an extent which, in the
specific circumstances of the action taken in Traktorer, may not have been
absolutely necessary.
G.

F r e d in

Fredin (1991) is the last case to be mentioned this section.75 There, the
Swedish applicants owned a parcel of land used as a gravel pit. As a measure
of environmental protection, the County Administrative Board of Stockholm
had withdrawn the permit authorizing exploitation of the gravel and the ap
plicants then alleged a violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 of the
Convention.
The Court found that the revocation of the permit interfered with the ap
plicants’ right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions, the posses
sions being both the property itself and the economic interests connected
with the exploitation of the gravel pit located thereon. Like the Commission,
the Court found that the interference did not amount to a deprivation of pos
sessions within the meaning of the first paragraph of Article 1 of Protocol
No. 1: there had been no de facto expropriation and the measures taken by the
authorities were characterized as a control of the use of property falling
within the scope of the second paragraph of the Article.
After repeating once again that in determining the question of proportion
ality between the means employed and the aims pursued, the State enjoys a
wide margin of appreciation with regard both to choosing the means of en
forcement and to ascertaining whether the consequences of enforcement are
74
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justified in the general interest for the purpose of achieving the object of the
law in question, the Court found that in view of the wide margin of apprecia
tion under the second paragraph of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the revocation
of the permit could not be considered unfair. The Court noted in particular
that the applicants had been granted a three-year closing-down period and that
the authorities had shown a certain flexibility as this period was subsequently
extended by eleven months at the applicants’ request. In the circumstances,
the applicants, who were aware of the risks involved, could not have expected
that they would be able to continue exploiting the gravel for an indefinite
time.
As far as the width of the margin of appreciation was concerned, the
Court expressly recognized that nature conservation was ‘an increasingly im
portant consideration’ in all Convention countries and that, in principle, each
state was free to choose the means it considered most appropriate to achieve
this aim. These considerations also extended to the question of how far a
landowner shared the responsibility, in economic terms, for the conservation
of nature. In other words, where the purpose of the legislation is to protect
the environment, a considerable margin of appreciation may be left to the na
tional authorities to implement such measures of control as are not inappro
priate or disproportionate. It will be for the observant student to determine
whether there is a difference between Mellacher and Fredin in so far as the
considerations pertaining to the application of the margin are concerned.

VI. Article 5 and the

B rogan

Case

Article 5 enshrines the right to liberty and security of the person. It prohibits
the deprivation of liberty save in specified cases and in accordance with a pro
cedure prescribed by law. The issues arising under Article 5 represent some of
the most difficult questions coming before the Court, given the crucial im
portance of this Article in the Convention system and the sensitivity of the
political context in which deprivation of liberty is often sought to be justi
fied.76
Brogan (1988) is an exceptionally important indicator of the approach
taken by the Court with regard to interferences under Article 5.77 It concerned
the arrest and detention, without appearance before a judge or other judicial
76
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officer, of four persons suspected of involvement in acts of terrorism in
Northern Ireland. The applicants, who had been detained for seven days,
claimed to have been victims of a breach of Article 5 of the Convention.
Paragraph 3 of Article 5 provides that everyone arrested or detained in ac
cordance with paragraph 1(c) shall be brought promptly before a judge or
other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled
to trial within a reasonable time or to release pending trial. Release may be
conditioned by guarantees to appear for trial. The Court found by a vote of
12:7 that there had been a violation of this provision in respect of all four
applicants.
The fundamental question under paragraph 3 was whether, and to what ex
tent, the fact that the case was concerned with suspicions of involvement in
terrorism justified departures from the normal standards applicable under the
Convention. Commission case-law had established that ‘promptly’ normally
meant four days, allowing for longer periods in special circumstances. The
Commission took account of legal provisions in force in the Member States
of the Council of Europe, such as the Netherlands, France and Sweden, and it
recognized that there was a margin of appreciation with regard to the deten
tion time limit. It found that special circumstances, such as the serious na
ture of the offences suspected and the special problems of investigation asso
ciated with terrorism, had to be balanced against the protection of individual
freedoms. It intimated that the struggle against terrorism might require a
measure of individual sacrifice in order to protect the community as a whole
against such crimes. In the end, the Commission recommended a maximum
detention period of five days for terrorist offenses.
For its part, the Government concentrated on the nature of the impugned
legislation and the unique problem associated with terrorism in Northern
Ireland. They emphasized that the powers in question had been embodied in
specific legislation enacted by a democratic legislature, reviewed by three in
dependent members of the House of Lords and expressly revalidated by
Parliament under successive governments of different political characters ev
ery year since 1974. They argued that in view of the nature and extent of the
terrorist threat and the resulting problems in obtaining evidence sufficient to
bring charges, the maximum statutory period of detention of seven days was
an indispensable part of the effort to combat that threat They also argued that
in view of the acute sensitivity of some of the information on which the
suspicion was based, decisions on extensions of detention beyond the initial
48-hour period were better controlled by the Secretary of State than by a
judge. The merits of each decision to extend detention were personally sanc
tioned by the Secretary of State or by another Minister.
On paragraph 3, the Government adopted much of the reasoning of the
Commission. Promptness depended on the circumstances of the case and this
case displayed special features, such as the nature of the offence suspected and
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the special nature of terrorism itself. The Government agreed with the
Commission about taking account of the reality of the problems presented by
arrest and detention of suspected terrorists and the need to strike a fair balance
between individual interests and those of the community. Where detentions
had been in excess of five days, the Government defended the measures taken
as not being arbitrarily fixed. They considered that the measures represented
an attempt by a democratically elected Parliament to achieve a proper balance
between individual liberties and the protection of the community in wholly
exceptional circumstances.
Sir Nicholas Lyell, for the Government, referred to the margin of appreci
ation enjoyed by Northern Ireland and to the fact that the measures taken were
a democratic response by an elected legislature deeply aware of the nature of
the balance to be achieved. He submitted that where the question was one of
balance and where, as here, the period in dispute fell within a narrow margin
- the margin of two days - the Court should be very slow to substitute its
own assessment for that of a democratic legislature, particularly that of a
country which was facing a lengthy, unparalleled terrorist campaign which
required means of control and containment to protect its citizens. He pointed
to the differences, in practice and procedure, between systems in the
Contracting States, where the balance of rights and safeguards as between the
prosecution and defence had been carefully devised. In an adversarial system,
such as the United Kingdom’s, the court was strictly separate from the pro
cess of investigation and prosecution. The police were required to establish a
clear prima facie case on sufficient admissible evidence to detain a person be
yond the maximum seven days and no adverse interferences could be drawn
from silence. The rules for the protection of the accused placed a heavy bur
den on the police within short time constraints between arrest and charge. It
had been found by successive governments that the period of time available
under the ordinary criminal law was simply not sufficient78
In response to the Government’s interpretation of promptness as revolv
ing around the question of how much account should be taken of the special
problems presented by terrorism in departing from normal standards under
Article 5, Mr. Danelius argued that such account should be limited in charac
ter for fear of negative repercussions. He submitted that, if the situation was
of such a serious nature as to make far-reaching exceptions from normal stan
dards really necessary, the proper solution was not to reduce the scope of the
normal guarantees under the Convention but to resort to the derogation pro
cedure provided for in Article 15.79
The Court approached the claim under paragraph 3 by assessing
‘promptness’ in the light of the object and purpose of Article 5. Judicial con78
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trol of interferences by the Executive with an individual’s right to liberty was
considered to be an essential feature of the guarantee under this Article, which
was intended to minimize the risk of arbitrariness. The significance to be at
tached to the special features of a case could never be taken to the point of
impairing the very essence of the right guaranteed by paragraph 3; that is, to
the point of effectively negating the State’s obligation to ensure a prompt re
lease or a prompt appearance of an accused before a judicial authority.80 Since
none of the applicants had been brought before a judge or judicial officer
during his time in custody, the issue to be decided was whether, in light of
the special features relied on by the Government, each applicant’s release at
the close of the extended period of detention could be considered as ‘prompt’
for purposes of Article 5(3).
The Court agreed that, subject to the existence of adequate safeguards, the
context of terrorism in Northern Ireland had the effect of prolonging the pe
riod during which the authorities could detain a person suspected of serious
terrorist offenses before bringing him or her before a judge or other judicial
officer. However, the difficulties of judicial control over decisions to arrest
and detain suspected terrorists, while they could affect the manner of imple
mentation of paragraph 3, for example, in calling for appropriate procedural
precautions in view of the nature of the suspected offense, could not justify
dispensing with prompt judicial control altogether. In summary, the Court
held by a vote of 12:7 that little flexibility was available in interpreting and
applying the notion of promptness in paragraph 3 of Article 5.
Even stretching the concept of ‘promptness’ to the limit in view of the
special features of terrorist offenses, and taking account of the safeguards of
ministerial control, frequent examination of the legislation by a democratic
parliament and periodic independent review, the fact was that none of the ap
plicants had been brought promptly before a judicial authority or released
promptly following arrest. The undeniable fact that the applicants’ arrest and
detention had been inspired by the legitimate aim of protecting the commu
nity as a whole from terrorism was not on its own sufficient to ensure com
pliance with the specific requirements of Article 5(3). It will thus be seen
that either on a margin of appreciation approach or on a balancing of interests
approach, the Court maintained a protective attitude to Article 5(3).
In a lengthy dissenting opinion, Judge Martens stated that the interpreta
tion of the word ‘promptly’ implied a margin of appreciation under which the
national legislature was free to fix a period deemed suitable to the specific
conditions of the country in question, although subject to the ultimate con
trol of Convention organs. The extent of the margin of appreciation could
not be said to depend on the accuracy of a European standard whereby three
days was within and four days was outside the margin, since it had not been
80
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maintained or established that a new and more severe European standard had
been developed.
In his view, the legislation in question was not ordinary criminal law re
garding detention but special law directed against terrorism. Striking a fair
balance between the general interest of a community that suffers from terror
ism and the interest of the individual was particularly difficult; national au
thorities who from long and painful experience had acquired a far better in
sight into the requirements of effectively combatting terrorism and protecting
citizens than an international judge could ever hope to acquire from print,
were, in principle, in a better position to do so than the international judge.
To have held otherwise in the circumstances of this case was, in his opinion,
to put disproportionate difficulties in the way of the authorities of a
Contracting State in taking effective measures to counter organized terrorism.

VI. Concluding Observations
Since the Contracting Parties adhere to diverse and often contradictory con
ceptions of human rights, attributable to differences in political, economic,
social and cultural traditions, the task of the Court is to reconcile this lack of
homogeneity in the audience at large with the recognition and development of
an effective and reasonably uniform standard of protection for Convention
rights within the jurisdiction of each of the High Contracting Parties. The
margin of appreciation, which is more a principle of justification than inter
pretation, permits the Court to show the proper degree of respect for the ob
jectives that a Contracting Party may wish to pursue, and the trade-offs that
it wants to make, for example, in the domain of the deprivation of property,
while at the same time preventing unnecessary restrictions on the fullness of
the protection which the Convention can provide.81
Virtually all are agreed that on some matters, for example on what aims a
national government can legitimately pursue, deference is entirely appropri
ate. In few, if any, cases has the Court found a domestic law to be in viola
tion of the Convention on account of the aim it was designed to achieve.
Beyond that, however, the Court’s case-law clearly shows that the width of
the margin depends upon the context of the specific situation at hand. On a
broad interpretation of the margin of appreciation, the Court leaves the
Contracting Parties the widest possible room within which to fashion their
political, economic, social and cultural policies, the result being, and herein
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lies the danger, that large areas of policy-making are insulated from any effec
tive scrutiny by the Court.
In the final analysis, the European Convention on Human Rights rests on
the consent of the Contracting Parties. This is not to say that more rigorous
procedures of review will fail to emerge as the legal systems of the
Contracting Parties move towards greater harmony. It is to suggest that if the
Convention is to remain an effective instrument for bringing about the fur
ther realization of human rights within the Council of Europe Member
States, the Court, at the present stage of developments, needs the flexibility
represented by the doctrine of margin of appreciation, or something like it,
whether it is referred to as deference, discretion, or respect, in recognition of
the consent given by the Contracting Parties to be guided by an international
supervisory body in the field of human rights.82 The juristic task that faces
students and scholars who work in this domain is to clarify the intricate rela
tionships that are developing between the margin of appreciation, proportion
ality, the process of identifying and weighing the relevant interests at stake,
and the still-to-be-developed nature and role of European standards.83
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I. Introduction
The Helsinki Final Act (HFA) was signed on August 1, 1975 by representa
tives of 35 nations, comprising 33 European states, plus the United States
and Canada. Of the states invited to participate, only Albania did not attend.
The process that produced the HFA began formally on June 8,1973 with the
acceptance by the participating States of the Final Recommendations of the
Helsinki Consultations. This document spelled out the procedural framework
for the drafting of the HFA. The drafting took place in three stages that
spanned the period between 1973 and 1975.1 The political importance that
was attached to the HFA is reflected in the fact that it was signed by almost
all the principal government leaders of the time.
The Helsinki Conference was the end-product of a concerted effort by the
Soviet Union and its then allies to obtain the legitimization and recognition
of the post-World War II division of Europe. The Second World War had
ended in 1945, but no peace treaty had been concluded, and none was in sight
due to the division of Europe and the ever-widening ideological gap between
the Western and Eastern war-time allies. The Conference took place at the
height of the period of detente. Although some in the West would rather it
had not been convened, the political climate of the time made it difficult for
the West to resist Soviet pressures to hold i t 2 Once the West had decided to
participate in the Conference, it sought to obtain various concessions from
the Soviets in certain areas, among them, human rights.3 It is interesting to
note, in this connection, that some Western leaders believed at the time that
strong efforts to obtain human rights concessions from the Soviets might
prompt them to give up on the Conference altogether. Some of these leaders
appeared to be more interested in scuttling the Conference than in getting
what they believed to be worthless Soviet concessions on human rights. The
ploy did not work because the Soviets were eager to obtain an international
document that legitimated the post-war map of Europe.4 They also no doubt
assumed that the human rights pledges would be more symbolic than real,
and posed no serious political threat. Hence, when it became clear that there
would in all likelihood be a final document, the negotiations began in
earnest, with the East, the West, the neutral and non-aligned nations con
tributing to the negotiating process.

1

For a thorough analysis of the drafting history of the HFA, see J. Maresca, To
Helsinki: The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 1973-1975 (1987).

2
3

Maresca, ibid., at 8-12.
Bimbaum, ‘The CSCE Process and the Protection of Human Rights*, in FriedrichNaumann-Stiftung, East M eets West on Human Rights in a New Clim ate o f
International Co-operation (1990) 63, at 64.
For Kissinger’s ambivalent position on this subject, see J. Gaddis, Strategies of
Containment (1982) 319.
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In 1975, these negotiations gave birth to the Helsinki Final Act. It is a
massive document whose every word was negotiated with great care.5 A
compromise instrument, the HFA straddles the chasm that divided East from
West in the 1970’s, giving each side something it wanted. What is striking
about the document is not that it is a comprise document; it was predictable.
More significant rather is the fact that it proved possible in 1975 to draft an
international instrument that laid the foundation for pan-European
cooperation in areas as diverse as human rights and military security, and that
this cooperative framework continues to play an ever greater role in shaping
the Europe of the 1990*s.6
The human rights component of the Final Act has proved to be an impor
tant force in helping to bring about the political changes that transformed
Eastern Europe and led to the demise of the Iron Curtain. The Solidarity
movement in Poland, the Charter 77 in Czechoslovakia, and the Helsinki
Watch committees in the Soviet Union all trace their genesis to the HFA.
This instrument and the publicity its adoption generated gave the Walesas,
the Havels, the Sharanskys, and many others in the East political legitimacy;
it transformed their demands for compliance with the human rights commit
ments of the Final Act into claims the governments found ever more difficult
to ignore.7 By being reprinted in the government newspapers of all Iron
Curtain countries, the instrument gained an official imprimatur that greatly
enhanced its value as a moral and political tool in the struggle for human
rights. This phenomenon, not fully grasped at the time by the Communist
leadership, is pregnant with the ironies of a propaganda that backfired.8 It
also demonstrates the political impact of ideas whose time has come.
The pages that follow will focus on the evolution of the human rights
component of the CSCE.9 Here we shall try to analyze the substantive con
tent or scope of the body of the CSCE human rights commitments, the
transformation they have undergone, their effect, and the institutional poten
tial of the CSCE system as it applies to human rights and related issues.

5

For an analysis of the human rights aspects of the HFA, see T. Buergenthal (ed.).

6

Human Rights, International Law and the Helsinki Accord (1977). See also, Russell,
‘The Helsinki Declaration: Brobdingnag or Lilliput?*, 70 AJIL (1976) 242.
Kampelman, ‘Foreword*, in S. Wells (ed.), The Helsinki Process and the Future of
Europe (1990) XI.
Korey, ‘Helsinki, Human Rights, and the Gorbachev Style*, 1 Ethics & Int'l Aff.

7
8
9

(1987) 113, 118-19.
See Goodby, ‘The Diplomacy of Europe Whole and Free*, in WeUs, supra note 6, at
48.
For an analysis of the human rights sources of the HFA, see Cassese, ‘The Approach
of the Helsinki Declaration to Human Rights*, 13 Vand. J. Trans. L. (1980) 275.
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II. The Helsinki Final Act
The CSCE system as we know it today has its basis in the HFA. The HFA
is divided into chapters or so-called baskets. Basket I is entitled ‘Questions
Relating to Security in Europe.’ It consists of two sections; one proclaims
‘Principles Guiding Relations Between Participating States and Related
Matters,’ and the other deals with ‘Confidence-Building Measures and Certain
Aspects of Security and Disarmament.’ Basket II addresses questions of
‘Cooperation in the Field of Economics, of Science and Technology and of
the Environment.’ The best known chapter of the HFA is Basket III, entitled
‘Cooperation in Humanitarian and Other Fields.’ The fourth and final chapter
deals with the follow-up mechanism to the Conference. Of special impor
tance to this paper are certain of the ‘Guiding Principles,’ Basket III and the
follow-up process.
A. The Guiding Principles
The ten Guiding Principles10 deal with the following topics: equality of
states; the obligation of states to refrain from the threat or use of force; invi
olability of frontiers; territorial integrity of states; peaceful settlement of dis
putes; non-intervention in internal affairs; respect for human rights; equal
rights and self-determination of peoples; cooperation among states; and the
requirement of good faith fulfillment of obligations under international law.
Although Basket III is known as the human rights basket, the Guiding
Principles of the HFA have from the very beginning had a much greater sig
nificance for human rights than Basket III. Some of these principles bear di
rectly on the nature and scope of the human rights commitments which the
participating States assumed. The principles also affect the right of the partic
ipating States to require other participating States to comply with these
commitments and the action that may be taken to obtain compliance.
Of special relevance for human rights are Principle VI (non-intervention),
Principle VII (respect for human rights), and Principle VIII (equal rights and
self-determination).
1. Principle VI
Principle VI reads, in part, as follows:
The participating States will refrain from any intervention, direct or indirect,
individual or collective, in the internal or external affairs falling within the
For an analysis of the drafting history of the Guiding Principles, see Russell, supra
note 5, at 263-71.
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domestic jurisdiction of another participating State, regardless of their mutual
relations.
They will accordingly refrain from any form of armed intervention or threat of
such intervention against another participating State.

With the exception of the final phrase of the first paragraph (‘regardless of
their mutual relations’), this clause restates the traditional formulation of the
international law rule prohibiting intervention by one state in the domestic
affairs of another state.11 The final phrase of the first paragraph amounts to
an unequivocal rejection of the so-called Brezhnev doctrine,12 which was in
voked by the USSR and its allies to legitimate their invasion of
Czechoslovakia.
The second paragraph can be read as suggesting that the intervention pro
scribed in the first paragraph embraces only ‘any form of armed intervention
or threat of such intervention.’ This interpretation, adopted by the West, finds
support in the use of the word ‘accordingly.’ The contrary argument, advanced
by the East, asserted that the enumerations in the second paragraph were
merely illustrative in character and did not exclude other forms of intervention
not involving the use or threat of force. The latter interpretation would have
barred the mere criticism of a participating State’s human rights practices.
This view was rejected by the West
The obligation not to intervene in the internal affairs of a state has often
been invoked by states to shield themselves against charges that they were
violating the human rights of their nationals. In the United Nations, this is
sue traditionally involved attempts by states, accused of violating their obli
gations under Articles 55 and 56 of the U.N. Charter and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, to rely on Article 2(7) of the Charter.13
In the CSCE context,14 Principle VI of the Helsinki Final Act used to be
invoked for many years by the Soviet Union and its allies whenever they
were accused of violating their CSCE human rights commitments. It did not,
however, prevent the airing of these charges. Their legal argument based on
Principle VI was weak because of the interplay of two concepts that affect the
relationship between the principle of non-intervention and the international

11
12
13

14

On this subject, see Henkin, ‘Human Rights and “Domestic Jurisdiction’**, in
Buergenthal, supra note 5, at 21.
Ghebali, ‘L’Acte Final de la Conference sur la Sécurité et la Cooperation en Europe et
les Nations Unies*, 21 AFDI (1975) 73, 95.
Article 2(7) of the Charter provides, in part, that ‘nothing contained in the [U.N.]
Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essen
tially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the Members to
submit such matters to settlement under the ... Charter...*
For a valuable analysis of this subject, see Bloed & Van Dijk, ‘Human Rights and
Non-Intervention*, in A. Bloed Sc P. Van Dijk (eds), Essays on Human Rights in the
Helsinki Process (1985) 57.
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protection of human rights.15 The first has to do with the claim that the term
‘intervention,’ in the U.N. Charter, in international law and in the HFA,
denotes the use of force or the threat of force and, consequently, does not
embrace the discussion of charges that a state is not complying with its
international commitments.16 This argument finds support in the language of
paragraph 2 of Principle VI. The second concept relates to the meaning of
domestic jurisdiction as it is used in Principle VI. Here it was argued, as in
the U.N., that a matter which is the subject of international agreements or
commitments, for example the commitments set out in Principle VII (respect
for human rights), cannot be deemed to fall within a participating State’s do
mestic jurisdiction because the inclusion of these commitments in the HFA
has to that extent internationalized the subject they deal with.17 Principle VI
must therefore be related to the human rights provisions of the HFA, which
are spelled out in Principle VII.
2. Principle VII
The normative basis of the CSCE human rights system, as we know it to
day, rests on the commitments set forth in Principle VII. Entitled ‘Respect
for human rights and fundamental freedoms, including freedom of thought,
conscience, religion or belief,’ it reads as follows:
The participating States will respect human rights and fundamental freedoms,
including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, for all with
out distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.
They will promote and encourage the effective exercise of civil, political,
economic, social, cultural and other rights and freedoms all of which derive
from the inherent dignity of the human person and are essential for his free
and full development.
Within this framework the participating States will recognize and respect the
freedom of the individual to profess and practise, alone or in community with
others, religion or belief acting in accordance with the dictates of his own
conscience.
The participating States on whose territory national minorities exist will re
spect the right of persons belonging to such minorities to equality before the
law, will afford them the full opportunity for the actual enjoyment of human
rights and fundamental freedoms and will, in this manner, protect their legiti
mate interests in this sphere.
The participating States recognize the universal significance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms, respect for which is an essential factor for the
15
16
17

See Buergenthal, ‘Domestic Jurisdiction, Intervention and Human Rights: The
International Law Perspective’, in P. Brown & D. MacLean (eds), Human Rights and
U.S. Foreign Policy (1979) 111.
Bossuyt, ‘Human Rights and Non-Intervention in Domestic Matters’, 35 ICJ Review
(1985) 45.
See Bernhardt, ‘Domestic Jurisdiction of States and International Human Rights
Organs’, 7 Hum. Rights. L J . (1986) 205, 209.
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peace, justice and well-being necessary to ensure the development of friendly
relations and co-operation among themselves as among all States.
They will constantly respect these rights and freedoms in their mutual rela
tions and will endeavor jointly and separately, including in co-operation with
the United Nations, to promote universal and effective respect for them.
They confirm the right of the individual to know and act upon his rights and
duties in this field.
In the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms, the participating States
will act in conformity with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the
United Nations and with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They
will also fulfil their obligations as set forth in the international declarations
and agreements in this field, including inter alia the International Covenants
on Human Rights, by which they may be bound.

Principle VII contains elements that merely reaffirm preexisting human
rights obligations.18 It also contains language that advances to a very signif
icant extent the struggle to internationalize the protection of human rights.19
The commitment of the participating States expressed in the first two para
graphs of Principle VII confirms preexisting obligations arising under the
U.N. Charter, the Universal Declaration and other international human rights
instruments. Principle VII contains other commitments, however, which do
not fall into this category. They have proved of critical importance in the
evolution of the CSCE human rights process. There is, first, the declaration
by the participating States recognizing ‘the universal significance of human
rights’ and their acknowledgement that respect for these rights ‘is an essential
factor for the peace, justice and well-being necessary to ensure the develop
ment of friendly relations’ among states. By linking human rights to peace
and friendly relations, the participating States transformed human rights from
a marginal item on the pan-European political agenda into a subject of central
importance to it. Henceforth it was politically legitimate to link the protec
tion of human rights with arms control and the liberalization of trade rela
tions.20 The entire subject thus gained a political significance in East-West
relations it heretofore not enjoyed. Moreover, once this linkage was estab
lished, it proved difficult for either side along the ideological divide to undo
it. This fact explains, in part at least, why human rights as a subject has
played such a central role in the evolution of the CSCE.
The recognition by the participating States of the ‘universal significance
of human rights’ and their acceptance of the proposition that respect for hu
man rights is linked to peace and friendly relations between nations, also bear
18

19
20

See generally, Cassese, supra note 9, at 275. See also Frowein, ‘Interrelationship be
tween the Helsinki Final Act, the International Covenants on Human Rights, and the
European Convention on Human Rights*, in Buergenthal, supra note 5, at 71.
Gros-Espiell, ‘Los Derechos Humanos de las Relaciones Este-Oeste: La Declaración de
Helsinki*, 4 Rev. de Estudios Internacionales (1983) 209.
Nimetz, ‘Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe: Retrospect and
Prospect’, 13 Vand. J. Trans. L. (1980) 323, 326.
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on the interpretation of Principle VI (non-intervention in internal affairs).
The proposition that human rights have such a central place in international
relations is certainly not compatible with the restrictive reading of Principle
VI that had been advocated by the USSR and its allies. This conclusion is
not weakened by the fact that the HFA recognizes that all guiding principles
‘are of primary significance’ and that it requires that they ‘be equally and un
reservedly applied, each of them being interpreted taking into account the
others.’
Another provision found in Principle VII, which substantially advanced
the cause of human rights, is the declaration by the participating States con
firming ‘the right of the individual to know and act upon his rights and duties
in this field.’21 This language needs to be read together with the stipulation
found in the last chapter of the HFA. Here each participating State commits
itself to publish the instrument and to ‘disseminate it and make it known as
widely as possible.’ The publication of the Helsinki Final Act in the official
government and party newspapers had a dramatic impact in a number of coun
tries behind the Iron Curtain. By recognizing the individual’s right ‘to know
and act upon his [human] rights’ and by giving the state’s and party’s impri
matur to this proposition, various governments unwittingly invited and legit
imated demands for compliance with the human rights commitments of the
HFA.22 Human rights groups sprang up in different countries, among them
the Charter 66 movement in Czechoslovakia, Solidarity in Poland, and the
Helsinki watch monitoring committees in the USSR.23 Although these
groups were at times viciously persecuted and disbanded, their activities as
well as the punishment to which they were subjected greatly enhanced the
symbolic significance of the HFA and the impact of its human rights provi
sions.24
There is yet another provision found in Principle VII that deserves special
attention. This clause deals with national minorities. Although it can be ar
gued that it does no more than recognize the right of individuals belonging to
national minorities to equal protection of the law and to non-discrimination,
it contains language that acknowledges, albeit vaguely, that minority groups
as such have certain ‘legitimate interests.’ As we shall see, this provision has
served as the basis for an expanding body of CSCE norms that has evolved
from non-discrimination and equal protection to the recognition of a special
status for minority groups.
21
22
23
24

See generally, V. Pechota, The Right to Know One's Human Rights: A Road Toward
Individual Freedom (Blaustein Inst, for the Advancement of Human Rights, 1983).
See, e.g., N. Sharansky, Fear No Evil (1988) XXI and 190.
Leary, ‘The Right of the Individual to Know and Act Upon His Rights and Duties:
Monitoring Groups and the Helsinki Final Act*, 13 Vand. J. Trans. L. (1980) 375.
Chalidze, ‘The Humanitarian Provisions of the Helsinki Accord: A Critique of their
Significance*, 13 Vand. J. Trans. L. (1980) 429.
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3. Principle VIII
Principle VIII of the HFA is titled ‘equal rights and self-determination of
peoples.’ It reads as follows:
The participating States will respect the equal rights of peoples and their right
to self-determination, acting at all times in conformity with the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations and with the relevant norms of
international law, including those relating to territorial integrity of States.
By virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, all
peoples always have the right, in full freedom, to determine, when and as they
wish, their internal and external political status, without external interfer
ence, and to pursue as they wish their political, economic, social and cultural
development.
The participating States reaffirm the universal significance of respect for and
effective exercise of equal rights and self-determination of peoples for the de
velopment of friendly relations among themselves as among all States; they
also recall the importance of the elimination of any form of violation of this
principle.

Although the U.N. Charter (Article 1(2)) and the International Covenants on
Human Rights (Article 1(1)) recognize the right to self-determination,
Principle VIII clarifies the concept to a significant extent.25 In the U.N. con
text, self-determination has tended to be interpreted by the developing coun
tries and the Soviet bloc as applying only to peoples subject to colonial rule,
or to self-determination against external efforts to subjugate a people. Once a
state had acquired its independence, however, the right of self-determination,
that is, internal self-determination, was deemed not to exist This proposition
was not accepted by the West, but the argument was never satisfactorily re
solved in the U.N.26 Viewed from this perspective, the language of Principle
VIII gains special significance. It speaks of the ‘equal rights of peoples,’ of
‘their right to self-determination,’ and it emphasizes that ‘all peoples always
have the right, in full freedom, to determine when and as they wish, their in
ternal and external political status...’ This language leaves no doubt that the
Helsinki Final Act recognizes the right of external and internal self-determi
nation and that the right belongs to all peoples, whether they are subject to
the jurisdiction of a state under colonial rule or fully independent
The HFA defines neither the meaning of self-determination nor the con
cept of ‘peoples.’ These are difficult concepts to define or to delimit, and this
is not the place to make the attempt.27 It should be noted, however, that by
25
26
27

For a thorough analysis, see Cassese, ‘The Helsinki Declaration and SelfDetermination’, in Buergenthal, supra note 5, at 83.
See generally, H. Hannum, Autonomy, Sovereignty and Self-Determination: The
Accommodation o f Conflicting Rights (1990) 27.
See generally, Kiss, ‘The People’s Right to Self-Determination*, 7 Hum. Rights L J .
(1986) 165; Cassese, ‘The Self-Determination of Peoples’, in L. Henkin (ed.), The
International Bill o f Rights (1981) 92.
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dealing with the rights of individuals belonging to national minorities in
Principle VII and with self-determination in Principle VIII, the HFA suggests
that the concept of ‘peoples’ differs from that of minorities.28 Yet it must be
recognized that the term ‘peoples’ does not necessarily exclude national mi
norities from its reach, and may in fact embrace them in certain circum
stances. The two terms are thus not mutually exclusive, enabling certain mi
norities to assert minority rights as well as the right of self-determination.
Neither this issue nor the meaning and scope of self-determination, for exam
ple, whether or under what circumstances it embraces the right to secede, are
resolved by the HFA. Subsequent CSCE instruments appear, moreover, to
downplay the significance of this right altogether. Because it may well open
a Pandora’s Box for many states and because it may complicate rather than
solve the issues facing contemporary Europe, it is very likely that the CSCE
will focus more attention on minority rights and less on self-determination.
But whether political events in some participating State will permit the
CSCE this luxury is difficult to predict at this time.
B.

Basket III

Basket III of the Helsinki Final Act is divided into a number of subchap
ters.29 The first of these is entitled ‘Human Contacts.’ Over the years it has
proved to be the most important part of Basket III. Its basic aim was to facil
itate greater freedom of movement between East and West, and to promote
family reunification. Given the developments taking place in Central and
Eastern Europe and the fact that the Iron Curtain has come down, these pro
visions appear an anachronistic reminder of a bygone era. They played an im
portant role in the past, however. Ironically, they may reemerge as norms to
be invoked to prod the West into admitting emigrants from the East and to
otherwise facilitate entry and travel to the West.30
The other subchapters of Basket III deal with issues of freedom of infor
mation, cultural exchanges, educational exchanges and related matters. Since
many of the governmental obstacles to which these provisions apply have
been removed, they do not merit much comment at this time. It is important
to recall, however, that they made an important contribution to the gradual
liberalization that occurred in the late 1980’s.

28
29

30

Cassese, ibid., at 96.
See generally, Cohen-Jonathan & Jacqu6, ‘Obligations Assumed by the Helsinki
Signatories*, in Buergenthal, supra note 5, at 43, 56-67. See also, Chalidze, supra
note 24, at 440.
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The Follow-Up Process

The important impact which the CSCE has had in the human rights area can
be attributed, in part at least, to the follow-up process provided for by the
HFA. It calls for intergovernmental conferences to be convened by the partic
ipating States for the purpose of achieving ‘a thorough exchange of views
both on the implementation of the provision of the Final A c t... as well as
... on the deepening of their mutual relations, the improvement of security
and the development of co-operation in Europe, and the development of the
process of detente in the future.’ These follow-up conferences have a dual
purpose: they provide a conference forum to review compliance by the partic
ipating States and they establish a mechanism for the normative evolution of
the CSCE.31 The existence of this unique negotiating process has permitted
the instrument to be amplified, amended, reinterpreted and extensively revised
by successive conferences while focusing public attention on the failure of
certain states to live up to their human rights commitments.32
The medium or instrument of this normative evolution is the concluding
documents adopted at these CSCE conferences. These instruments are used by
the participating States, if there is consensus for their adoption, to proclaim
new CSCE commitments or to expand, modify or interpret the scope or
meaning of existing ones.33 Hence, if a CSCE conference agrees on a con
cluding document containing additional commitments or if it modifies or in
terprets earlier ones, then the new document has to that extent amended or re
vised the relevant provisions of the HFA or any other applicable CSCE in
strument What we have here is a dynamic and creative process that produced
a growing body of CSCE commitments. Each new concluding document
forms a coherent whole with the HFA and other CSCE documents and each
in turn becomes an indispensable building block in the political and norma
tive edifice that comprises the CSCE system. Because of its interpretive
character, each concluding document in turn reinforces the CSCE’s institu
tional ability to promote compliance with the commitments the participating
States have assumed.
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See Helgesen, ibid., at 250-51. See also, Fascell, ‘The CSCE Follow-up Mechanism:
From Belgrade to Madrid’, 13 Vand. J. Trans. L. (1980) 335.
Buergenthal, ‘The Copenhagen CSCE Meeting: A New Public Order for Europe*, 11
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To understand the evolution of the human rights system created by the
CSCE, it is therefore necessary to examine the normative contribution of
each CSCE follow-up conference that adopted a concluding document dealing
with human rights. To date the conferences that have taken place in Madrid
(1980-83), Vienna (1986-89), Copenhagen (1990) and Paris (1991) have
made such contributions. Their concluding documents will be examined in
the sections that follow.

III. The Madrid Concluding Document
The participating States to the HFA held their first follow-up meeting in
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, from October 1977 to March 1978. This conference
devoted a great deal of time to a review, along divisive ideological lines, of
the extent to which the participating States were complying with their hu
man rights commitments. Since neither side in this debate was interested in a
compromise, it proved impossible to reach any meaningful agreement.34 All
that could be obtained in Belgrade was a document on procedural matters re
lating to the follow-up process itself.35 The first post-Helsinki document to
contain additional human rights commitments was adopted at the Madrid
Follow-up Meeting.
The Madrid Meeting lasted three years; it began in November 1980 and
ended in September 1983.36 During much of the time the delegates were
deadlocked. The West charged the Soviet bloc nations with serious violations
of their human rights commitments. The East alleged intervention in its do
mestic affairs and counterattacked with charges of its own. These focused on
alleged violations of economic rights by the West. It is not surprising, there
fore, that Madrid produced no major breakthroughs. What is surprising,
though, is that a concluding document was adopted and that it enlarged the
body of CSCE human rights norms.37 Above all, it demonstrated that the
Helsinki process was viable despite the widening East-West chasm.
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In the chapter entitled ‘Questions Relating to Security in Europe,’38 the
Madrid Concluding Document proclaimed a number of principles dealing
with human rights. Here the most significant achievement was in the area of
freedom of religion. Whereas the Helsinki Final Act proclaimed only one
general provision on the subject, the Madrid Document devotes three provi
sions to it.39 These provisions are drafted in a form designed to enlarge and
strengthen the right and to give it greater practical significance. They achieve
the latter result by describing the nature of the right in functional terms and
by specifying the manner in which it is to be implemented. The Madrid
Document pioneered this legislative technique. It has been employed with
ever greater frequency and sophistication in subsequent CSCE documents and
has become the hallmark of the CSCE norm-setting practice in the human
rights area.
The three provisions relating to religious freedom read as follows:
The participating States reaffirm that they will recognize, respect and further
more agree to take the action necessary to ensure the freedom of the individual
to profess and practise, alone or in community with others, religion or belief
acting in accordance with the dictates of his own conscience.
In this context, they will consult, whenever necessary, the religious faiths,
institutions and organizations, which act within the constitutional framework
of their respective countries.
They will favorably consider applications by religious communities of be
lievers practising or prepared to practise their faith within the constitutional
framework of their States, to be granted the status provided for in their respec
tive countries for religious faiths, institutions and organizations.

The first paragraph of these provisions not only reaffirms the relevant text of
the HFA; it adds to it the phrase ‘and furthermore agree to take the action
necessary to ensure...’ This language imposes a further and more specific
obligation on the participating States. The second and third paragraphs ex
pand upon this commitment by seeking to legitimate the role of religious in
stitutions.
A similar approach finds expression in the other human rights provisions
of the Madrid Document. For example, whereas the HFA merely proclaims
the right of the individual to know and act upon his human rights, the Madrid
Document amplifies this principle by imposing an affirmative duty on the
participating States with respect to that right.
They [the participating States] recall the right of the individual to know and
act upon his rights and duties in the field of human rights and fundamental
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Concluding Document o f the Madrid Meeting, Official Text in German, English,
Spanish, French, Italian and Russian [hereinafter cited as Madrid Concluding
Document], (1983) at 34. This text is also reproduced in 22 ILM (1983) 1398.
See Madrid Concluding Document, at 35-36.
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freedoms, as embodied in the Final Act, and will take the necessary action in
their respective countries to effectively ensure this right.

As this language indicates, the participating States not only recognize the ex
istence of the right, they are required to ensure its enjoyment This is an im
portant step forward in giving meaning to the right to know one’s rights.
In addition to amplifying the human rights commitments that the HFA
proclaimed, the Madrid Document also expanded the CSCE catalogue of
rights. The most significant of these provisions is the one that relates to
labour unions:
The participating States will ensure the right of workers freely to establish
and join trade unions, the right of trade unions freely to exercise their activi
ties and other rights as laid down in relevant international instruments. They
note that these rights will be exercised in compliance with the law of the State
and in conformity with the State’s obligations under international law. They
will encourage, as appropriate, direct contacts and communication among
such trade unions and their representatives.

The Madrid Conference coincided with the decision of the Polish Government
to impose martial law in order to suppress the Solidarity movement.
Although the adoption of the language quoted above thus amounted to a cen
sure of the Polish Government, the Soviet Union and its allies found it diffi
cult for ideological reasons to vote against this provision.40
The Madrid Document also contains a provision stressing ‘the importance
of ensuring equal rights of men and women’ and a somewhat ambiguous
clause relating to minorities. What is more, the Madrid instrument laid the
foundation for the development of a process for dealing with human rights
violations. The beginnings of this process find expression in the following
statement:
They [the participating States] agree to give favourable consideration to the
use of bilateral round-table meetings, held on a voluntary basis, between dele
gations composed by each participating State to discuss issues of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance with an agreed agenda in a
spirit of mutual respect with a view to achieving greater understanding and co
operation based on the provisions of the Final Act.

This provision legitimated an informal practice, which was utilized by some
Western states as soon as the HFA was signed, particularly the United States,
to intercede with the Soviets and their allies on behalf of specific individuals.
It was also used to prod these countries into changing governmental policies
and practices that were incompatible with their CSCE commitments. The
40

On the general atmosphere of the Madrid meeting, see Hazewinkel, ‘The Madrid
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9.
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adoption of this provision by the Madrid Meeting thus amounted to the first
formal recognition, albeit very tentatively, that these discussions did not con
stitute an illegal intervention into a state’s domestic affairs. It anticipated the
Human Dimension Mechanism, which was established a few years later by
the Vienna Follow-up Meeting. Here it is worth noting, moreover, that
although the West failed in Madrid to obtain a special status for human rights
monitors, the instrument does recognize as legitimate the role these groups
perform. The relevant provision reads as follows: ‘They [the participating
States] reaffirm that governments, institutions, organizations and persons
have a relevant and positive role to play in contributing toward the achieve
ment of the above-mentioned aims of their co-operation.’
The chapter on ‘Co-operation in Humanitarian and Other Fields’ of the
Madrid Concluding Document41, which parallels Basket III of the HFA, ex
panded and strengthened some of the commitments found in the latter instru
ment. Progress here was by no means dramatic, but some advances were nev
ertheless made, particularly with regard to the commitments found in the
subchapters relating to ‘Human Contacts’ and ‘Information,’ which had con
siderable practical significance.

IV. The Vienna Concluding Document
The Vienna Follow-up Meeting lasted three years; it began in 1986 and ended
in 1989.42 As far as human rights are concerned, the Vienna Meeting marks a
dramatic breakthrough beyond anything that could reasonably have been an
ticipated at that time. Much of it had to do with the transformation of the
Soviet Union under Gorbachev and the democratization that his policies en
couraged in Eastern and Central Europe. In Vienna, the West and the neutral
and non-aligned nations also demonstrated the strongest diplomatic cohesion
yet in insisting on the importance of human rights and on the expansion of
the catalogue of CSCE human rights commitments. Soviet policy on the
subject evolved gradually. The Soviet delegation came to Vienna with a
combative hardline position and adhered to it for more than a year. This posi
tion began to soften as time went on. In the last stages of the Conference,
the Soviets showed an increasing willingness to enlarge substantially the na
ture and scope of the human rights component of the CSCE system.43 The
41
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Madrid Concluding Document, at 48-52.
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human rights commitments found in the HFA and in the Madrid Concluding
Document, despite their undisputed importance, pale in comparison with the
achievements of the Vienna Meeting. Both substantively and institutionally,
the Vienna Concluding Document can be said to have established the CSCE
human rights system.44
The Vienna Concluding Document deals with human rights issues in
Chapter I (Questions Relating to Security in Europe) and in Chapter III (Co
operation in Humanitarian and Other Fields).45 The Document also contains
a separate chapter or section, entitled ‘Human Dimensions of the CSCE.’
Chapter I proclaims a large number of human rights commitments. Many of
them are new; others expand substantially upon the rights agreed upon in the
past. The latter aspect is most dramatically exemplified by the expansion of
the scope of the right to freedom of religion. This right, it will be recalled,
was dealt with by the HFA in one general provision;46 it was amplified
somewhat in the Madrid Concluding Document.47 The relevant text of the
Vienna Concluding Document, reproduced here in full to provide a sense of
its scope, reads as follows:
In order to ensure the freedom of the individual to profess and practise religion
or belief, the participating States will, inter alia,
- take effective measures to prevent and eliminate discrimination against
individuals or communities on the grounds of religion or belief in the
recognition, exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental
freedoms in all fields of civil, political, economic, social and cultural life,
and to ensure the effective equality between believers and non-believers;
- foster a climate of mutual tolerance and respect between believers of differ
ent communities as well as between believers and non-believers;
- grant upon their request to communities of believers, practising or pre
pared to practise their faith within the constitutional framework of their
States, recognition of the status provided for them in their respective
countries;
- respect the right of these religious communities to
- establish and maintain freely accessible places of worship or assem
bly,
- organize themselves according to their own hierarchical and institu
tional structure,

44
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-

select, appoint and replace their personnel in accordance with their re
spective requirements and standards as well as with any freely accepted
arrangement between them and their State,
- solicit and receive voluntary financial and other contributions;
- engage in consultations with religious faiths, institutions and organiza
tions in order to achieve a better understanding of the requirements of reli
gious freedom;
- respect the right of everyone to give and receive religious education in the
language of his choice, whether individually or in association with others;
- in this context respect, in ter a lia , the liberty of parents to ensure the reli
gious and moral education of their children in conformity with their own
convictions;
- allow the training of religious personnel in appropriate institutions; respect the right of individual believers and communities of believers to
acquire, possess, and use sacred books, religious publications in the lan
guage of their choice and other articles and materials related to the practice
of religion or belief;
- allow religious faiths, institutions and organizations to produce, import
and disseminate religious publications and materials;
- favourably consider the interest of religious communities to participate in
public dialogue, including through the mass media.
The participating States recognize that the exercise of the above-mentioned
rights relating to the freedom of religion or belief may be subject only to such
limitations as are provided by law and consistent with their obligations under
international law and with their international commitments. They will ensure
in their laws and regulations and in their application the full and effective ex
ercise of the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or beliefA 8

The most striking aspect of these provisions is the manner in which the ab
stract concept of the right to freedom of religion and belief is translated into
ever more concrete and detailed instructions for their implementation. Almost
all other human rights provisions found in the Vienna Document adopt this
highly practical approach. Initiated in Madrid, albeit on a much more modest
scale, it became with Vienna the trademark or drafting style of the CSCE
human rights code.
Another example of the manner in which the Vienna Document enlarged
the scope of earlier human rights commitments is provided by the treatment
of the individual’s right to know and act upon his rights. In the Vienna
Concluding Document the participating States commit themselves to:
-

-

48

effectively ensure the right of the individual to know and act upon his
rights and duties in this field, and to that end publish and make accessible
all laws, regulations and procedures relating to human rights and funda
mental freedoms;
respect the right of their citizens to contribute actively, individually or in
association with others, to the promotion and protection of human rights
and fundamental freedoms;
Vienna Concluding Document, Ch. I, paras. 16 & 17.
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encourage in schools and other educational institutions consideration of
the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental free
doms;49

This drafting approach transforms an abstract normative principle proclaimed
in the HFA into a set of interpretative guidelines or instructions. The West
insisted upon this drafting technique to reduce arguments about non-compli
ance, which was being excused by assertions that the meaning of a given
right was unclear. The Vienna Document adopts a similar technique in the
following provisions dealing with the rights of national minorities:
The participating States will exert sustained efforts to implement the provi
sions of the Final Act and of the Madrid Concluding Document pertaining to
national minorities. They will take all the necessary legislative, administra
tive, judicial and other measures and apply the relevant international instru
ments by which they may be bound, to ensure the protection of human rights
and fundamental freedoms of persons belonging to national minorities within
their territory. They will refrain from any discrimination against such persons
and will contribute to the realization of their legitimate interests and aspira
tions in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms.
They will protect and create conditions for the promotion of the ethnic, cul
tural, linguistic and religious identity of national minorities on their terri
tory. They will respect the free exercise of rights by persons belonging to
such minorities and ensure their full equality with others.5°

The provision dealing with equal rights of men and women is drafted in simi
lar terms. It reads as follows:
The participating States confirm their determination to ensure equal rights of
men and women. Accordingly, they will take all measures necessary, includ
ing legislative measures, to promote equally effective participation of men
and women in political, economic, social and cultural life. They will consider
the possibility of acceding to the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women, if they have not yet done so.^l

The Vienna Document added various new commitments to the CSCE human
rights catalogue, including provisions dealing with arbitrary arrest, the treat
ment of individuals under detention, torture and other inhuman and degrading
treatment or punishment. The Document also deals with remedies to enforce
the enjoyment of human rights. Among these is the right of the individual to
appeal to executive, legislative, judicial or administrative organs, the right to
a fair and public hearing before an impartial tribunal, and the right to be in
formed promptly of the decision taken on appeal. It also addresses the issue
of capital punishment, but does so in a very ambivalent manner. Among the
49
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additional rights not previously included among CSCE principles is the
commitment of the participating States to ‘respect fully the right of everyone
to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each State, and
to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.’52 The
right to freedom of movement was moreover substantially amplified in
Chapter III of the Vienna Document, which devotes more than thirty para
graphs to this subject in its subchapter on ‘Human Contacts.’
Shortly before the adoption of the Vienna Document, the Soviet Union53
and its allies took a number of steps to demonstrate their willingness to live
up to their CSCE commitments.54 Andrei Sakharov was allowed to return to
Moscow from forced exile in Gorky, Lech Walesa and Alexander Dubcek
were given permission to travel abroad, and more than 600 Soviet political
prisoners, including all remaining Helsinki Monitors, were set free.55
Restrictions on emigration were also gradually liberalized. The working con
ditions of foreign journalists behind some Iron Curtain countries began to
improve noticeably even before the Vienna Meeting ended.56 These were all
subjects the West as well as the neutral and non-aligned nations kept raising
in Vienna during the protracted negotiations which ultimately produced the
Vienna Concluding Document
The Vienna Conference can also point to some very tentative institutional
innovations in the human rights area. It decided that the CSCE would hence
forth subsume all commitments concerning human rights, human contacts
and related humanitarian issues under the single heading of the ‘human di
mension of the CSCE.’ It established a system for holding so-called human
dimension conferences for the purpose of addressing human rights issues and
monitoring compliance with CSCE human rights commitments.57 Most
importantly, the Vienna Conference created the so-called Human Dimension
Mechanism. This four-step process ushered in what might be characterized as
the first formal CSCE institution for dealing with allegations by one state
that another state is not living up to its human dimension commitments.
This mechanism and its evolution will be discussed in Section VII of this
paper.
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V. The Copenhagen Concluding Document
The Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension was
convened in June 1990 and lasted three weeks.58 It was the second of three
human dimension meetings mandated by the Vienna Concluding Document.
The first meeting took place in Paris a year earlier. It was unable to adopt a
concluding document. The Copenhagen Meeting, by contrast, was a great
success. The concluding document adopted at this meeting is a blue-print for
a democratic Europe, a Europe governed by the rule of law and committed to
the protection of human rights.
The success of the Copenhagen Meeting can be attributed to the fact that
it coincided with Europe’s democratic revolution. It was the first CSCE
meeting after the ‘velvet revolution’ in Czechoslovakia, the demise of the
East German communist regime, the razing of the Berlin Wall, the fall of the
Ceausescu regime in Romania, and similar developments in Eastern and
Central Europe. Soviet hegemony was no more, and President Gorbachev
was actively promoting its demise. The atmosphere in Copenhagen was
charged with hope and aspirations for a new European public order, inspired
by freedom and democracy. The Copenhagen Document reflects these hopes
and aspirations.59
The Copenhagen Document is divided into five chapters.60 The first deals
with the rule of law, free elections and basic human rights. Additional rights
are proclaimed in Chapter II, which also contains commitments relating to
torture, capital punishment, and alternative service for conscientious objec
tors to military service. It addresses a host of other issues as well, including
rules applicable during states of emergency. Chapter III deals with democratic
values and institutions. The rights of national minorities are addressed in
Chapter IV. The final chapter amplifies the four-step human rights mecha
nism that the Vienna Concluding Document established.61
The flavour and spirit of the meeting can be gauged from the language of
the preambular part of the Copenhagen Document. Here the participating
States ‘welcome with great satisfaction the fundamental political changes that
have occurred in Europe’ since the 1989 Paris meeting and ‘recognize that
58
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pluralistic democracy and the rule of law are essential for ensuring respect for
all human rights and fundamental freedoms, the development of human con
tacts and the resolution of other issues of a related humanitarian character.’
This is the first time that a CSCE document mentioned concepts such as
‘pluralistic democracy’ and ‘the rule of law.’ The same is true of the follow
ing language, also found in the preambular section of the Copenhagen
Document, in which the participating States ‘welcome the commitment ex
pressed by all participating States to the ideals of democracy and political
pluralism as well as their common determination to build democratic soci
eties based on free elections and the rule of law.’ With these words the con
ceptual underpinnings of the CSCE underwent a dramatic transformation: an
arena for dialogue between warring ideological blocs was on the way to be
coming an institution of pan-European cooperation with shared values.62 The
shared values - democratic pluralism, the rule of law and human rights gave birth to a new and democratic European public order based on these
principles.63
A.

Rule of Law and Democracy

In the first chapter of the Copenhagen Document the participating States de
clare their unreserved commitment to a new Europe, a Europe that is free,
democratic and pluralistic, in which all government is subject to the rule of
law.64 This commitment finds expression in paragraph 3 of the Copenhagen
Document, where the participating States ‘reaffirm that democracy is an in
herent element of the rule of law’ and in their determination, proclaimed in
paragraph 2, ‘to support and advance those principles of justice which form
the basis of the rule of law.’ To ensure that the rule of law does in fact apply
to and control all governmental activity, the Copenhagen Document estab
lishes ‘the duty of the government and public authorities to comply with the
constitution and to act in a manner consistent with law.’65 It stipulates that
‘the activity of the government and the administration as well as that of the
judiciary will be exercised in accordance with the system established by
law;’66 it provides for effective remedies to challenge the administrative deci-
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sions; and it requires an independent and impartial judiciary. The participating
States also commit themselves to a ‘clear separation between the State and
political parties’67 and to the principle that the military and police must be
under the control of and accountable to civil authorities. Chapter I of the
Copenhagen Document also proclaims some basic due process principles de
signed to protect the individual against abuses of the justice system.
The subject of elections, not touched upon in prior CSCE documents, is
extensively dealt with in Chapter I of the Copenhagen Document. The basic
premise here is that ‘the will of the people, freely and fairly expressed
through periodic and genuine elections, is the basis of the authority and legit
imacy of all government.’68 To translate this principle into specific com
mitments, the participating States undertake, inter alia, to hold ‘free elections
at reasonable intervals,’ ‘to guarantee universal and equal suffrage to adult cit
izens,’ and to ‘respect the right of citizens to seek political or public office,
individually or as representatives of political parties or organizations, without
discrimination.’69 They commit themselves, furthermore, to ‘ensure that
candidates who obtain the necessary number of votes required by law are dully
installed in office...’70 This chapter also contains a provision dealing with
the presence of foreign and domestic election observers.71

B. Basic Freedoms
The second chapter of the Copenhagen Document sets out some traditional
civil and political rights, including freedom of expression, freedom of assem
bly and association, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, and the
right of everyone to leave his country and to return to it. Many of these pro
visions restate, albeit with greater precision, commitments relating to rights
proclaimed in earlier CSCE documents. A number of commitments are new,
however, including a provision dealing with the right to property.72 In it the
participating States ‘reaffirm’ that ‘everyone has the right peacefully to enjoy
his property either on his own or in common with others,’ and that ‘no one
may be deprived of his property except in the public interest and subject to
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the conditions provided for by law and consistent with international com
mitments and obligations.’73
Chapter II prohibits torture and addresses various other human rights is
sues, including the death penalty, the rights of conscientious objectors, ef
forts to promote the free movement of people, and the protection of the
rights of migrant workers. It also contains a provision that would limit the
powers of government to suspend human rights guarantees during a state of
public emergency. This provision incorporates by reference the derogation
clauses of the human rights treaties to which the participating States adhere.
It places special emphasis on the requirements that ‘the imposition of a state
of public emergency must be proclaimed officially, publicly, and in accor
dance with the provisions laid down by law’ and that ‘measures derogating
from [international law] obligations will be limited to the extent strictly re
quired by the exigencies of the situation.’74
Here, too, the right to know and act upon one’s rights undergoes a dra
matic expansion. This right was formulated in one short sentence in Guiding
Principle VII of the Helsinki Final Act; it was amplified somewhat by the
Madrid and Vienna Documents. In Copenhagen it takes on entirely new di
mensions. The relevant language, found in paragraph 10 of the Document,
reads as follows:
In reaffirming their commitment to ensure effectively the rights of the indi
vidual to know and act upon human rights and fundamental freedoms, and to
contribute actively, individually or in association with others, to their pro
motion and protection, the participating States express their commitment to:
- respect the right of everyone, individually or in association with others,
to seek, receive and impart freely views and information on human rights
and fundamental freedoms, including the rights to disseminate and publish
such views and information;
- respect the right of everyone, individually or in association with others,
to study and discuss the observance of human rights and fundamental free
doms and to develop and discuss ideas for improved protection of human
rights and better means for ensuring compliance with international human
rights standards;
- ensure that individuals are permitted to exercise the right to association,
including the right to form, join and participate effectively in non-gov
ernmental organizations which seek the promotion and protection of hu
man rights and fundamental freedoms, including trade unions and human
rights monitoring groups;
- allow members of such groups and organizations to have unhindered ac
cess to and communication with similar bodies within and outside their
countries and with international organizations, to engage in exchanges,
contacts and co-operation with such groups and organizations and to so73
74
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licit, receive and utilize for the purpose of promoting and protecting hu
man rights and fundamental freedoms voluntary financial contributions
from national and international sources as provided for by law.

Copenhagen thus transformed the modest right-to-know principle found in
Guiding Principle VII of the HFA into a comprehensive set of CSCE norms
legitimating the establishment and activities of non-governmental human
rights organizations. And this to an extent that only a few months earlier
would have been considered impossible and revolutionary. This is another ex
ample of the evolutionary capacity of the CSCE process and its adaptability.
They enabled Copenhagen to take advantage of the new political climate in
Europe and to translate it into concrete commitments intended to advance the
cause of human rights and democratic pluralism.
C. Democratic Values
The basic premise of Chapter III, which deals with democratic values and in
stitutions, is ‘that vigorous democracy depends on the existence as an integral
part of national life of democratic values and practices as well as an extensive
range of democratic institutions.’75 The Copenhagen Document consequently
encourages the participating States to cooperate for the purpose of sharing
ideas and expertise relating to constitutional reform, electoral legislation, the
establishment and management of courts and legal systems, and a whole
range of other issues that bear on the proper functioning of democratic soci
eties.
An important provision in this chapter is paragraph 28. It deals with the
role the Council of Europe might play in promoting democratic values and
institutions within the CSCE framework.
The participating States recognize the important expertise of the Council of
Europe in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms and agree to
consider further ways and means to enable the Council of Europe to make a
contribution to the human dimension of the CSCE. They agree that the nature
of this contribution could be examined further in a future CSCE forum.

The Council of Europe has pioneered the most effective system for the inter
national protection of human rights.76 It has also played a major role in the
promotion of human rights education in Europe and is, therefore, well suited
to assist the CSCE in this work.
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D. Protection of Minorities
Chapter IV of the Copenhagen Document deals with minority rights and re
lated issues. The commitments agreed to in this chapter are far-reaching and
bear considerable resemblance to the guarantees provided for in the minorities
system in force in Europe after World War I.77 A number of different themes
are reflected in the Copenhagen commitments relating to minorities. The first
is that ‘to belong to a national minority is a matter of a person’s individual
choice and no disadvantage may arise from the exercise of such choice.’78
This proposition is coupled with the principle of equal protection and non
discrimination in the enjoyment of basic rights. The second theme is recogni
tion by the participating States that ‘the questions relating to national mi
norities can only be satisfactorily resolved in a democratic political frame
work based on the rule of law, with a functioning independent judiciary.’79
The third proposition is that persons belonging to national minorities ‘have
the right to freely express, preserve and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguis
tic or religious identity and to maintain and develop their culture in all its
aspects, free of any attempts at assimilation against their will.’80 The exer
cise of this general right presupposes the recognition of a whole range of
specific rights. The Copenhagen Document spells out some of them. The list
includes the right to use one’s mother tongue in public and to disseminate in
formation in that language; the right to establish special educational, cultural
and religious institutions; the right to practice and profess one’s religion and
to conduct religious educational activities; the right to maintain contact with
other members of one’s minority group, inside the country and abroad; and
the right to work with international non-governmental organizations.
The fourth proposition effects a very significant shift in focus from a
concern for the rights of individuals who are members of a minority, to mea
sures intended to protect minority groups as such. Here the participating
States declare, for example, that they ‘will protect the ethnic, cultural, lin
guistic and religious identity of national minorities on their territory and cre
ate conditions for the promotion of that identity.’81 This provision and some
related commitments are made subject to restrictions and limitations designed
to ensure that the protection of minority rights and of minorities as such does
not result in discrimination of others. Moreover, lest national minorities be
used as political pawns by governments having irredentist ambitions, a fre77
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quent occurrence in the Europe between the great wars, the participating
States emphasize ‘the particular importance of increasing constructive co-op
eration among themselves on questions relating to national minorities.’ To
this end, they note that ‘such co-operation seeks to promote mutual under
standing and confidence, friendly and good-neighbourly relations, interna
tional peace, security and justice.’82
The contents of the Copenhagen Document was also affected by the hate
campaigns against certain minority groups, the anti-semitic vandalism, and
the acts of racial violence that spread across Europe in the fall of 1989 and
the spring of 1990. These events prompted the participating States to declare
that they ‘clearly and unequivocally condemn totalitarianism, racial and ethnic
hatred, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination against anyone as well
as persecution on religious and ideological grounds.’ This provision is ampli
fied by the commitment of the participating States to take a series of specific
measures to deal with acts of intolerance and violence.83 Efforts at earlier
CSCE conferences to condemn ‘anti-semitism’ by name failed in part because
of Soviet opposition. In Copenhagen the USSR did not object to it Another
first was the willingness of the participating States to note, if only in pass
ing, the plight of gypsies in Europe. This serious problem remains to be ad
dressed more fully within the CSCE.

VI. The Charter of Paris
On November 21,1990 the Heads of State or Government of the participat
ing States in the CSCE adopted the ‘Charter of Paris for a New Europe.’ It
confirms and strengthens the commitments of the CSCE to the rule of law,
democratic pluralism and free elections adopted by the Copenhagen Meeting.
The Charter also established a number of CSCE institutions and expressed
support for the expansion of the Human Dimension Mechanism.

A. Copenhagen Reaffirmed
The Charter proclaims the commitment of the participating States ‘to build,
consolidate and strengthen democracy as the only system of government of
our nations.’ These words, reinforcing those adopted for the first time in the
Copenhagen Document, have an important impact on the language of earlier
CSCE documents, where the participating States routinely declared that ‘they
will respect each other’s right freely to choose and develop their political, so-
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rial, economic and cultural system.’84 Although this language is repeated in
all subsequent documents, it is clear that states which adopt ideologies in
compatible with the new European democratic public order will be in viola
tion of their CSCE commitments. To that extent, the above language has
taken on a very different meaning, excluding all forms of totalitarian and au
thoritarian regimes from its reach.
In the Paris Charter the participating States declare their commitment ‘to
abide’ by the following principles, inter alia, that ‘human rights and funda
mental freedoms are the birthright of all human beings,’ that ‘their protection
and promotion is the first responsibility of government,’ that ‘democratic
government is based on the will of the people, expressed regularly through
free and fair elections,’ and that ‘democracy has as its foundation respect for
the human person and the rule of law.’ Another commitment found in the
Charter of Paris that should prove important whenever some groups in
Europe attempt to reverse the trend towards political liberalization and democ
racy finds expression in the following undertaking: ‘Our States will co-oper
ate and support each other with the aim of making democratic gains irre
versible.’ This commitment is buttressed by the principle, also found in the
Charter of Paris, that ‘our relations will rest on our common adherence to
democratic values and to human rights and fundamental freedoms.’
Although most of the human rights enumerated in the Charter of Paris
repeat rights which were proclaimed in one form or another in earlier CSCE
documents, some of them are new and more advanced. This is true, for exam
ple, in the area of economic rights. Here the Charter of Paris proclaims that
everyone has the right ‘to own property alone or in association and to exer
cise individual enterprise.’ It declares, moreover, that ‘economic liberty, so
cial justice and environmental responsibility are indispensable for prosperity.’
What we see here is the acceptance of the free enterprise system as a principle
of European economic and political cooperation.
At least one provision of the Charter of Paris may have been drafted so as
to narrow or restrict a right proclaimed in the HFA. This provision deals
with the right of self-determination. Here the Charter of Paris declares that:
‘We reaffirm the equal rights of peoples and their right to self-determination
in conformity with the Charter of the United Nations and with the relevant
norms of international law, including those relating to territorial integrity of
States.’ This language tracks the text of the first paragraph of Guiding
Principle VIII of the HFA. The two remaining paragraphs of Principle VIII,
which were omitted from the Charter of Paris, had adopted a more liberal in
terpretation of the right of self-determination than is reflected in the U.N.
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Charter and in U.N. practice.85 It is unclear whether the omission of these
paragraphs in the Charter of Paris was in fact intended to limit the scope of
Principle VIII. To support the conclusion that the Charter of Paris did not in
tend to restrict the right of self-determination as proclaimed in the HFA, it
can be argued that since the here relevant language of the Charter begins with
the words ‘we reaffirm’ and since this instrument, unlike earlier CSCE doc
uments, proclaims most of the rights in outline form, no significance should
be attached to the decision to reproduce only the first paragraph of Principle
VIII. The problem with this argument is that, if the intention was to preserve
Principle VIII in its entirety, the Charter of Paris should merely have
‘reaffirmed’ the ‘right of self-determination.’ By not adopting this approach,
the Charter has created unnecessary doubts about the continuing commitment
of the CSCE to the right of self-determination.
This discussion suggests the need for greater care in drafting provisions
likely to be politically controversial, which is certainly true today of the
right of self-determination. While there is nothing wrong in principle with
the drafting style adopted in Paris, the mistake, if indeed it was merely a mis
take, came from reproducing only one paragraph of Principle VIII instead of
referring to the ‘right of self-determination’ generically. The generic approach
was adopted by the Charter in dealing with minority rights. Here the partici
pating States merely affirm their commitment to protect the ethnic, cultural,
linguistic and religious identity of national minorities and the right of per
sons belonging to such minorities ‘freely to express, pursue and develop that
identity without any discrimination and in full equality before the law.’ The
protection of the identity of minorities as such, combined with the applica
tion of the principle of non-discrimination as applied to individuals belong
ing to such minorities, captures the full scope of relevant CSCE commit
ments. Although it does so in a shorthand form, it skillfully avoids the risk
of diminishing the continued vitality and applicability of these principles.
B. Institutionalizing the CSCE
The major accomplishment of the Charter of Paris, in addition to affirming
the pan-European democratic public order proclaimed by the Copenhagen
Conference, consists in the foundation it laid for the gradual institutionaliza
tion of the CSCE. It did this by establishing a number of permanent organs
and entities. In Paris, the Heads of State and Government agreed to hold regu
lar meetings in conjunction with the CSCE follow-up meetings. They also
created a CSCE Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs and provided that it
meet at least once a year. Another new entity, the Committee of Senior
Officials, was assigned the task of serving as the preparatory committee for
85
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the Council. A CSCE Secretariat, whose permanent seat is located in Prague,
is to provide administrative support to the Council and Committee. The
Charter of Paris created two other bodies: a Conflict Prevention Centre, with
its seat in Vienna, to assist the Council in reducing the risk of conflict, and
the Office for Free Elections, to facilitate contacts and the exchange of infor
mation on elections within the participating States. This body will have its
seat in Warsaw. In the Paris Charter the participating States also voice their
strong support for the Human Dimension Mechanism of the CSCE and their
determination to expand and strengthen this process.

VII. The Human Dimension Mechanism
The Vienna Follow-up Conference took two important steps in creating a
conceptual and institutional framework to advance the observance of human
rights within the CSCE process. First, it decided to consolidate the subject of
human rights, which had heretofore been dealt with as a Basket I item, with
the human contact and related humanitarian topics falling under Basket III. It
accomplished this goal by subsuming both subjects under a new heading,
‘the human dimension of the CSCE.’86 Second, the Vienna Conference
established a process or institutional framework, the so-called Human
Dimension Mechanism, for dealing with claims concerning the non-obser
vance by the participating States of their human dimension commitments.87
The Mechanism was further refined by the Copenhagen Human Dimension
Conference.88
The Human Dimension Mechanism, as established in Vienna and ampli
fied in Copenhagen, provides for a bilateral negotiating process consisting of
four steps or stages. The process begins with a request for information ad
dressed by one participating state to another, concerning a situation or a spe
cific case involving a violation of one or more human dimension commit
ments. The requested information must be provided in writing within a period
of four weeks. If the state is not satisfied with the information to furnished
it, or the manner in which the specific matter is being dealt with, it may
move to step two in the process and ask for a bilateral meeting. This meeting
must take place within a period of three weeks from the request. To prevent
that these meetings degenerate into endless exchanges of charges and counter
charges, the participating States may not use them to introduce new situa
tions or cases not connected with the original claim. Step three permits any
participating State to bring human dimension situations or cases, including
86
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those that were the subject of an earlier bilateral meeting, to the attention of
other participating States through diplomatic channels. The purpose of this
provision is to make clear that the participating States are not required to
keep their step 1 or step 2 negotiations and meetings confidential. Hence,
disclosures relating to such negotiations and meetings do not provide the af
fected states with an excuse for refusing to continue the negotiating process.
If the three preceding steps do not result in a satisfactory resolution of the
matter, the last and final stage in the process is reached. It enables the partic
ipating States to bring their stage 1 and 2 negotiations to the attention of any
CSCE Follow-up Meeting and Human Dimension Conference. Step 4 thus
gives the states concerned the opportunity to air their bilateral disagreements
in a forum that is attended by all participating States.89
The Human Dimension Mechanism formalizes, for all practical purposes,
the informal negotiating process that had evolved over time within the
CSCE. It originated with diplomatic notes containing lists of names of indi
viduals. These notes were handed by diplomatic representatives of the West to
the Soviets and their allies. They sought information about or alleged that
certain individuals were being denied rights proclaimed in CSCE documents
and demanded compliance with these commitments. While initially objecting
to this practice, the Soviets and their allies gradually began to present their
grievances in the same manner to Western governments. Some bilateral
meetings to discuss specific cases were also held. Sometimes these represen
tations produced results, at other times they led nowhere. And, of course,
many of the cases and situations tended also to be raised and debated at fol
low-up meetings and specialized conferences. By creating the Human
Dimension Mechanism, the CSCE formalized this practice and gave it an
institutional legitimacy it did not previously enjoy.
It is very likely that the Human Dimension Mechanism will in time
evolve into a more highly structured and sophisticated system for the en
forcement of certain human dimension commitments, particularly those con
cerning the rights of minorities. In the past, this subject was neglected by the
Council of Europe and the United Nations. Since these organizations do not
have an effective mechanism for the enforcement of minority rights and since
disputes about the rights of minorities are likely to increase in Europe, the
CSCE will be eventually forced to develop an institutional framework to deal
with this subject, including third-party fact-finding and a mediation processes.
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VIII. The Character of CSCE Commitments
A. Legal Obligations or Political Commitments
Ever since the HFA was signed, one question above all others has fascinated
international lawyers: what is the legal character of this instrument? Is it a
treaty and, if not, does it create or codify customary international law? The
literature on the subject is vast.90
The starting point for this discussion of the legal character of the HFA is
the proposition that this instrument is not a treaty or other international
agreement establishing legal rights and obligations. A substantial number of
the participating States did not want to conclude a treaty or any otherwise le
gally binding agreement91 They carried the day, and the result is reflected in
the language of the HFA and in the negotiations leading up to its adoption.92
The name of the instrument - Helsinki Final Act - was selected because
final acts of diplomatic conferences tend, in general, not to have the character
of treaties or to be legally binding. But since there are exceptions to this
proposition,93 a number of other steps were taken by the participating States
to show that they did not intend to conclude a treaty. The most important of
these is the statement, found in the third to last provision of the HFA, which
reads as follows: ‘the Government of the Republic of Finland is requested to
transmit to the Secretary-General of the United Nations the text of this Final
Act, which is not eligible for registration under Article 102 of the Charter of
the United Nations...’94 Moreover, in transmitting the HFA to the Secretary
General of the United Nations, the Government of Finland declared, in accor
dance with a formula that had been previously agreed upon by the participat
ing States, that it was asked ‘to draw your attention to the fact that this Final
Act is not eligible, in whole or in part, for registration with the Secretariat
90
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under Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations, as would be the case
were it a matter of a treaty or international agreement, under the aforesaid
Article.’ The Final Act also does not contain the traditional ‘final clauses’
dealing with questions relating to the entry into force and ratification of the
instrument. Such clauses would have been included had the participating
States intended to conclude a treaty. The final paragraph of the HFA, more
over, strengthens the conclusion that the signatories intended to, and had en
tered into, a political agreement rather than a legally binding treaty.95
The conclusion that the participating States wished to conclude a strictly
political agreement rather than one creating or codifying legal rights and
obligations finds additional support in a number of other provisions of the
HFA. Most significant of these is the following provision found in Basket I:
The participating States, paying due regard to the principles above and, in
particular, to the first sentence of the tenth principle, ‘Fulfilment in good
faith of obligations under international law,’ note that the present Declaration
does not affect their rights and obligations, nor the corresponding treaties and
other agreements and arrangements.

The reference to ‘the first sentence of the tenth principle’ was designed to dis
tinguish the international legal obligations to which Guiding Principle X
refers from the political commitments found in the HFA.96 Guiding
Principle X speaks not only of treaties and other agreements, but also of
‘generally recognized principles and rules of international law.’ By distin
guishing these obligations from HFA commitments, the participating States
sought to make clear that the HFA was not deemed by them to be an instru
ment having the character of conventional or customary international law.
The HFA does contain a number of provisions that invoke or make refer
ence to established or emerging principles of international law. This is true,
in part at least, of some of the Guiding Principles of the HFA, particularly
those which deal with the threat or use of force, sovereign equality, non-in
tervention in internal affairs and territorial integrity.97 To what extent the
repetition of these norms in a legally non-binding instrument strengthens
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their legal character is unclear, although their inclusion in the HFA consti
tutes additional evidence of concordant state practice.98
It is probably true though that the inclusion of a pre-existing legal rule
into a political instrument that contains many other norms which are not le
gally binding endow the former, because of their dual legal and political char
acter, with greater weight or more important normative status. This would
appear to be so despite the fact that the HFA expressly provides that ‘all the
principles set forth above are of primary significance and, accordingly, they
will be equally and unreservedly applied, each of them being interpreted tak
ing into the account the others.’ This language establishes a principle of in
terpretation for the application of the Guiding Principles within the frame
work of the HFA. It cannot, however, diminish the additional importance
which such a principle may enjoy in relations between the participating
States outside the CSCE framework because, independently of the HFA, it is
also a rule of international law.99
Political commitments by states can gradually acquire the character of le
gally binding rules, be they regional or universal in character. That could
happen with the HFA and any or all succeeding CSCE instruments, but only
if and when there is state practice to that effect and sufficient evidence that the
participating States have come to regard these commitments as legally bind
ing on them.100 Here it is clear that later CSCE instruments seek to avoid
this result by reinforcing the political character of CSCE provisions. This is
done by resort to a special terminology to distinguish CSCE undertakings
from those arising under international law. The development begins with the
Vienna Concluding Document, which characterizes CSCE undertakings as
‘commitments’ and speaks of ‘obligations’ when referring to undertakings of
a legal character. Thus, in the Vienna Concluding Document, ‘the participat
ing States express their determination ... to assume their responsibility fully
to implement the commitments contained in the Final Act and other CSCE
documents.’101 Another provision reads as follows: ‘they [the participating
States] will ensure that their laws, regulations, practices and policies conform
with their obligations under international law and are brought into harmony
with the provisions of the Declaration on Principles and other CSCE com
mitments.’102 The distinction between ‘obligations’ and ‘commitments’ is
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reflected in the other official languages of the CSCE.103 This practice has
been followed in the Copenhagen Concluding Document and in the Charter
of Paris. If the use of this distinguishing terminology continues within the
CSCE, it will maintain the intended demarcation between legal obligations
and political commitments and prevent CSCE norms from becoming legally
binding.

B. Normative Relevance and Significance
The foregoing conclusions give rise to the following question: what is meant
by saying that the HFA and other CSCE instruments are not legally bind
ing?104 The simple answer is that legally non-binding agreements do not
create legal rights and obligations. One distinguished scholar articulates this
proposition in somewhat different terms by explaining that ‘a nonbinding
agreement, however seriously taken by the parties, does not engage their le
gal responsibility. What this means simply is that noncompliance by a party
would not be a ground for a claim for reparation or for judicial remedies.’105
Even though a legally non-binding agreement does not create legal rights
and obligations, it may have a substantial effect on them.106 Thus, it has
been argued that the principle of estoppel107 or of good faith108 would pre
vent states parties to a non-binding agreement from asserting inter se that
such agreement is invalid under international law or that action based on it
conflicts with an international agreement binding on them. Here it is relevant
to note that in 1989 Hungary apparently invoked its commitments under the
Helsinki Final Act and other CSCE documents to reject a claim by the
German Democratic Republic that Hungary’s decision to let East Germans
flee to the Federal Republic of Germany violated a bilateral treaty between
Hungary and the GDR.109
The contents of a legally non-binding agreement are also relevant in in
terpreting the meaning of disputed or ambiguous provisions of binding inter
national agreements concluded by the parties to both. It follows that an inter
pretation of an ambiguous treaty provision compatible with the terms of a
later non-binding agreement would have to be preferred, wherever possible, to
103
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an interpretation in conflict with it Here the latter agreement can be deemed
to be subsequent practice within the meaning of Article 31(3)(b) of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
International law plays a major role in interpreting CSCE instruments.
As we have seen, a number of the Guiding Principles of the HFA refer to or
incorporate by reference various rules and principles of international law.
This is true, for example, of sovereign equality of states, of the obligation
not to use force, of the principle that bars intervention in internal affairs and
of the right of self-determination. It is equally true of numerous obligations
concerning human rights. Consequently, in order to interpret or understand
the scope or nature of these obligations, reference has to be made to their
meaning under international law. Finally, the canons of interpretation that in
ternational lawyers apply to construe treaties are also relevant in determining
the meaning of CSCE instruments in general.
It must not be forgotten, moreover, that the Helsinki Final Act and the
other CSCE instruments commit the participating States to a European po
litical order or public policy based upon the principles and commitments
these instruments proclaim.110 The fact that these principles and commit
ments find expression in instruments that do not in and of themselves create
legal rights and obligations should not be deemed to diminish their signifi
cance, importance or effectiveness as the source of an overarching European
public order that sets the standard with which all national legal and political
institutions in Europe must comply. It may be true that in interpersonal rela
tions on the national plane, legal obligations are objectively of greater value
than non-binding or moral commitments, if only because they can be en
forced by national courts and national authorities. Because they have the
might of the state behind them, these institutions exercise powers superior to
those the individual can muster. The same is not necessarily true on the in
ternational plane, where international tribunals lack the power national courts
exercise. Moreover, the difficulty of getting states to accept the jurisdiction
of international courts and the even greater difficulty of compelling compli
ance with judicial decrees greatly diminish the enforceability and, conse
quently, the inherent value of a legal undertaking.
On the international plane, compliance by states with their commitments,
be they legal or political, will depend upon a variety of factors, including the
pressure of public opinion, rather than solely upon the character of these
commitments. It is true, of course, that it is sometimes easier to rally public
opinion to obtain compliance with a state’s legal obligation than with one
that lacks this character. But that is not always true, and much depends upon
the perceived moral strength of one or the other position or argument. In the
110
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eyes of the international community, ‘doing what is right’ will not necessar
ily mean doing what international law requires; it may mean doing what is
morally proper. Here it is also useful to remember that history is replete with
examples of instruments, national and international, that produced revolu
tionary legal and political changes without themselves being legally binding
instruments. This is certainly true of the American Declaration of Indepen
dence and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.111
The HFA and the related CSCE instruments can be compared, in the role
they are intended to perform, to those national constitutions which are not
legally enforceable in national courts. These constitutions articulate national
political, social, economic and sometimes even moral values, they set vari
ous priorities for the nation, they establish or call for the establishment of
governmental institutions, and they lay down the framework for the evolu
tion of the political process. In short, these constitutions shape and are the
ideological and political source of the nation’s public order; they establish its
public policy; they are the foundation upon which the country’s political sys
tem and its national values rest The nation’s law and legal institutions derive
their legitimacy from these constitutions. The fact that they are not legally
binding or enforceable is often of little relevance to the vital role they per
form. The legal and political significance of these constitutions derive from
the fact that they are the source and repository of a nation’s public order.
They have a ‘normative’ status superior to national laws because the legiti
macy of these laws is determined by reference to the standards established in
the constitution.
Today, after Copenhagen and Paris, it is entirely reasonable to equate the
body of CSCE commitments with those national constitutions which, with
out being legally binding or enforceable in the courts, serve as the normative
source of a nation’s public order. These commitments and the process they
have set in motion have laid the foundation for a new pan-European public
order based on democratic pluralism, free elections, the rule of law and the
protection of human rights. They require the participating States to translate
the political commitments embodied in these instruments and the values they
proclaim into domestic laws and policies. In the future, both the national and
international legitimacy of the laws and policies of the participating States
will be judged by the extent to which they comply with the standards pro
claimed in the CSCE instruments. Europe’s new constitutional or public
order thus has its source in the expanding list of CSCE commitments. Their
legitimating effect rather than their legally binding or non-binding character

111

The fact that it is now believed that all or parts of the Universal Declaration have be
come customary international law does not affect the basic proposition being em braced here: for the impact of the Universal Declaration largely preceded its transfor
mation.
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will determine whether and how the CSCE will shape the public order of
Europe.

IX. Conclusion
The CSCE, as we know it today, marks a new stage in the evolution of in
ternational systems for the protection of human rights. This is true with re
gard to substantive rights as well as measures of implementation.
International lawyers have been largely unaware of this development. Those
who have paid any attention to the CSCE at all have tended to focus on
defining the nature of CSCE commitments. The CSCE process is a rela
tively new phenomenon, moreover. It does not quite fit into the established
conceptual framework of international institutions and negotiating methods,
which may explain why the CSCE has thus far not had a significant impact
on the way the international community in general thinks about international
human rights.
Contemporary international human rights instruments, whether they
guarantee civil, political, economic, social or cultural rights, have tradition
ally dealt with the state’s obligation, be it negative or positive, towards the
individual or groups. How the state complies with these obligations is left
for it to determine. These instruments do not deal with the manner in which
the state organizes its government and governmental institutions, nor with
the interaction between these institutions. They do not seek to reorder the
governmental structure or constitutional system of the state. In short, tradi
tional human rights instruments tend not to address so-called rule of law con
cerns. An exception to this proposition comes into play when the existence
of some specific institution, legal rule, or constitutional principle infringes
upon an internationally guaranteed right
A very different approach is reflected in the recently proclaimed commit
ment of the CSCE to a pan-European democratic public order based on re
spect for human rights, the rule of law and democratic pluralism. While the
protection of human rights is implicit in the concept of the rule of law in a
democratic society, the rule-of-law concept is much broader in theory and
practice. Its reach embraces not only the relation between the individual and
the state, but also the structure of government, the political system, and the
interaction between governmental institutions. The rule of law as a concept
informs all of these institutions and relations. Given this focus, no domestic
institution or norm, in theory, is beyond the jurisdictional reach of the
CSCE. Here the traditional domestic jurisdiction doctrine, which has tended
to shield oppressive state practices and institutions from international
scrutiny, has for all practical purposes lost its meaning. And this notwith
standing the fact that non-intervention in the domestic affairs of a state is a
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basic CSCE principle. Once the rule of law, human rights and democratic
pluralism are made the subject of international commitments, there is little
left in terms of governmental institutions that is domestic.
By combining the rule of law, democratic pluralism and human rights,
the CSCE buries the myth, so damaging to international efforts to protect
human rights, that a state lacking a democratic form of government and a
commitment to the rule of law can nevertheless guarantee the enjoyment of
human rights. Even the European Convention of Human Rights, whose
states parties must first join the Council of Europe and express their adher
ence to the rule of law as proclaimed in the constitution of that organization,
addresses rule of law issues only insofar as they are directly linked to a viola
tion of a specific human right. There may be nothing wrong with this ap
proach in the context of the Council of Europe which, with one or two ex
ceptions, is composed of democratic states committed to the rule of law. In
other parts of the world, however, the myth previously adverted to has
shielded oppressive governments and their one-person or one-party systems
from international condemnation while allowing them to claim that they
were in full compliance with their obligations under international human
rights instruments. The CSCE approach permits the participating States to
examine a state’s human rights practice in its broader legal, political and con
stitutional context. The interrelationship that exists between the rule of law
and respect for human rights can thus for the first time be openly addressed
on the intergovernmental plane.
CSCE methods for dealing with violations of human rights differ from
those provided for under existing human rights instruments. The CSCE has
established no judicial or quasi-judicial institutions for that purpose; there are
no permanent commissions with fact-finding functions and no reporting re
quirements. What exists is the Human Dimension Mechanism. By providing
for a system of bilateral, multilateral and conference negotiations designed to
bring about compliance with CSCE human dimension commitments, the
Mechanism legitimates and institutionalizes a unique negotiating process. Its
effectiveness depends upon and is directly related to the linkage of human
rights to other questions (trade, security, environment, etc.). These elements,
in combination with one another, are the hallmark of the CSCE process.
Linkage permits the participating States, more so than in any other existing
multilateral forum, to condition their bilateral and multilateral relations in
general upon progress in the human dimension sphere.
In some respects, the CSCE human rights system is primitive and needs
to be more fully developed. It would benefit greatly from a flexible third
party fact-finding and conciliation mechanism, for example. To the extent,
however, that the CSCE has formalized and legitimated a negotiating process
in which linkage is the key lever for action, to that extent human rights con-
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cems enjoy within the CSCE a substantially greater political weight than in
interstate relations generally. This fact increases the price states must be pre
pared to pay for non-compliance and, therefore, plays a major role in prodding
them towards compliance.
The style in which CSCE human dimension provisions are drafted differs
from that of international human rights instruments. The latter tend to pro
claim a series of general principles, a limited number of specific rules, and
some exceptions. Although the CSCE began with a general statement in the
form of Guiding Principle VII of the Helsinki Final Act, each succeeding
CSCE instrument has added more provisions to the body of human dimen
sion commitments and made them increasingly more specific. The new pro
visions have not only expanded the catalogue of rights proclaimed in CSCE
instruments; they have also sought to spell out the meaning of earlier com
mitments by introducing ever more detailed rules amplifying and clarifying
their meaning and scope. This approach was developed by the West to plug
loopholes and address textual ambiguities utilized by the Soviet Union and
its allies to avoid complying with their CSCE commitments. Over time it
has evolved into a novel interpretative rule-making process. It can be charac
terized as interpretative rule-making because the new provisions are adopted
by the CSCE conferences in order to spell out with ever greater specificity
the meaning and scope of earlier, more general, provisions. In the CSCE sys
tem, which lacks judicial or quasi-judicial institutions with jurisdiction to in
terpret and apply human dimension commitments, this type of interpretative
rule-making takes the place of judicial interpretation. While not adjudicatory
in character, it serves to anticipate and resolve disputes about the specific
meaning of these commitments. It thus also promotes compliance by elimi
nating or weakening legal arguments that have been or might be advanced to
excuse non-performance.
There are elements of a paradox in the fact that this approach has worked
so well largely because the human dimension commitments of the CSCE are
neither treaties nor otherwise legally binding. The flexibility, which the
CSCE process enjoys because its rule-making practice is not subject to do
mestic legal and constitutional constraints, has enabled it dramatically to
transform and expand the human dimension commitments, to do so in less
than two decades, and thus rapidly to take advantage of the changing political
climate in Europe. These achievements would on the whole have been im
possible had the participating States been drafting and voting on treaty provi
sions. Not only is the treatymaking process very slow - it takes a long time
for a treaty to be drafted and adopted, and longer yet to enter into force treaty provisions tend also to be less susceptible to evolution, particularly if
there exist no judicial or quasi-judicial bodies with jurisdiction to interpret
and apply them on a regular basis. The CSCE has avoided the problems as
sociated with the treatymaking process by promulgating legally non-binding
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human dimension principles and by gradually expanding their meaning and
scope through its interpretative rule-making practice. Only time will tell
whether the non-binding character of CSCE commitments makes them more
vulnerable to non-compliance by the participating States than if they were
legally binding, but it is by no means a foregone conclusion that this is so.
An analysis of the catalogue of human dimension commitments promul
gated to date by the CSCE indicates that in some areas the CSCE has scored
pioneering breakthroughs. That is particularly true with regard to such sub
jects as the rule of law and minority rights. The same can also be said of the
right to know one’s rights, which has undergone a highly imaginative trans
formation over the years as a most useful tool for prodding recalcitrant CSCE
states into improving their human rights situation. The right to religious
freedom, although found in most international human rights instruments, is
more fully developed in CSCE documents and might serve as a model for fu
ture developments in this area. The CSCE also introduced principles of reli
gious and racial tolerance that are at once novel and important to the promo
tion of human rights in general. By contrast, its contribution to due process
of law rights has to date been rather modest and unimaginative.
Since most participating States of the CSCE are parties to the European
Convention of Human Rights and/or the International Covenants on Human
Rights, they are subject to a growing body of international human rights
norms that overlap and complement each other. It is therefore to be expected
that domestic courts and probably also international tribunals will look to the
relevant CSCE commitments in interpreting and applying human rights
treaties ratified by CSCE states. CSCE instruments cannot, of course, be a
formal source of law for this purpose. But to the extent that they proclaim
general principles and specific standards of conduct that inform the public
policy of Europe, to that extent the courts can legitimately draw upon them
to interpret the relevant treaties and domestic laws. National lawmakers, too,
will have to take them into account in their legislative work. It is as a source
and shaper of the public policy of Europe that the CSCE will thus most
likely have its most lasting impact on human rights law and lawmaking in
the region.
The political and historical developments which contributed to the dra
matic evolution of the CSCE are unique in many ways. That does not neces
sarily mean, however, that a CSCE-like process could not be created for
some other regions of the world and bring about comparable results. The key
to success in the human rights area probably would be, as in the CSCE, the
flexibility of the ‘legislative’ system, characterized by its legally non-binding
character and its gradualistic approach, and linkage to security, trade and envi
ronmental concerns.
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I. Introduction
Since 1985 the Soviet Union has pursued a series of political, economic and
legal reforms commonly referred to as ‘perestroika.’. These reforms have re
sulted in profound changes in Soviet society. After more than 70 years of to
talitarian rule the country is struggling to establish itself as a democratic and
open member of the international community. The creation of a Rechtsstaat,
a state based on the rule of law, has become a major political-legal goal of
Soviet constitutional and legal innovations.
While at an early stage the reformers were able to introduce many changes
within the framework of the established constitutional and legal system, the
logic of the radical restructuring eventually called for a major revision.
Within the reform process legal innovations themselves became a political
vehicle for further deep changes aimed at consolidating the rapid departure
from previous attitudes and practices.
Along this path one inevitably encountered the existing 1977 Soviet
Constitution1 which established the principal features of the predominant
power structures. Democratization of the decision-making process required
new forms of parliamentary democracy based on the idea of separation of
powers. Mounting nationality problems called for a new paradigm in inter
nation relations. Changes in the relationship of the state and the Communist
Party and the subsequent decline in its role created a need for a new power
centre in the gradually disintegrating old political system.
These new developments resulted in the major constitutional amendments
formally enacted in the past two years. The 1988 amendments2 instituted a
Congress of People’s Deputies. The amendments envisaged free and competi
tive elections3 to the Congress described as the ‘supreme organ of state power
1

Konstitutsia (Osnovnoi zakon) Soiuza Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik
(Constitution (Fundamental Law) of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), 1 Svod
zakonov SSSR 14 (Code of the Laws of the USSR). For an English translation of the
1977 Constitution, see USSR: Sixty Years o f the Union 1922-1982 (1982) 299. See
also A.P. Blaustein, G.H. Flanz (eds), 17 Constitutions o f the Countries o f the World

2

Zakon Soiuza Sovetskikh Sotsialistitcheskikh Respublik ob izmeneniiakh i dopolneniiakh Konstitutsii (Osnovnogo zakona) SSSR (Law of the USSR on Changes and
Additions to the Constitution (Fundamental Law) of the USSR), Vedomosty
Verkhovnogo Soveta SSSR , No. 49 (1988) item 727. (Official Gazette of the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR, hereinafter cited as Vedomosty SSSR. Since June 1989 it is pub

(1985).

lished as the official Gazette of the Congress of People’s Deputies and Supreme Soviet
of the USSR, hereinafter also cited as Vedomosty SSSR).
3

Zakon SSSR ob izmeneniakh i dopolneniiakh Konstitutsii (Osnovnogo zakona)
SSSR po voprosam izbiratel’noi sistemy (Law of the USSR on Changes and Additions

to the Constitution (Fundamental Law) of the USSR Relating to the Electoral System),
Vedomosty SSSR , No. 28 (1989) item 540. See also Zakon Soiuza Sovetskikh
Sotsialistitcheskikh Respublik o vyborakh narodnykh deputatov SSSR (Law of the
USSR on Elections of People’s Deputies of the USSR), Vedomosty SSSR , No. 49
(1988) item 729.
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of the USSR’ (Article 108). The Congress would be convened for a short
session each year to resolve principal political issues, including, among other
things, changes in the Constitution (Article 110). From its members it
would select representatives to sit in a full-time bicameral parliament - the
Supreme Soviet. The scheme envisaged the creation of the post of Chairman
of the new parliament elected by the Congress of the People’s Deputies. The
amendments also enhanced the role of the courts and endorsed the idea of con
stitutional supervision in the form of a Committee of Constitutional
Supervision.
More sweeping 1990 constitutional amendments4 abolished the designa
tion of the Communist Party as ‘the leading and guiding force of Soviet so
ciety and the nucleus of its political system’ contained in Article 6 of the
1977 Constitution. By creating a legal foundation of a multi-party state, the
new versions of Articles 6 and 51 of the Constitution proclaimed the right of
Soviet citizens to unite in ‘political parties’. The 1990 amendments also in
troduced the post of the President of the USSR who was given wide execu
tive powers. In carrying out these powers the President may issue executive
decrees (Article 127(7)).5 It was also provided that the President can introduce
legislation and must sign laws enacted by the legislature. Although the first
President was elected by the Congress, it was established that the next one
will be elected independently of the legislative authority by a popular vote.
The new legislature also enacted a number of important laws dealing with the
growing nationality problem. The Law on the Procedure for Secession from
the Soviet Union established the constitutional procedure for the secession of
the Union Republics from the Soviet Union.6 The Law on the Delineation of
Jurisdiction between the USSR and the Union Republics redefined the
spheres of jurisdiction of the Union and of the constituent Union Republics.7
4

5

6

Zakon Soiuza Sovetskikh Sotsialistitcheskikh Respublik ob uchrezhdenii posta
Presidenta SSSR i vnesenii izmenenii i dopolnenii v Konstitutsiu (Osnovnoi zakon)
SSSR (Law of the USSR on the Establishment of the Post of President of the USSR and

the Introduction of Changes and Additions to the Constitution (Fundamental Law) of
the USSR), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 12 (1990) item 189.
In dealing with the extent of these powers in one of its first cases the newly estab
lished Committee of Constitutional Supervision determined that ‘according to Article
127(7) of the Constitution of the USSR the President of the USSR issues decrees on
the basis and in pursuance of the Constitution and of the laws of the USSR and, conse
quently, has no right to introduce changes and additions into the laws of the USSR’.
Vedomosty SSSR , No. 39 (1990) item 774.
Zakon Soiuza Sovetskikh Sotsialistitcheskikh Respublik o poriadke resheniya voprosov, sviazannykh s vykhodom souznoi respubliki iz SSSR (Law of the USSR on

the Procedure for Solving Questions Connected with the Secession of a Union
Republic from the USSR), Vedomosty SSSR , No. 15 (1990) item 252 (hereinafter
cited as Law on the Procedure for Secession from the Soviet Union).
7

Zakon SSSR o razgranichenii polnomochii mezhdu Soiuzom SSR i sub’eklami federatsii (Law of the USSR on the Delineation of Jurisdiction between the Union of SSR
and the Subjects of the Federation), Vedomosty SSSR , No. 19 (1990) item 329
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Meanwhile the rapid pace of legal reforms continues to erode other portions
of the old constitutional text as new waves of legislation are adopted by the
overloaded parliament8
These extensive innovations have radically changed the original text of
the 1977 Constitution. While the revision procedure which has been followed
in the last two years obviously implies the adoption of the idea of a step-bystep constitutional reform, the need for a comprehensive reassessment of the
outdated 1977 text was also realized. The USSR Congress of the People’s
Deputies which has an exclusive jurisdiction over constitutional changes en
dorsed the idea of a speedy preparation of a new Constitution.9 In 1989 the
Congress established a Constitutional Commission charged with the prepara
tion of a new text of the Constitution.10 The decision to draft an entirely new
constitution confirms the Soviet constitutional tradition according to which
constitutions have to reflect societal changes.11 However, by contrast to the
previous Soviet constitutional revisions the present reforms have to be
carried out in a completely different political environment. The decision-mak
ers are confronted by a host of problems, such as the nationality issue, which
remained ‘frozen’ from the beginning of the century. The rise of national
movements in different constituent republics challenged the basic assump
tions about the future organization of the Soviet state and as a result gradu
ally became the most significant political legal factor in constitutional deci
sion-making leading to a clear shift in priorities and procedures. While differ
ent republics claiming more independence started to prepare their own consti-

8

(hereinafter cited as Law on the Delineation of Jurisdiction between the USSR and the
Union Republics).
Thus, in connection with the enactment of the Law on Property in the USSR (Zakon
SSSR o sobstvennosti v SSSR (Law of the USSR on Property in the USSR),
Vedomosti SSSR, No. 11 (1990) item 164) the Supreme Soviet decided to submit to
the third session of the USSR Congress of People’s Deputies relevant changes and
additions to the Constitution of the USSR, see 0 proekte Zakona ob izmeneniakh i
dopolneniakh Konstiiutsii (Osnovnogo zakona) SSSR po voprosam sobstvennosti

9

10
11

(On the Draft Law on Changes and Additions to the Constitution (Fundamental Law) of
the USSR Concerning Questions of Property), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 11 (1990) item
166.
See the statement of the Congress of People’s Deputies Ob osnovnykh napravleniakh
vnutrennei i vneshnei politiki SSSR (On the Fundamental Directions of the Domestic
and Foreign Policy of the USSR), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 3 (1989) item 52.
Ob obrazovanii konstitutionnoi komissii (On the Creation of the Constitutional
Commission), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 1 (1990) item 23.
The first 1918 Constitution of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (See
USSR: Sixty Years o f the Union 1922-1982 (1982) 69) reflected the post-revolu
tionary situation by proclaiming ‘the dictatorship of the proletariat’. The first 1924
Union Constitution (ibid., 176) incorporated the 1922 Treaty of Union and estab
lished the federal structure of the new Union state. The 1936 Constitution (ibid., 229)
codified the ‘achievements of the victorious socialism* and solidified the foundations
of the totalitarian state structure. The still valid 1977 Constitution ( supra note 1) was
proclaimed to be the constitution of the ‘developed socialist society*. It signified the
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tutions, at the all-Union level the discussions focused on the search for a new
organization of the Union.
By 1990 it was generally recognized that the country needed a new Treaty
of Union which should replace the original 1922 Treaty of Union.
Negotiations on the new Treaty of Union have indicated, however, that differ
ent republics have the most divergent views about the future of the Union.
Some of the republics favour the dissolution of the existing federation which
in their view should be transformed into a confederation of ‘sovereign
states’.12 The proponents of this view tend to argue that there is no need for a
new Union Constitution at all. Under such an approach the existing
Constitution would be just replaced by a new Treaty of Union.13 Another
view, which appears to be supported by a majority of the republics, favours
the adoption of a real constitutional text14 or a full-fledged new Union con
stitution as originally conceived by the decision of the first Congress of
People’s Deputies back in 1989.
While the search for a new constitutional order continues, the enacted
constitutional amendments have already significantly affected the status of
human rights in the Soviet Union. The change in the basic power structures
and the resulting changes in the political environment facilitated the actual
implementation of previously existing constitutional rights filling them with
real meaning. The establishment of the new legislative machinery has also
created the necessary institutional framework for a rapid reform of human
rights law. Democratization of political life has resulted in an unprecedent
edly open debate about the human rights situation in the USSR. As the broad
public debate on human rights revealed past abuses and shaped consensus on
new remedies, the new legislature began to respond by enacting new laws
improving the human rights situation in the country.
There are several factors which have pushed forward human rights as one
of the central issues in the current political debate and law-making process. In
view of the past massive violations of human rights in the Soviet Union,
democratic political forces pressed for rapid creation of new legal structures
that would exclude the reemergence of the totalitarian dictatorship.
International pressure also plays a significant role in this process. An impor
tant factor is the fact that even the governing elite appears to have realized
that at this new stage of technological evolution there are no prospects for
further economic and social development unless a modem society based on
the idea of individual freedom and human rights is achieved in the USSR.

12
13
14

creation of ‘a state of the whole people* (Preamble) in theory but in practice preserved
the power structures established in 1936.
See R.N. Nishanov, Chairman of the Council of Nationalities of the USSR Supreme
Soviet, ‘The Way to a Treaty of Union’, Izvestia 26 September 1990, at 2.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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There is a growing recognition that the USSR would never be fully inte
grated into the World community if it does not ensure the observance of in
ternationally accepted human rights standards. Numerous international com
mitments in the area of human rights assumed by the USSR in previous
years were suddenly the background for political argumentation and the inspi
ration for legal innovations aimed at achieving profound changes in the pre
vailing restrictive laws and practices. International human rights standards
have also emerged as a readily available yardstick for measuring proposed le
gal reforms. Significantly, the arguments based on international human
rights standards are extensively used against the entrenched conservatives not
only by the human rights activists but also by the Government, in particular
by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
Nationality problems have also contributed to a new emphasis on human
rights. While the indigenous population of a number of national republics
presses for political independence, minorities, in particular the Russianspeaking minorities, seized the human rights arguments in an attempt to pre
serve their linguistic and voting rights. Regrettably the movements of nonindigenous people are often dominated by conservative forces opposing any
modifications in the existing political structures. As a result, in a number of
situations the rights of Russian-speaking minorities have been used as a
weapon against movements towards self-determination of national majorities.
The first indication of the rising importance of human rights in the context
of nationality problems were Estonian laws which established residency re
quirements for voter registration.15 In a remarkable departure from the previ
ous Soviet practices, the Decree of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme
Soviet invalidating these laws16 contained a direct reference to international
human rights standards established by ‘the international legal acts ratified by
the USSR, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights’. These standards were relied upon as one of the principal reasons for
the invalidity of the controversial republican law. A number of subsequent
legal texts directly or indirectly dealing with nationality problems contain
numerous references to human rights, in particular internationally accepted
15

See Zakon Estonskoi SSR 'O vyborakh v mestnye sovety narodnykh deputatov
Estonskoi SSR' (Law of the Estonian SSR ‘On Elections to the Local Soviets of
People’s Deputies of the Estonian SSR’), Vedomosty Verkhovnogo Soveta
pravitel’stva Estonskoi SSR, No. 26 (1989) item 346, Article 2. (Official Gazette of
the Supreme Soviet and of the Government of the Estonian SSR. Hereinafter cited as
Vedomosty Estonskoi SSR).

16

See O nesootvetstvii Konstitutsii SSSR nekotorykh polozhenii Zakona Estonskoi
SSR ‘O vnesenii izmenenii i dopolnenii v Konstitutsiu (Osnovnoi zakon) Estonskoi
SSR‘ i Zakona Estonskoi SSR ‘O vyborakh v mestnye sovety narodnykh deputatov
Estonskoi SSR ’ (On the Incompatibility of Some of the Provisions of the Law of the
Estonian SSR ‘On Introduction of Changes and Additions to the Constitution
(Fundamental Law) of the Estonian SSR’ and of the Law of the Estonian SSR ‘On
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human rights. References to human rights in the new Law on Constitutional
Supervision17 are seen by many as a reaction to nationality issues. I will re
turn to this important Law later. The relevant provisions of the Law on the
Procedure for Secession from the Soviet Union18 are often regarded as still
another example of the same trend.
Whatever the reasons for the use of human rights arguments by different
political forces, it is clear that as a result of the combination of internal and
external factors a stronger and more effective system of human rights en
forcement is emerging in the Soviet Union. These lectures will focus on ma
jor legal issues and trends that affect and will continue to affect the Soviet
human rights situation. A comparison of the Soviet constitution with inter
national human rights standards will show the differences between traditional
Soviet constitutional rights and international human rights. The discussion
of the movement towards major reforms in this area will follow. The next
lecture will be devoted to interrelationship between international law and
Soviet domestic law. The movement towards reforms of the existing ‘closed’
system and its significance for the future of human rights in the Soviet
Union will be examined. The final lecture will emphasize the need to create
effective domestic remedies against human rights violations. Against the
background of the previous Soviet experience, new developments aimed at
establishing the systems of judicial review and constitutional supervision
will be analyzed.
In exploring these developments, I will deal not only with the established
legal structures but also with recently enacted legislation that has not yet
been fully tested or implemented. Furthermore, because constitutional reform
is still underway, I will discuss the projected innovations. In particular, I will
take into account declared policies and draft legislation. Of course, such an
approach will not provide us with a definite analysis of the relevant legal
problems. Nevertheless, it appears that in dealing with the legal system of
the country which is in a state of such profound flux, no other method would
be workable.
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Elections to the Local Soviets of People’s Deputies of the Estonian SSR’),
Vedomosty SSSR , No. 11 (1989) item 256.
See Zakon SSSR '0 konst it uts ionnom nadzore v SSSR’ (Law of the USSR ‘On the
Constitutional Supervision in the USSR*), Vedomosty SSSR , No. 29 (1989) item
572, as amended in 1990, see Vedomosty SSSR, No. 12 (1990) item 189, para. 14.
(Hereinafter cited as Law on Constitutional Supervision).
Law on the Procedure for Secession from the Soviet Union, supra note 6.
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II. International Human Rights and
Soviet Constitutional Human Rights
A. International Commitments of the USSR
International human rights law is based on a number of universal and re
gional conventions providing for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
individuals. There are grounds to assert that many rules of the law relating to
the protection of basic rights and freedoms have passed into the corpus of
general international law.19 Some of the them may even be regarded as hav
ing the character of jus cogens.20 International instruments of a recommenda
tory nature also play an important role in this area of normative regulation.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,21 the Helsinki Final Act22 and
the documents adopted at the Helsinki Follow-Up Meetings, such as the
1989 Vienna Concluding Document23 and the 1990 Document of the Copen
hagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension24 contain im
portant international political commitments which exert a strong influence
on inter-state and domestic relations.
In assessing the human rights situation in the USSR, it is important to
point out that the Soviet Union has become a party to all principal universal
international human rights covenants and conventions. As a member of the
United Nations the Soviet Union has assumed the fundamental Charter obli
gation to promote ‘universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and
fundamental freedoms’ (Article 55(c)).25 It has ratified such basic instruments
19

20

21
22
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24
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See T. Meron, Human Rights and Humanitarian Norms as Customary Law (1989) 79ff.
See also Mullerson, ‘The international Protection of Human Rights and the Domestic
Jurisdiction of States*, in A. Carty and G. Danilenko (eds), Perestroika and Interna
tional Law (1990) 65.
See Alexidze,‘Legal Nature of Jus Cogens in Contemporary International Law*, 172
RCDI (IE 1981) 262. Lillich, ‘Global Protection of Human Rights’, in T. Meron (ed.),
1 Human Rights in International Law: Legal and Policy Issues (1984) 117-118. Cf. T.
Meron, Human Rights Law-Making in the United Nations (1986) 173-202.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, UN Doc. A/810 (1948) at
71.
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, reprinted in 14
ILM (1975) 1292 (hereinafter cited as Helsinki Final Act).
Concluding Document of the Vienna Meeting 1989 of Representatives of the
Participating States of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,
reprinted 28 ILM (1989) 527 (hereinafter cited as 1989 Vienna Concluding Docu
ment).
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe: Document of the Copenhagen
Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension, reprinted 29 ILM (1990) 1305
(hereinafter cited as 1990 Copenhagen Document on the Human Dimension).
See also Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations: ‘Every state has the duty to promote through joint and separate action
universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms in ac
cordance with the Charter*. UN Doc. A/Res. 2625 (XXV) (1970).
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as the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide,26 the 1952 Convention on the Political Rights of Women,27 the
1965 International Convention the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination,28 the 1966 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,29 the
1966 Covenant on Social and Economic Rights,30 the 1979 Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women31 and the
1984 Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment.32 The Soviet Union has also assumed political
obligations to respect human rights by endorsing a number of legally non
binding international instruments. Of particular importance in this
connection is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Although the
Soviet Union abstained during the UN General Assembly voting on the
Declaration, it accepted its provisions at a later stage. Thus, by signing the
Helsinki Final Act the Soviet Union promised ‘to act in conformity with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and with the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ (Principle VII).
Because many human rights obligations assumed by the Soviet Union
under international law relate to matters which concern the municipal legal
order, their implementation depends heavily on the development of Soviet
domestic law. At the international level it is generally recognized that states
are under an international legal duty to ensure that their domestic law con
forms to their international obligations. This principle was recognized by the
Permanent Court of International Justice in its advisory opinion in the
Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations case when the Court stated that
‘... a state which has contracted valid international obligations is bound to
make in its legislation such modifications as may be necessary to ensure the
fulfillment of the obligations undertaken’.33 In its advisory opinion on the
Interpretation o f the Convention between Greece and Bulgaria Respecting
Reciprocal Emigration, the Permanent Court again stressed that ‘it is a gen
erally accepted principle of international law that in relations between Powers
who are contracting Parties to a treaty, the provisions of municipal law can
not prevail over those of the treaty’.34 For our purposes, of principal impor26
27
28
29
30
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Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 78 UNTS
277.
Convention on the Political Rights of Women, 193 UNTS 135.
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,
660 UNTS 195.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 999 UNTS 171.
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 993 UNTS 3.
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, UN
Doc. A/Res. 34/180 (1979).
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, UN Doc. A/Res. 39/46 (1984).
PCU Reports, Series B, No. 10 (1925) at 20.
PCU Reports, Series B, No. 17 (1930) at 32.
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tance is the fact that under this well-established principle States cannot rely
even on the provisions of their constitutions in order to justify non-compli
ance with the accepted treaty and other international legal obligations. As the
Permanent Court emphasized in its advisory opinion on the Treatment of
Polish Nationals and other Persons of Polish Origin or Speech in the Danzig
Territory, ‘a state cannot adduce as against another state its own Constitution
with a view to evading obligations incumbent upon it under international law
or treaties in force’.35In reflecting this principle as regards treaty relation
ships, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties36 states that ‘a party
may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its fail
ure to perform a treaty’.37 The International Court of Justice once again con
firmed the same rule when it recalled in a recent advisory opinion on
Applicability o f the Obligation to Arbitrate under Section 21 o f the United
Nations Headquarters Agreement ‘the fundamental principle of international
law that international law prevails over domestic law*.38
Apart from these general obligations, as a Contracting State to the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights the Soviet Union is also under a spe
cific treaty duty to implement international human rights standards in its do
mestic law. The Soviet Union undertook ‘to respect and to ensure to all indi
viduals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized
in the present Covenant’ (Article 2, paragraph 1) It also agreed to the follow
ing:
Where not already provided by the existing legislative or other measures, each
State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in
accordance with its constitutional processes and with the provisions of the
present Covenant, to adopt such legislative or other measures as may be nec
essary to give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant (Article
2, paragraph 2).

As a participant of the Helsinki Process the Soviet Union has accepted addi
tional commitments to implement internationally accepted standards into its
domestic law. Thus, by signing the 1989 Vienna Concluding Document the
Soviet Union promised that
in implementing the provisions concerning co-operation in humanitarian and
other fields in the framework of [its] laws and regulations, [it] will ensure that
those laws and regulations conform with [its] obligations under international
law and are brought into harmony with [its] CSCE commitments.
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PCIJ Reports, Series A/B, No. 44 (1932) at 24.
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1155 UNTS 331.
Ibid., Art. 27. See also Art. 27 of the 1986 Convention on the Law of Treaties be tween States and International Organizations or between International Organizations,
UN Doc. A/Conf. 129/15 (1986).
ICJ Reports (1988) at 34.
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B. Traditional Theory and Practice
While the record of the Soviet Union in recognizing international human
rights norms may be regarded as relatively good, an analysis of Soviet law
indicates that more efforts are required in order to fulfill the duty to imple
ment accepted human rights obligations into domestic law. In many respects
the 1977 Soviet Constitution reflects existing international human rights
standards. The Constitution proclaims a host of economic, social, political
and civil rights codified in major international instruments. In view of the
many similarities between international human rights and Soviet constitu
tional human rights, the Soviet Union traditionally claimed that the
‘Constitution of the USSR fully guarantees and ensures in practice the im
plementation in the Soviet Union of all provisions, laid down in the Charter
of the United Nations, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and other
international United Nations documents relating to human rights’.39 As a re
sult, it was asserted that due to a high level of development of Soviet legisla
tion on human rights, ‘the ratification by the Soviet Union of the
International Covenants on Human Rights in 1973 and their entry into force
in 1976 did not require changes of, or supplements to, Soviet legislation’.40
In view of the prevailing political realities it was not surprising that
Soviet commentators fully supported these official claims. They used to con
tend that ‘a comparative analysis of Soviet legislation and the international
covenants on human rights shows that the Soviet state invariably takes into
account the principles of regulating human rights proclaimed in international
legal acts. Not only does the Soviet legislation conform to the provisions
and principles of the international Covenants and the Final Act of the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, but it surpasses the lat
ter both as regards the scope and content of these rights and their actual mean
ing’.41 Even recently published monographs try to prove the superiority of
Soviet human rights law as compared to international human rights stan
dards.4^
However, while the similarities between the Soviet constitutional rights
and international human rights are extensive, a careful analysis of the cur
rently existing Soviet legal system also reveals stark differences between in39
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UN Doc. CCPR/C/l/Add.22 (1978) at 1. (First periodic report submitted by the Soviet
Union to the Human Rights Committee established under the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights).
Ibid., at 2.
V. Kudryavtsev et al. (eds), International Covenants on Human Rights and Soviet
Legislation (1986) 9. For a traditional Soviet approach to international co-operation
in the field of human rights, see A.P. Movchan, Prava cheloveka i mezhdunarodnye
otnosheniya (Human Rights and International Relations) (1982).
See, for example, V. Kartashkin, Human Rights. What We Argue About (1989) 69,
81. Cf. S. Alexeyev, Socialism and Law. Law in Society (1990) 104-116.
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temational human rights standards and Soviet domestic human rights. These
differences concern both the conceptual approach to human rights and specific
principles and rules.
1. At the conceptual level, the major difference between international hu
man rights law and the existing Soviet law relates to the origin of human
rights. International human rights law is based on the idea that human rights
are inherent to any human person. Thus, the Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights proclaims that civil and political rights ‘derive from the inherent dig
nity of the human person’ (Preamble). By contrast, the Soviet legal system
traditionally rejected the idea of the inherent human rights. The prevailing
opinion asserted that all rights are given to people by the state. As a result,
the Soviet Constitution describes the relevant rights as ‘the rights of citizens
of the USSR’ (Articles 39-69) and not as the rights of any human person in
general. The rights of Soviet citizens are also created, ‘defined’ and
‘guaranteed’ by the Soviet Constitution and by Soviet laws (Preamble and
Article 39 of the Constitution). By rejecting the idea of inherent human
rights, Soviet commentators always stressed that human rights and freedoms
can be realized only in a society organized as a state in accordance with the
historical evolution of the given society.43
As a result of the traditional Soviet emphasis on the interrelationship be
tween individuals and a given society, there is a strong tendency to regard
human rights as legal entitlement depending on the fulfillment of specific du
ties. International human rights law recognizes this aspect of the relationship
between an individual and his community. Thus, the Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights stresses that the individual has ‘duties to other individuals
and to the community to which he belongs’ (Preamble). The Covenant also
supports the idea that the exercise of certain rights and freedoms, such as free
dom of expression, may carry with it ‘special duties and responsibilities’
(Article 19, paragraph 3). In international human rights law there are no pro
visions, however, which would support the concept according to which the
realization of rights is contingent upon the performance of certain obliga
tions. By contrast, the Soviet constitution expressly states that it combines
the ‘citizens’ real rights and freedoms with their obligations and responsibil
ity to society’ (Preamble). By emphasizing the close correlation between
rights and duties of Soviet citizens, the Constitution provides that ‘citizens’
exercise of their rights and freedoms is inseparable from the performance of
their duties and obligations’ (Article 59). The merging of rights and duties

See generally E.A. Lukasheva, Sotsialisticheskoe pravo i lichnost (Socialist Law and
the Individual) (1987) 9-24. V.M. Chkhikvadze (ed.), Demokratia i pravovoi status
lichnosti v sotsialisticheskom obshchestve (Democracy and the Legal Status o f the
Individual in a Socialist Society) (1987) 37ff.
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reaches its final and complete form in the fusion of the right to work (Article
40) with the relevant legally imposed duty to work (Article 60).
Another characteristic feature of the traditional Soviet approach to human
rights is the ideologically motivated focus on social and economic rights as
opposed to civil and political rights. While international human rights law
stresses that all basic rights are interdependent,44 the Soviet Union always
insisted on the priority of economic and social rights. Starting with the 1918
Constitution all Soviet constitutions placed a special emphasis on economic
rights by listing them first and by providing them with special guarantees.
By contrast, civil and political rights received much less attention in theory
and in practice. Moreover, at the constitutional level they were subject to a
number of limitations aimed at preserving the existing social order.
2.
The express restrictions on the realization of the formally proclaimed
civil and political rights is the most obvious aspect of the discrepancy be
tween international and Soviet constitutional law. These restrictions were
present in all Soviet constitutional texts. The first 1918 Constitution of the
Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic, which contained a Declaration
of Rights of the Working and Exploited People, expressly granted these
rights only to ‘working and exploited people*. It also provided that being
‘guided by the interest of the working class as a whole, the Russian Socialist
Federated Soviet Republic deprives all individuals and groups of rights which
could be utilized by them to the detriment of the socialist revolution’ (Article
23). In particular, the 1918 Constitution introduced far-reaching restrictions
on some political rights. Thus, by introducing an overt class discrimination
the Constitution provided that the active and passive voting rights would be
enjoyed only by those ‘earning their livelihood by productive and socially
useful work*. The right to vote or to be elected was expressly denied to:
persons employing hired labour for the purpose of obtaining profit; persons
living on income not derived from their own labour, for example: interest on
capital, income from industrial enterprises, landed property etc;
private merchants and trade and commercial brokers; monks and clergymen of
all denominations; employees and agents of the former police, special gen
darme corps and secret police, and members of the former ruling dynasty in
Russia (Article 65).

While the class-oriented general limitations of the 1918 Constitution were
removed when the 1936 Constitution was adopted, a number of specific pro44

Thus, the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights stresses that ‘the ideal of free human
beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear and want can only
be achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and polit
ical rights, as well as his economic, social and cultural rights’ (Preamble). Cf. also
the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Preamble).
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visions retained restrictions on the realization of the proclaimed rights. Thus,
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly and freedom of
street processions and demonstrations were granted only ‘in conformity with
the interests of the working people and in order to strengthen the socialist
system’ (Article 125).
The 1977 Constitution continued this tradition, first, by providing that
‘enjoyment by citizens of their rights and freedoms must not be to the detri
ment of the interests of society or the state, or infringe the rights of other cit
izens’ (Article 39). Secondly, a number of its norms guaranteeing specific
civil and political rights are qualified by provisions restricting their applica
tion. Thus, ‘freedom of scientific, technical, and artistic work’ is guaranteed
only if exercised ‘in accordance with the aims of building communism’
(Article 47). Freedom of speech, of the press and of assembly are provided
only ‘in accordance with the interest of the people and in order to strengthen
and develop the socialist system’ (Article 50). The right of association again
had to be realized only ‘in accordance with the aims of building communism’
(Article 51).
3.
A comparative analysis of specific human rights and freedoms recog
nized by international law and the human rights and freedoms defined by the
Soviet constitution and laws indicates that the Soviet legal system does not
guarantee the enjoyment by Soviet citizens of all internationally accepted
human rights standards. Many rights expressly proclaimed by the interna
tional instruments are not included into the text of the Soviet Constitution
and are not guaranteed by sub-constitutional laws. Furthermore, some of the
Soviet constitutional rights have a much narrower scope than those declared
by international instruments.
One immediately discovers, for example, that the Soviet Constitution
does not expressly guarantee non-discrimination on political grounds. It pro
vides for the equality of all Soviet citizens before the law regardless of
‘origin, social or property status, race or nationality, sex, education, lan
guage, attitude to religion, type and nature of occupation, domicile or other
status’ (Article 34), but does not mention equality regardless of ‘political or
other opinions’ envisioned by the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(Article 26). The Soviet constitution omits the freedom of movement guaran
teed by the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 12) and the right
to strike ensured by the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(Article 18, paragraph 1, ‘d’).
An inquiry into the Soviet constitution in combination with more spe
cific legal texts reveals even more discrepancies. A good example is the free
dom of conscience and religion which includes freedom to manifest religion
in teaching. According to the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights the
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State Parties undertook, among other things, to respect the liberty of parents
to ensure ‘the religious and moral education of their children in conformity
with their own convictions’ (Article 18). While the first Soviet Constitution
of 1918 proclaimed freedom of conscience including ‘freedom of religious and
anti-religious propaganda’ (Article 13), the 1977 Constitution guaranteed
only ‘freedom of conscience, that is, the right to profess or not to profess any
religion, and to conduct religious worship or atheistic propaganda’ (Article
52). By denying the right of religious propaganda the 1977 Constitution dis
courages religious teaching. Specific laws go even further by precluding the
religious believers from instructing their own children in religion. Thus, ac
cording to the Fundamental Principles of Family Legislation45 the Soviet
family is based on ‘the principles of communist morality’ (Article 1). The
Principles require one to educate children in the spirit of ‘communist attitude
to work and to prepare children for an active participation in the building of
communism’ (Article 1). The Fundamental Principles of Legislation on
Public Education46 proclaim ‘the secular character of education excluding the
influence of religion’ (Article 4). The Principles impose on parents a specific
duty to ‘bring up children in the spirit of high communist morality’ (Article
57), which clearly excludes any teaching of religious ideas.
Another example is the freedom of movement. By ratifying the Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights the USSR assumed obligations under Article
12 to ensure that:
1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that terri
tory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his
residence.
2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own.

Nevertheless these rights are still not guaranteed by the Soviet law. The free
dom of internal travel in the USSR is primarily restricted by the provisions
of the Law of the USSR on State Boundary47 which establish special
‘boundary zones’ along state borders encompassing huge territories.48 Within
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See Osnovy zakonodatel’stva Souza SSR i soiuznykh respublik o brake i sem'e
(Fundamental Principles of Legislation of the Union of SSR and of the Union
Republics on Marriage and Family), 2 Svod zakonov SSSR 138 (hereinafter cited as
Fundamental Principles of Family Legislation).
See Osnovy zakonodatel’stva Soiuza SSR i soiuznykh respublik o narodnom obrazovanii (Fundamental Principles of Legislation of the Union of SSR and of the Union
Republics on Public Education), 3 Svod zakonov SSSR 200 (hereinafter cited as
Fundamental Principles of Legislation on Public Education).
See Zakon SSSR '0 gosudarstvennoi granitse SSSR’ (Law of the USSR ‘On State
Boundary of the USSR*), 9 Svod zakonov SSSR 202.
It was revealed recently that the boundary zones encompass 3,600,000 square kilome
ters or one sixth of the territory of the country, Pravda 5 July 1990, at 3 (Statement of
Mr V.A. Kriuchkov, the Head of the Committee on State Security).
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these zones movement and stay require special permits.49 As regards the free
dom to choose residence, the only reference to this right in the Soviet law is
contained in Article 9 of the Fundamental Principles of Civil Legislation.50
Article 9 states that every citizen has the right to choose his ‘place of resi
dence’. However, the 1974 Regulations on the Passport System issued by the
USSR Council of Ministers51 severely restrict freedom of choice. According
to the Regulations, all passports should contain information about the
holder’s ‘residence permit’ (Article 4). It also stipulates that ‘persons who
have been refused residence registration at a population centre, where they
have arrived, are obliged to leave this population centre within seven days*
(Article 27). The Regulations do not list possible grounds for refusal of the
required ‘residence permit’. As a result, the issue of ‘the permit’ is largely left
to the discretion of administrative organs.52
Departure from the USSR is governed by the Regulations on Entry into
the USSR and the USSR Council of Ministers.53 The regulations clearly re
ject the idea that freedom of movement belongs to every human being on this
planet from time immemorial. Departure from the USSR is allowed only for
a specific reason and under certain conditions, for instance, if there is a noti
fied invitation from abroad. Travel is permitted only after a passport and spe
cial exit-visas have been issued. As originally enacted in 1970, the Regu
lations contained no clear criteria for the issue of travel documents and exitvisas. In particular, the regulations did not specify the documents required
when making the application. As a result, the decision on whether to issue
the travel documents was left at the discretion of administrative authorities.
Amendments adopted in 1986 did not remove the basic flaws of the Regu
lations. The amendments introduced, however, more detailed provisions on
grounds for refusal of the departure. Departure is not permitted, inter alia, for
one who is privy to state secrets or if the essential rights of others would be
infringed. The application may also be refused ‘in order to secure the protec
tion of public order, the health or morality of the population’ or if, during a
previous stay abroad, ‘the applicant has committed acts detrimental to the in
terests of the state’ (Article 25). These very broad restrictions are not defined
49
50
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53

Law of the USSR on State Boundary of the USSR, supra note 47, Arts. 22-24.
See Osnovy grazhdanskogo zakonodatel’stva Soiuza SSR i soiuznykh respublik
(Fundamental Principles of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and of the Union
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See Polozhenie o pasportnoi sisteme v SSSR (Regulations on the Passport System in
the USSR), 10 Svod zakonov SSSR 316.
For a discussion of the decision of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision relat
ing to the system of ‘residence permits’, see, infra notes 151-152.
Polozhenie o v’ezde v SSSR i vyezde iz SSSR (Regulations on Entry into the USSR
and Departure from the USSR), 10 Svod zakonov SSSR 326, as amended on 28 August
1986, see 1986 Sobranie Postanovlenii PraviteVstva S S S R , No. 31, item 163.
(Collection of Regulations Issued by the Government of the USSR).
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by the Regulations. In view of this they are clearly open to abuses which, in
the absence of a right to judicial review, amount to a denial of freedom of
movement.
It should be emphasized that these far-reaching restrictions on the freedom
of domestic and foreign travel are contrary to the Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights not only in substance but also in form. The Covenant pro
vides that the right to travel may be subject to restrictions which are neces
sary to protect national security, public order, public health or morals or the
rights and freedoms of others (Article 12, paragraph 3). However, according
to the same paragraph of the Covenant the restrictions must be provided by
‘law’ {zakon in the Russian text). The Soviet restrictions were imposed,
however, by simple regulations issued by the Government. Although the
Regulations on the Passport System and the Regulations on Entry into the
USSR and Departure from the USSR were published in the official collection
of ‘laws’ of the USSR, they cannot be classified as law or zakon even accord
ing to the rather blurred formal criteria of the Soviet legal system.
More evidence of discrepancies between international human rights stan
dards and Soviet reality emerge if one takes into account not only the exist
ing legal texts but also the practical application of internal laws. One exam
ple will suffice to indicate the actual state of affairs which prevailed in the
Soviet Union until recently. The constitutionally guaranteed freedom of asso
ciation, as we already know, was formally restricted only by the provision re
quiring that this freedom must be exercised ‘in accordance with the aims of
building communism’ (Article 51). While as a legal matter this requirement
should not necessarily exclude the emergence of different political parties of
socialist orientation, in practice Article 51 was interpreted in such a way as
to preclude the establishment of any political party except the Communist
Party. The only party in the Soviet Union was the Communist Party de
scribed by the Constitution as ‘the leading and guiding force of Soviet soci
ety and the nucleus of its political system’ (Article 6). This restrictive prac
tice was accompanied by the assertions that ‘there was no social basis for a
multi-party system in the USSR’.54
C. Human Rights Reforms
The new political situation in the country has radically changed many restric
tive practices and the general attitude towards human rights which had already
been proclaimed by the USSR Constitution and Soviet laws. The democrati
zation of political life has created important political guarantees for the actual
implementation of existing rights, such as the freedom of expression, free54

The statement of the Soviet representative in the Human Rights Committee, UN Doc.
A/33/40 (1978) at 75.
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dom of the press and demonstrations. At the same time political pressures
emerged aimed at introducing changes in the existing laws that would reflect
the highest international standards and the needs of a more democratic and
open Soviet society.
By reflecting these demands, the Soviet leadership expressed the desire to
bring Soviet domestic law into full conformity with internationally recog
nized human rights standards. In his 1988 speech to the United Nations
General Assembly, Mr M.S. Gorbachov stated that the way to ensure the
primacy of ‘universal human values’ in international relations is to protect
the rule of law in domestic and international relations. He stressed that the
ideal political order is a World community composed of states based on the
rule of law. By referring to the Universal Declaration on Human rights he
emphasized the importance of improving ‘domestic conditions to preserve and
protect citizens’ rights’. The Soviet leader announced plans to enact laws on
human rights issues that will meet the ‘highest standards’.55
By contrast to the past Soviet policy which denied that Soviet laws and
practice were not in full conformity with the highest international human
rights standards, the new Soviet approach acknowledges shortcomings in the
field of human rights.56 In the framework of the on-going debates about the
Soviet state under the rule of law, there is also a growing recognition of the
idea that ‘strict observance of international human rights agreements and their
priority over domestic norms and rules is a necessary attribute of a state based
on the rule of law’.57 At the international level, the Soviet Union has made
its first steps towards recognition of judicial control over human rights poli
cies. In 1989 the Soviet Union recognized compulsory jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice in accordance with a number of existing human
rights Conventions.58 In a letter to the UN Secretary-General announcing the
recognition of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, the Soviet Minister
for Foreign Affairs stressed that ‘in advocating the primacy of international
law we consider that international legal norms and obligations of states su-
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UN Doc. A/43/PV 72 (1988) at 25.
See, in this connection, the third periodic report of the Soviet Union submitted to the
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persede their internal regulations’.59 The first Congress of People’s Deputies
confirmed the change in Soviet human rights policy by a solemn proclama
tion that ‘by relying on the international norms and principles, including
those laid down by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Helsinki ac
cords and agreements reached at the Vienna Meeting, by bringing domestic
legislation into harmony with them, the USSR will contribute to the cre
ation of a World community of rule-of-law states’.60
These developments and the growing public debates about human rights
have resulted in a radical reassessment of the past conceptual foundations of
the Soviet human rights policy. Of major importance for the future of human
rights is the Soviet recognition of ‘universal human values’ and the resulting
acknowledgement that certain human rights are inalienable. In reflecting this
conceptual change, the first Congress of People’s Deputies proclaimed that
the envisaged new Constitution should embody ‘the inalienable rights of the
individual’.61 There is a growing recognition that some rights which are not
specifically granted by existing legislation may be presumed to exist inde
pendently of it. The Congress confirmed the change in Soviet policy in this
regard by rejecting the traditional restrictive Soviet theory that ‘everything is
prohibited which is not permitted by law’ and by proclaiming a new legal po
litical principle according to which ‘everything is permitted which is not
prohibited by law’.62 Soviet spokesmen also began to acknowledge that dif
ferent types of human rights, whether economic and social or civil and politi
cal, are interdependent. There is a growing understanding of the fact that an
individual cannot enjoy economic and social rights if his political and civil
rights are endangered. In view of the previous massive violations of civil and
political rights, at this juncture there is a clear emphasis in the public debate
and law-making efforts on civil and political rights as opposed to economic
and social rights. At the same time the deteriorating economic situation has
also increased public concern over the need for an effective implementation of
basic economic and social rights of the people.
The changing Soviet attitude towards human rights is clearly reflected in a
number of unofficial constitutional drafts submitted by different groups for a
public discussion. One such draft was prepared by the Institute of State and
Law of the USSR Academy of Sciences.63 According to this proposal, the
59
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The letter dated February 28, 1989 from the Soviet Minister for Foreign Affairs E.A.
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83 AJIL (1989) 457.
See On the Fundamental Directions of the Domestic and Foreign Policy of the USSR,
supra note 9.
Ibid.
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See Konzeptsia novoi Konstitutsii Soiuza SSR (Predlozhenia Instituía gosudarstva i
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new constitution should contain a special Declaration of Rights and
Freedoms of the Individual. It is argued that the adoption of such a Decla
ration is of special importance in view of the ‘tragic experience of our coun
try relating to grave, mass violations of human rights’.64 The Declaration
should reflect the concept of inherent and inalienable human rights which are
not given by the state. The state is only a guarantor of such rights. The
Declaration should give priority to political and civil rights which are ‘the
core of individual freedom in all spheres of life (including the economic
sphere)’.65 The authors of the proposal stress that the Declaration should
fully reflect the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international le
gal obligations of the USSR. The extensive catalogue of the proposed rights
includes, among other things, the right to information, the freedom of
movement and freedom to choose one’s place of residence, the freedom to
leave the country and to return there, the right to strike, the right to religious
education.66 The submission of such unofficial drafts influencing the debates
about the future constitutional changes in itself is a radical departure from the
past bureaucratic manner in which previous Soviet constitutions were pre
pared. However, it remains to be seen what actual impact these proposals
will have on future constitutional texts.
Meanwhile the Soviet legislature adopted a number of constitutional
amendments and laws gradually changing the human rights situation in the
country. In a historical development, the Congress amended Article 6 of the
1977 Constitution which proclaimed that the Communist party was ‘the
leading and guiding force of Soviet society’. The new version of Article 6
contains a reference to ‘political parties’. A new Article 51 enunciates the
right of Soviet citizens to join in, ‘political parties’, the right no longer re
stricted by the clause ‘in accordance with the aims of building communism’.
The significance of this change lies, of course, not only in an effective im
plementation of freedom of association. By creating a legal framework for a
multi-party state, the constitutional amendment leads to a pluralistic political
environment which is a condition precedent to the effective protection and
further development of all other rights and freedoms. After this the Soviet
Union could really join other participants of the Helsinki process in recogniz
ing that ‘pluralistic democracy and the rule of law are essential for ensuring
respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms’.67
One of the important consequences of this constitutional amendment is
the introduction of a specific norm excluding discrimination on the basis of
political opinions. While Article 34 of the Constitution still awaits formal
64
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amendment in this regard, the new 1990 Law on Citizenship of the USSR68
proclaims equality of all citizens before the law, including equality notwith
standing ‘political and other opinions’ (Article 2).
A number of new statutes adopted by the Soviet legislation in the past
years confirm further progress has been made in other areas of human rights.
An important step towards freedom of expression was made with the revision
of criminal legislation providing for punishment of ‘anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda’ and ‘slandering the Soviet system’. While in the past these loose
notions were actively used to suppress freedom of speech, under the new leg
islation only advocacy of ‘the violent overthrow or change of the Soviet
State and social system’ enshrined in the Constitution of the USSR may be
punished as subversion.69 The 1988 Regulations on the Conditions and Pro
cedure for Providing Psychiatric Care70 introduced some legal barriers against
the use of psychiatry for political purposes. The Law on Demonstrations71
for the first time in the Soviet history created a legal framework for the free
dom of assembly. The Law on the Procedure for Settlement of Collective
Labour Disputes72 recognized the right to strike.
The most important new Law on the Press73 established a general liberal
framework for mass media in the Soviet Union. The Law proclaims freedom
of the press and abolishes censorship (Article 1). The Law allows the estab
lishment of independent papers not only by various political organizations
but also by individuals (Article 7). The Law on Freedom of Conscience and
Religious Organizations74 clearly expands religious freedoms. The Law
guarantees the right to ‘express and disseminate beliefs concerning attitudes
68
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to religion’ (Article 3) and recognizes the right of parents to educate their
children in religion (Id.). The Law establishes relevant procedures for registra
tion of religious organizations.75 The long-awaited Law on Public
Associations76 establishes a detailed legal framework for activities of different
political parties and trade unions.77
Although the progress in human rights is impressive, there are a number
of developments that continue to raise concern among the proponents of hu
man rights. In some areas of law the major problem is the slow pace of the
reform. While the parliamentary leadership tries to explain serious delays in
the enactment of the promised laws affecting human rights by reference to the
overloaded legislative agenda, the proponents of human rights point to the
lack of the necessary political will. Indeed, in a special Appeal to the Soviet
People the newly established Supreme Soviet promised that laws ‘ensuring
human rights and freedoms of every Soviet citizen’ would be enacted in
1989.78 The legislative agenda included laws on the freedom of conscience,
freedom of the press, freedom of association and the law on entry to and exit
from the USSR. However, by the end of 1990 the Supreme Soviet was still
not able to adopt the promised law on entry to and exit from the USSR; an
issue which has a long history79 and is emerging as one of the most hotly
debated human rights problems in recent years. The political, legal and moral
significance of the revision of the existing restrictive regulations on entry to
and departure from the USSR for the protection of human dignity is recog75
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nized by the contemporary Soviet international legal doctrine80 and by many
responsible decision-makers.81 In view of the fact that the preparation of the
law was already announced in different international fora, including the
Human Rights Committee,82 further delays in legislative action on this issue
may seriously undermine the credibility of the whole reform process in the
Soviet Union.
While the slowness of the reform continues to attract criticism on the part
of the proponents of human rights, it is also clear that this is not the only
cause for concern. An analysis of the adopted laws shows that some of them
are not able to meet the promised ‘highest standards’, in particular standards
established by international human rights law. The new Law on
Demonstrations83 may be a good example of this. The Law provides that a
demonstration is lawful only if the organizers are granted permission by the
local authorities. Although the Law does not expressly require ‘permission’,
such a requirement follows from Article 3 of the Law under which the local
authorities may deny permission for demonstrations. Moreover, Article 6 of
the Law empowers the authorities to break up demonstrations if no applica
tion for permission was made or if the permission was not granted. The ques
tion arises whether this requirement is fully consistent with the Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights which states:
The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restrictions may be
placed on the exercise of this right other than those imposed in conformity
with the law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security or public safety, public order (ordre public), the protection
of public health or morals or the protection of the rights or freedoms of others
(Article 21).

A good argument can be made that a simple notification procedure would bet
ter correspond to the spirit of the Covenant. It is also clear that restrictions
on demonstrations should be allowed only in cases where a demonstration
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would require special measures to maintain public order and safety.84 Another
controversial development in the same area of law is the recent Decree by the
President on Rallies in the Centre of Moscow.85 By imposing new
restrictions on the freedom of assembly, the Decree provides that ‘the
regulation’ of mass processions, meetings and demonstrations in the centre of
Moscow shall be within the competence of the Council of Ministers of the
USSR. Consequently, the appropriate applications for permission should be
submitted not to the Moscow city soviet (council), but to the Government of
the USSR. The much-criticized Decree raises serious constitutional questions
and became one of the first cases taken up by the new Committee of
Constitutional Supervision.86

III. International Law and Soviet Domestic Law
A. Domestic Effects of International Law
In view of the fact that domestic laws and regulations in the Soviet Union are
still not in full conformity with internationally recognized human rights
standards, of particular importance is the status of international law in the
Soviet legal system. Practice shows that states proclaim in their constitu
tions or specific laws only the most fundamental international human rights
norms and guarantee the implementation of other rights by allowing the di
rect application of the relevant international rules in their domestic setting. In
such a situation, international law would fill the gaps in national law and
complement the deficiencies of the national legal system. From this perspec
tive, an effective mechanism of incorporation of international human rights
law into Soviet law would help to resolve many problems which result from
the discrepancies between international and Soviet domestic human rights
standards.
An analysis of the Soviet legal system shows, however, that it is based
on the idea according to which international law and domestic law are two
completely separate legal systems. As a result of this dualist approach, in
order to be applicable domestically the international obligations of the Soviet
state must be transformed by the domestic legislative authorities into a sepa84
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rate statute or administrative regulation. Treaties do not automatically be
come part of domestic Soviet law and as a general rule cannot be enforced di
rectly by the courts. This conclusion is supported by both constitutional
provisions and by the relevant implementing laws. The 1977 Constitution
contains no express provision on the domestic effect of international law in
Soviet law. However, there are a number of provisions relating to the proce
dure for ratification of international treaties. The Constitution provides that
treaties of the USSR are ratified by the USSR Supreme Soviet.87 Intergov
ernmental agreements are ratified by the USSR Council of Ministers (Article
131, paragraph 5). The Council of Ministers is also charged with ensuring
the fulfillment of treaties ratified by the USSR (Article 131, paragraph 5).
These general constitutional provisions are specified in the 1978 Law on
the Procedure of Conclusion, Implementation and Denunciation of Interna
tional Treaties of the USSR.88 The Law provides, in particular, that if the
implementation of an international treaty requires the enactment of law, de
cree or regulation, the interested ministries or other administrative agencies
submit their proposals concerning the required changes (Article 24). While
the Law contains no express provision on the status of treaties in domestic
law, it clearly envisages a system under which international obligations have
to be carefully transformed into the relevant domestic statutes which reflect
international treaty obligations. Because the Constitution and the Law do not
allow a direct operation of international law within the domestic setting, as a
matter of general principle the Soviet legal order remains closed to the inter
national legal order. As we will see later, direct penetration of international
norms is envisaged only in some exceptional cases when specific statutes
contain direct references to international treaty law.
The absence of a constitutional rule providing for a direct incorporation of
international law into Soviet domestic law is not accidental. This state of af
fairs reflects the long-standing isolationist tendency in Soviet society in gen
eral and in the Soviet legal system in particular. In the early years of the
Soviet state the distrust towards international law was explained by the pre
vailing ideology and politics aimed at a complete destruction of the then ex
isting world order. In reflecting these attitudes, the 1918 Constitution pro
claimed that the aim of the RSFSR was the establishment of ‘a socialist or
ganization of society and the victory of socialism in all countries’ (Article 3).
The 1924 Constitution spoke about ‘capitalist encirclement’ of the Soviet
republics (Preamble). By challenging the existing world order, the new state
87
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proclaimed that its aim was to help the emergence of Soviet republics in
other countries. The founding of the Soviet Union was considered as, ‘a new
decisive step on the way to uniting the working people of all countries in a
World Socialist Soviet Republic’ (Preamble).
The Soviet Union also expressly rejected a number of the existing princi
ples of the then existing international law, in particular those relating to the
expropriation of foreign property. It would be very strange, indeed, if a state
pursuing such policies would allow a direct incorporation of international law
into its domestic legal order. As a result, provisions of all four Soviet
Constitutions relating to international law were traditionally limited to the
regulation of the treaty making powers of different state bodies.
At the same time the 1977 Soviet Constitution differs from the previous
constitutional texts in at least one important respect. As a result of the
changing international climate the drafters of the 1977 Constitution included
in the new text a special chapter on Soviet foreign policy. Of major interest
for our purposes is the provision of Article 29 which states that the relations
of the USSR with other states shall be built on the basis of the principle of
‘fulfillment in good faith of obligations arising from the generally recognized
principles and rules of international law, and from international treaties
signed by the USSR’. For someone not fully aware of the actual operation of
the Soviet legal system, this provision may appear to be a norm incorporat
ing ‘the generally recognized principles and norms of international law and
international treaties’ into Soviet domestic law. Indeed, some Western writers
tend to interpret the quoted provision in exactly this sense. Thus, in assess
ing the impact of Article 29 on the status of customary law, A. Cassese con
cludes that the quoted reference to international law ‘serves to incorporate that
law into the Soviet legal system. By virtue of Article 29 a Soviet court is
duty-bound to apply customary rules of international law whenever this
proves necessary for the settlement of an issue of domestic law’.89 A.
Cassese also believes that ‘Article 29, taken together with other provisions
of the Constitution, makes international law prevail over municipal law’.90
In reality, however, Article 29 of the Soviet Constitution has a very lim
ited impact: it only proclaims the aims of the Soviet foreign policy. There
are a number of arguments supporting this interpretation. First, the Article is
included in Chapter 4 of the Constitution which expressly states that it lays
down the principles of Soviet foreign policy. The fact that Article 29 is
merely a statement of foreign policy is further confirmed by the opening
phrase which starts with the words ‘the USSR’s relations with other states
are based on observance’ of a number of principles, including the principle of
good-faith fulfillment of international obligations. Secondly, Article 29 says
89
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nothing about the operation of international law on Soviet territory. Nor does
it clarify the status of international law in Soviet domestic law, let alone its
hierarchical relationship with the domestic statutes. Thirdly, the Soviet do
mestic practice, in particular the practice of the courts, shows that law-en
forcement agencies do not regard this provision as a norm incorporating in
ternational law into Soviet domestic law. Finally, the Soviet doctrine of in
ternational law is virtually unanimous in not regarding Article 29 as a norm
incorporating international law into the Soviet legal system. The prevailing
view is that the Soviet law does not know such a general norm.91 Only re
cently the Soviet authors began to discuss the need for a general norm of in
corporation in the framework of the on-going debates on constitutional re
forms. I will turn to this discussion shortly.
At this stage let me discuss briefly a number of other relevant issues
which will help us to assess the existing legal situation. An important con
troversial issue concerns the exact legal effect of the act of ratification for the
Soviet domestic law. Because of the lack of an express constitutional or
statutory provision on the status of treaties in Soviet domestic law, some
Soviet international lawyers developed a theory according to which ratifica
tion of a treaty amounts to an incorporation of that treaty into Soviet law.92
The proponents of this view claim that the act of ratification has a double
function. Externally ratification binds the Soviet state, internally it trans
forms the relevant treaty rules into Soviet domestic law. Some of the Soviet
commentators went even further and contended that a simple publication of a
treaty in an official gazette is enough to incorporate it into the Soviet domes
tic legal system.93 While these theories have not found broad support in
Soviet doctrine or, more importantly, in the practice of the West, the views
of these individual writers sometimes have been taken as representing the ac
tual legal situation. Surprisingly, such views were taken as authoritative
even by lawyers specializing on Soviet law. Thus, in assessing the status of
international human rights conventions in Soviet law, H.-J. Uibopuu tends
to rely on the views of those Soviet writers who equate ratification with
91
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transformation. As a result, H.-J. Uibopuu appears to believe that in the
Soviet Union ‘the basis of the internal binding force of international treaties,
either ratified or otherwise concluded in due form but not promulgated are
thus respective [ratification] decrees’.94 He claims that ‘the most common
technique of implementing international treaty obligations in the USSR, is
the publication of the decree of ratification together with the promulgation of
the treaty concerned in the official gazettes’.95 Another expert on Soviet law,
G. Brunner writes that publication of the International Covenants on Human
Rights in the official gazette of the Supreme Soviet makes them ‘an integral
part of Soviet domestic legal order’.96
However, in practice a treaty ratified by the Soviet Union is not consid
ered to be part of Soviet domestic law. It binds the Soviet state only interna
tionally. As a matter of general principle, the adoption of an act of ratifica
tion does not mean that a treaty will be directly enforceable in domestic pro
ceedings. In the absence of a general or specific rule of incorporation, no do
mestic court would apply an international treaty merely because it has been
ratified. Obviously, simple publication is even less capable of incorporating
a treaty into municipal law.
A closer examination shows that the only mrchanism in the Soviet legal
system which provides for incorporation of international law occurs in some
situations when a specific statute contains a direct reference to international
treaty rules. In assessing different types of references used in the Soviet legal
system, it should be kept in mind, however, that not all express references to
international law in Soviet statutes necessarily imply the possibility of a di
rect application of the relevant rules in Soviet domestic proceedings. Thus,
the Law of the USSR on State Boundary97 states that the state boundary of
the USSR is determined by the decisions of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR and ‘by the international agreements of the USSR’ (Article 2). This
provision does not envisage for ‘international agreements of the USSR’ a
separate standing in the Soviet domestic legal order. It simply refers to
agreements as one of the sources used in the determination of the boundary.
Even if it may be argued that the provisions of this kind do incorporate
agreements into domestic law, it is not clear what status they envisage for
the relevant agreements referred to. As a result, their direct applicability in
domestic proceedings remains problematical. It is, for instance, highly un94
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likely that in deciding a specific case a Soviet court will turn to an interna
tional agreement and not simply to the Law on State Boundary in order to
motivate its decision.
By contrast, there are references to international treaties providing for their
direct applicability. Thus, Article 129 of the Fundamental Principles of Civil
Legislation98 states:
If other rules have been established by an international treaty of the USSR
than those which are contained in Soviet civil legislation, the rules of the in
ternational treaty shall be applied.

Similar provisions are included, inter alia, into Fundamental Principles of
Family Legislation (Article 39) and into Fundamental Principles of
Legislation on Public Education (Article 65). The number of statutes which
incorporate international treaty law by reference is steadily increasing. In par
ticular, a number of new laws bearing on human rights contain this rule.
They include the Law on Public Associations (Article 25) and the Law on
Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organizations (Article 34).
A direct reference to international law of this type clearly incorporates in
ternational treaty law into a particular branch of Soviet law and establishes an
undisputed supremacy of treaty rules over a contrary Soviet federal law or
laws of the Union Republics. While Soviet commentators agree with this
assessment of the legal effect of such references, they remain divided as to the
exact legal nature of the incorporated rules. Traditional dualists contend that
rules incorporated by reference are transformed into internal rules.99 Others
believe that the relevant international rules as such are not necessarily
‘transformed’ or ‘remodelled’ into Soviet domestic law. It is quite possible
that they retain their international character and thus remain applicable only
as international rules. In this connection such authors as R.A. Mullerson and
G.V. Ignatenko point out that there should be a difference between the do
mestic legal system of a state and rules of law applicable within its domestic
sphere.100
While the theoretical debates about the exact legal nature of incorporated
international rules are interesting, it should be emphasized that, so far, Soviet
doctrine and practice has not paid sufficient attention to relevant practical
problems. From a practice oriented perspective, the major problem is, of
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Fundamental Principles of Civil Legislation, supra note 50.
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course, the ability of the law-enforcement agencies to implement the interna
tional rules referred to in particular statutes. From this perspective, the lack
of a tradition which looks beyond statute books in order to Find legal rules
applicable to a case at hand is a serious problem which is still not fully ad
dressed by the Soviet legal establishment. Although the Soviet courts have
some experience in applying foreign laws, they are not accustomed to turn to
international law for possible legal answers. The neglect of international law
is most clearly reflected by the existing Fundamental Principles of Legis
lation on Civil Court Procedure.101 In enumerating possible legal sources for
court’s decisions, the Fundamental Principles list only Soviet statutes and
‘norms of foreign law’ (Article 12). The Fundamental Principles fail to men
tion rules of international law in the basic article on sources notwithstanding
the fact that they themselves contain a provision on the supremacy of the
contrary international treaty rules (Article 64). As a result of the absence of a
general direction to the courts to apply international law, in the Soviet legal
system the application of the relevant international rules always remains an
exceptional aspect of the application of the specific statutes.
In view of the forgoing short survey of the relationship between interna
tional and Soviet domestic law one has to conclude that generally norms of
international human rights law cannot automatically apply in the Soviet le
gal order which generally remains closed to this type of influence. The do
mestic implementation of international human rights norms has traditionally
required the promulgation of a corresponding domestic statute or regulation
which would transform or remodel international obligations into national
law. By relying on the doctrine of transformation the Soviet Union was able
to conclude international treaties on human rights and at the same time ab
stain from implementing some of their provisions into its domestic legal
order. Only in some exceptional cases, specifically provided for in statutes,
do international human rights rules have a chance of a direct applicability,
even in the face of contrary provisions of domestic statutes. Fundamental
Principles of Family Legislation and a number of recent draft laws affecting
human rights are examples. Practice shows, however, that even the existence
of direct references to international treaty rules does not guarantee that con
trary provisions of domestic law are actually overruled by international
norms. Here we touch upon another aspect of the problem, namely the im
portance of domestic remedies for the effective application of the relevant
rules.
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B. Opening the Soviet Legal System:
New Proposals and Trends
Now let me turn to the fact that the on-going constitutional reforms may in
volve significant changes in the legal situation concerning the relationship
between international and Soviet domestic law. Public debates revealed grow
ing recognition of the need for a general constitutional principle proclaiming
international law as part of the domestic legal order. Support for such a norm
was expressed both at the official and doctrinal level. In supporting the pro
posal for a general constitutional rule, the Soviet Minister for Foreign
Affairs stated that ‘a constitutional norm on the supremacy of international
legal obligations would have created conditions for a constitutional control
over implementation of our obligations under international agreements by
state organs’.102 The Soviet Minister of Justice thinks that the new consti
tutional rule may be modelled on Article 129 of the Fundamental Principles
of Civil Legislation.103 This approach is elaborated in a number of recent
publications by Soviet international lawyers. Thus, in an article published in
the leading Soviet law journal the members of the Institute of State and Law
of the USSR Academy of Sciences, V.S. Vereshchetin, G.M. Danilenko and
R.A. Mullerson submitted detailed proposals on the issue.104 They argue for
a general constitutional norm modelled on Article 129 of the Fundamental
Principles of Civil Legislation. According to them the new Soviet Constitu
tion should contain a following provision:
Generally recognized principles and norms of international law, as well as rat
ified and officially published treaties of the USSR are binding upon all state
organs, public organizations, juridical persons and individuals. If a ratified
and officially published international treaty of the USSR establishes other
rules than those which are contained in Soviet legislation, the rules of the in
ternational treaty shall be applied.105

Such a provision would clearly incorporate both general and treaty interna
tional law into Soviet domestic law. It would declare that the relevant rules
create rights and duties for individuals thus giving them the opportunity to
invoke international rules in domestic courts. It would also give priority to
treaty rules over contrary provisions of domestic law. Obviously such a de102
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velopment would have far-reaching consequences, especially in the field of
human rights. The authors of this proposal also stress the need for adequate
internal mechanisms of dispute settlement regarding incorporated interna
tional rules. In their view it would be advisable to charge the Committee of
Constitutional Supervision or the Supreme Court of the USSR with the task
of settling disputes over the applicability and normative content of incorpo
rated international legal rules.106
Meanwhile the Congress of People’s Deputies adopted the detailed Law
on Constitutional Supervision107 and introduced important changes into the
existing text of the 1977 Constitution. These changes reflected the new con
cern over human rights in the Soviet Union. Significantly, the constitutional
amendments and the Law on Constitutional Supervision establishing the
Committee of Constitutional Supervision contain a number of direct refer
ences to international norms in general and to international human rights
norms in particular. Here I would like to point out that an analysis of the
new Law suggests that it introduced major changes in the existing legal situ
ation concerning the relationship of international and Soviet domestic law.
Although the impact of some of the provisions of the Law is not entirely
clear, it appears that it provides a mechanism for a direct incorporation of var
ious international rules into the Soviet domestic legal system.
Doubts about the exact legal consequences of the Law on Constitutional
Supervision stem from some rather unfortunate discrepancies between the
constitutional norm on constitutional supervision and the text of the imple
menting Law. In describing the functions of the Committee of Constitu
tional Supervision, Article 124 of the Constitution states that the Commit
tee determines whether, the international treaty and other obligations of the
USSR and of the constituent republics’ are in conformity with the
‘constitution of the USSR and laws of the USSR’. In specifying this provi
sion, Article 10 of the Law provides that the Committee may determine
whether ‘international treaty and other obligations of the USSR and of the
constituent republics, submitted for ratification or confirmation’ are in accor
dance with ‘the Constitution of the USSR and laws of the USSR, adopted by
the Congress of People’s Deputies of the USSR and by the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR’.
In specifying further functions of the Committee, the Law on
Constitutional Supervision goes, however, well beyond Article 124 of the
Constitution. While Article 124 introduces only the idea of preventive con
stitutional control of international commitments, the Law on Constitutional
Supervision also contains provisions relating to control over consistency of
the federal and republican legislation with the international obligations of the
106
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USSR. Article 18 of the Law stipulates that decisions of the Committee
should contain statements about the consistency or non-consistency of the
relevant domestic normative acts with the ‘international obligations of the
USSR’. According to Article 19 of the Law a negative conclusion of the
Committee suspends the implementation of the illegal domestic normative
act Article 19 introduces, however, a much stronger sanction as regards nor
mative acts ‘violating fundamental human rights and freedoms, established by
the USSR constitution and international acts to which the USSR is a party’
(emphasis added). Such normative acts immediately lose their validity.
There are some other important and potentially dangerous inconsistencies,
probably resulting from hasty drafting. Conflicting interpretations are likely
to emerge concerning the differing descriptions of international obligations
contained in the Constitution and in the Law on Constitutional Supervision.
Thus, Article 124 speaks about controlling ‘the consistency of international
treaty and other obligations of the USSR and of the constituent republics
with the constitution of the USSR and laws of the USSR’. The phrase ‘other
obligations’ may obviously be interpreted as including non-legal commit
ments, such as the Helsinki Final Act. By contrast, Article 10 of the Law
appears to be more restrictive: it mentions ‘international treaty and other
obligations of the USSR and of the constituent republics, submitted for rati
fication or confirmation’ (emphasis added). Although Article 10 also men
tions ‘other obligations’, the requirement of ‘ratification or confirmation’ ob
viously envisages primarily formal treaty obligations. Further terminological
problems are raised by the provisions of the Law dealing with the supervi
sion of consistency of internal regulations with international commitments
of the USSR. While Article 18 speaks about ‘international obligations of the
USSR’, Article 21 refers to ‘international acts to which the USSR is a
party’. The broad language of Article 18 probably would mean that the
Committee of Constitutional Supervision could invalidate internal regula
tions which are in conflict not only with treaty rules, but also with legally
non-binding international obligations, such as the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Helsinki Final Act or the 1989 Vienna Concluding
Document By contrast, the more restrictive language of Article 19 may im
ply only treaties or similar acts to which the USSR is formally ‘a party’.
It remains to be seen how these and other issues will be interpreted by the
new Committee of Constitutional Supervision. An analysis of the first deci
sions of the Committee indicates that it appears to support a broad interpreta
tion of the references to ‘international obligations of the USSR’. This fol
lows from the fact that in substantiating its decisions the Committee cites
not only treaty obligations of the USSR but also non-binding instruments
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such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.108 Such an interpreta
tion appears to be highly controversial from the point of view of legal tech
nique. It is not clear, for example, how an internationally non-binding act
may have an invalidating effect upon domestic legislation.
Be that as it may, from a broader perspective there is one general conclu
sion which appears to be obvious already at this stage: by introducing the
concept of the direct relevance of international law to the internal legal pro
cess the country has made a giant step from the previous isolationist stand
prevailing for more than 70 years of its earlier history. By giving to the
Committee of Constitutional Supervision the power to review domestic law
by reference to the international obligations of the USSR, the Law on
Constitutional Supervision represents a serious step forward in establishing a
stronger framework for the protection of human rights in the Soviet Union.
At the same time, from a legal policy perspective these developments have
created a paradoxical situation. The Soviet Constitution still lacks a general
rule which would incorporate international law into Soviet domestic law.
Yet, despite the lack of such a provision, which would have provided a neces
sary legal framework for a direct applicability of international rules in the
domestic setting, one of the organs of the Soviet state is already given broad
powers allowing it to invalidate domestic laws by a direct reference to inter
national obligations of the USSR. It appears, therefore, that from the point
of view of the interrelationship between international law and municipal law
the result of the adoption of the Law on Constitutional Supervision is an
implicit recognition of a direct incorporation of international law into Soviet
domestic law for the purposes of constitutional supervision.

C. The Impact of the Changing Union Structure
In concluding my remarks about general problems of the interrelationship be
tween international and Soviet domestic law, I would like to emphasize the
importance of the changing federal structure of the country for an analysis of
issues under discussion. The Soviet Union was a firm proponent of Article
50 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights according to which ‘the
provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to all parts of federal States
without any limitations or exceptions’. New developments in nationality re
lations resulting in a profound crisis of the Soviet federation may create,
108 Thus, by invalidating a number of provisions in Soviet laws excluding some of the
labour disputes from the jurisdiction of the courts, the Committee cited Arts. 7 and 8
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (see Vedomosty SSSR , No. 27 (1990)
item 524). The negative decision concerning some of the provisions of criminal laws
violating the presumption of innocence also contained a reference to Art. 11 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (See Vedomosty SSSR , No. 39 (1990) item
775).
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however, serious problems as regards effective implementation of the interna
tional obligations assumed by the USSR. The type of problems the Soviet
Union is going to face are exemplified by the recent controversy over
Estonian laws requiring residency requirements for voter registration which I
mentioned at the beginning of this paper.109
According to the 1977 Constitution, the Union Republics are considered
to be sovereign states (Article 76). As a result, the Union Republics issue
their own legislation and have wide powers in the field of foreign relations.
Under Article 80 of the Constitution the Union Republics have the right to
enter into relations with other states, conclude treaties with them, exchange
diplomatic and consular representatives, and take part in the work of interna
tional organizations. At the same time the existing Soviet federal structure is
based on the priority of federal laws over republican laws. Article 74 of the
Constitution is clear in this regard: ‘The laws of the USSR shall have the
same force in all Union Republics. In the event of a discrepancy between a
Union Republic law and an all-Union law, the law of the USSR shall pre
vail’. Article 173 also declares that ‘the Constitution of the USSR shall have
supreme legal force’.
These provisions are further specified in the new Law on the Delineation
of Jurisdiction between the USSR and the Union Republics.110 The Law
specifically emphasizes that ‘in the event of a discrepancy between a constitu
tion of a Union or Autonomous Republic and the Constitution of the USSR,
the Constitution of the USSR shall be applied’ (Article 11). While establish
ing supremacy of Union laws over contrary Republic laws, the Law at the
same time provides that Union laws and regulations may be issued only
within the USSR jurisdiction and cannot infringe upon the rights of the
Union Republics (Article 11). In defining the spheres of jurisdiction, the Law
clarifies that ‘the determination of the fundamental principles of the legal sta
tus of Soviet citizens’ and ‘the protection of the rights and freedoms of the ci
tizens of the USSR regardless of place of their residence’ belongs to the con
current jurisdiction of the USSR and of the Union Republics (Article 8).
While the original text of the 1977 Constitution contains no specific
provision on the supremacy of Union treaties over laws and treaties of the
Union Republics, such supremacy is clearly presupposed by the new Article
124 establishing the system of constitutional supervision and by the imple
menting Law on Constitutional Supervision. Important provisions on these
matters are also contained in the Law on the Delineation of Jurisdiction be
tween the USSR and the Union Republics. The Law provides that in using
their rights in the field of foreign relations recognized by Article 80 of the
109
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Constitution, the Union Republics cannot infringe upon ‘the laws of the
USSR and international obligations of the USSR’ (Article 5). Furthermore,
the Law on the Procedure for Secession from the Soviet Union111 imposed
on the seceding republics a duty to observe ‘the generally recognized princi
ples and norms of international law, as well as the rights and freedoms of the
individual laid down by the international treaties to which the USSR is a
party’ (Article 13). Under Article 16 of this Law ‘the seceding republic, in
accordance with the generally recognized principles and norms of international
law and international obligations of the USSR, ensures civil, political, so
cial, economic, cultural and other rights and freedoms for citizens of the
USSR who will remain to reside on its territory’.
As a rule, the Union legislation containing direct references to interna
tional treaties and establishing their supremacy over contrary Soviet laws
also contains provisions according to which treaties of the Union Republics
will have priority over contrary republican legislation. A typical norm re
flected in a number of all-union statutes was first introduced into Article 129
of the Fundamental Principles of Civil Legislation.112 In accordance with
Article 129 ‘if other rules have been established in an international treaty of a
Union Republic, containing other rules than those provided for by the civil
legislation of this Union Republic’ the rules of the international treaty shall
be applied. Similar provisions are also contained in legislative acts and legal
codes of different Union Republics.
While at the all-Union level the discussions on the necessity of inclusion
into the new Soviet constitution of a general rule incorporating international
law into Soviet law are still underway, some of the Union Republics have al
ready adopted such a solution for their domestic legal orders. Estonia became
the first Union Republic to introduce a sweeping constitutional amend
ment113 incorporating all international human rights law into Estonian law.
The Estonian amendment reads:
The provisions of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and of other international pacts and declarations on the protection of
human rights and civil rights, which have received universal recognition
among states of the world and have been ratified by the USSR, are an inalien
able part of the legal system of the Estonian Republic.

An interesting feature of this innovation is the fact that norms of interna
tional treaties ratified by the USSR are proclaimed as a part of Estonian legal
111
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order. Another feature is the reference not only to treaties but also to declara
tions on human rights, which might be interpreted as encompassing such in
struments as the Universal Declaration on Human Rights.114 Although from
a purely technical point of view the wording of the Estonian amendment is
not perfect, its adoption signifies a significant trend which may be emulated
by other Union Republics as they revise their constitutions.
The trend towards inclusion of references to international law in new con
stitutional documents of the Union Republics appears to have been confirmed
by the Declaration of Russian State Sovereignty adopted by the first
Congress of People’s Deputies of the Russian Republic.115 The Russian
Republic confirmed its adherence to ‘the generally recognized principles of in
ternational law’ (Article 13). In particular, the Declaration stressed that ‘all
citizens and stateless persons residing in the territory of the RSFSR are guar
anteed rights and freedoms envisaged by the Constitution of the RSFSR,
Constitution of the USSR and the generally recognized principles of interna
tional law’ (Article 10).
Over the past years the existing federal structure of the Soviet Union has
been under tremendous strain. The protracted crisis of the federation is likely
to lead to major changes in all spheres of inter-nation relations and affect the
issues under consideration. From a political legal perspective, of principal
importance is the trend towards more independence from Moscow, which in
some cases resulted in a desire to break the union ties.116 Whatever the out
come of this movement, it is clear that in the future the Union Republics
will have many more powers in their internal and external affairs. One claim
which may significantly change the basic structure of the Soviet legal system
is the assertion of the supremacy of the republican constitutions and of the
Union Republic’s right to veto legislation passed by the Union legislature.
First claimed by Estonia in her 1988 constitutional amendments,117 this
114
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assertion has found broad support in many other Union Republics, including
the influential Russian Federation118 and the Ukraine.119 A consensus ap
pears to be emerging that a solution to the resulting profound constitutional
crises lies in the adoption of different patterns of conflict resolution depend
ing on the definition of the Union and republican jurisdictions.120 The exact
determination of jurisdiction will depend on the terms of a new Treaty of
Union which is expected to replace the original 1922 Treaty of Union. If the
federation model is preserved with the issue of human rights remaining
within the joint jurisdiction of the Union and of the Republics, the Soviet
Union will have to develop means to ensure the effective implementation of
accepted international standards in all parts of the federation. In such a situa
tion the Committee of Constitutional Supervision or another body of consti
tutional supervision, such as Constitutional Court, are expected to play a
major role in ensuring priority of international obligations of the Union over
contrary legislation of the Republics. By contrast, the movement towards a
confederation model or the emergence of some of the Republics as indepen
dent states will obviously raise the issue of the separate standing of the con
stituent members of the confederation, or of new members of the interna
tional community as regards international human rights law in general, and
in particular the position of international human rights treaties previously
ratified by the Soviet Union.
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IV. Mechanisms of Enforcement
A. The Importance of Domestic Remedies
The experience of the Soviet Union in the field of human rights clearly
shows that an effective protection of human rights presupposes adequate do
mestic remedies against human rights violations. In the absence of domestic
remedies constitutionally guaranteed rights and freedoms may become mere
declarations. Similarly, references to international law incorporating human
rights law into domestic law are likely to remain ineffective. One example
will suffice to illustrate the insurmountable problems in human rights im
plementation caused by the lack of adequate remedies. As stated above, the
Fundamental Principles of Family Legislation and the Fundamental
Principles of Legislation on Public Education precluded any religious teach
ing.121 At the same time Articles 39 and 65 of the respective Principles
stated that if other rules have been established by an international treaty of
which the USSR is a party, other than those which are contained in Soviet
family or education law, then the rules of the treaty should be applied.
For an outsider, the outcome of the conflict between domestic and interna
tional norms in such a situation should be absolutely clear: under the provi
sions of the two Fundamental Principles cited above, the internationally rec
ognized freedom of religious education, as confirmed by the Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (to which the Soviet Union is a party), would pre
vail over contrary provisions of Soviet law. However, in reality the Soviet
legal system did not resolve the conflict in this way. The reason for this lies
in the fact that the system did not provide mechanisms which could be used
by the interested individuals to enforce their right to teach their own children
religion. No Soviet court had jurisdiction to resolve disputes of this type and
no court was able to provide remedies against the enactment of legislation or
administrative regulations conflicting with USSR treaty obligations. As a re
sult, clauses on the supremacy of international treaties remained a dead letter.
Only against this background, is it possible to evaluate the real meaning of
the otherwise quite truthful statement of the Soviet representative in the
Human Rights Committee:
Soviet citizens could invoke the provisions of the Covenant in support of
their complaints. The problem of possible disparities between domestic legis
lation and the provisions of the Covenant has not arisen before the courts. 1^2

At the international level, the need for effective domestic remedies against
human rights violations is generally recognized. Article 8 of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights states that every one has the right to an effec121
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tive remedy by competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamen
tal rights granted by the constitution or by law. The Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights contains more elaborate provisions on remedies necessary to
give effects to the rights recognized by the States Parties. Article 2 paragraph
3 states:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:
(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized
are violated shall have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the viola
tion has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity;
(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right
thereto determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative author
ities, or by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of
the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy.

While international standards stress the importance of ‘tribunals’ and ‘judicial
remedies’ for the effective protection of human rights, the Soviet legal sys
tem has traditionally provided citizens only with remedies which had to be
pursued within the existing administrative hierarchy. Article 58 of the
Constitution establishes that ‘citizens of the USSR have the right to lodge a
complaint against the actions of officials, State bodies and public bodies.
Complaints shall be examined according to the procedure and within the
time-limit established by law’. The Law on Citizens’ Complaints regulated
the procedure of lodging complaints to different administrative bodies of the
state and time limits for their consideration.123 However, an independent su
pervision of the administrative action was possible only through the
Procuracy. As a result, the Procuracy was often considered as the primary in
dependent and competent means of enforcing citizens’ rights.
According to the 1977 Constitution, the Procuracy is an organ of the
Soviet state which has the power to supervise ‘the strict and uniform obser
vance of laws’ by all administrative agencies, officials and public organiza
tions (Article 164). The Procuracy is headed by the Procurator General who
has his representatives in all constituent republics and administrative districts
(Article 166). Procurators are independent of any local authorities and are
subordinated only to the Procurator General of the USSR (Article 168).
According to the Law on the Procuracy,124 the activities of this organ of the
Soviet state aim at ensuring political and personal rights and freedoms of cit
izens proclaimed and guaranteed by the USSR Constitution and Soviet laws
(Article 2).
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Regrettably, the actual role of Procuracy in defending the rights of Soviet
citizens is far below the proclaimed goals. A number of factors determined
the low profile of the Procuracy in human rights matters. Political factors, of
course, defined the boundaries of the actual independence of the Procuracy
from the local and central government and Communist Party bodies.
However, the Procuracy could also not emerge as the major guarantor of citi
zens’ rights because of its very broad functions combining oversight of all
governmental agencies together with criminal prosecution. Very broad defini
tions of responsibilities in practice inevitably resulted in a tendency to con
centrate on supervision only of some areas of law with an a emphasis on
state interests.
Under the preexisting Soviet law the courts traditionally have had a very
limited power to countermand the actions of administrative agencies. Judicial
control over administrative action was limited to a few rather narrow areas
expressly provided for by law, such as errors in voter registration lists, acts
recorded by notaries and fines imposed on citizens by administrative agencies.
As a result, when faced with violations of their basic rights the Soviet citi
zens had only an indirect access to courts via the procedure of a Procuracy
protest. In case of a violation of constitutional rights the Procuracy had the
power to initiate civil action on behalf of the injured person. In cases of
grave violations of human rights calling for criminal punishment the
Procuracy also had the power to initiate criminal procedures against the of
fender. However, in such a situation an injured citizen was able to procure a
remedy against human rights violations only if Procuracy decided to espouse
his or her complaints. Even if successful in procuring a remedy, the citizen
still had no independent standing in the courts.
This rather dismal procedural situation has started to change only with the
advent of perestroika. Two developments introduced a major change. The first
is the adoption of the concept of judicial review, giving the Soviet citizens
the right to challenge in courts the decisions of administrative bodies violat
ing their rights. The second relates to the increasing role of courts as an insti
tution which have been given a number of additional guarantees of judicial
independence.
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B. The New System of Judicial Review
The idea of judicial review was first introduced by the 1977 Constitution.
Article 58 stated that ‘actions by officials that contravene the law or exceed
their powers, and infringe the rights of citizens, may be appealed against in a
court in the manner prescribed by law’. Because Article 58 expressly required
implementing legislation, it was not considered as sufficient in itself to give
the courts the power to review the actions of administrative bodies. While the
constitutional innovation was enthusiastically supported by commenta
tors,125 the authorities were in no hurry to adopt the implementing legisla
tion. The final version of the law on appeals is the result of a long battle be
tween the reformers and the conservatives. In many respects it may be con
sidered as one of the best examples for a case study of the contradictions,
failures and successes of the legal reform in the Soviet Union.
There were three versions of the law. The first Law on Appeals126 was
adopted on June 30,1977. The Law stated that a citizen may ‘appeal to court
if he considers that his rights have been violated by the actions of an official’
(Article 1). The Law provided that if the court decides in favour of the citizen,
by its decision it may impose on the official in question the duty ‘to remedy
the violation of the right of the citizen that has occurred’ (Article 7).
However, the 1987 Law contained a number of limitations undermining its
democratic potential. The principal limitation127 was formulated in Article 3
of the Law. Article 3 stated that the Law on Appeals does not apply to ac
tions of officials in respect of which ‘the legislative acts of the USSR and of
the Union Republics’ provide a different procedure for appeals. In the Soviet
Union the term ‘legislative acts’ traditionally encompasses not only laws
adopted by the Supreme Soviet but also normative regulations issued by dif125

See, e.g., Konstitutsia SSSR i rasshirenie sudebnoi zashchity prav grazhdan
(Constitution of the USSR and the Development of the Judicial Protection of
Citizens’ Rights), Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i pravo , No. 11 (1978) 63-67. Mel’nikov,
‘Pravo grazhdan obzhalovat* v sud deistvia dolzhnistnykh lits* (The Right of Citizens
to Appeal the Acts of Officials to a Court), Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i pravo , No. 11
(1978) 68-74. Murad’ian, ‘Sudebnyi kontrol’ za administrativnymi aktami’ (Judicial
Control Over Administrative Acts), Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i pra vo , No. 11 (1978)
75-80.
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0 poriadke obzhalovaniya v sud nepravomernykh deistvii dolzhnostnykh lits,
ushchemliayushchikh prava grazhdan (Law on the Procedure for Appealing to Court

the Unlawful Actions of Officials that Infringe upon the Rights of Citizens),
Vedomosty SSSR , No. 26 (1987) item 388.
127 Surprisingly, this limitation was not even mentioned by some Western experts com
menting on the new Soviet Law on Appeals. See, for example, Quigley, ‘The New
Soviet Law on Appeals: “Glasnost” in the Soviet Courts’, 37 ICLQ (1988) 172. See
also Quigley, ‘Law Reform and the Soviet Courts’, 28 Columbia Journal o f
Transnational Law (1990) 59, 60-63. Other commentators did mention Art. 3 but
failed to understand its real significance. See McGregor, ‘Judicial Review of
Administrative Actions in the USSR: Current Developments’, Yearbook on Socialist
Legal Systems (1989) 129, 148.
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ferent governmental agencies.128 Because the existing regulations tradition
ally envisaged only appeals to superior administrative authorities, the refer
ence to ‘legislative acts’ meant that the new Law did not actually expand the
possibilities for judicial review. By relying on the numerous existing regula
tions or by adopting new rules providing only for the right to appeal within
the administrative hierarchy, bureaucrats were able to preclude judicial review
from their actions.
Moreover, the 1977 Law expressly excluded two types of actions from ju
dicial review. First, the Law did not allow an appeal against decisions of
governmental collegiate bodies. It permitted only appeals against actions of
individual officials (Article 1). Secondly, ‘actions connected with ensuring
the defence capability of the country and state security’ could not be appealed
against (Article 3). The Law also required citizens to await the decision of the
superior administrative body before filing the complaint in court. Contrary to
the existing principles of judicial procedure the Law did not allow appeals
against the lower court’s decisions.
Public criticism of the long-awaited law was so heavy, that the legislature
had to amend the Law even before its scheduled entry into force. The amend
ments adopted in October of 1987129 allowed the citizens to sue officials
without filing a complaint before a superior administrative body. The new
version of the Law also permitted appeals against decisions of the lower
courts. However, the amendments did not remove the principal limitations
contained in the first version of the Law. As a result, the entry of the Law on
Appeals into force on January 1, 1988 did not cause a radical change in the
existing practice. It was reported that a very limited number of cases were
filed in the courts.130 As a reaction to these developments the Supreme
Court of the USSR made an attempt to expand the opportunities for judicial
review by issuing for the lower courts a recommendation to accept com
plaints against actions not only of individual officials acting on their own,
but also where the official made the decision in the name of a collegiate
body.131
Mounting criticism of the restrictive Law has lead to a reconsideration of
the Law on Appeals by the new Supreme Soviet. In November of 1989 a
new version of the Law on Appeals132 was adopted which entered into force
128

See luridicheskii entsiklopedicheskii slovar (Juridical Encyclopedic Dictionary)
(1984) 102-103.
129 See Vedomosty SSSR , No. 42 (1987) item 692.
130 See Shishkin, Sudebnaya zashchita ot nepravomernykh geistvii dolzhnostnykh lits
(Judicial Protection Against Unlawful Actions of Officials), Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i
p ravo , No. 3 (1989) 23, 25.
131 See Bulleteri Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR , No. 1 (1989) 4 (Bulletin of the Supreme Court
of the USSR).
132 Sakon SSSR o poriadke obzhalovaniya v sud nepravomernykh deistvii organov gosudarstvennogo upravleniya i dolzhnostnykh lits, ushchemliaushchikh prava grashdan
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on July 1, 1990.133 The last version of the Law gives the courts wide pow
ers to countermand different types of unlawful administrative action. The
1989 Law removed limitations excluding actions of state agencies and cases
involving national defence and state security from judicial review. The Law
also redefined the limitation resulting from the reference to other legislative
acts. Article 3 provides that the Law does not apply to actions of organs or
officials in respect of which ‘laws of the USSR and of the constituent re
publics establish a different procedure of appeal’. The use of the term ‘law’
means that a different procedure may be established only by normative acts
adopted by the USSR Congress of People’s Deputies, the USSR Supreme
Soviet or the legislatures of the Union Republics. By clarifying the sphere of
its application, the 1989 Law also provides that it is not applicable to acts of
governmental bodies or officials which ‘have a normative character’ (Article
3). This provision excludes the possibility of challenging under this Law dif
ferent normative regulations issued by state agencies or individual officials.
While the 1989 Law on Appeals expressly excluded cases involving nor
mative regulation, there is a growing recognition that the courts should also
be given the power to review the legality of acts issued by different govern
mental agencies. The inconsistency of such regulations with the existing
laws affecting the rights of citizens is one of the biggest structural problems
of the Soviet legal system. It is a common phenomenon that administrative
regulations implementing the laws limit or take away what was granted by
the legislature. Yet, the system provided no remedy against such abuses of
administrative power. On the contrary, the Fundamental Principles of
Legislation on Civil Court Procedure134 expressly prescribe the courts to
apply not only laws but also ministerial and other administrative regulations
(Article 12). Courts have no competence to control the legality of the rele
vant regulations. In practice they tended to apply these regulations as lex specialis even if they were in a clear conflict with the laws adopted by the leg
islative organs. A radical reform in this area would obviously require a revi
sion of the Fundamental Principles and of the Union Republics’ codes on
civil procedure which place laws and administrative regulations on the same
level. However, even before such a revision there is a welcome change in ju
dicial policy on these matters. Courts are strongly urged to apply laws and
not contrary administrative regulations. Proposal are being actively discussed
aimed at giving the courts the power to annul administrative regulations if
they contradict statutes.135

133
134
135

(Law of the USSR on the Procedure for Appealing to Court the Unlawful Actions of
State Administrative Organs and of Officials that Infringe the Rights of Citizens),
Vedomosty SSSR , No. 22 (1989) item 416 (hereinafter cited as Law on Appeals).
Ibid., item 417.
Fundamental Principles of Legislation on Civil Court Procedure, supra note 101.
See, for example, Tlie Concept of the New Constitution of the USSR (Proposals of the
Institute of State and Law of the USSR Academy of Sciences), supra note 63, at 20.
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It is significant to note that some of the new statutes adopted by the
USSR Supreme Soviet contain broad formulations which in principle may
be interpreted as providing for the right of appeal against all acts of state
agencies. Thus, the 1990 Law on Property136 stipulates that if an adminis
trative body or local authorities issue ‘an act* which is inconsistent with the
law and violates the rights of the owner, such ‘an act’ may be declared invalid
by the court (Article 34). The use of a broad term ‘an act’ may imply that the
owner could challenge all acts, including acts of a normative character. If
such an interpretation would find support in practice, the courts may acquire
the jurisdiction to decide on the validity of normative regulations in the con
text of a particular case.

C. Towards a More Independent Judiciary
The developments just described will undoubtedly increase the role of the
courts in providing effective remedies against human rights violations. It is
also clear that from a broader perspective the Law on Appeals and the general
changes in judicial policy greatly increase the power of the courts in the
Soviet legal system. However, the increase in the power of the courts, in par
ticular in the area of human rights protection, would have been meaningless,
if at the same time they were not provided with additional guarantees of judi
cial independence. While the emerging multi-party system and the general
democratization of the Soviet society have made many abuses of the recent
past impossible, it was also necessary to introduce effective legal guarantees
against unlawful interference in the judicial process by Communist Party and
government officials. A package of laws was adopted for this purpose in the
framework of the on-going court reform.
The 1988 constitutional amendments introduced major changes in the
procedures for the selection of judges. Under the previous system of judicial
selection, judges of the lower courts were elected at general elections for a
term of five years. Provincial, republics’ and All-Union judges were elected
by the relevant soviets (councils) of deputies. The system was tightly con
trolled by the Communist Party which nominated candidates for the selec
tion. The resulting personal subordination of judges to the Communist Party
was highly conducive to interference with the judicial process. Under the new
system the local and provincial judges are to be elected by the higher-standing
soviets for a period of ten years (Article 152 of the Constitution). Judges of
the supreme courts of the Union Republics and judges of the Supreme Court
of the USSR have to be chosen by the relevant Soviets of the Union
Republics and the USSR Supreme Soviet. The new system of selection,

136 Law on Property in the USSR, supra note 8.
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elaborated in detail in the new Law on the Status of Judges,137 envisages ju
dicial selection panels of professional judges who will recommend candidates
for the next elections. The Law also provides that a judge cannot be removed
by a soviet before the expiration of his term without consultation with the
panel (Articles 16,17).
The new laws also establish responsibility for unlawful interference with
the judicial process. A major threat to the autonomy of the courts at all
levels was the interference on the part of the Ministry of Justice of the USSR
and the ministries of justice of the Union Republics which, according to the
1980 Fundamental Principles on Court Structure,138 exercised ‘organiza
tional guidance’ over the courts (Article 18). The new 1989 Fundamental
Principles on Court Structure139 eliminated the previously existing organi
zational possibilities for governmental interference with the courts. Further
more, the 1988 constitutional amendments proclaimed that any interference
in the judicial activities of judges is impermissible and entails ‘responsibility
under the law’ (Article 155). By strengthening this provision, the Law on the
Status of Judges introduced legal penalties for any attempt to interfere with
the work of the judges (Article 3). The Supreme Soviet also adopted a special
Law on Responsibility for Disrespect to a Court which established adminis
trative and criminal responsibility for unlawful interference in the judicial
process, non-compliance with the court’s orders and disrespect of the
court.140

D. The Committee of Constitutional Supervision
Another significant constitutional development which is likely to have farreaching consequences for the operation of the Soviet legal system in general,
and for the future of human rights protection in the Soviet Union in particu
lar, is the introduction of the concept of constitutional supervision and the
establishment of the Committee of Constitutional Supervision. I have al
ready mentioned the problems raised by the terms of reference of the
Committee. At this stage I should like to touch briefly upon the functions,
powers and the emerging practice of this new organ of the Soviet state.

137 Zakon o statuse sudei v SSSR (Law on the Status of Judges in the USSR), Vedomosty
SSSR, No. 9 (1989) item 223.
138 Osnovy zakonodatei stva Soiuza SSR i soiuznukh respublik o sudoustroistve v SSSR
(Fundamental Principles of Legislation of the Union of SSR and of the Union
Republics on Court Structure in the USSR), 10 Svod zakonov SSSR 7.
139 Osnovy zakonodatei’stva Soiuza SSR i soiuznykh respublik o sudoustroistve
(Fundamental Principles of Legislation of the Union of SSR and of the Union
Republics on Court Structure), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 23 (1989) item 441, Art. 22.
140 Ob otvetstvennosti za neuvazhenie k sudu (On Responsibility for Disrespect to a
Court), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 22 (1989) item 418.
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According to the 1988 constitutional amendment, as revised in 1989 and
1990, and the implementing 1989 Law on Constitutional Supervision,141
the USSR Committee of Constitutional Supervision is elected by the
Congress of People’s Deputies from among ‘specialists in the area of politics
and law’ and is composed of a chairman, a deputy chairman and twenty-five
members, including members coming from each of the Union Republics
(Article 124 of the Constitution, Article 5 of the Law). The tenure of the
members of the Committee is ten years (Article 124 of the Constitution,
Article 6 of the Law). The Committee is envisaged as the principal body re
sponsible for the supervision of the constitutionality of laws and regulations
enacted by different state bodies both at the all-union and republican levels. In
some cases the Committee deals not only with laws already in force but also
with draft laws submitted for enactment. Thus, the Congress may ask the
Committee to consider the constitutionality of draft laws submitted to the
Congress (Article 124, paragraph 1 of the Constitution, Article 12, paragraph
1 of the Law). According to the Law the Committee will control the compat
ibility of domestic statutes with international obligations of the USSR. In
particular, the Committee will look into the compatibility of republican laws
with the international obligations of the USSR.
The constitutional amendment and the implementing Law on
Constitutional Supervision do not give citizens the right to petition the
Committee directly. The Committee may take up an issue only at the request
of different state and public bodies, groups of deputies, or on its own initia
tive. At the same time the Law provides that if citizens discover ‘a discrep
ancy between a law or other normative act and the Constitution of the
USSR’ they may turn to those bodies which are entitled to initiate the review
(Article 12). The Supreme Court of the USSR has the right of petition to the
Committee. By contrast, the lower courts have to turn to some higher body
in order to initiate the review (Article 12).
The Committee has been granted different powers regarding different types
of normative acts. Generally, if the Committee concludes that a normative
act is unconstitutional, it has the power to suspend its implementation. This
sanction does not apply, however, to legislative acts adopted by the Congress
of People’s Deputies or to provisions of constitutions of Union Republics.
In such a situation the findings of the Committee have only an ‘advisory’
role. The final determination of the validity rests with the Congress which
may overrule the Committee’s conclusion by a two-thirds vote.
From the human rights perspective, it is important to note that the
Committee was given much broader powers when dealing with human rights
violations. Under the Law on Constitutional Supervision, the Committee’s
conclusion stating that a normative act violates ‘fundamental rights and free141

Law on Constitutional Supervision, supra note 17.
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doms of the individual, as proclaimed by the Constitution of the USSR and
by the international acts to which the USSR is a party* immediately invali
dates such an act (Article 21).142 An analysis of the debates on the draft of
the Law at the Congress shows that this wide power was given to the
Committee as ‘the only exception, introduced in order to protect the interests
of the individual’.143 The emphasis on human rights is further confirmed by
the fact that protection of ‘constitutional human rights and freedoms, rights
of the people of the USSR, and the democratic principles of Soviet society’
was included among the main aims of constitutional supervision in the
USSR (Article 1 of the Law). An important indication of the same trend is
the compromise on the procedure governing the entry into force of the new
Law achieved between the proponents of the Law and its critics. During the
debates on the Law deputies representing a number of Union Republics ex
pressed concern that the new powerful state body may be used against inde
pendent-minded republics trying to reform the Union. As a result, a compro
mise has been achieved under which the Committee of Constitutional
Supervision will acquire the right to control the compatibility of the Union
Republic’s constitutions and laws with the Constitution of the USSR and
the USSR laws, but only from the time when the envisaged ‘changes and ad
ditions to the part of the USSR Constitution dealing with nation-state struc
ture of the USSR will enter into force’.144 Significantly, however, this lim
itation does not apply to supervision of republic ‘normative legal acts con
cerning fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens’.145
The importance of human rights was again stressed at the first meeting of
the newly established Committee.146 An analysis of the first decisions of the
Committee indicates that cases relating to human rights clearly emerge as the
single most visible concern of the Committee. The analysis indicates,
however, that thus far the record of the Committee has been rather mixed.
Some of the decisions of the Committee clearly promote human rights in the
Soviet legal system. Therefore, in its first ruling the Committee invalidated a
number of legislative acts excluding some labour disputes from the jurisdic142

It is not entirely clear from the text of the Law whether this sanction applies to all
normative acts, in particular to acts enacted by the Congress of People’s Deputies or
to provisions of constitutions of Union Republics enjoying a special status under the
Law on Constitutional Supervision.
143 Second Congress of People’s Deputies, statement of D.A. Kerimov, Chairman of the
Commission on the Preparation of Law on Constitutional Control, Izvestia , 24
December 1989, at 3.
144 O poriadke vvedenia v deistvie Zakona SSSR rO konstuluisionnom nadzore v SSSR’
(On the Procedure for Putting into Effect of the Law of the USSR ‘On Constitutional
Supervision in the USSR’), Vedomosty SSSR, No. 29 (1989) item 573.
145 Ibid.
146 See the statement of S.S. Alexeyev, Chairman of the Committee on Constitutional
Control cited, in Zashchishchsaia Konstitutsiiu (Guarding the Constitution), Izvestia ,
16 May 1990, at 2.
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tion of the courts.147 It is significant to note that in support of its decision
the Committee cited not only Article 58 of the Soviet Constitution but also
Articles 7 and 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 2,
paragraph 3 of the Covenant of Civil and Political Rights.148
Another decision of the Committee challenged existing norms of criminal
law and laws governing criminal procedure which allowed the prosecuting
agencies to release a person accused of a minor violation of criminal law.
Under the existing laws released persons were considered as guilty without a
court hearing and as a result were registered as persons who committed a
crime. By citing Article 160 of the Soviet Constitution and Article 14 of the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as Art 11 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the Committee declared that these provisions
of Soviet law violate the right of everyone to be presumed innocent until
proven guilty in a court.149 However, the Committee invalidated with im
mediate effect only the provisions of an act requiring registration of the rele
vant offenses issued by USSR Procurator General. It refused to apply this
sanction as regards the provisions of the criminal law and laws governing
criminal procedure. Instead the Committee simply called upon the Supreme
Soviet to remove the questionable provisions from these laws in the frame
work of the on-going legal reform.150
Regrettably, a similarly timid approach was adopted by the Committee in
its decision concerning the constitutionality of regulations requiring residence
permits. The Committee has taken up the issue in order to determine whether
these requirements are consistent with ‘the Constitution of the USSR and in
ternational obligations of the USSR’.151 The Committee recognized that
regulations requiring citizens to seek residence permits from local organs of
the Ministry for Internal Affairs violate human rights. However, it did not
invalidate them. The Committee appeared to believe that a call to remove
these restrictions from the normative acts ‘in due time’ would be enough.152
Human rights proponents may also find unsatisfactory the decision of the
Committee relating to the 1990 Decree of the USSR President on Rallies in
the Centre of Moscow which requires the permission of the USSR Council
of Ministers for meetings and demonstrations in the central districts of
Moscow.153 The Committee challenged the Decree only on a technical con
stitutional ground which does not allow the President to ‘introduce changes

147 See Vedomosty SSSR , No. 27 (1990) item 524.
148 Ibid.
149 See Vedomosty SSSR , No. 39 (1990) item 775.
150 Ibid.
151 Vedomosty SSSR , No. 23 (1990) item 418.
152 See Reshenia Kom iteta konstitutsionnogo nadzora SSSR (Decisions of the
Committee of Constitutional Supervision of USSR), Izvestia , 27 October 1990.
153 See, supra note 85.
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and additions into the laws of the USSR’.154 In this connection the
Committee noticed the fact that the President initiated legislation in the
Supreme Soviet on the same question. However, the Committee did not chal
lenge the Decree or the envisaged legislative act from the point of view of its
consistency with constitutional or international human rights. Again, the
Committee only suspended the operation of the unconstitutional Presidential
Decree.155
While the compromise on the procedure for the entry into force of the
Law on Constitutional Supervision described earlier156 removed some of the
fears that the Committee may emerge as the main body to infringe on the
sovereign rights of the Union Republics, two of the decisions of the
Committee confirm the view that it still may be active in supervising the
Republics’ laws by relying on human rights provisions. The first decision of
the Committee in this area invalidated a requirement imposed by the
Congress of the Russian Republic according to which heads of governmental
agencies were not allowed to hold posts in political parties. The requirement,
whose primary aim was a complete separation of the state and the
Communist Party, was challenged in the Committee by the President of the
USSR (who retained the post of the First Secretary of the USSR Communist
Party).157 By a controversial decision,158 the Committee invalidated the rel
evant requirement by reference to ‘the Constitution of the USSR, USSR
labour laws and international obligations of the USSR relating to human
rights’.159 It remains to be seen what impact this particular decision of the
Committee will have on the evolving ‘depoliticization’ process in the
Republics.160 Another decision of the Committee dealing with Union
Republics’ laws related to restrictions on access to municipal housing by
military personnel and some other categories of Soviet citizens imposed by
the laws of the Baltic Republics and of Republic of Moldova. The

154 Vedomosty SSSR , No. 39 (1990) item 774.
155 Ibid.
156 See, supra note 144 and accompanying text.
157 See Vedomosty SSSR , No. 40 (1990) item 797.
158 This was the first decision of the Committee adopted by a majority vote. Two mem
bers of the Committee dissented. See ‘Decisions on the Committee of Constitutional
Supervision of the USSR’, supra note 152.
159 Ibid.
160 Ironically, at the time when the Committee was handing down its decision in
Moscow, in the capital of the Ukraine the Ukrainian parliament was giving its ap
proval to constitutional amendments (see, supra note 119) which contain far-reaching
restrictions on political activities in state organs aimed, in particular, at ejecting the
Communist Party as well as other emerging political parties from the judicial system.
According to Art. 112 of the Ukrainian Constitution judges of the Constitutional
Court can not be members of ‘any political party and movements’. Art. 150 provides
that judges of ordinary courts should also renounce their membership in ‘any political
party and political movements’.
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Committee concluded that these restrictions were not in accordance with the
‘USSR Constitution and norms of international law’.161
While these decisions of the Committee confirm the fact that it is emerg
ing as a major body concerned with the protection of human rights, in view
of the limited number of cases decided by the Committee so far, any farreaching generalizations would appear premature. It still remains to be seen
what actual role the Committee will play in the effective implementation of
human rights in the Soviet Union. From a broader constitutional perspective,
it is also not clear whether this body will be preserved in its present form in
the course of the on-going constitutional experimentation. It may be argued,
for example, that the establishment of a real constitutional court would pro
vide a much stronger framework for constitutional supervision.162 At the
same time it is clear that the adoption of the very idea of constitutional su
pervision and the creation of a new state body charged with supervisory func
tions offers much better prospects for human rights enforcement in a society
which for a long period of time lacked any developed legal safeguards for the
basic rights of individuals.

V. Conclusion
Soviet experience shows that a totalitarian system is inimical to the effective
protection of human rights. It also confirms that only a pluralistic society
and a democratic state based on the rule of law provide better prospects for
human dignity and human rights. The general democratization of the Soviet
society and the rapidly developing process of legal reform strengthen political
and legal guarantees for the civil, political, economic and social rights and
freedoms of Soviet people. Recent constitutional reforms create the required
political legal framework for a movement towards a Rechtsstaat in the Soviet
Union. A more effective system of human rights enforcement is clearly
emerging as a necessary part of the overall process of political and legal
change.
However, although the prospects for human rights in the Soviet Union
appear to be brighter than at any time since 1917, one should also be aware
of the fact that many variables may lead to a deterioration of the situation.
Much depends, for example, on the success of economic reform and on the
peaceful resolution of the nationality problem. From a legal perspective, a
161

See ‘Decisions of the Committee on Constitutional Supervision of the USSR*, supra
note 152.
162 It is interesting to note that some of the Union Republics have already endorsed the
idea of constitutional court in their new constitutional amendments. See, in particu lar, Arts. 97 and 112 of the amended Constitution of the Ukrainian SSR which envis
ages the creation of the Constitutional Court of the Ukrainian SSR, supra note 119.
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major drawback is the Soviet constitutional tradition according to which each
new constitutional text has to reflect new stage of development of the Soviet
society and a new configuration of political forces. The 1918, 1924, 1936
and 1977 Constitutions did not shape the events. They only reflected new re
alities and political changes. Against the background of such an experience, it
should be clear that even the adoption of a most progressive new Union con
stitution (or new constitutions for different Union Republics) containing an
extensive catalogue of human rights measures would not necessarily imply
the emergence of a new Soviet human rights legal culture which would pre
vent human rights abuses in any political environment
From this perspective, of principal importance is the development of the
capacity and willingness of the public to press for the strict observance of
human rights standards. The emergence of broad human rights movements in
the Soviet Union provides additional hope that citizens of the USSR will no
longer tolerate massive violations of human dignity. While the new human
rights movements play an increasing role in political debate, there is a re
markable change in the previous Soviet negative attitude towards unofficial
groups claiming the right to monitor human rights. On the doctrinal level,
there is a growing recognition of the idea that international instruments create
obligations not only as regards other states but also towards individual citi
zens who may acquire the right to demand that the state honours its interna
tional undertakings.163 At the official level, the Soviet Union has changed
its previous negative attitude towards human rights groups by signing the
1989 Vienna Concluding Document.164 Under this Document the Soviet
Union has pledged to ‘respect the right of [its] citizens to contribute actively,
individually or in association with others to the promotion and protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms’.
While the creation of a supportive domestic political environment pro
vides the means to hold the Soviet Government accountable to its own peo
ple, closer international co-operation is needed to strengthen its responsibili
ties towards the international community as a whole. From this perspective,
a significant development is the rejection of the previous often-misused,
Soviet insistence on the non-interference in the domestic affairs of the state.
Soviet spokesmen recognize that questions of human rights are no longer
within the exclusive domestic jurisdiction of states.165 This development
opens new prospects for closer international co-operation in human rights.
As a result, new opportunities emerge for international control, including
control over the consistency of Soviet domestic laws with international hu-
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Mullerson, supra note 19, at 64. See also Mullerson, ‘Human Rights and the Indi
vidual as Subject of International Law: a Soviet View’, 1 EJIL (1990) 33-43.
164 1989 Vienna Concluding Document, supra note 23.
165 See, e.g., Mullerson, supra note 19, at 62.
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man rights standards. Helsinki Follow-Up meetings on humanitarian issues
clearly play an important part in this process.
Nevertheless, doubts about the sincerity of the new Soviet openness in
human rights matters will be completely dispelled only when the new policy
is confirmed by an active participation in the already existing universal and
regional quasi-judicial and judicial control mechanisms. Written assertions
that law takes primacy over politics should be supported by actions such as
ratification of the Optional Protocol to the Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. The grand designs for a ‘Common European Home’166 should be ac
companied by tangible steps towards acceptance of human rights standards
and the highly developed supervisory mechanisms established by the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms167. In particular, early Soviet accession to the European Conven
tion could be one of the steps which is likely to be most welcome by people
on all sides of the still existing European borders.

166
167

Cf. M.S. Gorbachov, Perestroika i novoe myshlenie dlia nashei strany i vsego mira
(Perestroika and New Thinking fo r Our Country and the World) (1987) 203-204.
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 213
UNTS 221.
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I. The Reappearance of the Individual
A.

The Preparation of the Change

The development of public international law which is frequently seen as be
ginning in the 16th century with the names of Francisco Suarez (1548-1617)
and Francisco de Vitoria (1483-1546) showed that the individual was at first
very much in the centre of the discussion by learned authors. Vitoria starts
from the question whether the children of the inhabitants of the West Indies
who came under Spanish rule in 1492 could be baptized against the wishes of
their parents. He asks by virtue of what law could they come under Spanish
rule at all and what rights the Spanish rulers or the church had acquired over
them in temporal and spiritual matters. Vitoria uses these issues to outline
international law and its principles.1
In the Westphalian Peace Treaties of 1648 specific rules to protect the re
ligion of minorities in the German territories were laid down. In the 18th and
19th century several international conventions protecting freedom of religion
were concluded, sometimes connected with the transfer of territory or laid
down in general treaties on friendship and navigation. Treaties with Turkey
sometimes contained very detailed guarantees for religious freedom, especially
of Christians under Turkish rule. This is the case for Article 62 of the Berlin
Treaty of 1878.2
Another example for public international law protecting the rights of in
dividuals in the 19th century were the rules concerning slavery. In the Act of
8 February 1815 which is part of the Act of the Congress of Vienna the par
ticipating states declare that the trade with African negroes ‘a été envisagé,
par les hommes justes et éclairés de tous les temps, comme répugnant au
principe d’humanité et de morale universelle’.3 All civilized states are called
upon to accept that principle. In the Treaty of 20 December 1841 five
European states agree that they will treat the slave trade as piracy and grant
each other the right to search their commercial ships.4 In the General Act of
the Berlin Conference of 26 February 1885 the states accept in Article 9 that
slave trade is prohibited by the general principles of international law.5
Of course at that time legal positivism and the idea of the absolute
sovereignty of states had taken the lead. The idea that public international law
1

Preiser, ‘History of the Law of Nations Ancient Times to 1648’, in R. Bernhardt (ed.),
Encyclopedia o f Public International Law (from now on EPIL), Instalment 7, 132, 151

2
3
4
5

(1984).
See Frowein, ‘Religionsfreiheit - Internationales und supranationales Recht’, in 4
Staatslexikon (7th ed. 1988) 830; ‘Berlin Treaty of 13 July 1878’, in 3 Martens
Nouveau Recueil D, 449.
M. Fleischmann, Vôlkerrechtsquellen (1905) 17.
2 Martens Nouveau Recueil I, 392.
10 Martens Nouveau Recueil H, 414.
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could concern the individual also in the relations with his or her state disap
peared more and more. Only as far as foreigners were concerned was the law
of diplomatic protection to a certain extent a reminder that there are funda
mental rules applicable to every human being.6
As the example concerning the slave trade and slavery in general shows,
the victory of legal positivism was never quite complete. In fact, Heffter, one
of the leading authors of the 19th century, wrote in the 1860s that states can
not conclude treaties which are ‘contraire à l’ordre moral des choses et no
tamment aussi à la mission des états de contribuer au développement de la
liberté humaine’. He expressly referred to agreements maintaining slavery or
aiming at the cessation of all commerce between several nations to the detri
ment of their mutual physical and moral needs.7
But we must recognize that the prevailing view which influenced the prac
tice of states up and into the Second World War was that the relations be
tween a state and its own nationals were not affected by public international
law. This relation was within the domestic jurisdiction of a state and, there
fore, the state was free to treat its individual as it liked without any possibil
ity for other states to intervene.8
This view was still at the basis of the Nuremberg Judgment against those
responsible for the beginning of the Second World War and German war
crimes. In this context here it is not necessary to discuss the problems of the
Nuremberg Trials in general. What is telling, however, is that the Military
Tribunal found that it had no jurisdiction to try as crimes against humanity
the treatment of the German Jewish population before 1939. This is of con
siderable interest because the Charter for the International Military Tribunal
setting out the basis for jurisdiction stated that crimes against humanity are:
‘murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation and other inhumane acts
committed against any civilian population, before or during the war; or per
secutions on political, racial or religious grounds in execution of or in con
nection with any crime within the jurisdiction of the tribunal, whether or not
in violation of the domestic law of the country where perpetrated’.9
Despite the wording which pointed to the contrary, the International
Military Tribunal interpreted the Charter to mean that crimes against human
ity were punishable only if connected with crimes against peace or war
crimes. Persecution before the War, therefore, was not covered. This restric
tion was lifted in December 1945 when the Four Powers enacted Control
6
7
8

9

K. Doehring, D ie allgemeinen Regeln des völkerrechtlichen Fremdenrechts und das
deutsche Verfassungsrecht (1963) 11 and passim.
A.-W. Heffter, Le droit international public de l Europe (1866) 168.
For extreme cases, however, the literature frequently defended a right to humanitarian
intervention; compare Strisower, ‘Intervention’, in K. Strupp (ed.), 1 Wörterbuch des
Völkerrechts (1924) 581, 587.
Ferencz, ‘Crimes against Humanity*, in 8 EPIL (1985) 107, 108; see also Jescheck,
‘Nuremberg Trials’, in 4 EPIL (1982) 50.
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Council Law No. 10 which deleted the qualifying clauses. The subsequent
twelve Nuremberg Trials, before American judges only, held that crimes
against humanity could be punishable even if unrelated to war and regardless
of the nationality of the victim.10

B. The United Nations Charter and the European Response
The Charter of the United Nations lists as one of the purposes of the world
wide organization, to achieve international co-operation in promoting and en
couraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. This marked the
reappearance of the individual human rights in public international law which
had been superseded by its development, especially during the 19th century.11
The General Assembly of the United Nations, already in 1948, adopted
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which has been of great influence
for the human rights instruments of a global or regional nature.12 Any reader
can see that the Declaration is influenced by the great historical examples for
bills of rights, especially the French Déclaration des Droits de VHomme et du
Citoyen and of the United States Bill of Rights. However, Articles 23 to 29
also include the right to work, to just and favourable conditions of work, to
protection against unemployment as well as the right to a standard of living
adequate for health and well-being, including food, clothing, housing and
medical care and necessary social services. The Universal Declaration, there
fore, combines the traditional rights, sometimes called the first generation
rights with those of an economic and social nature (second generation).13
It took the United Nations almost twenty years until the General
Assembly could adopt the two United Nations Covenants on Civil and
Political Rights on the one hand, and on Social Economic and Cultural
Rights on the other, which entered into force exactly ten years after their
adoption, in 1976.14 At that time the European Convention on Human
Rights (from now on ECHR), clearly influenced to a considerable extent by
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, had been in force for more than
20 years.
Proposals for a European Charter of Human Rights were presented to the
Congress of the European Movement in The Hague in May 1948, three years
after the end of the Second World War. The Statute of the Council of Europe
10
11
12
13
14

Ferencz, loc. cit., 108.
Henkin, ‘Human Rights’, in 8 EPIL (1985) 268 et seq.; C.A. N0rgaard, The Position
o f the Individual in International Law (1962).
J. Carrillo Salcedo, ‘Human Rights, Universal Declaration (1948)’, in 8 EPIL (1985)
303 et seq.
Loc. cit., 306.
G. Cohen-Jonathan, ‘Human Rights Covenants’, in 8 EPIL (1985) 297 et seq.
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of May 5, 1949, expressly recognizes the obligation of each member state to
respect human rights and fundamental freedoms.15 After the Statute had come
into force, the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe adopted on
September 9, 1949 a draft prepared by its Legal Committee on the basis of a
report by P.H. Teitgen, formerly French Minister of Justice. The Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europe created a Committee of Experts and
later called a Conference of Senior Officials in June 1950, which annexed a
Draft Convention to its report The Committee of Ministers adopted a revised
text, which was then submitted to the Consultative Assembly. Several
amendments proposed by the Assembly were not accepted by the Ministers,
and the Convention was signed substantially in its earlier version.16
The Assembly’s proposed amendments concerned the addition of the
rights to property, to education, and to vote, which were referred for further
study by the Ministers and were later included in the First Protocol to the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms. The Convention was signed in Rome on November 4, 1950. It
came into force on September 3, 1953, after the ratification by ten states.
The United Kingdom ratified as the first country 1951, Norway, Sweden and
the Federal Republic of Germany in 1952, the Saar, then an associated mem
ber of the Council of Europe, Ireland, Greece, Denmark, Iceland and Luxem
bourg in 1953. By 1958 Turkey, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and Austria
had become members. In the 1960s Cyprus and Malta ratified. Only in 1974
France and Switzerland joined the Convention. And Greece, which had de
nounced it under the dictatorship of the Colonels in 1969, became again a
member during 1974. Portugal and Spain joined in 1978 and 1979, San
Marino in 1989 and Finland in 1990, bringing the total to 23 countries.17
The European Commission of Human Rights was established on May
18, 1954, and the European Court of Human Rights on January 29, 1959.
Today Commission and Court have jurisdiction for all the member states of
the Convention. Declarations under Article 25 concerning individual applica
tions and under Article 46 for the jurisdiction of the Court are renewed regu
larly for these organs. Several protocols to the Convention granting addi
tional rights have been adopted.18
The number of decisions taken by the European Commission of Human
Rights since its existence is quite impressive. By the end of 1990 it has
15

16

17
18

Art. 3: Every Member of the Council of Europe must accept the principles of the rule
of law and of the enjoyment by all persons within its jurisdiction of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, and collaborate sincerely and effectively in the realisation of
the aim of the Council as specified in Chapter I.
Frowein, ‘European Convention on Human Rights (1950)’, in 8 EPIL (1985) 184 et
seq.; see also Council o f Europe, C ollected Edition o f the 'Travaux Préparatoires o f
the European Convention on Human R ights , I-VIH (1975-1985).
See Yearbook o f the European Convention on Human Rights.
In June 1991 eight additional protocols have now entered into force.
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taken altogether 15,457 decisions concerning individual applications. By far
the majority of cases were declared inadmissible, altogether 14,636. 821 ap
plications were declared admissible. In 96 cases a friendly settlement was se
cured. In 430 cases the Commission adopted a report on the merits under
Article 31, several other cases were struck of the list for different reasons.19
The Court has handed down 235 judgments at the time of writing (1991).20

C.

European Integration through Fundamental Rights

The notion integration is especially used in the context of the European
Community.21 However, one should not underestimate the influence of the
system for the protection of fundamental human rights set up by the ECHR
as a tool for European integration.
When independent political entities as states undertake to create some sort
of closer union a process of integration is set in motion. Experience seems to
show that the question of common values protected by the legal system can
not be avoided if the process of integration is to continue toward the creation
of a union to which all the citizens feel some common allegiance.
Fundamental human rights can express a common set of minimum standards
below which conditions must not fall anywhere in the union of states. The
development of federal systems shows that integration through fundamental
rights is a well-known phenomenon.22 Also in Europe this may be seen in
several contexts.
Of course, the role of the ECHR is so far clearly a subsidiary one for the
great majority of member countries. To take the example of the country with
the largest population, the Federal Republic of Germany, there exists a par
ticularly elaborate system of internal protection of fundamental rights. This
is the outcome of the tragic German history during the 20th century. The
Federal Constitutional Court can review all public acts on the basis of a con
stitutional complaint brought by an individual citizen.23 This may explain
the fact that the number of important applications which have reached the
Convention system from Germany seems small.24

19

Statistics are regularly issued by the Commission; see for 1990 Survey o f A ctivities
and Statistics.

20
21
22
23
24

Eur Court H.R., Survey o f Activities 1959-1990 (1991) 13.
See for instance M. Cappelletti, M. Seccombe and J. Weiler (eds), integration through
Law (1984-1986).
Frowein, ‘Fundamental Human Rights as a Vehicle of Legal Integration in Europe*, in
M. Cappelletti, M. Seccombe and J. Weiler (eds), ibid., 1 Book 3 (1986) 300.
Art. 93, para. 4(a) Basic Law contains the constitutional basis for this procedural
right.
This is especially noticeable if one compares the German with the British cases.
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Some other European countries also know specific constitutional courts,
Austria having the oldest tradition in that respect.25 However, even where
constitutional courts exist their competence may be quite limited. This is so
with the Austrian Constitutional Court which cannot review judgments by
other courts.26 Therefore, the system set up by the ECHR was available for
one of the most spectacular cases concerning freedom of speech, after a jour
nalist had been convicted by Austrian criminal courts for criticizing the
Austrian Federal Chancellor describing his political action as ‘immoral’ and
‘undignified’.27
Also the Swiss Federal Tribunal, which has a great tradition as a constitu
tional court, cannot review federal statutes on the basis of the constitution
and probably not on the basis of the Convention.28 In the United Kingdom,
of course, we have no written constitution and no courts which can review
public acts on the basis of rules as we find them in the Convention. It is
therefore not surprising that English lawyers with their great tradition of
preparing cases for the courts have brought very important applications be
fore the Convention organs. Although so many of the rules contained in the
Convention are part of the English legal tradition, the United Kingdom has
been found to be in violation of the Convention in more cases than any other
country.29 This should not mislead anybody. Fundamental human rights are
of course very well protected in the United Kingdom. It rather shows that the
Convention system has reached the level of a common European constitu
tional jurisdiction protecting the individual also in cases where they are not
confronted with flagrant violations of human rights.30
We are today probably at the edge of one of the most important develop
ments in Convention history, as far as the integrative value of this
Convention is concerned. Before the end of 1990 Hungary will have joined
the Council of Europe and will soon become a member of the ECHR.31
From then on several East European states will come under the jurisdiction
of the Convention organs. What has been the German Democratic Republic,

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

The Austrian Constitutional Court was introduced by the Constitution of 1920 which
was heavily influenced by H. Kelsen.
It is limited to controlling legislation in all its forms as well as administrative acts as
to their compatibility with the constitution.
Lingens , ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 103, 11.
Art. 113, para. 3 of the Swiss Constitution prohibits the Federal Tribunal from re 
viewing federal statutes. See S. Oeter, ‘Die Beschränkung der Normenkontrolle in der
schweizerischen Verfassungsgerichtsbarkeit’, 50 Zeitschrift für ausländisches ö f
fentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (1990) 545 et seq.
See Eur Court H.R., Survey o f Activities 1959-1990 (1991) 55.
This is typical for fundamental rights jurisdiction as soon as it becomes a normal part
of the juridical order.
It will probably ratify the Convention before the end of 1991.
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will, with the accession to the Federal Republic of Germany, be covered by
Convention law from October 3 , 1990.32
For a long time, there had been a theoretical discussion between East and
West on the real meaning of human and fundamental rights. The Eastern
countries placed the main emphasis on social and economic rights and tried to
argue that the individual human rights as protected in bills of rights or
treaties could only be implemented in a meaningful way if the system of so
cialism prevailed in the state.33 In fact, the GDR argued in a report to the
Committee supervising the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights that freedom of the press can only exist where there is a marxist sys
tem.34
This opposition of doctrines no longer exists. There is general agreement
today that fundamental human rights must be protected as individual rights
everywhere and one recognizes that a state based on a specific ideology may
in fact be more likely to disregard the individual human rights of its citizen
than any other state. This has been so impressively shown by many of the
East European politicians in recent months.35
However, one should certainly not forget the great importance of social
and economic rights for the individual human being and for his right to live
in dignity. The famous saying by Victor Hugo that equal protection of the
laws permits the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges shows that
the call for economic and social rights is not of lesser importance than the
one for fundamental human rights as protected by the ECHR. What must be
realized is that a right to work cannot be enforced by the courts or by any in
ternational adjudication. It is this distinction which justifies that we concen
trate on individual rights which can be enforced by the courts.36
It is quite futile to discuss which sort of human rights should be seen as
more important. A famous saying by Friedrich Schiller in the last century:
‘Habt ihr die Blöße bedeckt, gibt sich die Würde von selbst’,37 was an im
pressive appeal for economic and social rights but it was wrong as experience
has shown. Dignity must be protected against encroachments by state power

32
33
34
35

36
37

The normal rule of moving treaty boundaries was applied here, as stated in Art. 11 of
the Unification Treaty.
Compare A. Cassese, Human Rights in a Changing World (1990), 54 et seq.
Report of 5 May 1976, Doc. E/CN.4/1214/Add.3, 3.
The Charter of Paris for a New Europe states in its Preamble: ‘Ours is a time for fulfill
ing the hopes and expectations our peoples have cherished for decades: steadfast
commitment to democracy based on human rights and fundamental freedoms; prosper
ity through economic liberty and social justice; and equal security for all our coun
tries’, 30 ILM (1991) 193.
The European Social Charter provides for a system of supervision quite different from
the one of the ECHR.
After you have covered the nakedness, dignity will come by itself.
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and the state which claims to care for social and economic rights may be the
one least willing to ensure protection of fundamental human rights.
In this context there exists an important European challenge for the coun
try with a great tradition in protecting human rights, the United States of
America. In the United States social and economic rights, especially the right
to health care for everybody and to minimum living standards, is still much
less developed than in the West European states. The disappearance of the
East/West divide may influence the United States to take over several of the
devices applied in West European countries, for instance in the Scandinavian
countries or in the Federal Republic of Germany, to protect people against
poverty and illness. The European Social Charter is of great importance in
setting minimum standards for social and economic rights.38

II. The Collective Guarantee
A. The System of European Supervision
According to the Preamble of the ECHR the Governments having drafted that
Convention are ‘resolved, as the Governments of European countries which
are like-minded and have a common heritage of political traditions, ideals,
freedom and the rule of law, to take the first steps for the collective enforce
ment of certain of the rights stated in the Universal Declaration.’ The collec
tive enforcement which is envisaged here refers to a collective responsibility
which is exercised through the specific organs set up for the guarantee of the
Convention. That fundamental consensus reached in 1950 must be renewed
continuously through the determination of the Governments of the European
countries.
Already in 1962 the European Commission of Human Rights recognized
that the Convention is based on the idea of a ‘public order of Europe’.39 It is
this idea which is at the basis of the possibility for any member state of the
Convention to lodge an application against any other member state under
Article 24.40 The European Court of Human Rights has held that the

38

39
40

As to the Charter see Kahn-Freund, ‘The European Social Charter’, in F.G. Jacobs
(ed.), European Law and the Individual (1976) 181-211; L. Wasescha, Le système de
contrôle de /'application de la Charte sociale européenne (1980); Wiebringhaus, ‘La
Charte sociale européenne vingt ans après la conclusion du traité’, 28 AFDI (1982)
934-947; D.J. Harris, The European Social Charter (1984); Strasser, ‘European Social
Charter’, in 8 EPIL (1985) 211.
Austria v. Italy , YB 4,116, 140.
Art. 24 applies automatically with the ratification of the Convention. Under Art. 41
of the UN Covenant or Art. 45 of the American Convention the comparable procedure
is only possible if the states concerned have recognized this competence of the
Commission or Committee. Only Art. 47 of the African Charter of Human and
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Convention ‘creates, over and above a network of mutual, bilateral undertak
ings, objective obligations which, in the words of the Preamble, benefit from
a collective enforcement’.41
Article 19 of the Convention states that ‘to ensure the observance of the
engagements undertaken by the High Contracting Parties in the present
Convention’ there shall be set up a European Commission of Human Rights
and a European Court of Human Rights. It is made clear, by this formula,
that Commission and Court have the special task to ensure the observance of
the engagements undertaken by the High Contracting Parties. The parties
have delegated that responsibility to the two organs.
But that does not mean that the states should or could hide behind the
Commission and the Court and leave it to them to deal with breaches of the
Convention while they do not care. The Convention system clearly shows
that, unlike other international systems, the drafters have preferred a judicial
system for Commission and Court which means that neither Commission
nor Court can act ex officio. Both can only decide when they are seized with
applications brought under the Convention, either by a state or by an indi
vidual. The possibility for member states to bring complaints before the
European Commission of Human Rights should be seen as one of the most
important examples for the collective responsibility of member states in the
Convention system. The states must act as guarantors of the European public
order. Where real problems arise states must react and bring an application to
the Commission.42
The number of applications brought under Article 24 since the coming
into force of the Convention is not too impressive. Greece brought two ap
plications against the United Kingdom in 1956 and 1957 which concerned the
situation on the island of Cyprus which then was a British Crown Colony.43
In 1961 Austria introduced an application against Italy which concerned a
criminal trial in South Tyrol, the part in Northern Italy which was cut off
from Tyrol in 1918/19 and has a mainly German speaking population.44 In
1968 Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands brought an application
against Greece which at that time was ruled by a military government,
formed by the so-called Colonels in 1967.45 Another application in 1970 by
Denmark, Sweden and Norway concerned the same situation.46 In 1972
Ireland brought an application against the United Kingdom which concerned

41
42
43
44
45
46

Peoples’ Rights contains an automatic right of inter-state applications, similar to the
European one.
Case
J.A.]
YB 2
YB A
YB 1
YB 1
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the treatment of suspected terrorists in the Northern Ireland.47 In 1975 and
1978 Cyprus lodged complaints against Turkey in connection with the occu
pation of the Northern part of Cyprus by Turkish armed forces in the summer
of 1974 alleging violations of Convention rights in that part of Cyprus.48
The last inter-state application was brought in 1982 by France, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands against Turkey alleging violations of
the Convention by the military government which had taken power in
Turkey in 1980.49
One may argue that only in very few cases where states have brought in
ter-state applications they had no proper interest of their own. It is clear that
Ireland, when it introduced the application against the United Kingdom, acted
very much as a protector of her own interests because according to Irish law
the Northern part of Ireland is seen as forming part of the territory which
should come under the jurisdiction of the Republic of Ireland.50 All Irish
people bom in the North have also the nationality of Ireland.51 The only
cases where the public order of Europe was enforced through the Convention
procedure by states which had no proper interest except the one protecting the
public order of Europe were the applications brought against Greece during
the regime of the colonels and against Turkey in 1982.
However, the fact that there are only few cases where states have used the
possibility under Article 24 should not lead to wrong conclusions. The inter
state application remains the method by which the states can exercise their
responsibility as guarantors of the European public order. If only a limited
number of them have done so in the two cases where Convention rights were
clearly violated on a large scale it should nevertheless be noted that four
countries have lived up to their responsibility in both cases. Those are the
Scandinavian countries Denmark, Norway and Sweden and the Netherlands.
This is somehow telling. The bigger European countries apparently prefer se
cret diplomacy which may sometimes be of great value and effect.
Nevertheless, one wonders, whether it would not be more appropriate that all
the member countries of the Council of Europe bound by the Convention
should act together where real problems in one country arise. There is no
doubt that this was the case concerning Greece and Turkey at the relevant
times.52

47
48
49
50
51
52

YB 15, 92.
DR 2, 125.
YB 26, Part 2,1.
Art. 2 of the Irish Constitution reads: ‘The national territory consists of the whole is
land of Ireand, its islands and the territorial seas.’
See J.M. KeUy, The Irish Constitution (1980) 36.
This is shown by the report in the Greek case YB 12 H; the Turkish case was concluded
by a friendly settlement adopted on 7 December 1985 which, however, indicates the
problems, YB 28, 151.
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An even greater responsibility as the one underlying Article 24 falls on
the states where the Committee of Ministers must decide in accordance with
Article 32 by a majority of two thirds of the members entitled to sit on the
Committee whether there has been a violation of the Convention. At the bot
tom of this procedure is a very difficult compromise arrived at by the drafters
of the Convention in 1950. The jurisdiction of the Court, in line with the
prevailing view at that time, needs a special declaration by the state concerned
under Article 46. Therefore, cases which cannot go before the Court have to
be decided by another organ.53 The Committee of Ministers, a merely politi
cal body, is very badly suited for that task. Today, since all states have rec
ognized the jurisdiction of the Court, the matter is of much lesser impor
tance. However, even now the question arises whether the Commission
should send all unimportant matters to the Court.54 It will do so where it
cannot rely on a responsible decision by the Committee of Ministers. In fact,
experience has shown that even in clear cases of violation, lobbying by a
state in the Committee of Ministers may have the result that the state will
not be found to be in violation of the Convention.55
The most striking example when the Committee of Ministers, and one
should say all the states forming the Committee of Ministers, did not live up
to the responsibility under the Convention concerned one of the inter-state
applications brought by Cyprus against Turkey. The Commission, in its re
port which is public, had established very severe violations including viola
tions of the right to life under Article 2 of the Convention because of wanton
killings by the Turkish forces.56 The political manoeuvre which followed in
the Committee of Ministers led to a resolution which is a very bad example
for what can happen under those circumstances.
On 20 January 1979 the Committee of Ministers adopted Resolution DH
(79) 1. In this Resolution it referred to its non-published decision of 21
October 1977 by which it ‘had taken note of the report of the European
Commission of Human Rights as well as of the memorial of the Turkish
Government and found that events which occurred in Cyprus constitute viola
tions of the Convention*. In the operative part of the Resolution of 20
January 1979 it decides to urge the parties to resume inter-communal talks
under the auspices of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. It then

53
54
55
56

Unfortunately the Commission is not entitled to give a binding decision on the ques
tion of violation.
This is the situation with cases concerning the length of judicial proceedings where
no real issues worth to be put before the Court have to be decided.
See Leuprecht, ‘The Protection of Human Rights by Political Bodies. The Example of
the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe’, in Festschrift für Felix
Ermacora (1988) 95 et seq.
Cyprus v. Turkey , Report adopted on 10 July 1976.
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states that it views this decision as completing its consideration of the case
Cyprus against Turkey?1
It is clear that the Committee of Ministers violated Article 32 of the
Convention by that procedure. It did not come to a decision on the violation
which was brought before the European Commission of Human Rights. The
cryptic formula according to which events constitute violations of the
Convention leave open what events are referred to. Legally speaking only the
application brought by Cyprus against Turkey was before the Committee of
Ministers. Therefore, only violations alleged by Cyprus could be established
under Article 32. However, the diplomatic language in which the Resolution
is couched wants to avoid that conclusion. Also, the fact that the reference to
the violations is only in the introductory part of the Resolution while the
operative part concerns the settlement of the dispute by inter-communal talks
shows that the Committee of Ministers acted as a political body but was not
willing to show its responsibility.58
What lesson can be learned from that? There may be political conditions
under which the Convention system cannot function. One must try to im
prove the conditions so that such a result cannot occur. It is of interest that
Turkey was not able to implement the same strategy when the three
Scandinavian states, the Netherlands and France brought the application
against Turkey in 1982.59 While Turkey had not co-operated with the
57

58
59

The Resolution reads:
The Committee of Ministers,
Considering the terms of the European Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter re ferred to as ‘the convention’)
Having regard to the situation concerning the respect of human rights in the Republic
of Cyprus;
Considering its decision of 21 October 1977 by which it
had taken note of the report of the European Commission of Human Rights as
well as of the memorial of the Turkish Government and found that events which
occurred in Cyprus constitute violations of the convention,
had asked that measures be taken in order to put an end to such violations as
might continue to occur and so that such events are not repeated,
and consequently had urged the parties to resume intercommunal talks;
Considering with regret that this request had not been taken up by the parties con
cerned;
Having decided to resume consideration of the matter,
Convinced that the enduring protection of human rights in Cyprus can only be
brought about through the re-establishment of peace and confidence between the two
communities; and that intercommunal talks constitute the appropriate framework for
reaching a solution of the dispute.
Decides strongly to urge the parties to resume intercommunal talks under the auspices
of the Secretary General of the United Nations in order to agree upon solutions on all
aspects of the dispute.
The Committee of Ministers views this decision as completing its consideration of
the case Cyprus against Turkey. The documentation will be declassified on 31 August
1979.
J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommentar, 355 et seq.
Compare above note 49.
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Commission on the merits in the Cyprus case it did so in the case brought
by the five states alleging violations of the Convention to a great extent on
the mainland of Turkey. It is clear that in this case also several of the other
Convention parties who had not brought the case against Turkey worked be
hind the scenes to make Turkey understand that it could not get away with
the same procedure as in the Cyprus case. In fact, in the EEC context as well
as within NATO Turkey was made aware that much depended on her co-oper
ation with the Commission in the inter-state case.
One would hope that a lack of responsibility as it was shown by the
member states of the Council of Europe in the Cyprus case will not occur
again. Of course, it may be explained by the very specific political conditions
prevailing at the time on the island of Cyprus.60

B. The Individual as Organ of Integration
It is one of the well-known experiences with human institutions that decen
tralized decision-making and individual initiative are frequently the best
methods to ensure that common interests are being taken care of. The idea of
the free market has been explained in that way but it can also be used in the
legal context61
When the Court of Justice of the European Communities was first con
fronted with the question, whether or not the standstill clauses of the EEC
Treaty - prohibiting states from increasing their customs duties after the
coming into force of the treaty - created rights of the individuals, there were
many different opinions. The wording of Article 12 EEC Treaty which was at
issue in the famous case Van Gend & Loos seemed to lay down only obliga
tions between the member states.62 The provision stipulates that the member
states will not introduce new customs duties or increase the ones existing
among themselves. Even the Dutch Government argued at the time that such
a rule, under general rules of interpretation of international law, could only be
seen as creating rights for the states, not for the individuals.63
Had the Court accepted that doctrine most of the treaty provisions could
have been enforced only through the procedure of Article 169 of the EEC
60
61

62
63

It is noticeable that the intercommunal talks among the Greek and Turkish Commu
nities are taking place within the UN system.
Fundamental rights in a constitution wiU only become a reality in the legal system
where the individual has remedies at its disposal to defend such rights. Examples are
the certiorari procedure before the United States Supreme Court or the Verfassungsbeschwerde (constitutional complaint) before the German Federal Constitutional
Court.
Case 26/62, [1963] ECR 1.
The Dutch Government was always among the most progressive as far as integration
is concerned.
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Treaty giving the EEC Commission the right to introduce a specific supervi
sory procedure before the European Court of Justice.64 The Court, and this
was the first land-mark decision, decided otherwise. It created, thereby, indi
vidual rights for each community citizen to enforce the treaty provisions be
fore its national courts and to have the national courts refer the case to the
European Court of Justice where a matter of interpretation arises. One may
describe the role of the individual on the basis of that development as the role
of an instrument for integration.65 The individual whose interests are con
cerned will in fact, by protecting his or her interests through the rights cre
ated by the treaty, bring about integration.
A very similar development can be seen for the ECHR. It is not on the
basis of the few inter-state applications that the growing case-law of the
European Commission and Court of Human Rights, which more and more
influences member states, has been brought about. It was the individual
whose application protecting his fundamental right has been made possible
through Article 25 of the Convention, which has been at the origin of this
development It is therefore of the greatest importance that today all countries
have recognized the right to individual application. This has not always been
the case. Let us recall that France having ratified the Convention only in
1974 recognized the right to individual application only seven years later in
1981.66 France has not yet been within the system for ten years.
It is of interest to see that after about 1985 a run to recognize the right to
individual application developed. As a clear after-effect of the inter-state ap
plication Turkey recognized the right to individual application.67 This left
only Cyprus and Malta outside the reach of this most important competence
of the European Commission of Human Rights. Both could not wait long
until they also deposited their instruments of recognition. One may hope that
with this break-through it has become a generally accepted principle that
states belonging to the Council of Europe must ratify the ECHR and recog-

64
65
66

67

The procedure under Art 169 is of great importance but it is not a remedy open to the
individual.
The impact of the reference-procedure under Art. 177 has been investigated by J.
Schwarze, Die Befolgung von Vorabentscheidungen des Europäischen Gerichtshofs
durch deutsche Gerichte (1988).
Until 1974 several explanations had been offered for the absence of France from the
Convention. The Algerian question was one in the 1950s and early 60s. Later, it was
indicated that the Convention was too much influenced by anglo-saxon legal think
ing although the French lawyers René Cassin and Pierre Teitgen are among the most
influential founding fathers. The decisions of President Giscard d’Estaing to ratify,
and President Mitterrand to recognize the right under Art. 25 were essential for the
Convention to play its role as European Bill of Rights.
For the most recent survey see Council of Europe, ‘Chart Showing Signatures and
Ratifications of Conventions and Agreements concluded within the Council of Europe
(Updated as at 2 May 1991)’, No. 5.
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nize the right to individual application as well as the jurisdiction of the
European Court of Human Rights.68
Proceedings before the Convention organs take unfortunately a rather
lengthy time and sometimes they may no longer be of any help to the indi
vidual concerned. However, they establish common standards which create the
public order of Europe. When a case is decided against the Federal Republic
of Germany concerning interpreter’s costs and the Turkish citizen who, ac
cording to German law, had to pay his interpreter’s costs, had left the Federal
Republic long ago without paying these costs, the individual importance of
the case may be limited. Its impact as a decision interpreting Article 6 §3(e)
of the Convention as containing an absolute right to have a free interpreter in
criminal cases is of great value.69
States are sometimes reluctant to live up to their own intentions as ex
plained in the Preamble and in the Convention. A Finnish citizen brought a
case against Sweden arguing that being compelled to pay church tax to the
Swedish state church without being a member is a violation of Article 9 of
the Convention. The Commission found that to be the case and brought the
matter before the European Court of Human Rights. The Swedish
Government argued publicly before the Court that such a small case concern
ing only about 3000 French Francs should never have been brought before
the European Court of Human Rights. What sort of reasoning is this? Can
one say that it is a trivial matter whether somebody may be forced to con
tribute directly to a church to which he does not belong and does not want to
belong? Is that really something where one may argue: if it is a small
amount of money you should not care? The personal interest of the individual
who takes the trouble to prepare such a case and bring it before the
Convention organs should be seen as one of the most important instruments
to make the Convention really a living and meaningful instrument.70
When in a case decided in 1979 the Irish Government had argued that Mrs.
Airey had effective access to the High Court because she was free to go there
without the assistance of a lawyer the Court answered: ‘The Convention is
intended to guarantee not rights that are theoretical or illusory but rights that
are practical and effective’.71 It repeated exactly the same sentence one year
later in the case of Artico concerning Italy where in a criminal trial a defence
lawyer had been appointed by the Court but had never acted at all, and the ac68
69
70
71

Finland and San Marino both accepted the right to individual application under Art.
25 immediately with the ratification of the Convention in 1990 and 1989.
See Luedicke , Belkacem , Kog case, ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 29; Oztiirk case, ECHR
(1984) Series A, No. 73.
The Court did not answer that argument in its judgment. It found a violation of Art 14
in conjunction with Art. 1 of Protocol No. 1. Darby case, ECHR (1990) Series A, No.
187.
Airey case, ECHR (1979) Series A, No. 32, 12.
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cused had notified the judge of that situation.72 In this way the individual
who wants to protect his own rights becomes the promoter of European inte
gration through fundamental rights.73

C. Contradictions
There are, however, contradictions. One is the possibility for states to make
reservations when ratifying the Convention.74 There is a certain antinomy in
the application of the institution of reservations to human rights conven
tions. The very idea of protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms
through treaties consists in agreeing on a minimum standard. This is shown
by the Preamble to the Convention as well as by Article 60. If the European
states have a ‘common heritage of political traditions, ideals, freedom and the
rule of law’, as the Preamble states, one would suppose that all must agree as
to the protection of these rights. However, Article 64 allows for reservations.
By unilateral acts of states vast parts of the protective system can be cut out
Uniformity of protection throughout the Convention states may be seriously
jeopardized by that possibility. A minimum standard is in fact not the mini
mum at all.75
Compared with the other system of European integration, the European
Community, the possibility of unilateral derogation through reservations is
one of the great weaknesses of the ECHR. Before a new state is admitted to
the European Community every detail of the transitional period until the full
application of all the rules of Community law will be a matter of negotiation
between the Community and the candidate.76 The possibility of unilateral
acts does not arise. If one accepts with the Preamble of the ECHR that one of
the methods of achieving greater unity between the members is the mainte
nance and further realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms, one
cannot overlook that the goal of European integration is equally valid for the
Convention system. Under those circumstances the possibility of unilateral
72
73

Artico case, ECHR (1980) Series A, No. 37, 16.

J.A. Frowein, ‘European Integration through Fundamental Rights*, 18 University of
Michigan Journal o f Law Reform (1984) 5.

74

75
76

Art. 64 reads:
(1)
Any State may, when signing this Convention or when depositing its instru
ment of ratification, make a reservation in respect of any particular provision
of the Convention to the extent that any law then in force in its territory is not
in conformity with the provision. Reservations of a general character shall not
be permitted under this Article.
(2)
Any reservation made under this Article shall contain a brief statement of the
law concerned.
Frowein, ‘Reservations to the European Convention on Human Rights’, in F.
Matscher and H. Petzold (eds), Protecting Human Rights: The European Dimension,
Studies in Honour o fG J . Wiarda (1988) 193.
Art. 237 EEC Treaty.
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derogations through reservations does not seem to fit easily into the picture.
It rather has the character of a stumbling stone fallen into a well-defined gar
den.77
Of course, no problem arises where states do not make use of this possi
bility. Unfortunately this is not the case, and there are indications that the si
tuation is getting worse. If one looks to the list of reservations, it becomes
obvious that the later a state has ratified the Convention, the longer are the
reservations added to the ratification. Liechtenstein has not only derogated
from vast parts of Article 6 but has also found reasons to exclude the effect of
two judgments of the European Court of Human Rights becoming at all op
erative for its legal system by formulating corresponding reservations.78 The
judgments are those in the cases of Dudgeon and of Marckx both concerning
very basic problems of the protection of private and family life, in other
words the very core of the human personality. While Dudgeon is concerned
with homosexual acts between consenting adult males, Marckx deals with the
position of children bom out of wedlock.79
Austria has derogated unilaterally from the basic guarantee of Article 5 as
to deprivation of liberty ordered by administrative organs, subject only to re
view by the Administrative Court or the Constitutional Court, both Courts
having a very limited jurisdiction as to the facts. This reservation was de
posited on 3 September 1958 and it is held to be valid and necessary more
than thirty years later.80
77
78

79
80

J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommentar , 487.
The reservations read:
In accordance with Article 64 of the Convention, the Principality of
Liechtenstein makes the reservation that the right to respect for private life, as
guaranteed by Article 8 of the Convention, shall be exercised, with regard to
homosexuality, in accordance with the principles at present embodied in para
graphs 129 and 130 of the Liechtenstein Criminal Code of 27 May 1852. In ac
cordance with Article 64 of the Convention, the Principality of Liechtenstein
makes the reservation that the rights to respect for family life, as guaranteed by
Article 8 of the Convention, shall be exercised, with regard to the status of il
legitimate children, in accordance with the principles at present embodied in
the third chapter of the first part and the thirteenth chapter of the second part of
the Liechtenstein Civil Code of 1 June 1811 and, with regard to the status of
women in matrimonial and family law, in accordance with the principles at pre sent embodied in the fifth chapter of the second part of the Marriage Act of 13
December 1973 (LGB1. 1974 No. 20) and the fourth chapter of the first part of
the Liechtenstein Civil Code.
(Frowein, R eservations , 194 note 5). On 26 April 1991 Liechtenstein withdrew the
reservations as to homosexuality as well as a reservation regarding Art. 2. Council of
Europe Doc. JJ 2578 C Tr./5-46.
Dudgeon case, ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 45; Marckx case, ECHR (1979) Series A,
No. 4L
The reservation reads:
1. The provision of Article 5 of the Convention shall be so applied that there
shall be no interference with the measures for the deprivation of liberty pre
scribed in the laws on administrative procedure, BGBl. No. 172/1950, subject
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It is a positive sign that Commission and Court have started to take the
wording of Article 64 of the Convention concerning reservations quite seri
ously in recent years. While the Commission, in its earlier case-law, seemed
to accept practically everything as a reservation, without controlling to what
extent it was compatible with Article 64, the Belilos case marks the turning
point.81 The Commission argued in detail that a Swiss interpretative declara
tion would have been invalid as a reservation and therefore could not have
meant to be a reservation.82 The Court went even one step further and seemed
to recognize it as a reservation but treated it as invalid because it was
absolutely unclear as to the extent of its scope.83 Commission and Court
also held that the Swiss reservation could not be valid if it did not state the
rules of national law which are not in conformity with the provision of the
Convention.84 The Court repeated that approach in another Swiss case more
recently where the Commission had not found it necessary to go into that is
sue.85
This shows that states may be controlled concerning the compatibility of
their reservations with the Convention. But Commission and Court cannot
alter the Convention. This instrument makes reservations possible, as Article
64 shows. Only a consensus by the states concerned could do away with that
possibility. Indeed, it is high time to discuss that in detail among the mem
ber states of the Council of Europe. With new states from Eastern Europe
joining the Convention system all means must be taken to avoid reservations
seriously watering down the protection of the Convention.86
When Turkey deposited her instrument recognizing the competence of the
European Commission of Human Rights under Article 25 it added some
strange restrictions to that declaration.87 It is clear that Article 25 knows no

81
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83
84
85
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to review by the Administrative Court or the Constitutional Court as provided
for in the Austrian Federal Constitution.
(Frowein, R eservations , 195, n. 7). However, there is a considerable discussion in
Austria now about the need to uphold the reservation. See Kopetzki, ‘Zur Anwend
barkeit des Art. 6 MRK im (österreichischen) Verwaltungsstrafverfahren*, 42 Zeit
schrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (1982) 1.
For the early practice see YB 2, 400, 406; YB 5, 83, 87; Belilos case, ECHR (1988)
Series A, No. 132.
A 132, 38 et seq.
A 132, 24.
Loc. tit.
Weber case, ECHR (1990) Series A, No. 177, 19.
As for the Convention on Discrimination against Women this has clearly happened
with very difficult legal consequences as to the binding force of the Convention;
Clark, ‘The Vienna Convention Reservations Regime and the Convention on
Discrimination against Women’, 85 AJIL (1991) 281.
The declaration has the following wording:
The Government of Turkey, acting pursuant to Article 25(1) of the Convention
for Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, hereby declares to
accept the competence of the European Commission of Human Rights to receive
petitions according to Article 25 of the Convention subject to the following:
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limitations except for the possibility of making the declaration for a specific
period as Article 25 §2 formally permits. Article 64 has nothing to do with
the declaration under Article 25. Under normal rules of public international
law only two alternatives are open. Either the Turkish declaration is invalid
or it is valid without any restrictions.88 The European Commission of
Human Rights has already declared admissible one individual case against
Turkey. It may be the correct conclusion to draw from that decision that the
Turkish declaration is valid without any restriction as are other declarations
under Article 25.89
(i)

88

89

The recognition of the right of petition extends only to allegations concerning
acts and omissions of public authorities in Turkey performed within the bound
aries of the territory to which the Constitution of the Republic of Turkey is ap plicable.
(ii) the circumstances and conditions under which Turkey, by virtue of Article 15 of
the Convention, derogates from her obligations under the Convention in spe
cial circumstances must be interpreted, for the purpose of the competence at
tributed to the Commission under this declaration, in the light of Articles 119
to 122 of the Turkish Constitution;
(iii) the competence attributed to the Commission under this declaration shall not
comprise matters regarding the legal status of military personnel and in particu
lar, the system of discipline in the armed forces;
(iv) for the purpose of the competence attributed to the Commission under this dec
laration, the notion of ‘a democratic society’ in paragraphs 2 of Articles 8, 9,
10 and 11 of the Convention must be understood in conformity with the princi
ples laid down in the Turkish Constitution and in particular its Preamble and its
Article 13;
(v)
for the purpose of the competence attributed to the Commission under the pre sent declaration, Articles 33, 52 and 135 of the Constitution must be under
stood as being in conformity with Articles 10 and 11 of the Convention.
This declaration extends to allegations made in respect of facts, including judgments
which are based on such facts which have occurred subsequent to the date of deposit of
the present declaration. This declaration is valid for three years from the date of de
posit with the Secretary General of the Council of Europe.
(12 Human Rights Law Journal (1991) 116).
As to the problem of reservations in general see R. Kühner, Vorbehalte zu m ulti
lateralen völkerrechtlichen Verträgen (91 Beiträge zum ausländischen öffentlichen
Recht und Völkerrecht) (1986).
After this lecture was delivered the Commission has, on 4 March 1991, decided that
the Turkish declaration is valid without any restrictions; Chrysostomos and others v.
Turkey, 12 H R U (1991) 113. It is of considerable interest how the Commission dealt
with the Turkish proposition that the whole declaration must fall if the restrictions
are invalid, ibid., 123:
c)
The validity of Turkey’s recognition of the right of individual petition
43. At the hearing before the Commission the Agent of the respondent Government
made the following statement:
‘Le gouvernement turc considère et a toujours considéré que les conditions qui
figurent dans sa déclaration selon l ’article 25, y compris la clause territoriale,
ont un caractère essentiel pour la volonté du Gouvernement d’accepter le droit de
recours individuel, à tel point que si une seule de ces conditions devait être re
jetée, la déclaration dans sa totalité deviendrait caduque; dans un tel cas, la re
connaissance par la Turquie du droit de recours individuel n’existerait plus.*
44. The Commission recalls that its competence to determine the scope and validity
of Turkey’s declaration under Article 25 has expressly been recognised by
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Even if one recognizes that there are some weaknesses in the Convention
it remains true that the system established is by far the most effective one
capable of bringing about a common standard for the protection of human
rights and fundamental freedoms.

III. The Rights Created by the Convention and their
Interpretation
A. Individual Rights under International and National Law
The Convention is a treaty concluded under the rules of international law thus
creating obligations as between the different member states.90 The machinery

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.
90

See

Turkey (cf. para. 4 above) and that Turkey has repeatedly stated that the restric
tions contained in paras, (i) to (v) of the declaration ‘cannot be considered as
“reservations” in the sense of international treaty law’.
The Commission must interpret Turkey’s intention, when she made her declara
tion on 28 January 1987, as expressed at that time. It recalls that the declara
tion was deposited after a friendly settlement had been reached in proceedings
brought against Turkey by France, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and the
Netherlands (Applications Nos. 9940-9944/82 = 6 HRLJ (1985) 331) and
shortly before the expiry, on 1 February 1987, of the period provided for the
reporting procedure agreed in the settlement (see Comm Report 7.12.85, DR
44, 31, 38). By making the declaration under Article 25 Turkey then manifested
her will to be bound by the Convention system also as regards individual appli
cations under Article 25.
Where a State has clearly expressed the intention to be bound under Article 25,
but has added restrictions to its declaration which are incompatible with the
Convention, the main intention of the State must prevail. The Commission
finds Turkey’s present statement, accepting to be bound by its declaration under
Article 25 only if all conditions contained therein are valid, to be incompatible
both with her above earlier statements and with the object and purpose of the
Convention. It therefore cannot prevail within the framework of this instru
ment.
The Commission recalls that the Court, when finding that an interpretative dec
laration by Switzerland did not satisfy two of the requirements of Article 64 of
the Convention, ‘with the result that it must be held to be invalid*, found it at
the same time ‘beyond doubt that Switzerland is, and regards itself as, bound by
the Convention irrespective of the validity of the declaration’ ( Belilos judg
ment of 29 April 1988, ECHR, Series A, No. 132, 28, para. 60). The Commis
sion notes in this context a principle frequently applied in the interpretation of
legal instruments where parts are found to be invalid. This rule is expressed in
the Latin phrase *ut res magis valeat quam pereat*.
It follows from the above considerations that, by her declaration of 28 January
1987, Turkey has validly, and with a temporal limitation only, recognised the
right of individual petition under Article 25 of the Convention.
The Commission therefore finds that it is competent ratione lo ci , under
Turkey’s declaration under Article 25 of the Convention of 28 January 1987, to
deal with the present applications.
in this context Art 62:
The High Contracting Parties agree that, except by special agreement, they will
not avail themselves of treaties, conventions or declarations in force between
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of collective enforcement through the Convention organs on the basis of in
dividual or state applications is the peculiar feature of the ECHR. As the
Court has held, the Convention ‘creates, over and above a network of mutual,
bilateral undertakings, objective obligations which, in the words of the
Preamble, benefit from a collective enforcement’.91
Article 1 of the ECHR makes it clear that the rights guaranteed to indi
viduals under the treaty are subjective rights created by public international
law. The wording in Article 1 ‘shall secure’ = ‘reconnaissent’ as opposed to
the earlier draft (‘undertake to secure’/ ‘s’engagent à reconnaître’) shows that
these rights are created by the ratification of the Convention and must be re
spected by the state immediately without any additional act of implementa
tion.92 Without the recognition of the right to individual application the
rights of the individual can be protected before the Convention organs only
by other states (Article 24).
It is a different matter, however, whether the ECHR creates an obligation
under public international law to make it as such internally applicable in the
municipal law of member states. Such an obligation may well be created by
a treaty, as is shown by the most important examples, the treaties establish
ing the European Community. While Articles 1 and 13 of the Convention
could at first sight be interpreted as also containing such an obligation, the
practice of states from the beginning shows clearly that many of them, par
ticularly the United Kingdom and the Scandinavian states, do not interpret the
Convention as going that far.93 The Court has stressed that the intention of
the drafters finds a particularly faithful reflection in those instances where the
Convention has been incorporated into domestic law, but it has clearly re
jected the argument that a formal obligation to that effect exists.94 This is
another of the great weaknesses of the Convention system.
There exist indeed important differences as to the internal applicability of
the ECHR. While the treaty provisions are applied as municipal law in so far
as they are self-executing in most member states this is not true for

91

them for the purpose of submitting, by way of petition, a dispute arising out of
the interpretation or application of this Convention to a means of settlement
other than those provided for in this Convention.
Ireland v. UK, ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 25, 90; the Commission, in the above
mentioned case concerning Turkey (note 89), has described the Convention as 4a
constitutional instrument of European public order in the field of human rights* (ibid.,

121) .
92
93

94

Ibid., 91.
For an early interpretation of the Convention as requiring incorporation Buergenthal,
‘The Effect of the European Convention on Human Rights on the Internal Law of
Member States*, in The British Institute o f International and Comparative Law
Supplementary Publication No. 11 (1965) - The European Convention on Human
Rights (1965) 79.
Silver case, ECHR (1983) Series A, No. 612, 42.
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Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom.95 In
most other countries the Convention has formally the rank of a normal
statute.96 For Austria the Convention is part of the Constitution.97 In
Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and France it has a rank superior to
statutes, which may also be the case for Switzerland.98 In several of the
countries where the Convention has the rank of a normal statute, as for in
stance the Federal Republic of Germany, it is recognized that a rule exists
whereby statutes must be interpreted in conformity with the obligations a
state has undertaken under public international law.99 This means that, by
interpretation, statutes may in fact be harmonized with the Convention, even
if they seem to contradict it and are of later origin.100
Since the Convention organs are set up as a system of subsidiary control
it is very regrettable indeed that the Convention should not be internally ap
plicable in all European countries. This also creates real difficulties for the
enforcement of the Convention by the Convention organs.101 It is some
times not easy to find out exactly what the state of law in a specific country
is where no national court has decided in a case which is brought before the
Convention organs. That is the consequence of the non-applicability of the
Convention as municipal law. Also, the individual is in a much more diffi
cult position when he or she cannot have access to national courts where the
case can first be argued. The rule of exhaustion of local remedies in Article
26 of the Convention has been interpreted by the Convention organs as refer
ring also to possibilities where national laws are of a similar nature to the
Convention rules, and could remedy the grievance of an applicant.102
However, sometimes there may be no national court remedy available at all.
When the famous Closed Shop case was brought before the European
95

Polakiewicz and Jacob-Foltzer, ‘The European Human Rights Convention in
Domestic Law: The Impact of the Strasbourg Case-Law in States where Direct Effect is
Given to the Convention*, 12 H R U (1991) 65, 125. In Denmark and Norway internal
discussions on incorporation have reached a stage where success seems now likely.
96
Polakiewicz and Jacob-Foltzer, loc. cit.
97
Ibid., 67.
98
Ibid., 70, 126, 128, 75.
99
The Federal Constitutional Court held on 26 March 1987 concerning the ECHR in
Vol. 74, 358, 370:
Also statutes ... must be interpreted and applied in harmony with the international le 
gal obligations of the Federal Republic of Germany, even if the statutes have been en
acted later than a binding international treaty; for it cannot be assumed, that the legis lator, without clearly saying so, wants to deviate from or making possible the viola
tion of international legal obligations of the Federal Republic of Germany.
100 In Germany this rule had already been applied by the Reichsgericht , the Supreme
Court in 1889, 21 Decisions in Civil Cases, 442, 452.
101 The Court has frequently stressed the subsidiary nature of the control by the
Convention organs. See for instance Handyside case, ECHR (1976) Series A, No. 24,
22. The subsidiary nature should presuppose that the national courts must first take a
decision on the basis of the same rules as those applicable in the subsidiary
procedure.
102 J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommenlar, 378 et seq.
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Commission of Human Rights no British court could look into the issue
whether or not the closed shop system as applied in these cases was a viola
tion of Article 11 of the Convention.103
Where the Convention cannot be applied in national law the existence of
the individual rights created by the Convention may easily be of an illusory
nature. It is not easy for people in distant parts of Europe to get information
on the working of the Strasbourg organs. When national courts do not help
them they may have to wait for a long time. It is certainly not by accident
that the issue whether the Swedish system, bringing arrested people only be
fore the police, was found to be in violation of Article 5 §3 of the
Convention only thirty years after the Convention came into force.104 Had
the Convention been internally applicable in Sweden, Swedish lawyers would
probably have tested that before national courts much earlier.
Where the Convention is internally applicable and a system of specific
constitutional complaints exists, as in Switzerland, Austria or Germany, it is
of importance whether one can rely on the Convention before the constitu
tional jurisdiction. This is possible in Austria and Switzerland.105 It is not
formally possible in Germany since the Constitutional Court is limited to
constitutional complaints based on the Federal Constitution. However, recent
decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court have shown, that it is possible
to take into account the Convention in decisions. The Court has held that to
interpret the fundamental rights and freedoms of the Federal Constitution re
gard should be had to the development of the interpretation of the Convention
by the European Court of Human Rights.106 The Federal Constitutional
Court has also interpreted the rule protecting equality under the law in the
sense that it can be a violation where German authorities or courts do not
take into account the clearly established case-law by the European Court of
Human Rights when interpreting and applying the Convention.107 Although
this has not had much practical result yet, it may be that Convention provi
sions will become more important before the Federal Constitutional Court in
the future.108

103
104
105

Young, James, Webster case, ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 44.
Skoogström and McGoff cases, ECHR (1984) Series A, No. 83.

In Austria the Convention has the rank of constitutional law, in Switzerland the
Federal Tribunal may apply the Convention in the same way as the Constitution.
106 Vol. 74, 358, 370.
107 Vol. 64, 135, 157; see also H. Steinberger, 6 HRLJ (1985) 405; Frowein, ‘Das
Bundesverfassungsgericht und die Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention*, in
Festschrift für Wolfgang Zeidler (1987) Vol. 2, 1763, 1767.
108 The most recent decision of the Court on the Convention from 29 May 1990 seems to
confirm that view; Vol. 82, 106.
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B. Rights against the State and Obligations for the State
The obligations of member states under the ECHR are primarily to respect
specific individual rights. The rights are in the first instance ‘negative rights’
against the state, as is typical for fundamental rights in the liberal tradi
tion.109 However, the wording of the Convention shows that some rights
carry with them a positive obligation for the state. According to Article 2,
‘everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law’. It follows that the legisla
ture is under an obligation to protect the right to life by specific legisla
tion.110 The Court has recognized that Article 8 requires positive action by
the state to regulate and protect family life.111 In the Airey case it was held
that Ireland had violated her obligation to make existing court remedies in
matters of family law effectively available either through a legal aid system
or by other means.112 It is also evident that several rights concerning judicial
procedures guaranteed in Article 6 §3 create positive obligations to act on the
part of state organs, for example to provide for an effective defence counsel
under specific conditions.113
When three British workers brought an application alleging the violation
of Article 11 because of their refusal to join a specific trade union and their
dismissal on the basis of a closed shop agreement, Commission and Court
had to clarify the obligations of the state in that context. The Commission
held that the state is under an obligation to protect trade union freedom
against this sort of interference by private employers.114 The Court stated
that it was the domestic law in force at the relevant time that made lawful the
situation against which the applicants complained. Responsibility of the re
spondent state for any resulting breach of the Convention rests on this ba
sis.115 It was the absence of legislation protecting, in a meaningful and ef
fective way, the freedom of workers to join or not to join trade unions which
made the United Kingdom responsible in that case.
In X & Y v. The Netherlands the Convention organs were faced with a
very peculiar legal situation which gave rise to recognizing the positive obli
gation on the part of the state to enact criminal legislation. A mentally hand
icapped girl was abused by somebody who had access to the institution where
the girl lived. Although the Dutch criminal law in general contained provi
sions which protected against sexual abuse, for technical reasons the provi
sions could not be applied in the present case. Both Commission and Court
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

The US Bill of Right starts with the famous expression: ‘Congress shall make no
law...’
This protection is mainly provided by the criminal law.
Marckx case, ECHR (1979) Series A, No. 31, 15.
Airey case, ECHR (1979) Series A, No. 32, 15, 17.
Artico case, ECHR (1980) Series A, No. 37, 16.
ECHR Series B, No. 39, 44 et seq., Report of the Commission.
Case of Young, James and W ebster , ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 44, 20.
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found a violation because the private life of the handicapped girl was not suf
ficiently protected by legislation.116 The Dutch legislation was already
amended during the procedure.117
Another category of cases where positive obligations for the state follow
from Article 8 of the Convention are those where children are separated from
their parents by public authorities. In several British cases the Court found
that an insufficient involvement of a parent in the decision-making process
can be a violation of Article 8. Only through that involvement can a parent
with the right to respect for his or her family life be afforded the requisite
consideration of his or her views and the protection of his or her interests.118
With this development of case-law the Convention institutions have
clearly shown that the distinction between negative and positive rights, in
present day circumstances, is frequently not a helpful one. Many rights which
116 It is interesting to note the difference of approach between Commission and Court.
The Commission said (ECHR (1985) Series A, No. 91, 22):
88. The Commission does not consider it necessary to examine the relative merits
of civil and criminal law in this regard nor to express itself on theoretical issues
regarding the deterrent effect of criminal law for the following reasons.
89. It is beyond doubt that the Netherlands legislator does in fact consider that
criminal law is an important means of protecting the sexual integrity of indi
viduals. It has elaborated, as set out in paragraphs 82 and 83 above, an almost
comprehensive system of criminal legislation in this area. The only gap in this
protection of which the Commission has been made aware in the present appli
cation regards persons in the situation of the second applicant.
90. The Commission thus notes that the Dutch legislator has opted for a system of
criminal law protection in this field, which seems to cover all the cases where
protection is required, with the exception of situations like that of the second
applicant.
The Court was even less hesitant (loc. cit., 13):
27. The Court finds that the protection afforded by the civil law in the case of
wrongdoing of the kind inflicted on Miss Y is insufficient. This is a case where
fundamental values and essential aspects of private life are at stake. Effective
deterrence is indispensable in this area and it can be achieved only by criminallaw provisions; indeed, it is by such provisions that the matter is normally reg
ulated.
Moreover, as was pointed out by the Commission, this is in fact an area in
which the Netherlands has generally opted for a system of protection based on
the criminal law. The only gap, so far as the Commission and the Court have
been made aware, is as regards persons in the situation of Miss Y; in such cases,
this system meets a procedural obstacle which the Netherlands legislature had
apparently not foreseen.
117 Loc. cit., 10.
118 Case of W. v. U K , ECHR (1987) Series A, No. 121, 28:
It is true that Article 8 contains no explicit procedural requirements, but this is
not conclusive of the matter. The ... decision-making process clearly cannot be
devoid of influence on the substance of the decision, notably by ensuring that it
is based on the relevant considerations and is not one-sided and, hence, neither
is nor appears to be arbitrary. Accordingly, the Court is entitled to have regard
to that process to determine whether it has been conducted in a manner that in
all the circumstances, is fair and affords due respect to the interests protected by
Article 8.
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have important negative aspects may also create positive obligations to pro
tection on the part of the state.119 This provides also the correct answer to
what has become known on the basis of the early German discussion as the
question of Drittwirkung of Convention norms.120 It is clear that by them
selves the provisions of the Convention do not create rights and obligations
between private persons. However, depending on the scope of the states’
obligation for legislate or otherwise protect the Convention rights, violation
by an individual may well entail the responsibility of the state.121
The Closed Shop case is a very good example. The crucial issue was
whether Article 11 must be interpreted to mean that nobody should suffer
important disadvantages from the hands of a private employer because he or
she either wants to join a union or does not want to join a union. This was
the question relating to the interpretation of Article 11. Nobody had any
doubts that the Article must be interpreted as prohibiting a state from intro
ducing a legal rule according to which an employer can fire an employee if he
or she joins a trade union.122 Indeed, history shows that this was the first
important threat for the development of trade unions.123 The more difficult
question was whether this should also apply to the refusal of somebody to
join a union. Some argue that this is a different matter.124 Commission and
Court were careful not to specifically identify the positive and negative free
dom under Article 11 completely.125 However, Commission and Court held
that the state must at least protect an individual against severe pressure being
brought involving losing a job because of a decision to join or not to join a
trade union. This seems to be the correct interpretation.126
Article 4 of the Convention shows that this is quite a normal occurrence
with the structure of Convention provisions. According to Article 4 §1, no
one shall be held in slavery or servitude. The notion of servitude especially
applies to relations between private persons.127 The violation of the Con
vention would lie in the fact that the state makes it possible that somebody
is being held in servitude.

119 In German constitutional law this aspect of fundamental rights is known as
Schutzpflicht or Gewdhrleistungspflicht.
120 J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommentar , 16-18.
121 Compare above at notes 115 and 116.
122 Otherwise trade union freedom could not exist.
123 Art. 9 section 3 of the German Constitution, on the basis of this experience, outlaws
all private agreements curtailing trade union freedom.
124 It is true that the Convention does not contain an express guarantee of the so-called
negative freedom as does Art. 20, para. 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights: ‘(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.’
125 See Young, James and Webster , ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 44, 21 et seq.; Guzzardi,
ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 39, 44 et seq.
126 The UK amended her legislation soon after the judgment. Cf. Appendix to Resolution
DH (83) 3 of 23 March 1983.
127 J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommentar, 41 et seq.
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C. The Scope of the Jurisdiction of the State
Article 1 of the Convention shows that the binding force of this treaty is not
limited to the territory of the Convention states. Rather, the High
Contracting Parties must secure the rights and freedoms to everyone within
their jurisdiction. This has given rise to several important decisions, espe
cially by the Commission.
When Cyprus brought an application against Turkey concerning the
treatment of people in the Northern part of Cyprus after the Turkish occupa
tion in 1974, Turkey argued that the Commission had no jurisdiction because
the Commission’s competence ratione loci is limited to acts alleged to have
been committed in the national territory of the High Contracting Party con
cerned. Turkey had not extended her jurisdiction to Cyprus or any part
thereof.128
The Commission noted that the term jurisdiction is not equivalent to or
limited to the national territory of the High Contracting Party. It is clear
from the language, in particular of the French text, the object of this article,
and from the purpose of the Convention as a whole, that the High
Contracting Parties are bound to secure the said rights and freedoms to all
persons under their actual authority and responsibility, whether their author
ity is exercised within their own territory or abroad.129
The Commission further observed that nationals of a state, including reg
istered ships and aircraft, are partly within its jurisdiction wherever they may
be, and that authorized agents of a state, including diplomatic or consular
agents and armed forces, not only remain under its jurisdiction when abroad
but bring any other persons or property ‘within the jurisdiction’ of that state,
to the extent that they exercise authority over such persons or property.
Insofar as, by their acts or omissions, they affect such persons or property,
the responsibility of the state is engaged. It followed that the Commission’s
competence to examine the applications could not be excluded on the ground
that Turkey had neither annexed any part of Cyprus nor established either
military or civil government there. The decisive matter was to what extent
Turkish armed forces operating solely under the direction of the Turkish
Government had violated Convention rights of persons on Cyprus.130 The
Commission did not have to verify whether the Turkish forces were lawfully
within the Northern part of Cyprus or not.131
In a case concerning the Federal Republic of Germany, which is pending
before the European Court of Human Rights at the moment, the principal is128
129
130
131

DR 2, 125 (1975); DR 13, 85 (1978).
DR 2, 136.
DR 2, 136.
The Commission has repeated that interpretation in its decision of 4 March 1991
(above note 89), 12 H R U (1991) 113.
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sue is whether or not German police authorities tried to trick somebody into
an aeroplane on French territory to get him into Germany.132 The
Commission held that, if that could be proven, the German authorities were
responsible because they had extended their jurisdiction to somebody in
France, although that would have been unlawful under general rules of public
international law.
Before Liechtenstein joined the Convention, a case was brought before the
Commission which had to do with the special relations existing between
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. The allegation was that decisions by the
Swiss aliens police, which were automatically applicable to Liechtenstein
territory, violated the Convention and could make Switzerland responsible.
The Commission came to the conclusion that that was the case. It found that
the decisions by the Swiss authorities were automatically extended to
Liechtenstein on the basis of the existing treaty. Thereby, the jurisdiction of
the respective Swiss authorities was extended to Liechtenstein.133
A very strange situation exists for some European islands which in fact
should be changed as soon as possible. Article 63 of the Convention makes
it possible that a state may at the time of its ratification or thereafter declare
that the present Convention shall extend to all or any of the territories for
whose international relations it is responsible. It is a typical colonial clause
which was designed to include some non-European territories in the
Convention system.134 On the basis of that provision the United Kingdom,
France and the Netherlands made the Convention applicable to important
parts of their non-European territories.135 Today this is only relevant for very
limited areas since most of the territories have become independent states.136
However, the United Kingdom has applied this rule also to the Isle of
Man and the Channel Islands.137 It has always made special declarations for
the Convention and the Protocols and has expressly mentioned these islands
for the declarations under Articles 25 or 46 when it wanted the instruments to
cover them.138 Nobody has objected to this procedure. When the Gillow case
was referred to the European Court of Human Rights which concerned restric
tions for using a private home on the Island of Guernsey the United Kingdom

132 Stocki case, ECHR (1991) Series A, No. 199.
133 X. and Y. v. Switzerland (1977), DR 9, 57, 71.
134 J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommentar, 483.
135 The first judgment of the Court concerning a territory falling under Art 63 in its orig
inal sense decided a case from Guadeloupe, Ezelin case, ECHR (1991) Series A, No.

202 .
136 In several newly independent states the Bill of Rights in the constitution was drafted
on the basis of the ECHR.
137 J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EMRK-Kommentar, 485.
138 The declarations are to be found in European Commission of Human Rights,
Documents and Decisions 1955-1956-1957 (1959) 45-47; YB 7, 32.
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Government found out that it had never extended Protocol No. 1 to Guernsey.
Before the Commission the Government had not argued that point, appar
ently nobody in the respective ministries had realized it.139 The Court re
ferred to the general practice by the United Kingdom for these islands which
was followed also within the framework of the Council of Europe, including
the Convention.140 The Court concluded that it results that an express decla
ration is required for the application of the Protocol to the Island of Guernsey
and no such declaration existed.141
This is a very strange result. Conditions prevailing on the Isle of Man or
on the Channel Islands are otherwise not at all different from conditions in
Europe. With the system recognized by the Court in the Gillow case these is
lands may be excluded from the protection of the ECHR without any reason
able justification. Indeed, after the European Court of Human Rights had de
cided the case of Tyrer and found birching to be a violation of the Con
vention, the British Government, apparently under pressure from the small
Isle of Man, did not renew the declaration for individual applications under
Article 25 for the Isle of Man.142
Here again, one is confronted with a situation where the responsibility of
the European states should be seen as being involved as a collective entity.
The United Kingdom should be faced with the question whether that is an ac
ceptable practice.
In a recent decision the Commission declared admissible an application
against France and Spain concerning the territory of Andorra. Without pre
judging the merits the Commission did not exclude that France and Spain are
responsible under the Convention for violations taking place in the territory
of Andorra at least where French or Spanish officials are involved.143

D. General Problems of Interpretation
In its report in the case of Golder v. United Kingdom, adopted on June 1,
1973, the Commission found it appropriate to express itself on the principles
of interpreting the Convention. The question before the Commission was
whether Article 6 of the Convention guarantees the right of access to a court
in matters falling under the provision. This right is not expressly mentioned
but was seen by the applicant to follow from the wording in its proper con
text. The Commission stated that the ECHR must be interpreted
139
140
141
142
143

See ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 109, 24.
Loc. cit., 25.
Loc. cit., 25.
Tyrer case, ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 26; since 1981 the right to individual
application does not cover the Isle of Man.
The case is pending before the European Court of Human Rights, Application No.
12747/87.
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‘objectively’ and not by reference to what may have been the understanding at
the time of its ratification. It added that the provisions should not be inter
preted restrictively so as to prevent its aims and objects from being achieved.
The Commission concluded that the right of access to a court is guaranteed
by Article 6 in civil matters.144 The Court followed the Commission in un
derlining that this ‘is not an extensive interpretation’ but one ‘based on the
very terms of Article 6 §1 read in its context and having regard to the object
and purpose of the Convention, a lawmaking treaty ... and to general princi
ples of law’.145
It was the Tyrer case, concerning the issue of corporal punishment
(birching) ordered by judicial authorities, which gave the Commission and
the Court the chance to underline ‘that the Convention is a living instrument
which must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions’. The com
monly accepted standards in the penal policy of the member states had to be
taken into account.146 Commission and Court reached the conclusion that
birching was degrading punishment in the sense of Article 3 although that
may not have been the general view in 1950. Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, the
well-known international lawyer and at that time the British judge on the
European Court of Human Rights, criticized this decision in a sharp dis
sent.147 He emphasized that birching as judicial punishment had existed in
England and Ireland still after the Second World War and he reproached
Commission and Court for using the Convention for a penal reform by judi
cial decisions.148 The methodological problem which arises here is of course
well known. It must be solved by any judge in a national court who has to
interpret rules as ‘good morals’, ‘public order’ etc.149 Notions such as
‘inhuman’ and ‘degrading’ cannot be linked to one specific historical moment
in time. How could one find out exactly what was seen as degrading in 1950?
In the cases of Dudgeon and Norris the Convention organs had to find out
whether homosexual acts between consenting adult males may be made pun
ishable without violating Article 8 of the Convention. The Court held in
Dudgeon:150
The Convention right affected by the impugned legislation protects an essen
tially private manifestation of the human personality...
As compared with the era when such legislation was enacted, there is now a
better understanding, and in consequence an increased tolerance, of homosex
ual behaviour to the extent that in the great majority of the member States of
the Council of Europe it is no longer considered to be necessary or appropriate
144 Golder case, ECHR (1973-75) Series B, No. 6, 33 et seq.
145 Golder case, ECHR (1975) Series A, No. 18, 12-18.
146 ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 26, 15 et seq.
147 Loc. cit., 22 et seq.
148 Loc. cit., 32.
149 These notions clearly refer to standards in society which are continuously evolving.
150 ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 45, 22.
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to treat homosexual practices of the kind now in question as in themselves a
matter to which the sanctions of the criminal law should be applied; the Court
cannot overlook the marked changes which have occurred in this regard in the
domestic law of the member States... In Northern Ireland itself, the authorities
have refrained in recent years from enforcing the law in respect of private ho
mosexual acts between consenting males over the age of 21 years capable of
valid consent... No evidence has been adduced to show that this has been inju
rious to moral standards in Northern Ireland or that there has been any public
demand for stricter enforcement of the law.
It cannot be maintained in these circumstances that there is a ‘pressing social
need* to make such acts criminal offences, there being no sufficient justifica
tion provided by the risk of harm to vulnerable sections of society requiring
protection or by the effects on the public.

The same issue came before the Court concerning the Republic of Ireland in
the Norris case, the only difference being that Mr. Norris was not the subject
of any police investigation, unlike Mr. Dudgeon. The Court came to the
same conclusion as in Dudgeon.151
Examples to the contrary where the Court until now refused to follow the
Commission and did not interpret Article 8 as containing a right on the basis
of new developments, are the cases concerning transsexuals.152 The appli
cants had undergone operations to change sex from female to male and vice
versa. Operations of that sort have been performed in Convention countries
since a considerable number of years. Medical research has shown that there
are people who, as it has been put by experts, have been bom into the wrong
body. Their mental and psychological state is of the other sex. Under very
strict criteria, operations of that sort are being considered to conform fully to
medical ethics.153 Several applications were brought before the Convention
organs because the state did not permit a change in the birth register and in
the personal papers.154
Cases against the Federal Republic of Germany as well as against Italy
were solved because in Germany the Federal Constitutional Court declared
that the legislature was under an obligation to change the law155 and in Italy
the legislation was amended without such a decision.156 A Belgian case was
declared inadmissible by the Court because of non-exhaustion of local reme
dies although the Belgian judge dissented from the reasoning.157
151 ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 142.
152 Rees case, ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 106; Cossey case, ECHR (1990) Series A, No.
184.
153 See Will, ‘Geburt eines Menschenrechts, Geschlechtsidentität im europäischen
Recht’, in Rechtsvergleichung, Europarecht und Staatenintegration (1983) 911.
154 DR 11, 16, concerning Germany (X. v. Federal Republic of Germany , 1977), and DR
11, 194, concerning Belgium ( Van Oosterwijck ), were the first to come before the
Commission.
155 49 Federal Constitutional Court, 286.
156 Act of 4 May 1982.
157 Van Oosterwijck case, ECHR (1980) Series A, No. 40, dissent, 22.
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The case of Rees was decided by the European Court of Human Rights in
1986.158 The Court relied heavily on the fact that in England there are no
identity cards and the applicant had been permitted to have his passport
changed. The Court felt that having regard to the wide margin of appreciation
to be afforded the state in this area and to developments of protecting the in
terests of others in striking the requisite balance, the positive obligations
arising from Article 8 cannot be held to extend that far and to oblige the state
to recognize the change of sex. The Court added however that the Convention
has always to be interpreted and applied in the light of current circumstances.
The need for appropriate legal measures should therefore be kept under review
having regard particularly to scientific and societal developments.159
The Commission had unanimously found a violation of Article 8. It had
stated that in refusing to consider an entry in the birth register reflecting the
applicant’s change of sex the respondent government treated the applicant as
an ambiguous being. Taking into account that sex is one of the essential
elements of human personality the Commission stated that if modem medical
research into the specific problems of transsexualism and surgery as effected
in the present case has made possible a change of sex, as far as the normal
appearance of a person is concerned, Article 8 must be understood as protect
ing such an individual against the non-recognition of the change of sex as
part of the personality.160
The Commission has brought another case of the same nature before the
European Court of Human Rights.161 The Court was not willing to change
its earlier holding to recognize what seems to be one of the typical develop
ments in the area of human rights as is shown by the practice in Italy,
Germany, Switzerland, Norway and probably in other countries as well.162
Strong dissents in the Court may indicate future changes.163 A French case,

158 ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 106.
159 Ibid., 18, 19.
160 Ibid., 25:
The Commission accepts the applicant's view that sex is one of the essential
elements of human personality. If modem medical research into the specific
problems of transsexualism and surgery as effected in the present case has made
possible a change of sex as far as the normal appearance of a person is con
cerned, Article 8 must be understood as protecting such an individual against the
non-recognition of his/her changed sex as part of his/her personality. This
does not mean that the legal recognition of a change of sex must be extended to
the period prior to the specific moment of change. However, it must be possible
for the individual after the change has been effected, to confirm his/her normal
appearance by the necessary documents.
161 Cossey case, ECHR (1990) Series A, No. 184.
162 See the report of the Commission in the Rees case, ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 106,
25.
163 See the dissenting opinion by Judge Martens, ECHR (1990) Series A, No. 184, 22.
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raising more difficult issues, because of the role of identity-papers in France,
will be decided by the Court.164
Where the Convention uses notions of juridical terminology the question
arose from the very beginning whether one should interpret these words as re
ferring to the national concepts. This would mean that ‘criminal charge’
would have a different meaning according to the national system, or ‘civil
rights and obligations’ would be of one nature in one country and of another
in the next This could not create a common protection of fundamental rights
throughout Europe. Therefore, from the very beginning, Commission and
Court used the notion of an ‘autonomous concept’ underlying these no
tions.165 Commission and Court will interpret ‘criminal charge’ or ‘civil
rights’ in the same way throughout the Convention countries. Of course, re
gard must be had to the different proceedings existing in the different coun
tries which in fact may lead to the result that some issues can arise only un
der specific legal rules in one country while there is no parallel procedure in
another. The autonomous interpretation of the notions used in the
Convention is of great importance for clarifying their meaning.166

E. The Dialectic Influence by and on the Convention
The Convention is drafted to control and influence the behaviour of states. Its
notions are frequently wide and vague. They must be interpreted and clarified
by the Convention organs. Those organs do not operate in a vacuum. Their
members are influenced by their national context, their juridical background
and many other factors. There is a constant meeting of different judicial tradi
tions and standards in these organs.
It can be shown that in some important areas there is a transnational in
fluence exercised by the Convention procedure. General principles of interpre
tation for fundamental rights which have been adopted in national constitu
tional courts may influence the Convention organs and may be adopted by
them. Thereby these principles may gain importance for the national system
in countries where they were not yet recognized.167 A similar development
has been observed for the general principles of law developed by the European
Court of Justice of the Communities.168
164
165
166

167
168

Application No. 13343/87 B .v . France.
See e.g. Deweer case, ECHR (1980) Series A, No. 35, 22.
In the case of Engel , ECHR (1976) Series A, No. 22, 34 the Court explained the
underlying reasoning for the concept of autonomy: 4If the Contracting States were
able at their discretion to classify an offence as disciplinary instead of criminal, ...
the operation of the fundamental clauses of Articles 6 and 7 would be subordinated to
their sovereign will.’
The rule of proportionality may be a good example, see below at note 343.
J. Schwarze, Europäisches Verwaltungsrecht (1988) Voi. 2, 1379 et seq.
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The Convention is also relevant for the other system of European integra
tion, the European Community. Although the Community is not formally
bound by the Convention it cannot disregard the fundamental standards which
are being established in the Convention procedure.169 The European Court of
Justice has recognized that the Community organs are bound by human
rights, as developed in the constitutional systems of member states and laid
down in international treaties such as the ECHR.170 The Court has applied
the Convention standards in several cases.171 It is apparent that the Court
wants to avoid any contradiction between European Community law and the
Convention.172
In 1990 the Commission has declared inadmissible an application brought
against the Federal Republic of Germany.173 In this application it was argued
that the execution by Germany of a judgment of the European Court of
Justice based on the antitrust rules of Articles 85, 86 EEC Treaty and
Regulation No. 17 would create a violation of the Convention. The Com
mission declared the case inadmissible because it found that the procedure be
fore the Community organs basically respected the same standards as laid
down in the Convention. Since the Commission and Court are not compe
tent to directly review Community acts, the Commission did not find it pos
sible to do so indirectly in that way.174

169

The Commission of the Communities has formally proposed in 1990 that the
Communities should accede to the Convention. See Bull. EC (11-1990) para.
1.3.203; Commission Communication on Community Accession to the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, SEC (90)
2087. That would need a special protocol to which all member states of the
Convention would have to give their consent.
170 This line of decisions started with the Stauder case in 1969, [1969] ECR 425; see
Weiler, ‘The European Court at a Crossroads: Community of Human Rights and
Member State Action*, in F. Capotorti et a l., Du droit international au droit de
r intégration, Liber Amicorum Pierre Pescatore (1987) 821; A. Clapham, Human
Rights and the European Community: A Critical Overview (1991) 29 et seq.
171 See J. Schwarze, ‘Schutz der Grundrechte in der EG*, EuGRZ (1986) 293; Foster, ‘The
European Court of Justice and the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights’, H R U (1987) 245.
172 This is crucial because of the attitude of the Federal Constitutional Court in ‘ Solange
//*, Vol. 73, 339, 378 et seq.
173 Application No. 13 258/87 M . v. Federal Republic o f Germany (9 February 1990), 50
Zeitschrift fü r ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (1990) 865.
174 The reasoning of the Commission may be influenced by the Solange decision of the
Federal Constitutional Court.
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IV. The Elementary Human Rights
A. The Right to Life
1. The scope of the protection
Article 2 contains the general provision for the protection of human life. It
expressly lays down the obligation for the state to protect human life by law.
The wording of the provision is rather strange. While the first sentence con
tains the obligation for the protection by legislation, the second sentence
seems to stipulate a general prohibition of intentional deprivation of life ex
cept for the death penalty. However, §2 describes several grounds for justify
ing deprivation of life which may include cases of intentional action.175
It is one of the frequently debated issues to what extent Article 2 limits
the grounds for self-defence between private persons. All municipal legal
orders would seem to recognize that deprivation of life, where it is necessary
to defend one’s own life, is lawful. The question, however, is whether depri
vation of life in defence of other goods may be a violation of Article 2.176 A
state becomes responsible if it justifies the deprivation of life without the
specific reasons laid down in §2 of Article 2 being applicable.177
Life as protected by Article 2 certainly starts with birth and ends with
death. It is unclear from the wording of Article 2 whether the notion of life
should be extended to cover unborn life. Only the American Convention of
Human Rights of 1969 adds expressly to the rule that every person has the
right to have his life respected: ‘This right shall be protected by law and, in
general, from the moment of conception’.178 The European Commission of
Human Rights has left open whether or not life in the sense of Article 2 also
covers the life of the unborn. When German women brought applications
against the German legislation on abortion the Commission expressly stated
that it did not need to decide whether life in the sense of Article 2 extends to
unborn life.179 The same approach was used when a father tried to hinder his
wife from having an abortion. The Commission stated that even if life in
Article 2 also covers the life of the unborn, restrictions must be possible. In
this decision the Commission reviewed at length the rules in other conven
tions, in national case-law, quoting the German Federal Constitutional Court
as well as the United States Supreme Court and the Austrian Constitutional
175
176
177
178

179

This is obvious for Art. 2, para. 2(c) concerning ‘action lawfully taken for the pur
pose of quelling a riot or insurrection.*
The literature on criminal law frequently argues that Art. 2 does not apply between
private persons.
Frowein and Peukeit, EM RK-Kommentar , Art. 2 No. 2, 21.
Art. 4, para. 1; see ‘Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Case 2141
(United States)*, in T. Buergenthal, R. Norris and D. Shelton, Protecting Human
Rights in the Americas (2nd ed. 1986) 31 et seq.
Briiggemann and Scheuten , DR 10, 100, 116.
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Court, and came to the conclusion that the protection for the life of the un
born could not be without restrictions. The Commission concluded that if
one assumes that Article 2 applies at the initial stage of the pregnancy the
abortion is covered by an implied limitation protecting the life and health of
the woman at that stage. The Commission therefore found that the complaint
was ill-founded.180 It would seem that the obligation to protect life certainly
applies where the unborn is already viable. Obligations created by the state to
perform an abortion would not only violate Article 8 but also Article 2 of the
Convention.181
Killings by public officials are violations of Article 2 where they are not
justified under §2 or Article 15. In the application brought by Cyprus against
Turkey the Commission established killings on a large scale for which there
was no justification.182 The strange wording of Article 2 has misled the
Commission in an early case concerning Belgium where somebody, taking
part in a demonstration, had been killed, in all probability because a police
man had used his gun. The Belgian courts were not able to establish the iden
tity of the policeman but assumed that he had acted in self-defence. The
Commission limited its finding to the statement that no intentional depriva
tion of life had taken place. Therefore there was no violation of Article 2.183
This is a striking misconstruction of Article 2. The provision aims to protect
individuals against acts by public authorities even where there is no intention
to kill. Article 2 is not violated only where the specific justifications apply.
The Commission has recognized this principle in later cases. It has dis
cussed in detail whether measures of vaccination organized by the state were
in line with Article 2.184 In an application concerning the death of a young
boy in Northern Ireland killed by plastic bullets, the Commission argued on
the basis of Article 2 §2(c), thereby recognizing that also unintentional
killing by public authorities can be a violation of Article 2.185
Although Article 2 expressly provides for a positive obligation to protect
the life by law this cannot mean that there is an unlimited right to be pro
tected by state authorities. The Commission had to conclude that somebody
who had been the victim of an IRA attack had no general right to be provided
with a personal guard.186 In a number of applications the Commission has
denied that the activities of British security forces in Northern Ireland were
insufficient to protect the rights under Article 2 of those living in this
area.187
180 X. V. United Kingdom (1980), DR 19, 244, 248 et seq.
181 J.A. Frowein and W. Peukert, EM RK-Kommentar, Ait. 2 No. 3, 22.
182 Report
sv. Turkey of 10 July 1976, Vol. 1, 110-119.
ypru
C
183
X.v.
B
mYB
elgiu
, 12, 174, 190 et seq.
184 X . V . United Kingdom (1978), DR 14, 31 et seq.
185 Stewart, DR 39, 162.
186 X. v. Ireland (1973), YB 16, 388, 392 et seq.
187 W. v. United Kingdom (1983), DR 32, 190; W. v. Ireland (1983), DR 32, 211.
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2. The death penalty
The Convention in its original version expressly permits for the death
penalty.188 Most European countries have outlawed this system of punish
ment during the last twenty years. The Sixth Protocol to the ECHR which
entered into force on 1 March 1985 has outlawed the death penalty for peace
time.189 In the Soering case concerning extradition to the United States with
the possible conviction leading to capital punishment the Court held:190
Certainly, ‘the Convention is a living instrument which ... must be inter
preted in the light of present-day conditions’; and, in assessing whether a
given treatment or punishment is to be regarded as inhuman or degrading for
the purposes of Article 3, ‘the Court cannot but be influenced by the develop
ments and commonly accepted standards in the penal policy of the member
States of the Council of Europe in this field’... De facto the death penalty no
longer exists in time of peace in the Contracting States to the Convention. In
the few Contracting States which retain the death penalty in the law for some
peacetime offences, death sentences, if ever imposed, are nowadays not carried
out. This ‘virtual consensus in Western European legal systems that the death
penalty is, under current circumstances, no longer consistent with regional
standards of justice’, to use the words of Amnesty International, is reflected in
Protocol No. 6 to the Convention, which provides for the abolition of the
death penalty in the time of peace. Protocol No. 6 was opened for signature in
April 1983, which in the practice of the Council of Europe indicates the ab
sence of objection on the part of any of the Member States of the
Organisation; it came into force in March 1985 and to date has been ratified
by thirteen Contracting States to the Convention, not however including the
United Kingdom.
Whether these marked changes have the effect of bringing the death penalty
per se within the prohibition of ill-treatment under Article 3 must be deter
mined under principles governing the interpretation of the Convention.
103. The Convention is to be read as a whole and Article 3 should therefore be
construed in harmony with the provisions of Article 2... On this basis Article
3 evidently cannot have been intended by the drafters of the Convention to
include a general prohibition of the death penalty since that would nullify the
clear wording of Article 2 §1.
Subsequent practice in national penal policy, in the form of a generalised abo
lition of capital punishment, could be taken as establishing the agreement of
the Contracting States to abrogate the exception provided for under Article 2
§1 and hence to remove a textual limit on the scope for evolutive interpreta
tion of Article 3. However, Protocol No. 6, as a subsequent written agreement,
shows that the intention of the Contracting Parties as recently as 1983 was to
adopt the normal method of amendment of the text in order to introduce a new
obligation to abolish capital punishment in time of peace and, what is more,
188
189

190

Immediately after the Second World War the death penalty was frequently applied in
many European states.
The Protocol has been ratified by all states parties to the Convention except the
United Kingdom, Belgium, Greece and Turkey; cf. Eur Court H.R., ‘Chart* (note 67),
No. 114.
ECHR (1989) Series A, No. 161, 40, 41.
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to do so by an optional instrument allowing each State to choose the moment
when to undertake such an engagement. In these conditions, notwithstanding
the special character of the Convention
Article 3 cannot be interpreted as
generally prohibiting the death penalty.

However, in the same judgment the Court held, confirming thereby the posi
tion of the minority in the Commission, that Great Britain would have vio
lated Article 3 of the Convention if it had extradited Mr. Soering to the
United States who could have faced the so-called deathrow phenomenon in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. In Virginia, at the time, people sentenced to the
death penalty would be executed some seven to nine years after the judgment
Conditions during that time are described in detail in the judgment and are
known as the so-called deathrow phenomenon. Taking all the different condi
tions together and having regard to the possibility of extraditing the applicant
to the Federal Republic of Germany the Court came to the following conclu
sion:191
However, in the Court’s view, having regard to the very long period of time
spent on death row in such extreme conditions, with the ever present and
mounting anguish of awaiting execution of the death penalty, and to the per
sonal circumstances of the applicant, especially his age and mental state at
the time of the offence, the applicant’s extradition to the United States would
expose him to a real risk of treatment going beyond the threshold laid by
Article 3. A further consideration of relevance is that in the particular instance
the legitimate purpose of extradition could be achieved by another means
which would not involve suffering of such an exceptional intensity or dura
tion.

The Soering judgment, although it did not come to the conclusion that the
death penalty as such is an issue under the Convention, is a very telling ex
ample of applying the Convention under new and different conditions to a
specific problem.
3. The use of deadly force
Article 2 §2 provides that deprivation of life shall not be regarded as inflicted
in contravention of the Article when it results from the use of force which is
no more than absolutely necessary
a) in defence of any person from unlawful violence;
b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person law
fully detained;
c) in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a riot or insurrection.

191

Loc. cit, 44 et seq.
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The Commission was called upon to decide two difficult cases concerning the
use of deadly force by British troops in Northern Ireland. In the case of Farrell
three men were shot dead by a patrol of four British soldiers. The three men
were mistaken to be IRA terrorists, although they had in fact had the inten
tion to rob somebody who wanted to take money from a bank safe. The ques
tion was whether the British soldiers, who admittedly had used their weapons
to kill, were justified by Article 2 §2(b). The British Government argued that
Article 2 §2 must be interpreted to mean that one could also kill somebody
to arrest him. The Commission declared the case admissible.192 A friendly
settlement was concluded in the case and it did not, therefore, come before the
European Court of Human Rights.193
In the friendly settlement it is stated that the British Government paid
£37.500 to the applicant whose husband had been killed, and the Government
described the death of the husband as ‘an unfortunate mistake which would
not have occurred, had the soldiers not mistakenly believed that the husband
was attempting a terrorist attack on the provincial bank’.194 The Commis
sion accepted that statement as showing that the British Government saw the
use of deadly force under the circumstances as raising a serious issue under
the Convention. Since the circumstances were such that the soldiers could see
the three people running towards them, it would seem that before shooting to
kill they should have used their weapons to fire to stop them. After shouting
halt twice they had immediately fired with the aim to kill.195
The second case which concerned problems in that context was one where
a thirteen year old boy was killed by plastic bullets.196 The Commission
first explained that Article 2 §2 is clearly not only concerned with intentional
killing, as the Government wanted to argue, on the basis of the early decision
by the Commission which had used rather misleading language.197 As to the
general scope of Article 2 the Commission said:198
Having regard to the above, the Commission thus considers that Article 2,
paragraph 2 permits the use of force for the purposes enumerated in sub-para
graphs (a), (b) and (c) subject to the requirement that the force used is strictly
proportionate to the achievement of the permitted purpose. In assessing
whether the use of force is strictly proportionate, regard must be had to the na
ture of the aim pursued, the dangers to life and limb inherent in the situation
and the degree of the risk that the force employed might result in loss of life.
The Commission’s examination must have due regard to all the relevant cir
cumstances surrounding the deprivation of life.
192 DR 30, 96.
193 DR 38, 44.
194 Ibid., 47.
195 Stewart, DR 30, 96, 97.
196 DR 39, 162.
197 DR 39, 162, 169 el seq.
198 Ibid., 171, para. 19.
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The Commission then considered the situation existing in the specific case.
It found that about 150 people had rioted against a patrol of eight soldiers.
The soldier who fired the baton round was trained and experienced in its use,
he had no intention to injure or kill somebody. The Government had argued
that a blow on the shoulder from a missile disturbed his aim with the result
that the young boy was hit on the head by the baton round. Bearing in mind
the specific situation in Northern Ireland the Commission came to the opin
ion that the death resulted from the use of force which was no more than ab
solutely necessary in action for quelling a rio t199
The tragic case shows the problems with which the Commission can be
faced under Article 2. However, comparing this decision to the one of 1966
where the Commission had given the impression that killing by the police in
circumstances of a violent strike had nothing to do with Article 2, clear
progress can be seen.200
4. Wanton killings
In only one case had the Commission to deal with killings on a large scale.
The case concerned the invasion of the Northern part of Cyprus by Turkish
forces in 1974 and the killing of a considerable number of Cypriots during
that invasion.201 The Commission had not to deal with the use of deadly
force in a combat situation where in fact Article 15 of the Convention would
make Article 2 inapplicable.202 The cases were about the killing of people
who had nothing to do with the fighting. It was very unfortunate that the se
vere violations of the Convention could not be established in the proceedings
because, as explained earlier, the Committee of Ministers did not live up to
its obligations .203
5. Abortion
The Commission has never clarified whether Article 2 also protects unborn
life. When it was argued that Article 8 of the Convention should protect the
woman against any restrictions on abortion the Commission argued on the
basis of Article 8 that restrictions were clearly possible as the practice in

199
200
201
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Ibid., 172 et seq.
See above note 183.
See note 182.
Art. 15, para. 2 limits derogation from Art. 2 by the formula ‘except in respect of
deaths resulting from lawful acts of war’ which shows that such acts are not covered by
the Convention. See Frowein, ‘Probleme des allgemeinen Völkerrechts vor der
Europäischen Kommission für Menschenrechte’, in I. von Münch (ed.), Staatsrecht Völkerrecht - Europarecht, Festschrift für H.-J. Schlochauer (1981) 289, 292-296.
See above at note 56.
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many member states showed. But it did not use Article 2 as a decisive argu
ment.204
However, as already mentioned it is difficult to assume that Article 2
should not be applicable at least to the viable unborn. Where the state would
interfere with the life of a viable foetus Article 2 would certainly be applica
ble. The Commission has declared admissible an application against Ireland
which concerns the prohibition to disseminate information on the possibili
ties of abortion in the United Kingdom.205 It is probably again not necessary
to discuss Article 2 in detail but the Irish Government relies on the absolute
protection of life, which, according to its position, is required in this context

B. Torture and Inhuman Treatment
1. Modem forms of torture
In the inter-state application brought by Ireland against the United Kingdom
Commission and Court had to look into modern forms of what, in general
language, may well be called torture. The system of the so-called five tech
niques applied in a limited number of cases by British security forces, studied
by Western secret services on the basis of experiences of prisoners in North
Korean and Chinese camps, was quite sophisticated. People were hooded so
that they could not see anything. They were made to stand to a wall for
hours. And they were exposed to an extremely high and intense noise which
was described as a sort of whistling noise as it is created by steam coming
out of a valve in a steam engine.206
Where people are exposed to this situation without anything to eat for
many hours, sometimes days, without any sleep, apparently many will talk.
The Commission saw this as torture and reasoned as follows:207
In the present case, the five techniques applied together were designed to put
severe mental and physical stress, causing severe suffering, on a person in
order to obtain information from him. It is true that all methods of interroga
tion which go beyond the mere asking of questions may bring some pressure
on the person concerned, but they cannot, by that very fact, be called inhu
man. The five techniques are to be distinguished from those methods.
Compared with inhuman treatment discussed earlier ..., the stress caused by
the application of the five techniques is not only different in degree. The
combined application of methods which prevent the use of the senses, espe
cially the eyes and the ears, directly affects the personality physically and
204
205

Briiggemann and Scheuten, DR 10, 120.

Applications Nos. 14234/88 and 14235/88 Open Door Counselling Ltd. and Dublin
Well Women Ltd. and others v. Ireland, Report of 7 March 1991. The case is pending

before the Court
206 ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 25, 41-44.
207 Ireland v. United Kingdom (1978), YB 19, 512, 792 et seq.
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mentally. The will to resist or to give in cannot, under such conditions, be
formed with any degree of independence. Those most firmly resistant might
give in at an early stage when subjected to this sophisticated method to break
or even eliminate the will.
It is this character of the combined use of the five techniques which, in the
opinion of the Commission, renders them in breach of Article 3 of the
Convention in the form not only of inhuman and degrading treatment, but
also of torture within the meaning of that provision.
Indeed, the systematic application of the techniques for the purpose of induc
ing a person to give information shows a clear resemblance to those methods
of systematic torture which have been known over the ages. Although the five
techniques - also called ‘disorientation’ or ‘sensory deprivation’ techniques might not necessarily cause any severe after-effects the Commission sees in
them a modem system of torture falling into the same category as those sys
tems which have been applied in previous times as a means of obtaining in
formation and confessions.

The Court has not confirmed the Commission’s holding in that respect. It
only saw inhuman treatment in the practice.208 However, many observers
have taken the position of the Commission and two judges wrote dissenting
opinions in the same sense, the late Greek judge Evrigenis and the Austrian
judge Matscher.209 It is the specific intention to break the will of a person
and to make it impossible for him to act in any independent manner which
violates his human dignity in the most essential way and should therefore be
seen as a modem form of torture.
2. Prison conditions
In many cases the European Commission of Human Rights had to evaluate
whether prison conditions had reached the level of Article 3 treatment In fact
in only one case until now has the Commission reached that conclusion.210
The reasoning in many cases shows, however, that the Commission may
have had difficulties and one may assume that the arguments used by the
Commission have had an influence on the development of prison conditions.
Very strict prison conditions had to be judged in the case of Krôcher,
Môller against Switzerland. Two German terrorists, who had attempted to
kill two Swiss border-guards when they crossed into Switzerland and had
wounded them severely, were arrested by the Swiss police. This happened at
the time when the wave of terrorism in the Federal Republic of Germany was
at its height in the fall of 1977. The Swiss authorities completely isolated

208
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ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 25, 66 et seq.
Ibid., 136-138, 139-140.
Application No. 10 533/88 Istvan Herczegfalvy v. Austria , Report of 1 March 1991,
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the two and surveyed them with TV cameras in their cells during the day as
well as during the night when some illumination was kept on.211
The Commission came to the conclusion that Article 3 had not been vio
lated. It described in detail which possibilities of contact with prison person
nel, defence counsel and priests were available and mentioned that the de
tainees had newspapers. It played an important role that the medical control
was very intense and the Swiss authorities applied a more lenient system
when it was apparent that the health conditions of the two persons deterio
rated.212
The case is of considerable interest. The Swiss authorities felt threatened
by what had happened in Germany and could not exclude that attempts to lib
erate the two terrorists would be made. Specific security precautions were
therefore certainly justified. To describe a treatment of constant TV surveil
lance, including at night, as inhuman where people have shown themselves
to be extremely dangerous terrorists would seem to be exaggerated.213
In the famous case of Ensslin, Baader, Raspe against the Federal Republic
of Germany the Commission had to look into prison conditions in StuttgartStammheim. Two members of the Commission visited the Stammheim
prison after the three applicants had committed suicide. Here, the applicants
had been isolated from the rest of the prison, but had every possibility of
contacts among themselves. They had pratically unlimited use of radio, tele
vision, hi-fi and books. They were visited by defence counsel and family
members. The Commission came to the conclusion that no violation of
Article 3 had taken place.214
An extreme case of inhuman conditions was brought before the
Commission in McFeeley v. the United Kingdom,215 The case concerned the
so-called ‘dirty protest’ in Northern Irish prisons. Prisoners who openly de
clared to belong to the IRA refused to wear the official prison clothing and
started to distribute excrement throughout the cell. The conditions, which ex
isted for many months, were certainly completely inhuman. However, the
Commission found that the United Kingdom was not responsible for that si
tuation. The authorities tried to improve conditions and regularly cleaned the
cells. The Commission did not find that it was necessary for the authorities
to permit the prisoners to wear their own clothing.216
211
212
213
214
215
216

DR 34, 24, 33-40.
Ibid., 30, 38.
But see dissenting opinion, ibid., 40 et seq.
DR 14, 64, 84.
DR 20, 44.
Ibid., 80 et seq.; the Commission added the following qualification to its finding,
ibid., 81:
46. On the other hand, the Commission considers that in such a situation, the State
is not absolved from its obligation under the Convention and Article 3 in par
ticular, because prisoners are engaged in what is regarded as an unlawful chal -
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3. Expulsion and extradition
Since 1961 the European Commission of Human Rights has also consis
tently applied Article 3 in cases where people were under the threat of being
extradited or deported to countries where they would face a substantial risk of
being tortured or treated in an inhuman way.217 In fact, in a considerable
number of cases the application of that rule by the Commission induced the
country concerned not to extradite or deport218
For the first time the European Court of Human Rights was faced with
the same issue in the Soering case decided in 1989.219 Mr. Soering, a
German national, was held in detention in London with the view of extradi
tion to the United States. He argued that extradition to the United States,
where he could face the death row phenomenon in the state of Virginia,
would violate Article 3.220 The United Kingdom Government strongly de
fended itself by challenging the Commission’s case-law. It stated that Article
3 should not be interpreted so as to impose responsibility on a contracting
state for acts which occur outside its jurisdiction.221
The Court unanimously held:222
The question remains whether the extradition of a fugitive to another State
where he would be subjected or be likely to be subjected to torture or to inhu
man or degrading treatment or punishment would itself engage the responsi
bility of a Contracting State under Article 3. That the abhorrence of torture has
such implications is recognised in Article 3 of the United Nations Convention
Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, which provides that ‘no State Party shall ... extradite a person
where there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of
being subjected to torture*. The fact that a specialised treaty should spell out
lenge to the authority of the prison administration. Although short of an obli
gation to accept the applicants* demands in the sense described above, the
Convention requires that the prison authorities, with due regard to the ordinary
and reasonable requirements of imprisonment, exercise their custodial authority
to safeguard the health and well-being of all prisoners including those engaged
in protest insofar as that may be possible in the cirumstances. Such a require
ment makes it necessary for the prison authorities to keep under constant re
view their reaction to recalcitrant prisoners engaged in a developing and pro
tracted protest.
217 The first published decision is probably X . v. Federal Republic o f Germany (1962),
YB 5, 256, 260.
218 The Commission does apply, in more difficult cases, Art. 36 of its Rules of Procedures
which reads: ‘The Commission, or where it is not in session, the President may indi
cate to the parties any interim measure the adoption of which seems desirable in the
interest of the parties or the proper conduct of the proceedings before it.* As to the
consequences of such a request see case of Cruz Varas and others , ECHR (1991) Series
A, No. 201.
219 ECHR (1989) Series A, No. 161.
220 See above at note 190.
221 ECHR (1989) Series A, No. 161, 32-34.
222 Ibid., 34 et seq.
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in detail a specific obligation attaching to the prohibition of torture does not
mean that an essentially similar obligation is not already inherent in the gen
eral terms of Article 3 of the European Convention. It would hardly be compat
ible with the underlying values of the Convention, that ‘common heritage of
political traditions, ideals, freedom and the rule of law’ to which the Preamble
refers, were a Contracting State knowingly to surrender a fugitive to another
State where there were substantial grounds for believing that he would be in
danger of being subjected to torture, however heinous the crime allegedly
committed. Extradition in such circumstances, while not explicitly referred to
in the brief and general wording of Article 3, would plainly be contrary to the
spirit and intendment of the Article, and in the Court’s view this inherent
obligation not to extradite also extends to cases in which the fugitive would
be faced in the receiving State by a real risk of exposure to inhuman or degrad
ing treatment or punishment proscribed by that Article.

The extension of the reach of Article 3, which seems only logical if one con
siders that the Article aims to protect the human being in its most elemen
tary rights, is of great importance.

V. The Protection of Personal Liberty
A. The Notion of Liberty
Article 5 protects the right to liberty and security of person. Security in this
sense is connected to the notion of liberty and is directed against arbitrary de
tention without a clear basis in law. In that respect the addition of ‘security’
in the first sentence of Article 5 must mean that the legislation concerning
deprivation of liberty must be of such a nature as to give all persons security
against arbitrary detention.223 Commission and Court have been confronted
with cases where the detention must be considered arbitrary. Those were ex
ceptional ones.
The first case raising a difficult issue in this context was the application
brought by Mr. Guzzardi. He was under suspicion of belonging to the Mafia
organization but could no longer be held in detention on remand because, ac
cording to die Italian provisions applicable, the maximum time for detention
had expired. The competent authorities therefore decided to assign a forced res
idence to him which he could not leave. Mr. Guzzardi was put on the island
of Asmara near Sardinia where he had to stay on a small plot consisting of a
223 The Commission had held that ‘security* means that:
any decision taken within the sphere of Article 5 must, in order to safeguard the
individual*s right to ‘security of person*, conform to the procedural as well as
the substantive requirements laid down by an already existing law. This inter
pretation is confirmed both by the text of Article 5 and by the preparatory work
of the Convention, which show that the protection against arbitrary arrest and
detention was one of the principal considerations of the drafters of this treaty.
DR 13, 17, 21.
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few buildings, a Carabinieri station, a school and a chapel. The area where he
could move measured about 2.5 square kilometres and was bordered by the
sea, roads and the cemetery. 9/10 of the island was occupied by a prison. Mr.
Guzzardi was constantly under supervision by Carabinieri. Commission and
Court found this to constitute a deprivation of liberty similar to the situation
in an open prison or camp.224
Another case where one can speak of arbitrary deprivation of liberty is the
one of Bozano against France. The competent French court had refused Mr.
Bozano’s extradition to Italy. He had been released from detention. Shortly
afterwards, on the evening of 26 October 1979, three plain-clothes police
men, at least one of whom was armed, stopped Mr. Bozano, as he was return
ing home after an interview with his Limoges lawyer and ordered him to fol
low them. When he protested, they seized him and forced him to get into an
unmarked car. He was handcuffed and driven to Limoges police headquarters.
There, four other men arrived and served him with a deportation order. He was
forced to get into an unmarked car and was driven through the night to the
French border. He was handed over to the Swiss authorities.
The Court found, confirming the Commission’s report:225
Viewing the circumstances of the case as a whole and having regard to the vol
ume of material pointing in the same direction, the Court consequently con
cludes that the applicant’s deprivation of liberty in the night of 26 to 27
October 1979 was neither ‘lawful’, within the meaning of Article 5 §1(f), nor
compatible with the ‘right to security of person’. Depriving Mr. Bozano of
his liberty in this way amounted in fact to a disguised form of extradition de
signed to circumvent the negative ruling of 15 May 1979 by the Indictment
Division of the Limoges Court of Appeal, and not to ‘detention’ necessary in
the ordinary course of ‘action ... taken with a view to deportation...’

The last case to be mentioned in this context is the case of Bouamar against
Belgium. The Belgian law on juvenile delinquency had been changed and spe
cial institutions for educational supervision should be established, but they
did not exist in the French speaking part of Belgium. The legislation permit
ted keeping juvenile offenders for up to fifteen days in a normal detention on
remand prison, while finding a specific institution for him. Mr. Bouamar, a
young Moroccan bom in 1963, was not yet seventeen when he was deprived
of his liberty for 119 days during the period of 291 days from 18 January to 4
November 1980. He was put in detention for fourteen days then let out for a
few days and put into detention again. The Commission said this:226
It is clear from the above that the restriction permitted under Article 5 §1(d)
was used for a purpose other than that recognized by the Article.
224
225
226

ECHR (1980) Series A, No. 39, 32-35.
ECHR (1986) Series A, No. I l l , 11, 26 et seq.
ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 129, 34.
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It seemed clear that the factor of punishment occupied an important position.
The Court confirmed that the nine placement orders were not compatible with
sub-paragraph (d). It stated:227
Their fruitless repetition had the effect of making them less and less ‘lawful*
under sub-paragraph (d), especially as Crown Counsel never instituted crimi
nal proceedings against the applicant in respect of the offences alleged
against him.

The examples may also show that where the rule of law prevails in general,
the danger always exists that authorities may make use of their possibilities
in a way which cannot be seen as compatible with the protection of liberty
and security of person. How can one speak of the security of person in the
case of Mr. Bouamar who was regularly brought back into prison after few
days in liberty?
Detention on remand may also easily turn into an arbitrary measure.
Moudefo, a national of Cameroon, had been detained on remand in France for
three years and two months. He was interrogated only a few times and was
finally released on the ground that there was insufficient evidence against
him.228 His first interrogation had taken place four and a half months after he
had been arrested. He received 30.000 French Francs in compensation for the
detention during more than three years. Mr. Moudefo applied to the Com
mission which found a violation. The case was settled before the European
Court of Human Rights, after the French Government had offered Mr. Mou
defo 134.000 French Francs in addition to the 30.000 already received.229
One may wonder whether this was a case to be settled on the basis of money
compensation. But one should not forget that for the individual concerned it
was certainly much more important to receive that considerable sum of
money quickly, so as to be able to get established in his home country.230

B. Special Problems of Detention on Remand
Detention on remand is a problem in many European jurisdictions. While
somebody who is in detention on remand is presumed to be innocent accord
ing to Article 6 §2, a suspicion, often a strong one, exists against him. It
would seem that police and prosecution, in some European systems, take that
suspicion as sufficient. They argue that since detention on remand is regu-

227
228
229
230

Ibid., 22.
ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 141.
Ibid., 35.
It is not easy for the Commission or the Court to refuse a friendly settlement because
of the important nature of a case.
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larly counted against sentence nobody can complain because of his detention
on remand if he is later convicted.231
This is a dangerous attitude. First, it will put the trial court in a difficult
position where it finds someone guilty who has been in detention on remand.
The trial court may be influenced by the length of detention on remand be
cause compensation would have to be paid if the sentence remains below the
period spent in detention on remand.232 But there is an even greater danger.
As experience shows people are detained on remand who are not guilty, or for
whose conviction there is not sufficient evidence. The case of Moudefo is
quite telling in that context. He was arrested by the police in Paris on 1
October 1980 on suspicion of having taken part in an armed bank rob
bery.233 Two days after his arrest he appeared before an investigating judge
who ordered his detention on remand and charged him with aggravated theft
and attempted murder. He brought several applications for release. On 26
December 1983, that is three years and two months after his arrest, the inves
tigating judge ordered the applicant’s discharge on the ground that there was
insufficient evidence against him.
The case is important because it shows the great danger of the system of
detention on remand as it exists in several European countries. Strict judicial
control as to the existing suspicion, the grounds for detention on remand and
the proportionality in relation to the crime involved, is necessary. In that re
spect Commission and Court may have to clarify whether Article 5 §3 pre
supposes special limited grounds for detention on remand. The reasons for
keeping somebody in detention are, according to most penal systems, danger
of absconding and danger of collusion. However, in several European coun
tries it is possible to keep people in detention on remand where they are un
der the suspicion of severe crimes, without these grounds existing.234 At
least where it takes some time to bring somebody to trial, release with spe
cific guarantees to appear for trial, as Article 5 §3 expressly states, should be
the general rule.235

C.

The Procedural Safeguards

The protection of personal liberty in Article 5 is much more detailed than
comparable provisions in many national constitutions. An important feature
231

This was the argument advanced by the German Government in the first case concern ing detention on remand: Wemhoff case, ECHR (1968) Series A, No. 7, 19. The Court
did not mention that argument in its reasoning, thereby rejecting it implicitly.
232 This is the rule in many jurisdictions although Art. 5, para. 5 does not apply in this
situation, the detention not having been contrary to Art. 5 paras. 1-4.
233 Above note 228.
234 See e.g. §112 of the German Code on Criminal Procedure.
235 The Court has recently found a violation of Art. 5, para. 3 in the case of Letellier v.
France , ECHR (1991) Series A, No. 207.
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are the procedural safeguards attached to the protection of personal liberty.
According to Article 5 §2 everyone who is arrested must be informed
promptly, in a language which he understands, of the reasons for his arrest
and of any charge against him. According to §3 everyone arrested or detained
for a criminal act shall be brought promptly before a judge or other officer
authorized by law who must take a decision on his detention. §4 states that
everyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be entitled
to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of his detention shall be decided
speedily by a court and his release ordered if the detention is not lawful. §§3
and 4 of Article 5 have become very important provisions in the case-law of
Commission and Court
As to Article 5 §3 it is clear that the judge or other officer authorized by
law to exercise judicial power cannot be the police officer arresting some
body.236 Therefore, the Swedish system, according to which people arrested
on suspicion were only brought before the police, could not be in line with
Article 5 §3.237 Unfortunately the guarantee is less clear as far as the qualifi
cation of the officer besides the judge is concerned. In many national systems
only a judge can decide on detention. The Court has clarified that the officer
authorized by law to exercise judicial power must be a judicial officer who is
not dealing with the prosecution.238 Therefore, a Swiss district attorney
could be the one taking the decision but it had to be certain that he was not
the one to prosecute the person.239 In the same way in Dutch and Belgian
military court proceedings violations were found where the authority deciding
on detention was identical with the prosecuting authority.240
Of great importance is the requirement in Article 5 §3 that the person ar
rested or detained under Article 5 §l(c) must be brought ‘promptly* before the
judge or other officer.241 Many national constitutions lay down specific time
limits of 24 or 48 hours up to which the police can hold people in deten
tion.242 For a long time the Commission had acted on the understanding that
four days, under normal circumstances, would be the maximum for somebody
to be kept in police detention.243 In the case of Brogan the Court, unlike the
majority of the Commission, held that a period going beyond four days was
unacceptable, even under the specific conditions prevailing in
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243

Schiesser case. ECHR (1979) Series A. No. 34. 11-15.
Skoogstrôm and McGoff cases, ECHR (1984) Series A, No. 83.

See above note 236.
See above note 236 and the Huber case, ECHR (1990) Series A, No. 188, 17 et seq.
Case of De Jong and others, ECHR (1984) Series A, No. 77; Pauwels case, ECHR
(1988) Series A, No. 135.
The French text says aussitôt which is at least as compelling.
One may regret that the Convention does not provide for a clear rale but this is not
surprising in view of the rather different standards in the countries of Europe.
See opinion of the Commission in the Brogan case, ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 145,
58, 62.
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Northern Ireland. What is more important, however, the Court indicated that
under normal circumstances four days may not automatically be called
‘promptly*.244 It would seem, therefore, that a period up to three days should
be seen as the one compatible with the requirement of Article 5 §3.
Detention by the police is the most dangerous form of detention where
problems of treatment contrary to Article 3 of the Convention may arise.245
In the inter-state case brought against Turkey the delegation of the Commis
sion had to address the issue of police detention in very difficult circum
stances in discussions with the Turkish Government.246 Turkish law still
permits police detention up to fifteen days. The European Commission of
Human Rights has declared admissible, on the basis of Article 25, a case
brought against Turkey where this issue will have to be tackled.247
Article 5 §4, containing the famous habeas corpus guarantee as developed
in English law, has been included in the Convention. It applies to everyone
deprived of personal liberty. The one concerned must be able to take proceed
ings by which the lawfulness of the detention will be decided speedily by a
court which can order release. Unlike Article 5 §3 this guarantee is not lim
ited to people arrested or detained on the basis of suspicion for having com
mitted criminal acts. Therefore, also those detained in psychiatric institutions
have the right under Article 5 §4.
It is an irony of legal history that Britain, from where the basic idea of
habeas corpus originates, was held to be in violation of this article in a fa
mous case concerning a mentally ill person.248 British courts had interpreted
the national habeas corpus guarantee in those cases as being limited to a con
trol of whether or not the Home Secretary had ordered the detention.249
Commission and Court found that that cannot be enough. Under the system
the judge was not able to review the grounds or merits of a decision to detain
taken by an administrative authority.
The European Court of Human Rights held that the review under Article
5 §4 must be wide enough to bear on those conditions which, according to
the Convention, are essential for the ‘lawful’ detention of a person on the
ground of unsoundness of mind, especially as the reasons capable of initially
justifying such a detention may cease to exist. This meant that Article 5 §4
required an appropriate procedure allowing a court to examine whether the pa244
245
246
247

248
249

ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 145, 33.
It is well-known that even in totalitarian systems judicial detention may be of a quite
different nature than detention by the police.
France, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Netherlands v. Turkey (1983), DR 35, 143,
153.
Sargin and Yaggi v. Turkey , Applications Nos. 14,116/88 and 14,117/88, 1 Revue
Universelle des Droits de lH om me 516 (1989); the Commission has adopted its re
port under Art. 31.
Case of X v. UK, ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 46, 24-26.
Ibid., 10, 14.
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tient’s disorder still persisted and whether the Home Secretary was entitled to
think that a continuation of the compulsory confinement was necessary in
the interest of public safety.250
In a case concerning a young boy Commission and Court were confronted
with the question to what extent detention on the basis of a parental decision
falls under Article 5. The Court did not exclude that Article 5 might be appli
cable but found that in the case at hand no deprivation of liberty had taken
place.251 The Commission had been of the opinion that Article 5 was di
rectly applicable. To what extent Article 5 requires the state to implement
protective legislation to control the exercise of parental care has not been
clarified in the case.252
The procedure foreseen by Article 5 §4 must be a judicial procedure. It
must be of an adversarial nature.253 It is not absolutely clear yet whether the
person detained must have the right to appear before the judge but the Court
has stated that this is frequently the case in the national proceedings. If the
person detained is not personally present a defence counsel must be able to
act for him. The Court has also held, in a Belgian case, that the defence
counsel must be able to inspect the file to find out what the reasons for de
tention really are.254 The decision must be taken speedily. The Court has

250

The Court slated:
On the other hand, in the Court’s opinion, a judicial review as limited as that
available in the habeas corpus procedure in the present case is not sufficient for
a continuing confinement such as the one undergone by X. Article 5 §4, the
Government are quite correct to affirm, does not embody a right to judicial con trol of such scope as to empower the court, on all aspects of the case, to substi
tute its own discretion for that of the decision-making authority. The review
should, however, be wide enough to bear on those conditions which, according
to the Convention, are essential for the ‘lawful* detention of a person on the
ground of unsoundness of mind, especially as the reasons capable of initially
justifying such a detention may cease to exist (see paragraphs 40 and 52
above). This means that in the instant case, Article 5 §4 required an appropriate
procedure allowing a court to examine whether the patient’s disorder still per
sisted and whether the Home Secretary was entitled to think that a continuation
of the compulsory confinement was necessary in the interests of public safety
(see mutatis mutandis, the above-mentioned De Wilde, Ooms and Versyp judg ment, pp. 43-44, §§82-83).
251 Nielsen case, ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 144, 24.
252 Ibid., 37 et seq., 27, 46-49.
253 Sanchez-Reisse case, ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 107, 19; Lamy case, ECHR (1989)
Series A, No. 151, 15-17.
254 See Lamy case, ECHR(1989) Series A, No. 151, 16 et seq.:
Access to these documents was essential for the applicant at this crucial stage in
the proceedings, when the court had to decide whether to remand him in custody
or to release him. Such access would, in particular, have enabled counsel for Mr
Lamy to address the court on the matter of the co-defendants’ statements and at
titude (see paragraph 18 above). In the Court’s view, it was therefore essential
to inspect the documents in question in order to challenge the lawfulness of the
arrest warrant effectively.
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found that forty days cannot be considered speedily.255 Basically, as First ju
dicial control, a court decision within about two weeks must be the maxi
mum delay which is admissible. In cases of detention in a psychiatric hospi
tal or in detention on remand for a longer period it is possible to lay down
specific periods during which no control is possible if no new facts are being
relied upon.256
In the procedural guarantees of Article 5 one important matter is not men
tioned. That is the possibility of informing the next of kin of an arrest or de
tention. The Commission had to deal with that problem in a case concerning
Northern Ireland. It stated:
It is true that the applicants* detention, and the denial of contact with their
wives, lasted only for a relatively short time. However at the time when a per
son is arrested his ability to communicate rapidly with his family may be of
great importance. The unexplained disappearance of a family member even for
a short period of time may provoke great anxiety.257

The Commission came to the conclusion that no justification for that lack of
information had been provided by the British Government. Whilst the
Commission recognized that there may be specific reasons in the fight
against terrorism to prevent arrested people from informing their relatives it
was of the opinion that these specific reasons must be advanced to justify
such a procedure.258 It would seem that this holding, which was accepted by
the British Government before the Committee of Ministers, is of great
value.259 Although not confirmed by the Court it should already be seen as
part of Convention law.
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The appraisal of the need for a remand in custody and the subsequent assessment
of guilt are too closely linked for access to documents to be refused in the
former case when the law requires it in the latter case.
Whereas Crown Counsel was familiar with the whole file, the procedure did not
afford the applicant an opportunity of challenging appropriately the reasons
relied upon to justify a remand in custody. Since it failed to ensure equality of
arms, the procedure was not truly adversarial (see, mutatis m utandis , the
Sanchez-Reisse judgment previously cited Series A, No. 107, 19, §51).
There was therefore a breach of Article 5 §4.
Sanchez-Reisse , ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 107, 20-22.
Van Droogenbroeck, ECHR (1981) Series A, No. 50, 2.
McVeigh and others v. UK, Report of the Commission, DR 25, 15, 52.
Ibid., 53.
Ibid., 58 et seq.
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VI. Private and Family Life
A. Specific Modern Threats
The protection of private and family life, of the home and of correspondence
is partly a guarantee by the Convention ‘to be left alone’. Everybody should
be able to create his or her own sphere in which the state may not interfere.
The right to the private sphere is one of the great challenges for all the legal
orders based on the protection of the individual in the latter part of the 20th
century.260
Commission and Court have had to deal with matters of secret surveil
lance by the State on several occasions. The first case in which the Con
vention organs had to address these issues concerned the German legislation
on secret surveillance in state security matters.261 Problems of that sort were
also involved in cases against Britain and France.262 Here, the surveillance
by telephone tapping was performed in the context of criminal proceedings.
In the Malone judgment the Court held that the absence of any legislation
in Britain which could be used as a basis for secret surveillance of telephone
conversations in the sense of Article 8, paragraph 2 showed that there was a
violation.263 In the recently decided French cases the Court held that the
French legislation was of such a vague nature that it could not be seen as in
line with the requirement that an interference by a public authority must be
‘in accordance with the law’ (‘prévue par la loi’) in the sense of Article 8,
paragraph 2.264
The Commission had already explained in its report in the Klass case that
the requirement ‘in accordance with the law’ must be read as a specific guar
antee that the law should lay down specific conditions and introduce safe
guards that it cannot be abused.265 Only then does the requirement to restrict
the executive by legislation make any sense at all. This is the proposition
behind the generally accepted principle according to which the legislation per
mitting an interference also protects the individual.266

260

It may be that the influence of electronic media, especially TV, in modem societies,
accepted by the individual without any state pressure is even a greater challenge to
private life.
261 Klass and others case, ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 28.
262 Malone case, ECHR (1984) Series A, No. 82; Kruslin and Huvig cases, ECHR (1990)
Series A, No. 176, 1 and 36.
263 ECHR (1984) Series A, No. 82, 36.
264 Kruslin case, ECHR(1990) Series A, No. 176, 22-25; Huvig case, ECHR (1990) Series
A, No. 176, 54-57.
265 ECHR (1977/78) Series B, No. 26, 37.
266 In the German doctrine stemming from the 19th century this rule is called ‘Vorbehalt
des Gesetzes*, the area reserved for the law. Only a law can give the state a title to in
terfere with the rights of the individual.
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Quite a different matter had to be examined in the case of Gaskin.261
Here, the issue was, whether a case-file held by the Liverpool City Council
on the early life of Mr. Gaskin should be made available to him. Mr. Gaskin
had been in public care from the first months of his life and apparently had
lived under difficult circumstances. The Commission said, and the Court ex
pressly quotes that expression, that ‘the file provided a substitute record for
the memories and experience of the parents of the child who is not in care’.
Therefore it referred to Mr. Gaskin’s private and family life in such a way
that the question of his access thereto falls within the ambit of Article 8. The
Court came to the same conclusion as the Commission. In the Court’s opin
ion persons in the situation of the applicant have a vital interest, protected by
the Convention, in receiving the information necessary to know and to un
derstand their childhood and early development A system which depends on
the consent of the contributor to the file is only in conformity with the prin
ciple of proportionality if it provides that an independent authority finally de
cides whether access has to be granted in cases where a contributor fails to
answer or withholds consent. No such procedure was available to the appli
cant in this case. In that respect there was a violation of Article 8.268
The case of Gaskin is a good example which shows that it may be diffi
cult to analyse whether there is an interference with the right to respect for
private life or whether Article 8 creates an obligation for the state. The Com
mission was of the opinion that respect for private life requires that everyone
should be able to establish details of his or her identity as an individual hu
man being. In principle one should not be obstructed by the authorities from
obtaining such very basic information without specific justification. The
Commission treated the refusal to give the applicant that information as an
interference by the state in the right protected under Article 8.269 The Court
267
268
269

Gaskin case, ECHR (1989) Series A, No. 160.
Ibid., 15, 20.
The Commission reasoned as follows:
87. In the present case, the Commission notes that the applicant wishes to have ac
cess to a file of a different nature from that in the Leander case, namely the
whole file relating to his period in care. It is established that such a file exists
and is retained by the local authority. It apparently contains the records of
where the applicant lived from time to time when in care together with a large
variety of other material submitted by a number of contributors concerning the
applicant’s health, education, criminal record and, generally, his past. During
the applicant’s minority while he was in care, it seems that the file was avail
able to be referred to and contributed to by all those who were involved in the
applicant’s care and upbringing. In this respect the file provided a substitute
record for the memories and experience of the parents of a child who is not in
care.
88. According to the respondent Government, since the applicant’s majority the
file has no operational or practical purpose to fulfil. It is currently retained only
as a result of the proceedings pending before the Commission and the previous
proceedings in the United Kingdom; in normal circumstances it would have
been destroyed some three years after the applicant’s majority.
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was of a different opinion. It felt that by refusing the applicant complete ac
cess to his case record the United Kingdom could not be said to have inter
fered with Mr. Gaskin’s private or family life.270 The substance of the ap
plicant’s complaint is not that the state has acted but it has failed to act The
Court therefore examined whether the United Kingdom was in breach of a
positive obligation flowing from Article 8 of the Convention.271
89.

270

271

The applicant’s complaint to the Commission is presented against the back
ground of the severe psychological problems from which it seems he now suf
fers and which he ascribes to the way in which he was treated while in care,
especially during his tender years. He states that he wants access to the file in
order to be able to address these problems to establish his own identity.
Respect for private life requires that everyone should be able to establish details
of their identity as individual human beings and that in principle they should
not be obstructed by the authorities from obtaining such very basic information
without specific justification.
90. An individual’s entitlement to such information relating to his or her basic
identity and early life is not only of importance because of its formative impli cations for his or her personality. It is also, by virtue of the individual’s age
and condition at the relevant time, information which relates to a period when
the individual was particularly vulnerable as a young child and in respect of
which personal memories cannot provide a reliable or adequate source of infor
mation.
91. In the present case, the applicant was taken into care at a very young age and
subsequently had very little contact with his natural family, or continuity of
care from a substitute family. He does not appear to have established emotional
bindings with any of those who cared for him from time to time. In these cir
cumstances, the file compiled and maintained by the local authority provides
the only coherent record of the applicant’s early childhood and formative years.
Hence, the Commission finds that the refusal to allow the applicant access to
the file is an interference with his right to respect for his private life which falls
to be justified under the terms of Article 8 §2 of the Convention.
The Court justified its approach in the following manner, ibid., 17:
However, it is common ground that Mr Gaskin neither challenges the fact that
information was compiled and stored about him nor alleges that any use was
made of it to his detriment. In fact, the information compiled about Mr Gaskin
served wholly different purposes from those which were relevant in the Leander
case. He challenges rather the failure to grant him unimpeded access to that in
formation. Indeed, by refusing him complete access to his case records, the
United Kingdom cannot be said to have ‘interfered’ with Mr Gaskin’s private or
family life. As regards such refusal, ‘the substance of [the applicant’s] com plaint is not that the State has acted but that it has failed to act’ (see the Airey
judgment of 9 October 1979, Series A, No. 32, 17 §32).
The Court will therefore examine whether the United Kingdom, in handling the
applicant’s requests for access to his case records, was in breach of a positive
obligation flowing from Article 8 of the Convention.
This positive obligation is described by the Court, ibid., 17:
42. In accordance with its established case-law, the Court, in determining whether
or not such a positive obligation exists, will have regard to the ‘fair balance
that has to be struck between the general interest of the community and the in
terests of the individual... In striking this balance the aims mentioned in the
second paragraph of Article 8 may be of a certain relevance, although this pro
vision refers in terms only to ‘interferences* with the right protected by the
first paragraph - in other words is concerned with the negative obligations
flowing therefrom...*
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It is not easy to judge whether one should accept the Commission’s or
the Court’s approach. However, this author, who is of course biased having
signed the Commission’s report in Gaskin, would feel that it is more appro
priate to use the system of Article 8, paragraph 2, which gives Commission
and Court clear directives, where one can call the refusal of access to the file a
non-respect for private life. Therefore it should be seen as an interference with
that right, which can only be justified under paragraph 2.
The same difference of approach may be seen in the cases concerning
transsexuals.272 The Commission treats the non-recognition by the state of
the change of sex as an interference with the essence of private life.273 The
Court, asking whether Article 8 contains a positive obligation to change the
birth register, comes to a negative answer stressing the wide margin of appre
ciation concerning positive obligations.274 The Court added, however, that it
is conscious of the seriousness of the problems affecting these persons.
Therefore the need for appropriate legal measures should be kept under review
having regard to scientific and societal developments.275
It would again seem that the Court, approaching the matter from the gen
eral angle of a positive obligation, probably created the wrong impression.
Where somebody has the full appearance of belonging to one sex but his per
sonal papers are of another nature one should not discuss the issue as whether
or not a positive obligation to change the personal papers exists. The real is
sue is, whether or not the state shows respect for private life if it is not will
ing to issue appropriate personal papers. The non-correction of the registra
tion becomes an interference with Article 8.
There are cases where the Convention organs have not understood the no
tion of private life in a proper way. A decision in which the Commission re
jected an application coming from Iceland is difficult to understand. In this
case the Commission held that keeping a dog does not fall under the notion
of private life.276 In the capital of Iceland Reykjavik there had been a prohi
bition on keeping dogs since 1924. This prohibition is no longer in force to
day. It seems that the former regulation could never have been justified under
Article 8, paragraph 2. Therefore the way out was to remove the keeping of a
dog from the sphere of private life. If one considers how many old people
find relations to a dog or another animal quite essential to their private life,
one must conclude that the Commission’s analysis in that case was much
too superficial.
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See above at notes 152 et seq.
Report of 12 December 1984, Rees case, ECHR (1987) Series A, No. 106, 25.
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B. The Role of the Family
In the area of family life Commission and Court have had to deal mainly
with two different categories of cases. On the one hand, there were the appli
cations concerning the separation of children from their parents.277 On the
other hand, there were the cases concerning the separation of the family by
expulsion or extradition.278
Separation from the parents must always be a decision of last resort to
protect the children. It is difficult to justify cases in Sweden where children
are first being taken into public care, then the care order is lifted but the chil
dren are not returned to their parents because a prohibition on removal order
is issued. Sometimes the prohibition on removal order seems to be made for
eternity. The European Court of Human Rights has confirmed the
Commission’s holding that this can create a violation.279
277
278
279

Olsson case, ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 130; Eriksson case, ECHR (1989) Series A,
No. 156.
Berrehab case, ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 138; Moustaquim case, ECHR (1991)
Series A, No. 193.
The Court stated in the Eriksson case:
71. In cases like the present a mother’s right to respect for family life under Article
8 includes a right to the taking of measures with a view to her being reunited
with her child. The care order had been lifted, and there was no doubt as to the
suitability of Mrs Eriksson to take care of children or of the conditions in her
home (see paragraph 20 above). The Social Council’s decision of 21 January
1983 (see paragraph 12(c) above) made it clear that once the care order was no
longer in force, the aim was the reuniting of parent and child. Furthermore the
Supreme Administrativwe Court stated, in its judgment of 11 October 1984 (see
paragraph 22 above), that ‘[irrespective of the duration of the prohibition, the
[Social Council] is obliged to see to it that appropriate measures aimed at re
uniting parents and child are taken without delay’.
However, it appears that under Swedish law Mrs Eriksson did not, after the lift
ing of the care order, have any enforceable visiting rights while the prohibition
on removal was in force. Furthermore, and in particular on account of the re
strictions on access, she was in fact denied the opportunity to meet with her
daughter to an extent and in circumstances likely to promote the aim of reunit ing them or even the positive development of their relationship. In this situa
tion she has not been able to have the prohibition on removal lifted. The re
sulting stress on the relations between the applicants and the uncertainty with
regard to Lisa’s future have already continued for more than six years, causing
great anguish to both applicants.
The Government admitted that the system as implemented had failed on this oc casion, but argued that situations such as the present could not be prevented
whatever system would have been applied, as all depended on the persons in
volved. The Court recognises that difficulties may arise in consequence of the
termination of public care of young children, especially where the child has
been taken into care at a very young age and has spent many years away from
his natural parents’ home. However, the unsatisfactory situation that has ensued
in the present case seems to a large extent to stem from the failure to ensure any
meaningful access between mother and daughter with a view to reuniting them.
Having regard to the foregoing and notwithstanding Sweden’s margin of appre
ciation, the Court concludes that the severe and lasting restrictions on access
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An expulsion or extradition decision may interfere with family life. The
matter is difficult where the spouse has the right to stay in the country while
the other as a foreigner has no such right, at least not on a permanent basis.
In the case of Berrehab Commission and Court held that a Dutch expulsion
decision violated Article 8 because it had been taken without at all giving
some weight to the fact that the expelled applicant, who had been married to
a Dutch woman, had a child in the Netherlands and had regular contacts with
that child.280 Nevertheless there are cases where a separation of the family
may be justified under Article 8, paragraph 2. Where drug trafficking is in
volved it is probably impossible to secure the family interests on the basis of
the law as it stands.281 However, where only minor criminal behaviour is
concerned a state should not be able to separate a family by expulsion.282
The Commission has referred two cases to the Court which raise the issue
whether expulsion of an immigrant belonging to the second generation may
violate Article 8 even where the person concerned has a criminal record.283 In
the applications concerned the Commission has found a violation because the
interference caused an unproportionate hardship to the persons. One of them,
an Algerian by nationality, does not speak Arabic and has no close relatives
in Algeria.284
C.

The Procedural Aspect of Article 8

When the English child cases were brought before the European Commission
of Human Rights a debate developed whether or not Article 8 can be seen as
containing specific procedural requirements. The English system left a very
wide discretion to social workers and led to decisions on placing very young
children with foster parents with the aim of adoption without the parents hav
ing any possibility to be heard or to be informed in time.
Commission and Court held that Article 8, when it requires respect for
family life, must be interpreted as containing procedural guarantees.285 The
Court stated that although Article 8 contains no explicit procedural require
ments this is not conclusive of the matter. It had to be determined whether a
procedure by which children have been separated from their parents was fair
combined with the long duration of the prohibition on removal are not propor
tionate to the legitimate aims pursued.
72. Accordingly, Article 8 of the Convention has been violated.
280 ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 138, 16.
281 X. v. Federal Republic o f Germany (1977), DR 12, 197.
282 In the Berrehab case no criminal behaviour was alleged.
283 See now Moustaquim case, ECHR (1991) Series A, No. 193; the case of Djeroud has
been settled by France, ECHR (1991) Series A, No. 191.
284 Mr. Moustaquim never went to Algeria after being expelled from Belgium. He lived in
Spain and Sweden, partly as illegal immigrant
285 Cases of W., B., R. v. UK, ECHR (1987) Series A, No. 121.
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and afforded due respect to the interests protected by Article 8. ‘The decision
making process must therefore, in the Court’s view, be such as to secure that
their views and interests are made known to and duly taken into account by
the local authority and that they are able to exercise in due time any remedies
available to them’.286
This is an important development concerning the interpretation of the
Convention. In German constitutional law the procedural aspect of fundamen
tal rights has been emphasized for quite some time.287 United States consti
tutional law knows the due process of law guarantee which has procedural as
well as substantial contents.288 The interpretation of Article 8 in the cases
concerning separation of children under the applicable British legislation
stands for an interpretation of the Convention which introduces due process
notions into one specific convention right. There may well be other rights
which under special circumstances may have the same procedural conse
quences.

VII. The Fundamental Freedoms
A. Freedom as Basis for Democratic Government
There exists an old debate about the relationship between freedom and democ
racy. It has frequently been remarked that the tradition based on Rousseau is
liable to forget the basic requirement of fundamental freedoms which make
democratic government possible.289 The Preamble of the Convention refers
to the interdependence of freedom and democracy. It states that the fundamen
tal freedoms are the foundation of justice and peace in the world and are best
maintained on the one hand by an effective political democracy and on the
other by a common understanding and observance of the human rights upon
which they depend. In the case of Klass the European Court of Human
Rights has used that part of the Preamble to show that some compromise be
tween the requirements for defending the democratic society and individual
rights is inherent in the system of the Convention.290 According to the
Court a balance must be sought between the exercise by the individual of the
right guaranteed to him under Article 8, paragraph 1 and the necessity under
286
287
288
289
290

ECHR (1987) Series A, No. 121, 28.
Compare K. Hesse, Grundziige des Verfassungsrechts der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
(17th. ed. 1990) 145 with references.
Compare J.E. Nowak, R.D. Rotunda and J.N. Young, Constitutional Law (3rd ed.
1986) 331 et seq. and 451 et seq.
See Maihofer, ‘Prinzipien freiheitlicher Demokratie’, in E. Benda, W. Maihofer and
K. Vogel, Handbuch des Verfassungsrechts der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (1983)
173 et seq.
ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 28.
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paragraph 2 of imposing secret surveillance for the protection of democratic
society as a whole.
But the Court has added this:291
The Court, being aware of the dangers such a law poses of undermining or even
destroying democracy on the ground of defending it, affirms that the
Contracting States may not, in the name of the struggle against espionage and
terrorism, adopt whatever measures they deem appropriate.

B. Freedom of Expression and of the Press
There is no other fundamental freedom which is of greater importance for the
democratic structure of a government than freedom of expression and of the
press.292 Without freedom of expression and of the press there is no possi
bility of having meaningful free elections and forming an opposition.293 The
right to criticize the government must be seen as the main indication of a free
and democratic government. The Court already underlined the importance of
that freedom in the case of Handyside in 1976 although that may have seemed
rather a far-fetched case as it concerned the so-called Little Red Schoolbook.
The Court stated:294
The Court’s supervisory functions oblige it to pay the utmost attention to the
principles characterizing a ‘democratic society*. Freedom of expression con
stitutes one of the essential foundations of such a society, one of the basic
conditions for its progress and for the development of every man. Subject to
paragraph 2 of Article 10, it is applicable not only to ‘information’ or ‘ideas’
that are favourably received or regarded as inoffensive or as a matter of indif
ference, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector
of the population. Such are the demands of that pluralism, tolerance and
broadmindedness without which there is no ‘democratic society*. This means,
amongst other things, that every ‘formality’, ‘condition*, ‘restriction’ or
‘penalty* imposed in this sphere must be proportionate to the legitimate aim
pursued.

This understanding of the freedom to criticize the government became of cru
cial importance in the case of Lingens against Austria.295 The journalist
291
292

293

294
295

Ibid., 23.
Already in 1958 the German Federal Constitutional Court stated in the famous Lueth
case that freedom of expression is essential for a free democratic system and it quoted
Cardozo’s formula: *... the matrix, the indispensable condition of nearly every other
form of freedom* (Federal Constitutional Court, Vol. 7, 208).
The right to form an opposition, rarely guaranteed expressly, is the direct conse
quence of free speech. The Constitution of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg
states in Art 23(a): ‘The opposition is an essential element of parliamentary democ
racy.*
ECHR (1976) Series A, No. 24, 23.
ECHR (1986) Series A, No. 103.
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Lingens had criticized the then Austrian Federal Chancellor, Mr. Kreisky, for
a specific political move. He had explained the background for a development
and had called the Chancellor’s behaviour ‘immoral’, ‘undignified’ and
‘lowest opportunism’. For these statements the journalist was convicted fol
lowing a private prosecution brought by Mr. Kreisky. The courts held that
the statements were defamatory and added that the journalist was not able to
prove the truth of his statements. The Vienna Court of Appeal imposed a
fine of 15.000 Schillings on Mr. Lingens.296 Commission and Court found
a violation of Article 10 of the Convention. The Court underlined that value
judgments cannot be demonstrated and are not susceptible of proof. Therefore
it must be an infringement of freedom of opinion in itself if a legal system
requires somebody to prove value judgments.297
However, the Court did not base its judgment only on that consideration.
It underlined the importance of freedom of the press in the political con
text:298
These principles are of particular importance as far as the press is concerned.
Whilst the press must not overstep the bounds, set, inter alia, for the
‘protection of the reputation of others’, it is nevertheless incumbent on it to
impart information and ideas on political issues just as on those in other areas
of public interest. Not only does the press have the task of imparting such in
formation and ideas: the public also has a right to receive them (...). In this
connection, the Court cannot accept the opinion, expressed in the judgment
of the Vienna Court of Appeal, to the effect that the task of the press was to
impart information, the interpretation of which had to be left primarily to the
reader (...).
Freedom of the press furthermore affords the public one of the best means of
discovering and forming an opinion of the ideas and attitudes of political
leaders. More generally, freedom of political debate is at the very core of the
concept of a democratic society which prevails throughout the Convention.
The limits of acceptable criticism are accordingly wider as regards a politician
as such than as regards a private individual. Unlike the latter, the former
inevitably and knowingly lays himself open to close scrutiny of his every
word and deed by both journalists and the public at large, and he must conse
quently display a greater degree of tolerance. No doubt Article 10 §2 enables
the reputation of others - that is to say, of all individuals - to be protected,
and this protection extends to politicians too, even when they are not acting
in their private capacity; but in such cases the requirements of such protection
have to be weighed in relation to the interests of open discussion of political
issues.

Article 10 expressly includes the right to receive and impart informations and
ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This
transfrontier element of freedom of expression and information is remarkable.
296
297
298

Ibid., 22.
Ibid., 28.
Ibid., 26.
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Article 10 is the only Convention right which includes such a transfrontier
guarantee. One can easily see that the Convention is opposed to the closed
societies which are so characteristic for all totalitarian systems. For a long
time Eastern European countries tried to block information coming from
Western Europe.299 In 1990 this attempt ended in a total defeat. In the
German Democratic Republic the government had tried to prevent people
from listening to Western radio and television in the 1960s but had realized
after a short time that this was impossible. Throughout the existence of the
GDR the information through Western radio and television was the most im
portant check on the totalitarian government established there.300
In 1990 the European Court of Human Rights had to give judgment in
two applications concerning transfrontier radio and television.301 In the case
of Autronic the Court held that Article 10 had been violated by Switzerland
because the applicant had been prevented from picking up television signals
from a Soviet telecommunications satellite, the signals being uncoded broad
cast intended for television viewers in the Soviet Union.302 The Court un
derlined that it had not been established that picking up such signals would
be in violation of the respective rules of the International Telecommunication
Union.303 The Swiss Government had argued that only a formal authoriza
tion by the Soviet Government could make reception lawful. This would
have done away with the transfrontier element formally included in Article
10. Therefore, it is of great importance that the Court followed the Commis
sion in holding that reception of uncoded signals intended for public reception
cannot be prohibited even if direct individual reception may not have been in
tended by the broadcaster. The formal distinction existing under ITU rules be
tween telecommunication satellites and direct broadcasting satellites cannot
override the freedom of reception under the ECHR.304
In the other case concerning transfrontier radio broadcasting the Court de
cided that Switzerland could prohibit the distribution by cable of broadcasts
which were emitted by a Swiss company from an Italian mountain circum
venting the statutory telecommunications system in force in Switzerland.305
Although one can well see that the case of Groppera was of a rather peculiar
299

300
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The Final Act of the CSCE of 1975 was the first important breakthrough since it con
tained, in Basket 3, the principle of freedom of information. In the part on
Information the states expressed their intention ‘to contribute to the improvement of
access by the public to periodical and non-periodical printed publications imported
on the base indicated above.’ It seems already clear in 1991 that the CSCE Final Act
has contributed considerably to the changes in the countries of Eastern Europe.
It was frequently stated that streets were empty during the evening news broadcasts.
Case of Groppera AG and others, ECHR (1990) Series A, No. 173; Autronic AG case,
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nature it seems quite doubtful whether the Court did not go too far in accept
ing restrictions on freedom of reception. It is hard to see how the prohibition
to distribute these broadcasts by cable could be seen as necessary to prevent
the illegality which, according to the Swiss position, existed for the broad
cast.306
Freedom of opinion and of expression also play a considerable role con
cerning economic matters. It is quite regrettable that the Court, in the
German Markt Intern case, did not follow the Commission.307 The issue was
whether the holding of a civil court which prohibited the applicant from
publishing factually true information on market behaviour could be justified
under Article 10 because the information was seen as violating standards of
fair competition. The Court, with a very narrow majority of nine to nine, the
President’s casting vote being decisive, found that no violation of Article 10
had taken place. The judgment did not address the issue under which circum
stances Article 10 permits the suppression of correct factual information. The
Commission had held that such a restriction is possible in the area of private
life and in other areas where some sort of natural secrecy exists, but not in
politics or in the area of information on market behaviour where the dates
may be of great importance for other competitors as well as for the general
public as consumers.308
The reasoning given by the Court in this case does imply that in eco
nomic matters states enjoy a wider margin of appreciation. This may be ac306
307
308

The Commission had been of the opinion that the interference had not been suffi
ciently clearly ‘prescribed by law* (ibid., 47-49).
Case of Markt Intern Verlag GmbH and Klaus Beerman, ECHR (1989) Series A, No.
165.
The Commission stated this:
233. The applicants place particular emphasis on the fact that the prohibited state
ments were true. The Commission notes that indeed the Federal Court of Justice
recognised that the statements, insofar as they contained allegations of a fac
tual nature, were true.
234. The Commission is of the opinion that, in general, the restriction of true
statements requires the application of a stricter test of necessity than the re
striction of false or misleading allegations. This is recognised in the Unfair
Competition Act itself which contains special provisions in respect of the lat
ter.
235. The Commission recognises that the truth of information cannot be the only
criterion for being allowed to publish it (cf. application No. 8803/79, Lingens
and L eitg eb v. A u stria , decision of 11 December 1981, Decisions and Reports
No. 26, 171). True statements can interfere with legitimate interests which d e
serve an equal degree of protection as freedom of expression, e.g. where the
sphere of privacy or the honour and reputation of a person is at issue or where
legal obligations of confidentiality have been breached.
236. However, such reasons have not been invoked in the present case. It is difficult
to see how the factual assertions contained in the applicants* publication could
fall at all within a category of cases where the restriction of true statements is
justified. It must not be overlooked in this context that the competitors of the
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ceptable where the information concerned is used for advertising a special
product The character of advertising, as influenced by the specific traditions
existing in a society as well as by regulations, may be of relevance in the
context of the Convention. However, in the case of Markt Intern, it was not
really advertising which was at issue. It was information printed in a special
publication. The newspaper concerned was directed at a sector of the competi
tion between traditional retail traders and mail order firms. The Court failed to
justify its majority holding in a convincing manner. In fact, the minority in
the Court well described the issue as follows:309
In the present case these conditions, which the Court has affirmed on several
occasions in previous judgments, were not satisfied.
In any event, in the light of the criteria which the Court has applied hitherto,
the ‘necessity* of the measures taken against the applicants was not
‘convincingly established*.
It is just as important to guarantee the freedom of expression in relation to the
practices of a commercial undertaking as it is in relation to the conduct of a
head of government, which was at issue in the Lingens case. Similarly the
right thereto must be able to be exercised as much in the interests of the pur
chasers of beauty products as in those of the owners of sick animals, the inter
ests at stake in the Barthold case. In fact, freedom of expression serves, above
all, the general interest.
The fact that a person defends a given interest, whether it is an economic in
terest or any other interest, does not, moreover, deprive him of the benefit of
freedom of expression.
In order to ensure the openness of business activities, it must be possible to
disseminate freely information and ideas concerning the products and services
proposed to consumers. Consumers, who are exposed to highly effective dis
tribution techniques and to advertising which is frequently less than objec
tive, deserve, for their part too, to be protected, as indeed do retailers.
In this case, the applicants had related an incident which in fact occurred, as
has not been contested, and requested retailers to supply them with additional
information. They had exercised in an entirely normal manner their basic
right to freedom of expression.
This right was, therefore, violated in their regard by the contested measures.

The case-law by Commission and Court concerning the freedoms guaranteed
by Article 10 of the Convention would seem to become more and more com
parable to the case-law developed by the United States Supreme Court or the
Federal Constitutional Court of the Federal Republic of Germany. Both
Courts have frequently stressed the essential nature of freedom of opinion, the
press and radio for a free society.310
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310

company which was criticised and consumers have a legitimate interest in being
informed of the commercial practices of this firm.
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VIII. The Restrictive Clauses
A. The Structure
Articles 8 to 11 of the Convention contain carefully worded restrictive
clauses. It is one of the great advantages of the Convention that these provi
sions indicate in a clear manner how Commission and Court should control
whether a specific interference with Convention rights can be accepted under
the Convention or not. Although at first sight some of these paragraphs may
seem to make it possible that nothing remains of the original guarantee,
practice has shown that the Convention organs have managed to clarify the
limits of restrictions quite well.
The case-law, as it has developed during the last 15 years, would indeed
seem to show that it contributes to the strength of the Convention guarantees
which do not, in an unreal way, shy away from accepting that restrictions in
many instances are necessary. Article 17, although hardly ever expressly
mentioned, prohibits any limitation of a Convention right to a greater extent
than is provided for in the Convention. By this wording Article 17 makes it
clear that limitations must be interpreted restrictively and may not override
the Convention guarantee as such.311

B. The Legal Basis for a Restriction
In the French text paras. 2 of Articles 8 to 11 always require that a restriction
of Convention guarantees must be ‘prévue par la loi’. The English text of
Articles 9 to 11 uses the formula ‘prescribed by law’ which is a clear parallel
to the French version. Article 8, however, uses the expression ‘in accordance
with the law* which could be seen as having a different meaning. In the fa
mous case of Malone, the question arose whether the requirement ‘in accor
dance with the law’ should be seen as different and weaker than the one
‘prescribed by law’. The Commission stated that the phrase ‘in accordance
with the law’ in Article 8, paragraph 2 falls to be given the same meaning as
the phrase ‘prescribed by law’, both being the same in the French text.312
Before the Court the British Government no longer placed any emphasis on
the difference in wording. The Court just referred to its interpretation of
‘prévue par la loi’.313
It is noticeable how the safeguards included in the special requirement of
the legal basis have been clarified by the Convention organs. In its report on
the Klass case the European Commission of Human Rights dealt for the first
311
312
313
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time with the issue. It had to establish whether or not the German legislation
on secret telephone tapping for state security reasons was or was not in line
with the Convention.314 When dealing with the condition that the interfer
ence must be ‘prévue par la loi* the Commission held that it is not sufficient
to have a general legal basis but that the law must lay down the ‘conditions
and procedures’ for an interference.315 Because only then could the interfer
ence be limited and controlled as to its compatibility with the Convention. In
its judgment in the Klass case the Court only stated that the interference re
sults from acts passed by Parliament and added that any individual measure of
surveillance has to comply with the strict conditions and procedures laid
down in the legislation itself.316 It was not quite clear from that phrase
whether the Court had really grasped and accepted the Commission’s proposi
tion. The judgment in the case of Klass was given in 1978. In 1984, six year
later, the Court fully accepted the Commission’s approach.
It was the case of Malone concerning the British system for telephone
tapping in criminal cases which gave the Court the opportunity to reconsider
the issue. The Commission expressed itself in its report:317
The Commission, as it stated in its report in the S i l v e r case, considers that the
phrase ‘in accordance with the law* is not merely a reference back to domestic
law but ‘also a reference to the rule of law, or the principle of legality, which
is common to democratic societies and the heritage of Member States of the
Council of Europe’. It implies in the Commission’s opinion that there must
be a measure of legal protection in domestic law against arbitrary interfer
ences by public authority with the rights protected by Article 8 §1. Even in a
case which does not involve any legal restriction or possible liability to pe
nal sanctions, the requirements of accessibility and foreseeability referred to
by the Court still apply, in the Commission’s view. The individual must in
principle be able to ascertain with reasonable certainty from the law in what
circumstances a public authority may interfere with the protected rights.

On the basis of this submission the Court then clearly stated:318
The phrase thus implies - and this follows from the object and purpose of
Article 8 - that there must be a measure of legal protection in domestic law
against arbitrary interferences by public authorities with the rights safe
guarded by paragraph 1 (see the report of the Commission, §121). Especially
where a power of the executive is exercised in secret, the risks of arbitrariness
are evident...

In the two judgments concerning French telephone tapping of 24 April 1990
the Court found that there was a legal basis in French law but the law did not
314 See above at note 261.
315 Klass case, ECHR (1977/78) Series B, No. 26, 37.
316 Case of Klass and others, ECHR (1978) Series A, No. 28, 22.
317 M alone case, ECHR (1984) Series A, No. 82, 53 et seq.
318 Ibid., 32.
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indicate with sufficient clarity the scope and the modalities under which the
authorities could apply the restrictions.319 Therefore the legal basis was not
sufficient under Article 8 , paragraph 2. These decisions show that, in the
same way that the fundamental constitutional idea in the 19th century, the
Convention enforces the protection of the individual by binding the executive
through detailed legal rules.
In the Sunday Times case which was decided by the Court in 1978 it was
clarified that rules of Common Law can also fulfil the requirements of
‘prescribed by law’ .320 The Court there held that basically two requirements
must be met Firstly, the law must be adequately accessible: the citizen must
be able to have an indication, that is adequate in the circumstances, of the le
gal rules applicable to a given case. Secondly, a norm cannot be regarded as a
‘law’ unless it is formulated with sufficient precision to enable the citizen to
regulate his conduct: he must be able - if need be with appropriate advice to foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, the conse
quences which a given action may entail. The Court had to recognize that
those consequences need not be foreseeable with absolute certainty since ex
perience shows that this is unattainable. It added that while certainty is
highly desirable, it may bring in its train excessive rigidity and the law must
be able to keep pace with changing circumstances. Accordingly, the Court
accepted that many laws are inevitably couched in terms which, to a greater
or lesser extent, are vague and whose interpretation and application are ques
tions of practice.321
In the Silver case which concerned restrictions on prisoners’ correspon
dence Court and Commission recognized that Article 8 , paragraph 2 requires
law which could not be found in rules which lacked the force of law .322
Where a law confers a discretion it must indicate the scope of that discretion,
again thereby limiting the freedom of the authorities.323 In a German case a
veterinary surgeon argued that the rules on the basis of which a judgment had
been given against him, preventing his providing certain information on the
general situation of veterinary care in the city of Hamburg, were not suffi
ciently clear. The Court stated that the rules conferred a broad discretion on
319
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the courts but accepted that this was possible, especially in the area of com
petition.324 The applicant also argued that the German courts had wrongly
applied the legislation in question. The Court, as in other cases, underlined
that it is for the national authorities to interpret and apply the domestic laws
since they are particularly qualified to settle issues arising in this connection.
The evidence, so the Court held, adduced in the present case did not disclose
any clear non-observance of the provisions in question. The applicant’s ar
gument did no more than evidence his disagreement with the German
courts.325
It will be rare, and it has not yet happened that the European organs come
to the conclusion that an interference was not lawful under national law while
national courts held it to be so. Only where national courts should have ap
plied legislation in an arbitrary manner this could be the consequence.
However, there have been cases where the national courts had established the
illegality.326
It has been recognized in the cases of Groppera and Autronic that rules of
public international law, if they are sufficiently precise, can also be accepted
as a legal basis for an interference where national law refers to the rules of
public international law.327 A special difficulty arose in these cases because
the radio regulations applicable, promulgated by the ITU, had not been fully
published in Switzerland. The Court found that to be compatible with the re
quirement, since the specialists to whom the rules applied would be able to
inform themselves about their content on the basis of publications by the re
spective international organizations.328 This is a reasoning which can only
be accepted because of the rather exceptional nature of these cases concerning
problems of transfrontier broadcasting.
In the case of Groppera the Court has not answered one of the main diffi
culties as to the requirement ‘prescribed by law’. The Swiss argument was
that emissions broadcast by radio Groppera from Pizzo Groppera in Italy were
not in line with international radio regulations. The Italian Constitutional
Court had held that these regulations do not apply directly in Italy, in other
words that they are not self-executing according to the Italian municipal
order.329 Since it is up to the states to decide whether or not they apply these
rules directly or only through their internal legislation the Court was faced
324
325
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with the issue that Switzerland based its interference on international legal
rules which did not directly apply at the place from where the broadcasts were
emitted.330 This should have had the result that the requirement ‘prescribed
by law’ could not be seen as fulfilled in the case of Groppera. Judge Bernhardt
stated correctly: ‘It has never been clarified whether Groppera Radio violated
Italian law, including any international norm which is self-executing in
Italy’ .331
C.

The Aim to be Protected

Articles 8 to 11 contain different aims for which restrictions are possible.
National security, public safety, the economic well-being of the country, the
protection of health or morals, and the protection of the rights and freedoms
of others appear in Article 8 and in a very similar way in Articles 10 and 11.
The prevention of disorder is specifically mentioned in Articles 8 ,10 and 11.
It is of importance that there is no general public order provision which could
restrict Convention rights to an unlimited extent.332 The protection of public
order appears in Article 9, guaranteeing freedom of thought, conscience and
religion. This seems to refer to manifestations of religion which would
interfere with the public order as prevailing in European states.333
Where Commission and Court have to control restrictions under paras. 2
of Articles 8 to 11 the aim to be protected does not, normally, create any dif
ficulties. The essential turning-point comes where Commission and Court
have to find out to what extent a specific measure is necessary in a demo
cratic society to protect the aim in question. However, the clarification of the
aim pursued may make it much easier to apply the third criterion which is
the necessity of the interference.
In the case of Groppera Switzerland prohibited the applicant from having
its emissions redistributed by cable.334 The Court accepted that the legiti
mate aims were the protection of the international telecommunications order
and the protection of the rights of others.335 The protection of the rights of
others was seen as an aim since the regulation, according to the Swiss
Government, was designed to ensure pluralism, in particular of information,
by allowing a fair allocation of frequencies internationally and nationally.
When the Court went on to discuss to what extent the interference was neces
sary it did not explain in any way what the effect of the prohibition to redis330
331
332
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tribute by cable could be on the emissions themselves. This, however, would
have been required to establish a proper link between the aim and the interfer
ence. How could the prohibition to redistribute by cable protect pluralism or
the international order in the area of telecommunication?
One of the aims frequently invoked is the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others. In cases where children are separated by the authorities
from their parents, rights and freedoms of others may also be the rights of the
children to be protected as to their best interests.336 Legislation which inter
feres with the parents’ rights may protect the children’s rights in that respect
While the Commission had clearly stated in the Olsson case concerning
Sweden that a separation decision based on legislation for protecting the in
terests of the children was legitimate for the protection of health or morals
and for the protection of freedoms of others337 the Court was less clear. The
Court only stated that the Swedish legislation is clearly designed to protect
children and there is nothing to suggest that it was applied in the present case
for any other purpose. The interferences therefore had, according to the Court,
for the purposes of paragraph 2 of Article 8 the legitimate aims attributed to
them by the Commission.338

D. Necessary in a Democratic Society
By far the most difficult problems arise when Commission and Court have to
judge whether a specific restriction is ‘necessary in a democratic society’.
This formula is always used together with the criterion of necessity. It is
shown thereby that the democratic process must lead to the first decision
about the need for a restriction. Necessary, therefore, can hardly mean uni
formity in all Convention countries. Otherwise it would make no sense to re
fer to the democratic process applicable here. This is confirmed by the recog
nition that ‘national security’ or ‘morals’ refer to completely different factual
and cultural backgrounds in different countries.339
On the other hand there must be a special relationship established between
the aim to be protected and the measure applied. The Court has sometimes
used the formula that the necessity for restricting the rights must be
‘convincingly established’ .340 Already in the Handyside case the Court noted
336 X. and Y . v. Federal Republic o f Germany (1978), DR 15, 208.
337 ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 130, 54.
338 Ibid., 31.
339 The Court has underlined that there are different conceptions of ‘morals’. Case of
Müller and others, ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 133, 22.
340 The Court stated in the Barthold case, ECHR (1985) Series A, No. 90, 26:
As the Court has already had the occasion to point out, freedom of expression
holds a prominent place in a democratic society. Freedom of expression consti
tutes one of the essential foundations of a democratic society and one of the ba sic conditions for its progress and for the development of every man and woman
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that the adjective ‘necessary* is not synonymous with indispensable and that
in other parts of the Convention the words ‘absolutely necessary’ and ‘strictly
necessary’ or ‘strictly required’ appear. The Court found that there must be a
pressing social need to speak of necessity in that sense.341
It seems useful to apply the criteria which have been developed in some
systems of administrative law for an interference with the citizens’ rights.
The interference must be suitable for reaching the protection aimed at, it
must be the most lenient measure which can reach that aim, and it must be
proportionate in the sense that no harm is caused which bears no relation
with the protection to be achieved.342 The last criterion is the notion of pro
portionality in the narrow sense. Court and Commission seem to apply these
criteria, though not always in a very clear manner. The notion of proportion
ality is used in a wide sense.343
In the case of Groppera the Court should have asked whether the prohibi
tion to redistribute the emissions coming from radio Groppera by cable in
Switzerland could in any way achieve the goal to protect the international
telecommunications order. Whether or not a broadcast is redistributed by ca
ble has nothing to do with the preservation of the order for broadcasting in
general.344 In the case of Autronic the Court was correct to state that a total
ban on the reception of uncoded signals could not be seen as necessary for
protecting the international telecommunications order.345 While the Com
mission had said that reception as such does not interfere with that order the
Court limited itself to underlining that at least uncoded broadcasts intended
for television viewers could not be seen as falling under any prohibition.346
As far as secrecy is concerned the Court relied on the fact that the government
had conceded before the Commission that there was no risk of obtaining se
cret information. This shows that the Court did not find it established that
the interference was a suitable way to protect the aims it was alleged to se
cure.
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To a certain extent a comparable situation was the case of Eriksson. Here,
the Swedish authorities had lifted a care order by which the child of Mrs.
Eriksson had been separated from her. At the same time a prohibition on re
moval order was issued which had the aim of protecting the legitimate inter
est of the child after the care order was lifted. However, it became clear that
under the prohibition on removal there were no enforceable visiting rights
while the order was in force. Mrs. Eriksson was in fact denied the opportu
nity to meet with her daughter to an extent and in circumstances likely to
promote the aim of reuniting them or even the positive development of their
relationship.347 The Court found that the severe and lasting restrictions on
access combined with the long duration of the prohibition on removal were
not proportionate to the legitimate aims pursued. A prohibition on removal,
under those circumstances, cannot be seen as as suitable measure to protect
the child while preparing the reunion with the mother.348 The Commission,
therefore, had not stated that the order was not proportionate but rather that
the measures taken cannot be considered to have been necessary for the pro
tection of the child’s health or for the protection of her rights in general.349
Whether a draconian measure restricting the rights under Article 10 was
necessary, in the sense that no other more lenient measures existed, arose in
the case of Müller against Switzerland 350 Here, a painter had been fined for
exhibiting obscene paintings which were considered to be works of art.
Commission and Court accepted that the fines were compatible as restrictions
under Article 10, paragraph 2 .351 However, the paintings had been confis
cated for an indefinite period. The Commission found that this was not nec
essary to protect the public against the obscene paintings because one could
have ordered Mr. Müller not to show them in Fribourg in Switzerland where
they had been found to be obscene while he could show them privately to
other people or exhibit them elsewhere.352 It had been argued that Mr.
Müller had exhibited paintings of a similar nature in many other countries.
The Court found that the restriction could be seen as necessary because, under
Swiss case-law, there was a possibility to get the paintings back.353 In fact,
shortly before the Court held the oral hearing, Mr. Müller had received the
paintings back. This must have influenced the Court. But they had been con
fiscated for eight years, which is an extraordinary period of time to make it
impossible for an artist to have access to his works of art. Whether it can at
all be justified to confiscate works of art where only their obscene nature is at
issue should be a matter of doubt.
347 See above note 279.
348 ECHR (1989) Series A, No. 156, 26.
349 Ibid., 46.
350 ECHR (1988) Series A, No. 133.
351 Ibid., 22-23, 37-41.
352 Ibid., 41-45.
353 Ibid., 23-25.
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In the case of Markt Intern it was the proportionality in the narrow sense
which was at issue.354 The Commission came to the conclusion that it is
not proportionate to suppress a statement in the press which is factually cor
rect by assimilating it to advertising without weighing the specific and severe
result for freedom of the press. That had not been done by the German courts
involved in the case.355
The majority of the Court, however, relied on the statement by the
German courts that the criticism expressed by the applicants was premature
and should not have been published at that time. It is not easy to see how
that could be of any relevance in the case. The Court relied heavily on the
margin of appreciation which has been called a dark horse in the context The
minority of the Court has criticized the majority’s approach severely and has
stated that the Court is in fact eschewing the task of carrying out the
European supervision in that case.356 The way necessity is established can
not be understood without discussing the difficult issue of the margin of ap
preciation.

E. Margin of Appreciation - True and False Problems
Commission and Court developed the concept of a margin of appreciation in
the context of Article 15 of the Convention. The emergency clause is a typi
cal example where the authorities of the state concerned have to be left the
scope for a decision based on the needs of the specific situation. One may
easily agree with the Court where it states:357
It falls in the first place to each Contracting State, with its responsibility for
‘the life of its nation* to determine whether that life is threatened by a ‘public
emergency’ and, if so, how far it is necessary to go in attempting to overcome
the emergency. By reason of their direct and continuous contact with the
pressing needs of the moment, the national authorities are in principle in a
better position than the international judge to decide both on the presence of
such an emergency and on the nature and scope of derogations necessary to
avert it. In this matter Article 15 §1 leaves those authorities a wide margin of
appreciation.
Nevertheless the States do not enjoy an unlimited power in this respect. The
Court, which, with the Commission, is responsible for ensuring the obser
vance of the States’ engagements (Article 19), is empowered to rule on
whether the States have gone beyond the ‘extent strictly required by the exi
gencies* of the crisis (...). The domestic margin of appreciation is thus ac
companied by a European supervision.
354
355
356
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The Court established that approach in the Lawless case which was the first
case to come before the European Court of Human Rights. It concerned Irish
measures under Article 15 of the Convention.358
The notion ‘appreciation’ in the context of Article 8 , paragraph 2 seems
to have been used first by the Court in the Vagrancy case in 1970. Here the
Court speaks of the limits of the ‘power of appreciation’ which Article 8 ,
paragraph 2 of the Convention leaves to the Contracting States.359 In 1975
in the Engel judgment the Court uses the notion ‘margin of appreciation’ in
the context of Article 10, paragraph 2 .360 It was the Handy side judgment
given in 1976 where the Court explained for the first time in some detail
what it understood by the margin of appreciation. After pointing out that the
notion ‘necessary’ in Article 10, paragraph 2 must be distinguished from
‘indispensable’ or ‘absolutely necessary’ and ‘strictly necessary’ the Court
stated that it is for the national authorities to make the initial assessment of
the reality of the pressing social need implied by the notion of necessity.
Then the Court continued:361
Consequently, Article 10 §2 leaves to the Contracting States a margin of ap
preciation. This margin is given both to the domestic legislator (‘prescribed
by law*) and to the bodies, judicial amongst others, that are called upon to in
terpret and apply the laws in force (...).
Nevertheless, Article 10, paragraph 2 does not give the Contracting States an
unlimited power of appreciation. The Court, which, with the Commission, is
responsible for ensuring the observance of those States* engagements (Article
19), is empowered to give the final ruling on whether a ‘restriction* or
‘penalty* is reconcilable with freedom of expression as protected by Article
10. The domestic margin of appreciation thus goes hand in hand with a
European supervision. Such supervision concerns both the aim of the measure
challenged and its ‘necessity’; it covers not only the basic legislation but
also the decision applying it, even one given by an independent court. In this
respect, the Court refers to Article 50 of the Convention (‘decision or ... mea
sure taken by a legal authority or any other authority*) as well as to its own
case-law (...).

Since Handy side the margin of appreciation has been generally used by the
Court. An interesting additional element was introduced into the margin of
appreciation by the Markt Intern judgment of 20 November 1989. The case
concerned the prohibition for a commercial newspaper to publish certain ba
sically correct factual informations. The narrow majority of the Court
held:362
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Such a margin of appreciation is essential in commercial matters and, in par
ticular, in an area as complex and fluctuating as that of unfair competition.
Otherwise, the European Court of Human Rights would have to undertake a re
examination of the facts and all the circumstances of each case. The Court
must confine its review to the question whether the measures taken on the na
tional level are justifiable in principle and proportionate (...).

The minority of the Court consisting of nine members as the majority, heav
ily criticized this position. They formulated:363
We find the reasoning set out therein with regard to the ‘margin of apprecia
tion* of States a cause for serious concern. As is shown by the result to which
it leads in this case it has the effect in practice of considerably restricting the
freedom of expression in commercial matters.
By claiming that it does not wish to undertake a re-examination of the facts
and all the circumstances of the case, the Court is in fact eschewing the task,
which falls to it under the Convention, of carrying out ‘European supervision*
as to the conformity of the contested ‘measures* ‘with the requirements* of
that instrument.

The M ark Intern judgment shows very clearly where the dangers of the no
tion of margin of appreciation lie. While the Commission had reasoned that
one needs specific justification for suppressing factually correct information,
the Court, apparently because it saw no possible counter-arguments, did not
address that issue at all but used the notion of margin of appreciation. Under
those circumstances there is in fact no European supervision but only a
recognition that the state has freedom to act.
On the basis of those experiences it is sometimes argued that
Commission and Court should give up the notion margin of appreciation
completely. However, this seems to arise from a misunderstanding of the
origins of that notion and of its proper scope.364
The restrictive paragraphs in Articles 8 to 11 do not contain any obliga
tion for a state to restrict the freedoms guaranteed even where it could be
‘necessary* to restrict them. This shows that there is always a considerable
margin of appreciation, first of all for the national legislature, secondly for
the administrative or judicial organ taking the decision on the basis of that
legislation. It is well known that in many European countries even the deci
sion to prosecute lies within the discretion of the prosecutor. This shows that
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for the strongest interference with specific freedoms by the application of the
criminal law there is not necessarily an automatic process.
The notion margin of appreciation seems to be well adapted to deal with
that situation. The national legislature as well as the organs applying the na
tional law must act within the margin of appreciation laid down by the re
strictive paragraphs. This margin should be seen as covering all the circum
stances in which a restriction is possible, while it will not necessarily be ap
plied in all Convention countries. There are also the cases where a restriction
would be applied in all countries because the necessity is evident A good ex
ample is ill-treatment of children by the parents as a ground for separation
under Article 8 , paragraph 2 .365
Commission and Court have underlined that some of the aims contained
in Articles 8 to 11 paras. 2 are of a different nature in different parts of
Europe.366 This is not only so for morals where it seems immediately clear
but also for national security. During the years where a clear East-West ten
sion existed national security may have had different implications in a coun
try bordering Eastern Europe than in a state distant from that border.
For morals the Court has explained the issue well in the case of Muller
and others concerning paintings which were considered to be obscene by the
Swiss courts:367
The applicant’s conviction on the basis of Article 204 of the Swiss Criminal
Code was intended to protect morals. Today, as at the time of the Handy side
judgment (...), it is not possible to find in the legal and social orders of the
Contracting States a uniform European conception of morals. The view taken
of the requirements of morals varies from time to time and from place to place,
especially in our era, characterised as it is by a far-reaching evolution of opin
ions on the subject. By reason of their direct and continuous contact with the
vital forces of their countries, State authorities are in principle in a better po
sition than the international judge to give an opinion on the exact content of
these requirements as well as on the ‘necessity* of a ‘restriction’ or ‘penalty’
intended to meet them.

The Commission and the Court which had inspected the paintings did not
find unreasonable the view taken by the Swiss courts that those paintings,
with their emphasis on sexuality in some of its crudest forms, were ‘liable
grossly to offend the sense of sexual propriety of persons of ordinary sensi
tivity ’ .368
It would seem that the correct application of the doctrine of margin of ap
preciation should leave to the states the first decision, the establishment of
the facts and the justification for an interference. The European organs must,
365
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on the basis of these decisions, control whether the facts were correctly estab
lished and the reasons applied were sufficient to justify the interference. This
does not mean that it is the only requirement for the national authorities to
take a ‘reasonable’ decision. The Court has rejected the idea that it is suffi
cient just to find out whether reasonable arguments were advanced.369
Understood in that way the doctrine of margin of appreciation is a necessary
tool in order to apply the Convention to rather different factual and legal
backgrounds throughout Europe.

IX. Political Rights
A. The Right to Opposition
The most important element for a free society is the right to form political
opposition.370 This right is not normally guaranteed in these terms in con
stitutions or bills of rights. It is quite an exception that the Constitution of
the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg, a state in the Federal Republic of
Germany, provides in Article 23(a):
The opposition is an essential element of parliamentary democracy.
It has the task to publicly criticize the governmental program in principle and
in specific cases. It is the political alternative to the governmental majority.

Freedom of expression and freedom of the press are of course basic precondi
tions for forming political opposition. One may say that this is so self-evi
dent that it is not surprising to find it accepted in all countries bound by the
ECHR. However the Lingens case, referred to earlier, shows that the use of
the criminal law to suppress political opposition is not at all unthinkable in
Europe .371 The private criminal prosecution brought by the then Austrian
Federal Chancellor against Mr. Lingens was clearly a move to suppress polit
ical opposition.

B. Free Elections
The most important precondition for forming a powerful and meaningful po
litical opposition are free elections. The electoral system must be of a nature
not to create a bias in favour of the government or any political spectrum.
Although there have not been many cases concerning Article 3 of the First

369 Handyside case, ECHR (1976) Series A, No. 24, 21 et seq.
370 See above Chapter VII, §2.
371 See above at note 298.
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Protocol, which guarantees free elections, the Article is of considerable im
portance.372
It is noticeable that Article 3 of the First Protocol is the only Convention
guarantee which is formulated in the way of an inter-state obligation. It reads:
‘The High Contracting Parties undertake to hold free elections at reasonable
intervals...’ At an early stage the Commission had difficulties in interpreting
the provision. It expressed the view in some decisions in the 1950s and
1960s that Article 3 of the Protocol does not guarantee the right to vote as
such.373 In 1975 it recognized that it could not uphold that interpretation for
it follows both from the Preamble and from Article 5 of Protocol No. 1 that
the rights set out in the Protocol are protected by the same guarantees as are
contained in the Convention itself.374 It must, therefore, be admitted that,
whatever the wording of Article 3, the right it confers is in the nature of an
individual right, since this quality constitutes the very foundation of the
whole Convention.
The Court confirmed this approach by the Commission in its judgment
Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt in 1987.375 It added that the travaux prépara
toires of Protocol No. 1 do not disclose any intention of excluding the opera
tion of the right of individual petition as regards Article 3. Indeed, the inter
pretation of Article 3 of the First Protocol can be seen as a typical example
for using the effet utile approach in Convention law .376 On this basis
Commission and Court had no difficulty in agreeing that the right to vote
and the right to stand for election to the legislature, the active and passive
electoral rights, are guaranteed by Article 3 of the First Protocol.377
Article 3 refers to the conditions which will be laid down by national law.
The Court has derived from this that the rights in question are not absolute
and that there is room for implied limitations.378 However, it is clear that
Article 3 guarantees free elections by secret ballot. The Commission has not
had to deal with any applications concerning the secrecy of the ballot.
Apparently that is secured everywhere in Europe. However, in some
European countries there exists a formal obligation to participate in the elec
tions. The Commission has rejected applications alleging that this is a viola
tion of the freedom to vote contained in Article 3. The Commission has ar
gued that it is always possible to cast an invalid vote and thereby not express
any opinion for a candidate.379
372
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376
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Article 3 provides that free elections are held at reasonable intervals. The
interval must be regulated by a national legislation. It would seem clear that
intervals going beyond eight years would certainly not be acceptable. The
limit may be somewhere around six years. In fact, no European country
seems to make it possible that a legislature may sit longer than for six years
without free election.380
Article 3 presupposes that there is a freely elected legislature. This applies
to the national parliament. But it must also apply to other parliaments de
pending on the constitutional structure of the state in question. In the judg
ment Mathieu-Mohin the Court has confirmed the Commission’s position
that the legislature may also be the parliament of a state in a federation or the
regional council which is granted legislative powers.381
Article 3 does not contain a preference for any electoral system. The
Commission had to deal with that issue when the British Liberal Party
launched a very fully reasoned and documented application against the British
simple majority electoral system. The applicants had argued that the simple
majority system has an adverse disproportionate impact and effect on the
Liberal Party, Liberal electors and Liberal candidates. The Commission held
as follows:382
It is generally known that the simple majority system may have extremely di
verse results as far as a ‘proper reflection’ of the different voting trends is
concerned. Depending on the party system existing in the given country and
on the distribution of electors in the constituencies the simple majority sys
tem may even create a majority in Parliament for a party or group of parties
which have gathered only a minority of votes. Furthermore it may not reflect
smaller voting groups at all. These consequences have always been the main
arguments for those striving for some sort of proportionate representation.
However, the Commission, when applying Article 3 of the First Protocol
alone and in conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention, cannot disregard
the wording and the background of the provisions concerned. Article 3 of the
First Protocol gives an individual right to vote in the election provided for by
this Article (...). Article 14 of the Convention read in conjunction with
Article 3 of the First Protocol protects every voter against discrimination di
rected at him as a person for the grounds mentioned in Article 14. This is not
the same as a protection of equal voting influence for all voters. The question
whether or not equality exists in this respect is due to the electoral system be
ing applied. Article 3 of the First Protocol is careful not to bind the States as
to the electoral system and does not add any requirement of ‘equality’ to the
‘secret ballot*.
Article 3 requires that elections are being held under conditions which will en
sure the free expression of the opinion of the people in the choice of the leg
islature. The applicants seem to suggest that the disadvantage existing for the
380
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Liberal Party, as for any smaller party, does not really assure the free expres
sion of the opinion of the people. Although the Commission agrees that this
disadvantage exists and may be of considerable political impact it cannot find
a violation of Article 3 of the First Protocol alone or in conjunction with
Article 14 of the Convention on that basis. The simple majority system is
one of the two basic electoral systems. It is or has been used in many demo
cratic countries. It has always been accepted as allowing for the ‘free expres
sion of the opinion of the people* even if it operates to the detriment of small
parties.
This reasoning is supported by the fact that even countries which know of a
fundamental right to equality of voting still admit the simple majority system
as complying with this requirement. The Federal Constitutional Court of the
Federal Republic of Germany has held that both electoral systems - propor
tionate representation and simple majority vote - are constitutional and in
line with the requirement of equality of voting (...). The United States Supreme
Court controls election laws on the basis of the equal protection clause of the
14th Amendment to the US Constitution. It accepts the prevailing system
with simple majority electoral districts, including, under circumstances, mul
timember districts although these may be very much to the disadvantage of
smaller groups (...).
The Commission leaves open the question whether or not specific features in
the voting behaviour could raise an issue under Article 3 of the Protocol, also
in conjunction with Article 14, if religious or ethnic groups could never be
represented because there was a clear voting pattern along these lines in the
majority (...). There is no suggestion that the disadvantages, for the Liberal
Party are created by such a situation.
Consequently, the rights of the applicants under Article 3 of the First Protocol
read alone and in conjunction with Article 14 of the Convention have not
been violated.

In an Icelandic case the Commission had to deal with the problem of differ
ences in representation of urban and rural districts. The Commission was
willing to accept a certain preferential treatment of rural areas as far as repre
sentation in parliament goes but it added that the Icelandic system in its prac
tical consequences did not favour any political party to the detriment of an
other.383 This consideration would seem to be of crucial importance for the
decision.
Only one important case concerning electoral matters has been decided by
the European Court of Human Rights so far. It is the already mentioned
Mathieu-Mohin and Clerfayt case.384 The issue was whether or not Article 3
was violated because a small area belonging to the Flemish Region in
Belgium had to cast its vote together with the electoral district BruxellesCapitale which had extraordinary consequences. At that time the elections to
the Regional Councils for the Flemish and the French-speaking Regions
were combined with the elections to the National Parliament. The parliament
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for the Region was composed of the candidates elected from the Region tak
ing their oath in the language of the Region.
The fact that the small French-speaking area of the Flemish Region had
to vote together with Bruxelles-Capitale meant that the French-speaking vot
ers would have to vote for French-speaking candidates. These would not take
their oath in the Dutch language and thereby the voters of that part of the
Flemish region could not be represented in the regional council legislating
for their region. The Commission held as follows:385
The problem here is the absence of a clear distinction between the systems
governing the appointment of representatives at national and at regional
level. Although the electors resident in the administrative district of HalVilvorde can have representation in the national legislature, they cannot do
so in the regional Council. This Council is empowered to legislate for the
whole Flemish Region, but electors resident in Hal-Vilvorde cannot appoint
representatives to it independently. The fact that their votes are combined
with those cast in the Brussels-Capital district means that they are prevented
in practice from having their own representatives for Hal-Vilvorde in the re
gional Council.

The Court nevertheless accepted that system as not disclosing any violation
of Article 3. The Court reasoned as follows:386
In any consideration of the electoral system in issue, its general context must
not be forgotten. The system does not appear unreasonable if regard is had to
the intentions it reflects and to the respondent State’s margin of appreciation
within the Belgian parliamentary system - a margin that is all the greater as
the system is incomplete and provisional. One of the consequences for the
linguistic minorities is that they must vote for candidates willing and able to
use the language of their region. A similar requirement is found in the organi
sation of elections in a good many States. Experience shows that such a situa
tion does not necessarily threaten the interests of the minorities. This is par
ticular true, in respect of a system which makes concessions to the territorial
ity principle, where the political and legal order provides safeguards against
inopportune or arbitrary changes - by requiring, for example, special majori
ties (...).
The French-speaking electors in the district of Halle-Vilvoorde enjoy the
right to vote and the right to stand for election on the same legal footing as
the Dutch-speaking electors. They are in no way deprived of these rights by
the mere fact that they must vote either for candidates who will take the par
liamentary oath in French and will accordingly join the French-language
group in the House of Representatives or the Senate and sit on the French
Community Council, or else for candidates who will take the oath in Dutch and
so belong to the Dutch-language group in the House of Representatives or the
Senate and sit on the Flemish Council. This it not a disproportionate limita-
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tion such as would thwart ‘the free expression of the opinion of the people in
the choice of the legislature’ (...)■
The Court accordingly finds that there has been no breach of Article 3 of
Protocol No. 1 taken alone.

It would seem that the Court has overlooked the real problem which was
brought before it. The issue was not whether the French-speaking inhabitants
of Halle-Vilvoorde were represented in the National Parliament. The question
was whether they had a possibility to freely express their opinion in the
choice of the legislature for the Region. It is no argument that a linguistic
minority may have to vote for candidates who speak the national or regional
language. Here, they could vote for two sorts of candidates but their vote
would have completely different consequences. Voting for a French-speaking
candidate automatically excluded a representation in the Flemish Regional
Council, except where the French candidate would take his or her oath in
Dutch. However, that would deprive the deputy of the normal right to belong
to the French-speaking group in parliament. Therefore this could neither be
expected from nor forced upon him or her.
One may admit that the transformation of the Belgian constitutional sys
tem into a quasi federal structure is of such a complexity that the Court did
not want to interfere. It is remarkable that the Court does not mention the
strange combination of Halle-Vilvoorde as part of the Flemish region with
Bruxelles-Capitale for the elections. It treats the matter as if the voters in
Halle-Vilvoorde would have to vote for candidates willing to sit in the
Flemish Council. That was not the issue.
C. Minorities
The European Convention on Human Rights does not contain any special
rules for minorities. Of course all Convention rights apply in the same way
to members of minorities. Article 14 speaks of national minorities to whom
the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention shall be
secured without discrimination.387 Except for the Belgian electoral case, dis
cussed earlier, there have not been many instances where Convention organs
had to deal with problems of minorities.
It is of some interest, however, that the Commission did not exclude the
possibility of interpreting Article 8 as guaranteeing a special protection for
the lifestyle of a minority. The decision concerned an application where
members of the Lapps’ minority in Northern Norway argued that the con387

One may say that in the case of Ireland v. UK the allegation about discrimination in
using the power of extrajudicial detention concerned a problem of discrimination
against a minority. Commission and Court rejected the allegation, ECHR (1978)
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struction of a dam would interfere with their specific traditional lifestyle. The
Commission accepted that this lifestyle is protected by Article 8 , but found
an interference justified under Article 8 , paragraph 2. It stated as follows:388
The Commission considers that the applicants’ complaints must partly be ex
amined under Article 8 of the Convention, which guarantees the right to re
spect for private life, family life and home.
The Commission is of the opinion that, under Article 8, a minority group is,
in principle, entitled to claim the right to respect for the particular life style it
may lead as being ‘private life’, ‘family life’ or ‘home’...
The applicants claim that the valley where they were bom, and where they in
tended to live, will be partly under water. They do not allege that they will be
unable to continue their life as a reindeershepherd and a fisherman and hunter
respectively.
The Commission is prepared to accept that the consequences, arising for the
applicants from the construction of the hydroelectric plant, constitute an in
terference with their private life, as members of a minority, who move their
herds and deer around over a considerable distance. It is recalled that an area of
2,8 km^ will be covered by water as a result of the plant In addition, it must
be acknowledged that the environment of the said plant will be affected. This
could interfere with the applicants* possibilities of enjoying the right to re
spect for their private life. Nevertheless, in comparison with the vast areas in
northern Norway which are used for reindeer breeding and fishing, the
Commission considers that it is only a comparatively small area which will
be lost for the applicants, for such purposes, as a result of the Alta river pro
ject.
Furthermore, under the terms of Article 8, paragraph 2 of the Convention, an
interference with the rights set out in Article 8, paragraph 1 is permissible if
it is in accordance with the law and necessary in a democratic society for one
of the purposes enumerated, inter alia, the economic well-being of the coun
try.
The Commission finds that without ascertaining the exact extent and nature of
the interference with the applicants* rights under Article 8, paragraph 1, after
the careful consideration of the necessity of the project by the national or
gans, the interference could reasonably be considered as justified under Article
8, paragraph 2, as being in accordance with law, and necessary in a democratic
society in the interests of the economic well-being of the country.
It follows that this part of the application is manifestly ill-founded, within
the meaning of Article 27, paragraph 2.

Protection of the political rights of a minority have not come before the
Convention organs. However, the suppression of a minority by a voting sys
tem would raise issues. When it was argued that there existed unequal treat
ment in Britain because Northern Ireland used a different voting system the
Commission underlined that this system had the aim of protecting a religious
and cultural minority.389
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It is not excluded that the Commission will be faced with other issues of
minorities in Europe in the future. It is known that in Turkey and Greece
minority problems of a considerable nature still exist. This is also true for
countries which may soon join the Convention as Hungary and Poland.

Concluding Remarks
The European Convention on Human Rights, which came into force in
1953, was mainly a ‘sleeping beauty’ until about 1973. It was an important
text of reference to show that Europe had created an international system of
protection for human and fundamental rights. However, it had little influence
on the legal order of member states. One explanation is certainly that it took
quite some time until the states gained sufficient confidence to really accept
the operation of the system.
One must not forget that the right to individual application, the most im
portant way to have access to the control machinery, was first in operation
only for one of the big member states. The minimum number of six recogni
tions was reached on 5 July 1955 when individual applications became pos
sible against Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark, Ireland,
Iceland and Sweden. The reasons for the Federal Republic of Germany accept
ing that control system from the very beginning are of course obvious. The
Convention had, to a very large extent, been the reaction to German actions
during the Second World War.
Only on 14 January 1966, that is almost eleven years later, did the second
large state recognize the right to individual application, namely the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Italy followed only on 1
August 1973. France, which ratified the Convention only in 1974, submitted
her declaration concerning the right of individual application for the first time
on 2 October 1981. This reluctance concerning the attitude of the states had
important repercussions for Commission and Court. It is obvious that these
organs could hardly be very activist in a situation where it was doubtful to
what extent the system would really be tolerated by the member states.
From 1973 to 1980 one may see a very important change of attitude con
cerning the states on the one hand and the Convention organs on the other.
By 1980 Convention violations had been found against the United Kingdom,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium, Italy, Austria and the
Netherlands. In 1978 the Court had decided the inter-state case brought by
Ireland against the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom, the country from
where so many of the fundamental ideas enshrined in the Convention origi
nated, had been found to be in violation of very fundamental articles, includ
ing Article 3. Nobody took that judgment to mean that human rights in gen
eral are not well protected in Britain. However, it showed that under specific
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circumstances even countries such as the United Kingdom may commit im
portant Convention violations. If that is so, the existence of a machinery
protecting human and fundamental rights in Europe is clearly of great rele
vance.
The second period from 1980 until today shows that the Convention or
gans are beginning to develop a European constitutional case-law. While up
until about 1975 only the European Court of Justice of the European Com
munities had gained a profile of transnational legal integration in Europe, the
Convention organs more and more came to occupy such a position. In fact, it
may be that the transnational influence of doctrines on the interpretation and
application of human and fundamental rights is more visible today as far as
the Convention organs are concerned. The creation of a common understand
ing of fundamental rights throughout Europe is taking place.
To a certain extent that may be called a revolutionary development, at
least for some countries bound by the Convention. Those are the states
which have not accepted any sort of internal judicial control of the legisla
ture. To that group still belong Britain, to a limited extent France, and prac
tically all the Scandinavian states as well as Belgium and the Netherlands. In
1950 probably nobody had realized that this Convention would in the long
run lead to judicial control of the legislature. Through an international sys
tem judicial review of legislation was being introduced. For the few European
countries who had introduced an internal constitutional review system, such
as Austria or the Federal Republic of Germany, this consequence was much
less revolutionary. The discussion whether to introduce systems of constitu
tional review has since become more widespread, for instance in France where
the Conseil constitutionnel may become a real constitutional court so that it
also has jurisdiction after a law has come into force.
It may be that at the end of the 20th century the European Convention on
Human Rights and its control machinery will show that a real understanding
of the principle of separation of powers also implies the creation of checks
and balances against the legislature. This presupposes some sort of judicial
control not only of the executive but also of the legislature as to fundamental
human rights. After the revolutionary changes in Eastern Europe in 1989 and
1990 the movement towards constitutional review has become very clear.
A finding of a violation of the Convention by Commission or Court is
no longer a big sensation. It does not mean that the state concerned is not in
general respecting human rights. Rather, it proves that additional safeguards
against the neglect of fundamental rights in the complicated legal systems of
the 20 th century are quite appropriate.
One may also see in the system created by the European Convention on
Human Rights, and operated in the way explained here, one of the important
trends towards rationalization of state action, as we find it relating to consti-
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tutional review in general. Rationalization means that consequences of legis
lation or executive action, which nobody may have foreseen because people
in a rather unusual situation are being affected. There are natural limits.
Political decisions by majorities as well as the forming of majorities and po
litical ideologies cannot be rationalized. They should not be. However, the
examples given may show that the Convention system can, in a meaningful
way, protect the individual against unacceptable consequences of majority
decisions.
In that way a consensus of European countries, as far as standards of hu
man rights are concerned, can be developed. It may be possible to point to a
few basic doctrines which the Convention system has helped to clarify
throughout Europe, sometimes in a dialectic process between national consti
tutional courts, the European Court of Justice of the Communities and the
Convention organs. Those doctrines are for example the need for a clear legal
basis for an interference with fundamental rights, the rule of proportionality
concerning an interference, the prohibition for authorities to use a legal rule
for a purpose not really within the aims of the law. In other words, very ba
sic elements of the rule of law have been confirmed by the Convention sys
tem.
One can only hope that this shaping of a European identity in the protec
tion of human and fundamental rights will continue successfully. The prob
lems for the European Commission and Court of Human Rights, which are
still part-time organs, are getting more and more difficult. The states, who
created the system and frequently underline its importance, should also be
willing to care about the practicalities. Therefore greater support must be
given to the technical side of the Convention system.
This writer admits that having been able to contribute a little to this
shaping of a European identity has been one of the great adventures in his
professional career.
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